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PART ONE

.;

SBCl'ION ONE
THE SUPRAMENTAL EVOLUTION

The Supramental Evolution

THERE

have been times when the seeking
for spiritual attainment was, at least in certain civilisations,
more intense and widespread than now or rather than it has
been in the world in general during the past few centuries. For
now the curve seems to be the beginning of a new turn of seek
ing which takes its start from what was achieved in the past
and projects itself towards a greater future. But always, even in
the age of the Vedas or in. Egypt) the spiritual achievement or the
occult knowledge was confined to a few, it was not spread in the
whole mass of humanity. The mass of humanity evolves slowly,
containing in itself all stages of the evolution from the material
and the vital man to the mental man. A small minority has
pushed beyond the barriers, opening the doors to occult and spi
ritual knowledge and preparing the ascent of the evolution be
yond mental man into spiritual and supramental being. Some
times this minority has exercised an enormous influence as in
Vedic India, Egypt or, according to tradition, in Atlantis, and
determined the civilisation of the race, giving it a strong stamp
of the spiritual or the occult; sometimes they have stood apart
in their secret schools or orders, not directly influencing a civili
sation which was sunk in material ignorance or in chaos and
darkness or in the hard external enlightenment which rejects
spiritual knowledge.
The cycles of evolution tend always upward, but they are
cycles and do not ascend in a straight line. The process therefore
gives the impression of a series of ascents and descents, but what·
is essential in the gains of the evolution is kept or, even if eclipsed
for a time, re-emerges in new forms suitable to the new ages. The
creation has descended all the degrees of being from the Super
mind to Matter and in each degree it has created a world, reign,
plane or order proper to that degree. In the creating of the
material world there was a plunge of this descending Conscious
ness into an apparent Inconscfonce a n d an emergence of it out
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of that lnconscience, degree by degree, until it recovers its high
est spiritual and supramental summits and manifests their powers
here in Matter. But even in the lnconscience there is a secret
Consciousness which works, one may say, by an involved and
hidden Intuition proper to itself. In each stage of Matter, in
each stage of Life, this Intuition assumes a working proper to
that stage and acts from behind the veil, supporting and enforcing
the immediate necessities of the creative Force. There is an Intui
tion in Matter which holds the action of the material world from
the electron to the sun and planets and their contents. There is
an Intuition in Life which similarly supports and guides the play
and development of Life in Matter till it is ready for the mental
evolution of which .man is the vehicle. In man also the creation
follows the same upward process, - the Intuition within deve
lops according to the stage he has reached in his progress. Even
the precise inteJlect of the scientist, who is inclined to deny the
separate existence or the superiority of Intuition, yet cannot really
move forward unless there is behind him a mental Intuition,
which enables him to take a forward step or to divine what has
to be done. Intuition therefore is present at the beginning of
things and in their middle as well as at their consummation.
But Intuition takes its proper form only when one goes be
yond the mental into the spiritual domain, for there only it comes
fully forward from behind the veil and reveals its true and com
plete nature. Alcng with the mental evolution of man there has
been going forward the early process of another evolution which
prepares the spiritual and supramental being. This has had two
lines, one the discovery of the occult forces secret in Nature and
of the hidden planes and worlds concealed from us by the world
of Matter and the other the discovery of man's soul and spiritual
self. If the tradition of Atlantis is correct, it is that of a progress
which went to the extreme of occult knowledge, but could go no
farther. In the India of Vedic times we have the record left of
the other line of achievement, that of spiritual self-discovery ;
occult knowledge was there but kept subordinate. We may say
·that here . in I ndia the reign of Intuition came first, intellectual
Mind developing afterwards in the later philosophy and science.
But in fact the mass of men at the time, it is quite evident, lived
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entirely on the material plane, worshipped the Godheads of
material Nature, sought from them entirely material objects.
The effort of the Vedic mystics revealed to them the things behind
through a power of inner sight and hearing and experience which
was confined to a limited number of seers and sages and kept
carefully secret from the mass of humanity - secrecy was always
insisted on by the mystic. We may very well attribute this
flowering of Intuftion on the spiritual plane to a rapid re-emer
gence of essential gains brought down from a previous cycle.
If we analyse the spiritual history of India we shall find that
after reaching this height there was a descent which attempted
to take up each lower degree of the already evolved conscious
ness and link it to the spiritual at the summit. The Vedic age
was followed by a great outburst of intellect and philosophy
which yet took spiritual truth as its basis and tried to reach it
anew, not through a direct Intuition or occult process as did the
Vedic seers, but by the power of the mind's reflective, speculative,
logical thought ; at the same time processes of yoga were
developed which used the thinking mind as a means of arriving
at spiritual realisation, spiritualising this mind itself at the
same time. Then followed an era of the development of philo
sophies and yoga processes which more and more used the
emotional and aesthetic being as the means of spiritual realisa
tion and spiritualised the emotional level in man through the
heart and feeling. This was accompanied by Tantric and other
processes which took up the mental will, the life-will, the will
of sensations and made them at once the instruments and the
field of spiritualisation. In the Hathayoga and the various
attempts at divinisation of the body there is also a line of endea
vour which attempted to arrive at the same achievement with
regard to living Matter; but this still awaits the discovery of
the true characteristic method and power of Spirit in the body.
We may say therefore that the universal Consciousness after
its descent into Matter has conducted the evolution there along
two lines, one of ascent to the discovery of the Self and Spirit,
the other of descent through the already evolved levels of mind,
life and body so as to bring down the spiritual consciousness
into these also and to fulfil thereby some secret intention in the
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creation of the material universe. Our yoga is in its principle
a taking up and summarising and completing of this process,
an endeavour to rise to the highest possible supramental level
and bring down its consciousness and power into mind, life
and body.
The condition of present-day civilisation, materialistic
with an externalised intellect and life-endeavour, which you
find so painful, is an episode, but one which was perhaps
inevitable. For if the spiritualisation of the mind, life and
body is the thing to be achieved, the conscious presence of the
Spirit even in the physical consciousness and material body,
an age which puts Matter and the physical life in the forefront
and devotes itself to .the effort of the intellect to discover the
truth of material existence, had perhaps to come. On one side,
by materialising everything up to the intellect itself it has created
the extreme difficulty of which you speak for the spiritual seeker,
but, on the other hand, it has given the life in Matter an impor
tance which the spirituality of the past was inclined to deny to
it. In a way it has made the spiritualisation of it a necessity for
spiritual seeking and so aided the descent movement of the
evolving spiritual consciousness in the earth-nature. More than
that we cannot claim for it; its conscious effect has been rather
to stifle and almost extinguish the spiritual element in humanity;
it is only by the divine use of the pressure of contraries and
an intervention from above that there will be the spiritual
outcome.
*
**

All the phases of human history may be regarded as a working
out of the earth-consciousness in which each phase has its
place and significance, so this materialistic intellectual phase
had to come and has had, no doubt, its purpose and significance.
One may also hold that· one of its issues was as an experiment
to see how far and whither the human consciousness would go
through an intellectual and external control of Nature with
physical and intellectual means only and without the interven
tion of any higher· consciousness and knowledge - or that it
may help by resistance to draw the spiritual consciousness that
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is growing behind all vicissitudes to attempt the control of
Matter and turn it towards the Divine, as the Tantriks and
Vaishnavas tried to do with the emotional and lower vital
nature, not contenting themselves with the Vedantic turning
of the mind towards the Supreme. But it is difficult to go
farther than that or to hold that this materialism is itself a
spiritual thing or that the dark, confused and violent state of
contemporary Europe was an indispensable preparation for the
descent of the Spirit. This darkness and violence which seems
bent on destroying. such light of mental idealism and desire
of harmony as had succeeded in establishing itself in the mind
of humanity, is obviously due to a descent of fierce and dark
vital Powers which seek t� possess the human world for their
own, not for a spiritual purpose. It is true that such a precipita
tion of Asuric forces from the darker vital worlds has been
predicted by some occultists as the one first result of the pres
sure of the Divine descent on their vitai domain, but it was
regarded as a circumstance of the battle, not as something
helping towards the Divine Victory. The churning of Matter
by the attempt of human intellect to conquer material Nature
and use it for its purpose may break something of the passivity
and inertia, but it is done for material ends, in a rajasic spirit,
with a denial of spirituality as its mental basis. Such an attempt
may end, seems to be ending indeed, in chaos and disintegration,
while the new attempts at creation and reintegration seem to
oombine the obscure rigidity of material Nature with a resurgence

of the barbaric brutality and violence of a half-animal vital
Nature. How are the spiritual forces to deal with all that or
make use of such a churning of the energies of the material
universe ? The way of the Spirit is the way of peace and light

and harmony; if it has to battle, it is precisely because of the
presence of such forces which seek either to extinguish or to
prevent the spiritual l ight. In the spiritual change inertia has
to be replaced by the divine peace and calm, the rajasic troubled

energy by a tranquil and potent, pure and liberated dynamis,
while the mind must be kept plastic for the workings of a higher
Light of knowledge. How will the activity of Materialism lend
itself to that change ?
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Materialism can hardly be spiritual in its basis, because
its basic method is just the opposite of the spiritual way of
doing things. The spiritual works from within outward, the way
of materialism is to work from out inwards. It makes the
inner a result of the outer, fundamentally a phenomenon of
Matter and it works upon that view of things. It seeks to
"perfect" humanity by outward means and one of its main
efforts is to construct a perfect social machine which will train
and oblige men to be what they ought to be. The loss of the
ego in the Divine is the spiritual ideal; here it is replaced by
the immolation of the individual to the military and industrial
State. Where is there any spirituality in all that? Spirituality can
only come by opening of the mind, vital and physical to the
inmost soul, to the· higher Self, to the Divine, and their sub
ordination to the spiritual forces and instrumentation as channels
of the inner Light, the higher Knowledge and Power. Other
things, mental, aesthetic, vital, are often misnamed 'spirituality',
but they lack the essential character without which the word
loses its true significance.
*
**

When there i s a pressure on the vital world due to the preparing
Descent from above, that world usually precipitates something
of itself into the human. The vital world is very large and far
exceeds the human in extent. But usually it dominates by
influence not by descent. Of course the effort of this part of the
vital world is always to maintain humanity under its sway and
prevent the higher Light.
*
**

The vital descent cannot prevent the supramental - still less
can the possessed nations do it by their material power, since
the supramental descent is primarily a spiritual fact which will
bear its necessary outward consequences. What p revio us vital
descents have done is to falsify the Light that came down as in
the history of Christianity where it took possession of the
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teaching and diluted it and deprived it of any widespread ful
filment. But the supermind is by definition a Light that cannot
be distorted if it comes in its own right and by its own presence.
It is only when it holds itself back and allows inferior Powers
of consciousness to use a diminished and already deflected
Truth that the knowledge can be seized by the vital Forces and
made to serve their own purpose.
*
**

�·

All that you say only amounts, on the general issue, to the fact
that this is a world of slow evolution in which man has emerged
out of the beast and is still not out of it, light out of darkness,
and a higher consciousness out of first a dead and then
a struggling and troubled unconsciousness. A spiritual con
sciousness is emerging and it is through this spiritual conscious
ness that one can meet the Divine. Religions, full of vital and
mental, mixed, troubled and ignorant stuff, can only get glimpses
of the Divine; positivist reason with its questioning based upon
things as they are and refusing to believe in anything that may
or will be cannot get any vision at all. The spiritual is a new
consciousness that has to evolve and has been evolving. It is
quite natural that at first and for a long time only a few should
get the full light, while a greater number but still only a few
compared with the mass of humanity, should get it partially.
But what has been gained by the few can at a stage of the evolu
tion be completed and more generalised and that is the attempt
which we are making. But if this greater consciousness of light,
peace and joy is to be gained, it cannot be by questioning and
scepticism which can only fall back on what is and say: "It is
impossible, what has not been in the past cannot be in the
future, what is so imperfectly realised as yet cannot be better
realised in the future." A faith, a will, or at least a persistent
demand and aspiration are needed - a feeling that with this
and this alone I can be satisfied and a push towards it that
will not cease till it is done. That is why a spirit of scepticism and
denial stands in the way, because they stand against the creation
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of the conditions under which spiritual experience can unroll
itself.
*
**

The descent of the supermind i s a long process, or at least a
process with a long preparation, and one can only say that the
work is going on sometimes with a strong pressure for comple
tion, sometimes retarded by the things that rise from below and
have to be dealt with before further progress can be made.
The process is a spiritual evolutionary process, concentrated
into a brief period ; it could be done otherwise (by what men
would regard as a miraculous intervention) only if the human
mind were more flexible and less attached to its ignorance
than it is. As we envisage it, it must manifest in a few first and
then spread, but it is not likely to overpower the earth in a
moment. It is not advisable to discuss too much what it will
do and how it will do it, because these are things the supermind
itself will fix, acting out of the Divine Truth in it, and the mind
must not try to fix for it grooves in which it will run. Naturally,
the release from subconscient ignorance and from disease, dura
tion of life at will, and a change in the functionings of the body
must be among the ultimate elements of a supramental change;
but the details of these things must be left for the supramental
Energy to work out according to the Truth of its own nature.
The descent of the supramental is an inevitable necessity
in the logic of things and is therefore sure. It is because people
do not understand what the supermind is or realise the signi
ficance of the emergence of consciousness in a world of incon
scient Matter that they are unable to realise this inevitability.
I suppose a matter-of-fact observer, if there had been one at
the time of the unrelieved reign of inanimate Matter in the
earth's beginning, would have criticised any promise of the
emergence of life in a world of dead earth and rock and mineral
as an absurdity and a chimera; so too, afterwards he would have
repeated this mistake and regarded the emergence of thought
and reason in an animal world as an absurdity and a chimera.
It is the same now with the appearance of supermind in the
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stumbling mentality of this world of human consciousness and
its reasoning ignorance.
*
**

- It is quite possible that there have been periods of harmony on
different levels, not supramental, which were afterwards dis
turbed - but that could only be a stage or resting place in an
arc of spiritual evolution out of the lnconscience.
*
**

What is meant here is the Divine in its essential manifestation
which reveals itself to us as Light and Consciousness, Power,
Love and Beauty. But In its actual cosmic manifestation the
Supreme, being the Infinite and not bound by any limitation,
can manifest in Itself, in its consciousness of innumerable
possibilities, something that seems to be the opposite of itself,
something in which there can be Darkness, Inconscience, Inertia,
Insensibility, Disharmony and Disintegration. It is this that we
see at the basis of the material world and speak of nowadays
as the Inconscient - the lnconscient Ocean of the Rigveda in
which the One was hidden and arose in the form of this universe
- or, as it is sometimes called, the non-being, Asat. The Igno
rance which is the characteristic of our mind and life is the
result of this origin in the Inconscience. Moreover, in the
evolution out of inconscient existence there rise up naturally
powers and beings which are interested in the maintenance of all
negations of the Divine, error and unconsciousness, pain, suffer
ing, obscurity, death, weakness, illness, disharmony, evil.
Hence the perversion of the manifestation here, its inability
to reveal the true essence of the Divine. Yet in this very
base of this evolution all that is divine is there involved and
pressing to evolve, Light, Consciousness, Power, Perfection,
Beauty, Love. For in the Inconscient itself and behind the
perversions of the Ignorance the Divine Consciousness lies
concealed and works and must more and more appear, throwing
off in the end its disguises. That is why it is said that the world
is called to express the Divine.

10
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Your statement about the supramental evolution is correct
except that it does not follow that humanity as a whole will be
come supramental. What is more likely to happen is that the
supramental principle will be established in the evolution by
the descent just as the mental principle was established by the
appearance of thinking Mind and Man in earthly life. There
will be a race of supramental beings on the earth just as now
there is a race of mental beings. Man himself will find a greater
possibility of rising to the planes intermediary between his
mind and supermind and making their powers effective in his
life, which will mean a great change in humanity on earth, but
it is not likely that the mental stage will disappear from the
ascending ladder and, if so, the continued existence of a mental
race will be necess·ary so as to form a stage between the vital
and the supramental in the evolutionary movement of the
Spirit.
Such a descent of higher beings as you suggest may be
envisaged as a part of the process of the change. But the main
part of the change will be the appearance of the supramental
being and the organisation of a supramental nature here, as a
mental being has appeared and a mental nature organised itself
during the last stage of the evolution. I prefer nowadays not to
speak of the descent of the higher beings because my experience
is that it leads to a vain and often egoistic romanticism which
distracts the attention from the real work, that of the realisa
tion of the Divine and the transformation of the nature.
*
**

What we are doing, if and when we succeed, will be a beginning,
not a completion. It is the foundation of a new consciousness
on earth - a consciousness with infinite possibilities of mani
festation. The eternal progression is in the manifestation and
beyond it there is no progression.
If the redemption of the soul from the physical vesture
be the object> then there is no need of supramentalisation.
Spiritual Mukti and Nirvana are sufficient. If the object is to
rise to supraphysical planes, then also there is no need of supra-
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mentalisation. One can enter into some heaven above by devo
tion to the Lord of that heaven. But that is no progression.
The other worlds are typal worlds, each fixed in its own kind and
type and law. Evolution takes place on the earth and therefore
the earth is the proper field for progression. The beings of the
other worlds do not progress from one world to another. They
remain fixed to their own type.
The purely monistic Vedantist says, all is Brahman, life is
a dream, an unreality, only Brahman exists. One has Nirvana
or Mukti, then one lives only till the body falls - after that there
is no such thing as life.
They do not believe in transformation, because mind, life
and body are an ignorao.ce, an illusion - the only reality is. the
featureless relationless Self or Brahman. Life is a thing of
relations; in the pure Self, all life and relations disappear. What
would be the use or the possibility of transforming an illusion
that can never be anything else (however transformed) than an
illusion? There is no such thing for them as a "Nirvanic life".
It is only some yogas that aim at a transformation of any
kind except that of ignorance into knowledge. The idea varies,
- sometimes a divine knowledge or power or else a divine
purity or an ethical perfection or a divine love.
What has to be overcome is the opposition of the Ignorance
that does not want the transformation of the nature. If that
can be overcome, then old spiritual ideas will not form an
obstacle.
It is not intended to supramentalise humanity at large, but
to establish the principle of the supramental consciousness
in the earth-evolution. If that is done, all that is needed will
be evolved by the supramental Power itself. It is not therefore
important that the mission should be widespread. What is
important is that the thing should be done at all in however small
a number; that is the only difficulty.
If the transformation of the body is complete, that means
no subjection to death - it does not mean that one will be
bound to keep the same body for all time. One creates a new
body for oneself when one wants to change, but how it will be
done cannot be said now. The present method is by physical
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wi ll come when that
will not be necessary - but the question must be left for the
birth -. some occultists suppose that a time
supramental evolution to decide.

questions about the supermind cannot be answered
profitably now. Supermind cannot be described in terms that
the mind will understand, because the terms will be mental
and mind will understand them in a mental way a nd mental
sense and miss their true import. It would therefore be a waste
of time and energy which should be devoted to the preliminary
work - psychicisation and spi ritual i sati on of the being and
nature without which no supramentalisation is possible Let
the wh ole dynamic nature led by the psychic make itself full of
the dynamic spiritual light, peace, purity, k n owl edge, force ;
let it afterwards get experience of the intermediate spiritual
planes and know, feel and act in their sense ; then it will be
pos sible to speak last of the supramental transformation.
The

·

.

*
**

What is a perfect technique of yoga or rather of a world-changing

takes a man by a
little bit of him somewhere, attaches a hook, and pulls him up
by a pulley into Nirvana or Paradise. The technique of a world
changing yoga has to be as multiform, s inuous patie nt all
including as the world itself. If it does not deal with all the
d ifficulties or p ossibilities and carefully deal with each necessary
element, has it any chance of success ? And can a perfect tech
nique which everybody can understand do that? It is not like
writing a small poem in a fixed metre with a l imited number of
modulations. ,If you take the poem simile, it is the Mahabharata
of a Mahabharata that has to be done. And what, compared
with the limited Greek p erfectio n is the technique of the Maha�
bharata?
Next, what is the use of viciirabuddhi in such a case ? If
one has to get a new consciousness which surpasses the reaso ning
intellect, can one do it on lines which are to be judged and
understood by the reasoning intellect, controlled at every step
by it, told by the intellect what i t is to do, what is the measure
or Nature·changing yoga ? Not one that

,

,

,
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of its achievements, what its steps must be and what their
value ? If one does that, will one ever get out of the range of the
reasoning intelligence into what is beyond it ? And if one does,
how shall others judge what one is doing by the intellectual
measure ? How can one judge what is beyond the ordinary con
sciousness when one is oneself in the ordinary consciousness ?
Is it not only by exceeding yourself that you can feel, experience,
judge what exceeds you ? What is the value of a judgment
without the feeling and experience ?
What the supramental will do the mind cannot foresee or lay
down. The mind is ignorance seeking for the Truth, the supra
mental by its very definition is the Truth-Consciousness, Truth
in possession of itself and fulfilling itself by its own power.
In a supramental world imperfection and disharmony are bound
to disappear. But what we propose just now is not to make the
earth a supramental world but to bring down the supramental
as a power and established consciousness in the midst of the
rest - to let it work there and fulfil itself as Mind descended
into Life and Matter and has worked as a Power there to fulfil
itself in the midst of the rest. This will be enough to change the
world and to change Nature by breaking down her present
limits. But what, how, by what degrees it will do it, is a thing
that ought not to be said now - when the Light is there, the
Light will itself do its work - when the supramental Will stands
on earth, that Will will decide. It will establish a perfection,
a harmony, a Truth-creation - for the rest, well, it will be
the rest - that is all.
*
**

The whole of humanity cannot be changed at once. What has
to be done is to bring the Higher Consciousness down into
the earth-consciousness and establish it there as a constant
realised force. Just as mind and life have been established and
embodied in Matter, so to establish and embody the supra
mental Force.
*
**

14
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It would not be possible to change all that in a moment - we
have always said that the whole of humanity will not change the
moment there is the Descent. But what can be done is to estab
Jish the higher principle in the earth-consciousness in such a
way that it will remain and go on strengthening and spreading
itself in the earth-I ife. That is how a new principle in the evolu
tion must necessarily work.
*
**

It [the world] wants and it does not want something that it
has not got. All that the supramental could give, the inner
mind of the world would like to have, but its outer mind, its
vital and physical do not like to pay the price. But, after all,
I am not trying to change the world a11 at once but only to
bring down centrally something into it it has not yet, a new
consciousness and power.
*
**

This transformation cannot be done individually or i n a solitary ·
way only. No individual solitary transformation unconcerned
with the work for the earth (which means more than any indi
vidual transformation) would be either possible or useful. Also
no individual human being can by his own power alone work
out the transformation, nor is it the object of the yoga to create
an individual superman here and there. The object of the
yoga is to bring down the supramental consciousness on earth,
to fix it there, to create a new race with the principle of the
supramental consciousness governing the i nner and outer
individual and collective life.
That force accepted by individual after individual according
to their preparation would establish the supramental conscious
ness in the physical world and so create a nucleus f9r its own
expansion.
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It is first through the individuals that it [the supramental con
sciousness] becomes part of the earth-consciousness and after
wards it spreads from the first centres and takes up more and
more of the global consciousness till it becomes an established
force there.
*
**

All that is absurd. The descent of the supramental means only
that the Power will be there in the earth-consciousness as a
living force just as the thinking mental and higher mental are
already there. But an animal cannot take advantage of the
presence of the thinking mental Power or an undeveloped
man of the presence of the higher mental Power - so too any
body will not be able to take advantage of the presence of the
supramental Power. I have also often enough said that it will
be at first for the few, not for the whole earth, - only there
will be a growing influence of it on the earth-life.
*
**

It [the descent of the supermind into the earth-consciousness]
would not necessarily be known by everybody. Besides, even
if the descent were here one would have to be ready before
one could get the final change.

'

*
**

Not in their entirety - for that [the transformation of the
Cosmic Mind, Life and Matter] is not our business. It is our
selves that we have to transform and change the earth-conscious
ness by bringing in the supramental principle into the evolution
there. Once there it will necessarily have a powerful influence
in the whole earth-life - as mind has had through the evolu
tion of men, but much greater.
*
**
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It is not possible for a force like the supramental to come down
without making a large change in earth-conditions. It does not
follow that all will become supramentalised and it is not neces
sary - but mind itself will be influenced as life has been in
fluenced by the development of mind on earth.
,

*
**

Nothing permanent can be done without the real supramental
Force. But the result of its descent would be that in human life
intuition would become a greater and more developed force
than it now is and the other intermediate powers between mind
and supermind would become also more common and develop
an organised action.
*
**

How do you know that it [our yoga] will have no effect on the
ordinary people ? It will inevitably increase their possibilities
and even though all cannot rise to the highest, that will mean a
great change for the earth.
*
**

It would on the contrary be impossible for them [the ordinary
people] not to feel that a greater Light and Power had come on
the earth.
*
**

I t i s not for considerations of gain o r loss that the Divine Con
sciousness acts - that is a human standpoint necessary for
human development. The Divine, as the Gita says, has nothing
to gain and nothing that it has not, yet it puts forth its power
of action in the manifestation. It is the earth-consciousness, not
the supramental world that has to gain by the descent of the
supramental principle - that is sufficient reason for it to descend.
The supramental worlds remain as they are and are in no way
affected by the descent.
*
**
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HOpening from below"1 means this - that the supramental
force descending awakes a response from below in the earth
consciousness so that it is possible for a supramental activity to
be forrned in the material itself. All is involved as potentiality
in the earth-consciousness, life, mind, supermind - but it is only
when life force descended from the life plane into the material
that active and conscious organised life was possible - so it was
only when mind descended that the latent mind in Matter awoke
and could be organised. The supramental descent must create
the same kind of opening from below so that a supramental
consciousness can be organised in the material.
*
**

It [the earth] contains all the potentialities which come out in
the beings of earth and also much that is unexpressed.
*
**

Yes. The earth i s the place of evolution in which all these forces
meet and try to manifest and out of their working something
has to develop. On the other planes (the mental, vital etc.) there
is not the evolution - there each acts separately according to its
own law.
*
**

[The earth-consciousness :]

The consciousness of this Earth

alone. There is a separate global consciousness of the earth (as
of other worlds) which evolves with the evolution of life on the
planet.
*
**

Yes all that i s the earth-consciousness - mineral=matter, vege
table=the vital-physical creation, animal=the vital creation,
man

=

1 " •••

the mental creation. Into the earth-consciousness so limi-

it is only the very highest supramental Force descending from above and opening

from below that can victoriously handle the physical Nature and annihilate its difficulties.••
Sri Aurobindo,

The Mother, p. 2.
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ted to mind, vital, matter has to come the supramentaJ creation.
Necessarily at first it cannot be in a great number- but even
if it is only in a few at first, that does not mean that it will have
no effect on the rest or will not change the whole balance of the
earth-nature.
*
••

There is n o reason why the vegetable, animal and human life
should not evolve in the Truth and not in the Ignorance
if
once the knowledge is there in the earth-plane.
-

*
**
.

It [the supermind] can act directly on everythin g if it i s brought
down into the material consciousness - at present in the
arrangement of th ings here it is latent behind and acts through
other media.
*
**

[Direct supramental action i n the plants at present:] No, one
can"t say that. It is the vital force that works, but there is a sort
of un d er ly ing Intuition i n this Life-Force which is behind the
whole action and that is what one might call a reflection or
delegated Power at the back of which is latent supermi nd
.

*
**

If spiritual and supramental were

the same thing, a s you say
my readers imagine, then all the sages and d ev o t ee s and yo gis
and sadhaks thro u gh out the ages would have been supramental
beings and all I have written about the supermind would be so
much s uperfluous stuff, use l e ss and otiose. A ny bo dy who had
spiritua l experience s would th e n be a s upra m e ntal being; the
Ashram would be chock-full of supramental beings and every
other Ashram in India also. Spiritual experiences can fix the m
selves in the inner conscious ness and alter it, transform it, if you
like ; one can realise the D ivine everywhere, the Self in all and all
in the Self, the universal Shakti doing all things ; one can feel
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merged in the Cosmic Self or full of ecstatic bhakti or Ananda.
But one may and usually does still go on in the outer parts of
Nature thinking with the intellect or at best the intuitive mind,
willing with a mental will, feeling joy and sorrow on the vital
surface, undergoing physical afflictions and suffering from the
struggle of life in the body with death and disease. The change
then only will be that the inner self will watch all that without
getting disturbed or bewildered, with a perfect equality, taking
it as an inevitable part of Nature, inevitable at least so long as
one does not withdraw to the Self out of Nature. That is not the
transformation I envisage. It is quite another power of know
ledge, another kind of will, another luminous nature of emotion
and aesthesis, another .constitution of the physical conscious
ness that must come in by the supramental change.
*
**

The spiritual realisation can be had on any plane by contact
with the Divine (who is everywhere) or by perception of the
Self within, which is pure and untouched by the outer move
ments. The supermind is something transcendent - a dynamic
Truth-Consciousness which is not there yet, something to be
brought down from above.
*
**

It i s only the supramental that i s all-knowledge. All below that
from overmind to Matter is Ignorance - an Ignorance growing
from level to level towards the full knowledge. Below super
mind there may be knowledge but it is not all-knowledge.
*
**

I have not said that everything is falsehood except the supra

mental Truth. I said that there was no complete Truth below
the supramental. In the overmind the Truth of supermind which
is whole and harmonious enters into a separation into parts,
many truths fronting each other and moved each to fulfil itself,
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to make a world of its own or else to prevail o r take its share
in worlds made of a combination of various separated Truths
and Truth-forces. Lower down in the scale, the fragmentation
becomes more and more pron_ounced, so as to admit of positive
error, falsehood, ignorance, finally inconscience like that of
Matter. This world here has come out of the Inconscience and
developed the Mind which is an instrument of Ignorance trying
to reach out to the Truth through much limitation, conflict,
confusion and error. To get back to overmind, if one can do it
completely, which is not easy for physical beings, is to stand on
the borders of the supramental Truth with the hope of entry
there.
*
**

There can be no mental rule o r definition. One has first to
live in the Divine and attain to the Truth - the will and aware
ness of the Truth will organize the life.
It is in the inactive Brahman that one merges, if one seeks
Laya or Moksha. One can dwell i n the Personal D ivine, but
one does not merge in him. As for the Supreme Divine, he holds
in himself the world-existence and it is in his consciousness that

it moves, so by entering into the Supreme one rises above sub

j ection to Nature, but one does not disappear from all conscious
ness of world-existence.
The general Divine Will in the universe is for the progressive
manifestation in the universe. But that is the general will - it
admits the withdrawal of individual souls who are not ready to
persevere i n the world.
It is not immortality of the body, but the consciousness of
immortality

in the body that can come with the descent of over

mind into Matter or even into the physical mind or with the
touch of the modified supramental Light on the physical mind
consciousness. These are preliminary openings, but they are not
the supramental fulfilment in Matter.

If the supramental is decreed, nothing can prevent it ; but
all things are worked out here through a play of forces, and an
unfavourable atmosphere or conditions can delay even when
they cannot prevent. Even when a thing is destined, it does not
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present itself as a certitude in the consciousness here (overmind
mind-vital-physical) till the play of forces has been worked out
up to a certain point at which the descent not only is, but appears
as inevitable.
*
**

The supramental change i s the ultimate stage of siddhi and it
is not likely to come so soon ; but there are many levels between
the normal mind and the supermind and it is easy to mistake an
ascent into one of them or a descent of their consciousness or
influence for a supramental change.
It is quite impossible to ascend to the real Ananda plane
(except in a profound .trance), until after the supramental con
sciousness has been entered, realised and possessed ; but it is
quite possible and normal to feel some form of Ananda con
sciousness on any level. This consciousness wherever it is felt is
a derivation from the Ananda plane, but it is very much dimi
nished in power and modified to suit the lesser power of recep
tivity of the inferior levels.
*
**

I presume it is the development of the Truth-Power and the
Ananda-Power in the overmind conscious_ness that is being
prepared. The transcendent Ananda in itself could descend
only after the complete supramentalisation of the being and
would mean a stupendous change in the earth-consciousness.
It is the divine Truth ·in the overmind and the divine Ananda in
the overmind that can now prepare their manifestation and it
is that which is being indicated in these experiences.
*
**

It is the supermind we have to bring down, manifest, realise
- anything higher than that is impossible at this stage of the
evolution except as a reflection in the consciousness or a power
delegated and modified in its descent.
*
**
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I do not know what Mahatma Gandhi means by complete
realisation.1 I f he means a realisation with nothing more to rea
lise, no farther development possible, then

I agree

I have my
self spoken of farther divine progression, an infinite development.
-

But the question is not that : the question is whether the Igno
rance can be transcended, whether a complete essential realisa
tion turning the consciousness from darkness to light, from an
instrument of the Ignorance seeking for Knowledge into an
instrument or rather a manifestation of Knowledge proceeding to
greater Knowledge, Light enlarging, heightening into greater
Light, is or is not possible. My view is that this conversion is
not only possible, but inevitable in the spiritual evolution of
the being here.· The embodiment of life has nothing to do with
it. This embodiment is not of life, but of consciousness and its
energy of which life is only one phase or force. As life has deve
loped mind, and the embodiment has modified itself to suit this
development (mind is precisely the main instrument of ignorance
seeking for knowledge), so mind can develop supermind which
is in its nature knowledge not seeking for itself, but manifesting
itself by its own automatic power, and the embodiment can again
modify itself or be modified from above so as to suit this deve
lopment. Faith is a necessary means for arriving at realisation,
because we are ignorant and do not yet know that which we are
seeking to realise ; faith is indeed knowledge giving the igno
rance an intimation of itself previous to its own manifestation,
it is the gleam sent before by the yet unrisen Sun. When the Sun
shall rise, there will be no longer any need of the gleam. The su
pramental knowledge supports itself. It does not need to be
supported by faith ; it lives by its own certitude. You may say
that farther progression, farther development will need faith.
No, for the farther development will proceed on a basis of
Knowledge, not of Ignorance. We shall walk in the light of
Knowledge towards its own wider vistas of self-fulfilment.
*
**
1

These observations are apropos o f the following statement in a n article by Mahatma

Gandhi submitted by a sadhak to Sri Aurobindo for his
"I hold that a complete realisation is impossible in

opinion :

this embodied life. Nor is it neces-
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An evolution from t�e lnconscient need not be a painful one if
there is no resistance ; it can be a deliberately slow and beautiful
efflorescence of the Divine. One ought to be able to see how
beautiful outward Nature can be and usually is, although it is
itself apparently "inconscient". Why should the growth of con
sciousness in inward Nature be attended by so much ugliness
and evil spoiling the beauty of the outward creation ? Because
of a perversity born from the Ignorance, which came in with
Life and increased in Mind - that is the Falsehood, the Evil
that was born because of the starkness of the Inconscient's sleep
separating its action from the luminosity of the secret Conscient
that is all the time within it. But it need not have been so except
for the overriding Will of the Supreme which meant that the
possibilities of perversion by inconscience and ignorance should
be manifested in order to be eliminated through being given their
chance, since all possibility has to manifest somewhere : once it
is eliminated, the Divine Manifestation in Matter will be greater
than it otherwise could be, because it will combine all the possi
bilities involved in this difficult creation and not some of them as
in an easier and less strenuous creation might naturally happen.
" From beauty to greater beauty, from joy to intenser joy,
by an especial adjustment of the senses" - yes, that would be
the normal course of a divine manifestation, however gradual,
in Matter. "Discordant sound and offensive odour" are crea·
tions of a disharmony between consciousness and Nature and do
not exist in themselves ; they would not be present to a liberated
and harmonised consciousness, for they would be foreign to its
being, nor would they affiict a rightly developing harmonised
soul and Nature. Even the "belching volcano, crashing thunder·
storm and whirling typhoon" are in themselves grandiose and
beautiful things and only harmful or terrible to a consciousness
unable to meet or deal with them or make a pact with the spirits
of Wind and Fire. You are assuming that the manifestation from
the Inconscient must be what it is now and here and that no other
kind of world of Matter was possible, but the harmony of mate
rial Nature in itself shows that it need not necessarily be a dis·
.

!

sary. A living immovable faith is all that is required for reaching the full spiritual height

attainable by human beings."
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cordant, evil, furiously perturbed and painful creation - the
psychic being, if allowed to manifest from the first in Life and
Mind and lead the evolution instead of being relegated behind
the veil, would have been the principle of a harmony ever out
ftowing : everyone who has felt the psychic at work within him,
free of the vital intervention, can at once see that this would be
its effect because of its unerring perception, true choice, harmonic
action. If it has not been so, it is because the Dark Powers have
made Life a claimant instead of an instrument. The reality of
the Hostiles and the nature of their role and trend of their endea
vour cannot be doubted by anyone who has had his inner vision
unsealed and made their unpleasant acquaintance.
*
**

It is not to be denied, no spiritual experience will deny that this
is an unideal and unsatisfactory world, strongly marked with the
stamp of inadequacy, suffering, evil. Indeed this perception is
in a way the starting-point of the spiritual urge - except for the
few to whom the greater experience comes spontaneously without
being forced to it by the strong or overwhelming, the afflicting
and detaching sense of the Shadow overhanging the whole range
of this manifested existence. But still the question remains whe
ther this is indeed, as is contended, the essential character of all
manifestation or so long at least as there is a physical world it
must be of this nature, so that the desire of birth, the will to
manifest or create has to be regarded as the original sin and
withdrawal from birth or manifestation as the sole possible way
of salvation. For those who perceive it so or with some kindred
look - and these have been the majority - there are well-known
ways of issue, a straight-cut to spiritual deliverance. But equally
it may not be so but only seem so to our ignorance or to a partial
knowledge - the imperfection, the evil, the suffering may be a
besetting circumstance or a dolorous passage, but not the very
condition of manifestation, not the very essence of birth in
Nature. And if so, the highest wisdom will lie not in escape, but in
the urge towards a victory here, in a consenting association with
the Will behind the world, in a discovery of the spiritual gate to

·
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perfection which will be at the same time an opening for the
entire descent of the Divine Light, Knowledge, Power, Beatitude.
All spiritual experience affirms that there is a Permanent
above the transience of this manifested world we live in and this
limited consciousness in whose narrow borders we grope and
struggle and that its characters are infinity, self-existence, free
dom, absolute Light, absolute Beatitude. Is there then an
unbridgeable gulf between that which is beyond and that which is
here or are they two perpetual opposites and only by leaving this
adventure in Time behind, by overleaping the gulf can men reach
the Eternal ? That is what seems to be at the end of one line of
experience which has been followed to its rigorous conclusion by
Buddhism and a little Jess rigorously by a certain type of Monistic
spirituality which admits some connection of the world with the
Divine, but still opposes them in the last resort to each other as
truth and illusion. But there is also this other and indubitable
experience that the Divine is here in everything as well as above
and behind everything, that all is in That and is That when we
go back from its appearance to its Reality. It is a significant
and illumining fact that the Knower of Brahman even moving
and acting in this world, even bearing all its shocks, can live in
some absolute peace, light and beatitude of the Divine. There
is then here something other than that mere trenchant opposi
tion - there is a mystery, a problem which one would think
must admit of some less desperate solution. This spiritual possi
bility points beyond itself and brings a ray of hope into the dark
ness of our fallen existence.
And at once a first question arises - is this world an un
changing succession of the same phenomena always or is there
in it an evolutionary urge, an evolutionary fact, a ladder of ascen
sion somewhere from an original apparent Inconscience to a
more and more developed consciousness, from each development
still ascending, emerging on highest heights not yet within our
normal reach ? If so, what is the sense, the fundamental prin
ciple, the logical issue of that progression ? Everything seems
to point to such a progression as a fact - to a spiritual and not
merely a physical evolution. Here too there is a justifying line of
spiritual experience in which we discover that the Inconscient
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from which all starts is apparent only, for in it there is an in
volved Consciousness with endless possibilities, a consciousness
not limited but cosmic and infinite, a concealed and self
imprisoned Divine, imprisoned in Matter but with every poten
tiality held in its secret depths. Out of this apparent lnconscience
each potentiality is revealed in its turn, first organised Matter
concealing the indwelling Spirit, then Life emerging in the plant
and associated in the animal with a growing Mind, then Mind it
self evolved and organised in Man. This evolution, this spiritual
progression - does it stop short here in the imperfect mental
being called Man ? Or is the secret of it simply a sQccession
of rebirths whose only purpose of issue is to labour towards the
point at which it can learn its own futility, renounce itself and
take its leap into some original unborn Existence or Non
Existence ? There is at least the possibility, there comes at a
certain point the certitude, that there is a far greater conscious
ness than what we call Mind, and that by ascending the ladder
still farther we can find a point at which the hold of the material
Inconscience, the vital and mental Ignorance ceases ; a principle
of consciousness becomes capable of manifestation which libe
rates not partially, not imperfectly, but radically and wholly this
imprisoned Divine. In this vision each stage of evolution appears
as due to the descent of a higher and higher Power of conscious
ness, raising the terrestrial level, creating a new stratum, but the
highest yet remain to descend and it is by their descent that the
riddle of terrestrial existence will receive its solution and not only
the soul but Nature herself find her deliverance. This is the Truth
which has been seen in flashes, in more and more entirety of its
terms by the line of seers whom the Tantra would call the hero
seekers and the divine-seekers and which may now be nearing the
point of readiness for its full revelation and experience. Then
whatever be the heavy weight of strife and suffering and darkness
in the world, yet if there is this as its high result awaiting us, all
that has gone before may not be counted too great a price by the
strong and adventurous for the glory that is to come. At any
rate the shadow lifts ; there is a Divine Light that leans over the
world and is not only a far-off incommunicable Lustre.
It is true that the problem still remains why all this that yet
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is should have been necessary - these crude beginnings, this long
and stormy passage - why should the heavy and tedious price
be demanded, why should evil and suffering ever have been
there. For to the how of the fall into the Ignorance as opposed
to the why, the effective cause, there i s a substantial agreement
in all spiritual experience. It is the division, the separation, the
principle of isolation from the Permanent and One that brought
it about ; it is because the ego set up for itself in the world em
phasising its own desire and self-affirmation in preference to its
unity with the D ivine and its oneness with all ; it is because in
stead of the one supreme Force, Wisdom, Light determining the
harmony of all forces each Idea, Force, Form of things was
allowed to work itself out �s far as it could in the mass of infinite
possibilities by its separate will and inevitably in the end by con
flict with others. D ivision, ego, the imperfect consciousness
and groping and struggle of a separate self-affirmation are the
efficient cause of the suffering and ignorance of this world.
Once consciousnesses separated from the one consciousness,
they fell inevitably into Ignorance and the last result of Ignorance
was Inconscience ; from a dark immense Inconscient this mate
rial world arises and out of it a soul that by evolution is struggling
into consciousness, attracted towards the hidden Light, ascend
ing but still blindly towards the lost Divinity from which it came.
But why should this have happened at all ? One common
way of putting the question and answering it ought to be eli
minated from the first, - the human way and its ethical revolt
and reprobation, its emotional outcry. For it is not, as some
religions suppose, a supra-cosmic, arbitrary, personal Deity
himself altogether uninvolved in the fall who has imposed evil
and suffering on creatures made capriciously by his fiat. The
Divine we know is an Infinite Being in whose i nfinite manifesta
tion these things have come - it is the Divine itself that is here,
behind us, pervading the manifestation, supporting the world
with its oneness ; it is the Divine that is in us upholding itself the
burden of the fall and its dark consequence. If above It stands
for ever in its perfect Light, Bliss and Peace, It is also here ; its
Light, Bliss and Peace are secretly here supporting all ; in our
selves there is

a

spirit, a central presence greater than the series
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of surface personalities which, like the supreme Divine itself, is
not overborne by the fate they endure. If we find out this Divine
within us, if we know ourselves as this spirit which is of one
essence and being with the Divine, that is our gate of deliverance
and in it we can remain ourselves even in the midst of this world's
disharmonies, luminous, blissful and free. That much is the age
old testimony of spiritual experience.
But still what is the purpose and origin of the disharmony
- why came this division and ego, this world of painful evolu
tion ? Why must evil and sorrow enter into the divine Good,

Bliss and Peace ? It is hard to answer to the human intelligence

on its own level, for the consciousness to which the origin of this
phenomenon b�longs and to which it stands as it were automa
tically justified in a supra-intellectual knowledge, is a cosmic and
not an individualised human intelligence ; it sees in larger spaces,
it has another vision and cognition, other terms of consciousness
than human reason and feeling. To the human mind one might
answer that while in itself the Infinite might be free from those

perturbations, yet once manifestation began infinite possibility

also began and among the infinite possibilities which it is the
function of the universal manifestation to work out, the negation,
the apparent effective negation - with all its consequences of the Power, Light, Peace, Bliss was very evidently one. If it i s
asked why even if possible i t should have been accepted, the
answer nearest to the Cosmic Truth which the human intelli
gence can make is that in the relations or in the transition of the
Divine in the Oneness to the Divine in the Many, this ominous
possible became at a certain point an inevitable. For once it
appears it acquires for the Soul descending into evolutionary
manifestation an irresistible attraction which creates the inevit
ability - an attraction which in human terms on the terrestrial

level might be interpreted as the call of the unknown, the joy of
danger and difficulty and adventure, the will to attempt the im

possible, to work out the incalculable, the will to create the new
and the uncreated with one's own self and life as the material,

the fascination of contradictories and their difficult harmonisa
tion - these things translated into another supraphysical, super

human consciousness, higher and wider than the mental, were
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the temptation that led to the fall. For to the original being of
light on the verge of the descent the one thing unknown was the
depths of the abyss, the possibilities of the Divine in the Igno
rance and Inconscience. On the other side from the Divine One
ness a vast acquiescence, compassionate, consenting, helpful, a
supreme knowledge that this thing must be, that having appeared
it must be worked out, that its appearance is in a certain sense
part of an i ncalculable infinite wisdom, that if the plunge into
Night was inevitable the emergence into a new unprecedente�
Day was also a certitude, and that only so could a certain mani
festation of the Supreme Truth be effected - by a working out
with its phenomenal opposites as the starting-point of the evolu
tion, as the condition laid down for a transforming emergence.
In this acquiescence was embraced too the will of the great
Sacrifice, the descent of the Divine itself into the Inconsience to
take up the b urden · of the Ignorance and its consequences, to
intervene as the Avatar and the Vibhuti walking between the
double sign of the Cross and the Victory towards the fulfilment
and deliverance. A too imaged rendering of the inexpressible
Truth ? But without images how to present to the intellect a
mystery far beyond it ? It is only when one has crossed th� bar

rier of the limited intelligence and shared in the cosmic expe

rience and the knowledge which sees things from identity that the
supreme realities which lie behind these images - images corres
ponding to the terrestrial fact - assume their divine forms and
are felt as simple, natural, implied in the essence of things. It is
by entering into that greater consciousness alone that one can
grasp the inevitability of its self-creation and its purpose.
This is indeed only the Truth of the manifestation as it
presents itself to the consciousness when it stands on the border
line between Eternity and the descent into Time where the rela
tion b etween the One and the Many in the evolution is self-deter
mined, a zone where all that is to be is implied but not yet in
action. But the l iberated consciousness can rise higher where the
problem exists no longer and from there see i t i n the light of a
supreme identity where all is predetermined in the automatic

self- ex i stent truth of things

and self-justified

to an

absolute con

sciousness and wisdom and absolute Delight which is behind all
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creation and non-creation and the affirmation and negation are
both seen with the eyes of the ineffable Reality that delivers and
reconciles them. But that knowledge is not expressible to the
human mind ; its language of light i s too undecipherable, the
light itself too bright for a consciousness accustomed to the
stress and obscurity of the cosmic riddle and entangled in it to
follow the clue or to grasp its secret. In any case, it is only when
we rise in the spirit beyond the zone of the darkness and the
struggle that we enter into the full significance of it and there is a
deliverance of the soul from its enigma. To rise to that height
of liberation is the true way out and the only means of the in
dubitable knowledge.
But the libeq1tion and transcendence need not necessarily
impose a disappearance, a sheer dissolving out from the mani
festation ; it can prepare a liberation into action of the highest
Knowledge and an intensity of Power that can transform the
world and fulfil the evolutionary urge. It is an ascent from
which there is no l onger a fall but a winged or self-sustained
descent of light, force and Ananda.

It is what is inherent in force of being that manifests as be

coming ; but what the manifestation shall be, its terms, its
balance of energies, its arrangement of principles depends on the
consciousness which acts in the creative force, on the power of
consciousness which Being delivers from itself for manifestation.
It is in the nature of Being to be able to grade and vary its powers
of consciousness and determine according to the grade and
variation its world or its degree and scope of self-revelation.
The manifested creation is limited by the power to which it be
longs and sees and lives according to it and can only see more,
live more powerfully, change i ts world by opening or moving
towards or making descend a greater power of consciousness
that was above it. This is what is happening in the evolution of
consciousness in our world, a world of inanimate matter pro
ducing under the stress of this necessity a power of life, a power
of mind which bring into it new forms of creation and still labour
ing to produce, to make descend into it some supramental power.

It is further an operatio n of creative force which moves between
two poles of consciousness. On one side there is a secret con-
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sciousness within and above which contains i n it all potential
ities - there eternally manifest, here awaiting delivery - of
light, peace, power and bliss. On the other side there is an other,
outward on the surface and below, that starts from the appa
rent opposite of unconsciousness, inertia, blind stress, possibility
of suffering and grows by receiving into itself higher and higher
powers which make it always re-create its manifestation in
larger terms, each new creation of this kind bringing out some
thing of the inner potentiality, making it more and more possible
to bring down the Perfection that waits above. As long as the
outward personality we call ourselves is centred in the lower
powers of consciousness, the riddle of its own existence, its
purpose, its necessity is to it an insoluble enigma ; if something
of the truth is at all conveyed to this outward mental man, he
but imperfectly grasps it and perhaps misinterprets and misu ses
and mislives it. His true staff of walking i s made more of a fire
of faith than any ascertained and indubitable light of knowle�ge.
It is only by rising toward a higher consciousness beyond the
mental line and therefore superconscient now to him that he can
emerge from his inability and his ignorance. His full liberation
and enlightenment will come when he crosses the line into the
light of a new superconscient existence. That is the transcendence
which was the object of aspiration of the mystics and the spiri
tual seekers.
But in itself thi s would change nothing in the creation here,
the evasion of a liberated soul from the world makes to that
world no difference. But this crossing of the line if ·turned not
only to an ascending but to a descending purpose would mean
the transformation of the line from what it now is, a lid, a barrier,
into a passage for the higher powers of consciousness of the
Being now above it. It would mean a new creation on earth, a
bringing in of the ultimate powers which would reverse the con
ditions here, in as much as that would produce

a

creation raised

into the full flood of spiritual and supramental light in place of
one emerging into a half-light of mind o ut of a darkness of mate
rial inconscience. It is only in such a full flood of the realised
spirit that the embodied being could know, i n the sense of all
that was involved in it, the meaning and temporary necessity of
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his descent into the darkness and its conditions and at the same
time dissolve them by a luminous transmutation into a mani
festation here of the revealed and no longer of the veiled and
disguised or apparently deformed Divine.
*
**

I suppose you have not read my Riddle of this World,1 but it is a
similar solution I put there. X's way of putting it is a trifle too
"Vedantic-Theistic" -. in my view it is a transaction between
the One and the Many. In the beginning it was you (not the
human you who is now complaining but the central being) which
accepted or even invited the adventure of the Ignorance ; sorrow
and struggle are a necessary consequence of the plunge into the
Inconscience and the evolutionary emergence out of it. The ex
planation is that it had an object, the eventual play of the Divine
Consciousness and Ananda not in its original transcendence but
under conditions for which the plunge into the Inconscience was
necessary. It is fundamentally a cosmic problem and can be
understood only from the cosmic consciousness. If you want a
solution which will be agreeable to the human mind and feelings,
I am afraid there is none. No doubt if human beings had made
the universe, they would have done much better ; but they were
not there to be consulted when they were made. Only your cen
tral being was there and that was much nearer in its temerarious
foolhardiness to Vivekananda's or X's than to the repining
prudence of your murmuring and trempling human mentality
of the present moment - otherwise it would never have come
down into the adventure. Or perhaps it did not realise what it was
in for ? It is the same with the wallowers under their cross. Even
now they wallow because something in them likes the wallowing
and bear the cross because something in them chooses to suffer.
So ? .

The European type of monism is usually pantheistic and weaves
1

This was the title given to the preceding long letter when i t was first published in

November 1 933, along with some other let ters, in a book bearing the same title.
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the universe and the D ivine so intimately together that they can
hardly be separated. But what explanation of the evil and misery
can there be there ? The Indian view is that the Divine is the
inmost substance of the universe, but he is also outside it, tran
scendent ; good and evil, happiness and misery are only pheno
mena of cosmic experience due to a division and a diminution
of consciousness in the manifestation but are not part of the
essence or of the undivided whole-consciousness either of the
Divine or of our own spiritual being.
*
**

The involution is of the Divine i n the Inconscience and it i s done
by the interposition of intermediate planes (overmind etc.,
mind, vital - then the plunge into the lnconscient which is the
origin of matter). But all that is not a process answering to the
evolution in the inverse sense - for there is no need for that, but
a gradation of consciousness which is intended to make the evo
lution upwards possible.
*
**

There are three powers of the cosmos to which all things are sub
ject - creation, preservation and destruction ; whatever is
created lasts for a time, then begins to crumble down. The taking
away of the Force of destruction implies a creation that will not
be destroyed but last and develop always. In the Ignorance
destruction is necessary for progress - in the Knowledge, the
Truth-creation, the law is that of a constant unfolding without
any Pralaya.
*
**

[Great catastrophic upheavals when the supermind descends :]
There need not be. There will necessarily be great changes but
they are not bound to be catastrophic. When there is a strong
pressure from overmind forces for change, then there are likely
to be catastrophes because of the resistance and clash of forces.
The supramental has a greater - in its fullness a complete
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mastery of things and power of harmonisation which can over
come resistance by other · means than dramatic struggle and
violence.
*
**

Yes, there has been some progress in that respect [the psychic
change] and all progress in the psychic or spiritual conscious
ness of the sadhaks makes the descent more easy. But the main
cause is that the overmind principle which is the immediate secret
suppott of the present earth-nature with all its limitations is more

and more undergoing the pressure of the supramental and letting
through a greate� Light and Power. For so long as the overmind
intervenes (the principle of overmind being a play of forces, each
trying to realise itself as the Truth) the law of struggle remains
and with it the opportunity for the adverse Forces.
*
**

A s far a s I can see, once the supramental i s established i n Matter,
the transformation will be possible under much less troublesome
conditions than now are there. These bad conditions are due to
the fact that the Ignorance is in possession and the hostile Powers
an established authority, as it were, who do not care to give up
their hold and there is no full force of Light established in the
earth-consciousness which would not only meet but outweigh
their run force of darkness.
*
**

The fallacy o f the argument lies in the premiss laid down i n the
beginning that even after supramentalisation difficulties and
attacks will continue. In the supramental consciousness such
attacks are not possible - the coexistence of supramental and
the lower darkness in the same being and body is not possible.
It is precisely for that reason that the supramentalisation of the
body consciousness is laid down as the condition of the success
ful transformation. If attacks continue and can come in success-
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fully, it means that the body consciousness is not yet supra
mentalised.
*
**

The descent of the supramental can hasten things, but i t i s not
going to act as a patent medicine or change everything in the
twinkle of an eye.
*
••

It i s the darkest nights that prepare the greatest dawns - and it
is so because it is into the deepest inconscience of material life
that we have to bring, not an intermediate glimmer, but the full
play of the divine Light.
*
**

I t is supposed t o be always a year of manifestation.
2. 3. 45 is the year of power - when the thing manifested gets full
force. 4. 5. 67 is the year of complete realisation.
1 . 2 . 34
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Integral Yoga and Other Paths

I

DO not agree with

the view that the
world is an illusion, mithyii. The Brahman is here as well as in
the supracosmic Absolute. The thing to be overcome is the
Ignorance which makes us blind and prevents us from realising
Brahman in the world as well as beyond it and the true nature
of existence.
*
**

.
The Shankara knowledge is, as your Guru pointed out, only one
side of the Truth ; it is the knowledge of the Supreme as realised
by the spiritual Mind through the static silence of the pure
Existence. It was because he went by this side only that Shankara
was unable to accept or explain the origin of the universe except
as illusion, a creation of Maya. Unless one realises the Supreme
on the dynamic as well as the static side, one cannot experience
the true origin of things and the equal reality of the active Brah
man. The Shakti or Power of the Eternal becomes then a power
of illusion only and the world becomes incomprehensible, a
mystery of cosmic madness, an eternal delirium of the Eternal.
Whatever verbal or ideative logic one may bring to support it,
this way of seeing the universe explains nothing ; it only erects
a mental formula of the inexplicable. It is only if you approach
the Supreme through his double aspect of Sat and Chit-Shakti,
double but inseparable, that the total truth of things can become
manifest to the inner experience. This other side was developed
by the Shakta Tantriks. The two together, the Vedantic and the
Tantric truth unified, can arrive at the integral knowledge.
But philosophically this is what your Guru's teaching comes
to and it is obviously a completer truth and a wider knowledge
than that given by the Shankara formula. It is already indicated
in the Gita's teaching of the Purushottama and the Parashakti
(Adya Shakti) who become the Jiva and uphold the universe.
It is evident that Purushottama and Parashakti are both eternal
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and are inseparable and one in being ; the Parashakti manifests
the universe, manifests too the Divine in the universe as the
Ishwara and Herself appears at His side as the Ishwari Shakti.
Or, we may say, it is the Supreme Conscious Power of the
Supreme that manifests or puts forth itself as Ishwara Ishwari,
Atma Atma-shakti, Purusha Prakriti, Jiva Jagat. That is the
truth in its completeness as far as the mind can formulate it. In
the supermind these questions do not even arise : for it is the
mind that creates the problem by creating oppositions between
aspects of the Divine which are not really opposed to each other
but are one and inseparable.
This supramental knowledge has not yet been attained, be
cause the supermind itself has not been attained, but the reflec
tion of it in intuitive spiritual consciousness is there and that was
what was evidently realised in experience by your Guru and what
he was expressing in mental terms in the quoted passage. It is
possible to go towards the knowledge by beginning with the ex
perience of dissolution in the One, but on condition that you do
not stop there, taking it as the highest Truth, but proceed to rea
lise the same One as the supreme Mother, the Consciousness
Force of the Eternal. If, on the other hand, you approach through
the Supreme Mother, she will give you the liberation in the
silent One also as well as the realisation of the dynamic One,
and from that it is easier to arrive at the Truth in which both are
one and inseparable. At the same time, the gulf created by mind
between the Supreme and His manifestation is bridged, and there
is no longer a fissure in the truth which makes all incomprehen
sible. If in the light of this you examine what your Guru taught,
you will see that it is the same thing in less metaphysical language.
As for Adesh, people speak of Adesh without making the
necessary distinctions, but these distinctions have to be made.
The Divine speaks to us in many ways and it is not always the
imperativ:e Adesh that comes. When i t does, it is clear and
irresistible, the mind has to obey and there is no question pos
sible, even if what comes is contrary to the preconceived ideas
of the mental intelligence. It was such an Adesh that I had when
I came away to Pondicherry. But more often what is said is an
intimation or even less, a mere indication, which the mind may
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not follow because it i s not impressed with its imperative neces
sity. It is something offered but not imposed, perhaps some
thing not even offered but only suggested from the Truth above.
*
**

If Shankara's conception of the undifferentiated pure Conscious
ness as the Brahman is your view of it, then it is not the path of
this yoga that you should choose ; for here the realisation of pure
Consciousness and Being is only a first step and not the goal.
But an inner creative urge from within can have no place in an
undifferentiated Consciousness - all action and creation must
necessarily be foreign to it.
.
I do not base my yoga on the insufficient ground that the
Self (not soul) is eternally free. That affirmation leads to nothing
beyond itself, or, if used as a starting-point, it could equally well
lead to the conclusion that action and creation have no signi
ficance or value. The question is not that but of the meaning of
creation, whether there is a Supreme who is not merely

a pure

undifferentiated Consciousness and Being, but the source and
support also of the dynamic energy of creation and whether the
cosmic existence has for It a significance and a value. That is a
question which cannot be· settled by metaphysical logic which
deals in words and ideas, but by a spiritual experience which goes
beyond Mind and enters into spiritual realities. Each mind is
satisfied with its own reasoning, but for spiritual purposes that
satisfaction has no validity, except as an indication of how far
and on what line each one is prepared to go in the field of spiritual
experience. If your reasoning leads you towards the Shankara
idea of the Supreme, that might be an indication that the Vedanta
Adwaita (Mayavada) is your way of advance.
This yoga accepts the value of cosmic existence and holds it
to be a reality ; its object is to enter into a higher Truth-Con
sciousness or Divine supramental Consciousness in which action
and creation are the expression not of ignorance and imperfec
tion, but of the Truth, the Light, the Divine Ananda. But for
that, surrender of the mortal mind, life and body to that Higher
Consciousness is indispensable, since it is too difficult for the
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mortal human being to pass by its own effort beyond mind to a
supramental Consciousness in which the dynamism is no longer
mental but of quite another power. Only those who can accept
the call to such a change should enter into this yoga.
*
**

I don't know that I can help you very much with a n answer to
your friend's questions. I can only state my own position with
regard to these matters.

1.

SHANKARA'S EXPLANATION OF THE UNIVERSE
It is rather difficult to say nowadays what really was Shan

kara's philosophy : there are numberless exponents and none of
them agrees with any of the others. I have read accounts given
by some scores of his exegetes and each followed his own line.
We are even told by some that he was no Mayavadin at all, al
though he has always been famed as the greatest exponent of the
theory of Maya, but rather, the greatest Realist i n philosophical
history. One eminent follower of Shankara even declared that
my philosophy and Shankara's were identical, a statement
which rather took my breath away. One used to think that
Shank�ra's philosophy was this that the Supreme Reality is a
spaceless and timeless Absolute (Parabrahman) which is beyond
all feature or quality, beyond all action or creation, and that the
world is a creation of Maya, not absolutely unreal, but real only
in time and while one lives in time ; once we get into a knowledge
of the Reality, we perceive that Maya and the world and all in
it have no abiding or true existence. It is, if not non-existent, yet
false, jaganmithya; it is a mistake of the consciousness, it is and
it is not ; it is an irrational and inexplicable mystery in its origin,
though we can see its process or at least how it keeps itself im
posed on the con.sciousness. Brahman is seen in Maya as Ishwara
upholding the works of Maya and the apparently individual soul
is really nothing but Brahman itself. In the end, however, all
this seems to be a myth of Maya,

mithya, and not anything really

true. If that is Shankara's philosophy, it is to me unacceptable
and incredible, however brilliantly ingenious it may be and
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however boldly and incisively reasoned ; it does not satisfy my
reason and it does not agree wi th my experience.
I don't know exactly what is meant by this yuktivada. If it
is meant that it is merely for the sake of arguing down opponents,
then this part of th e phil osophy has no fundamental validity ;
Shankara's theory destroys itself. Either he meant it as a suffi
cient explanation of the universe or he did not. If he did, it is no
use di smis s ing it as Yuktivada. I can understand that thorough
going Mayavadin's declaration that the whole question is illegi
timate, because Maya and the world do not really exist ; in fact,
the problem how the world came to existence is only a part of
Maya, is like Maya unreal and does not truly arise ; but if an
explanation is to be giyen, it must be a real, valid and satisfying
explanation. If there are two planes and in putting the question
we are confusing the two planes, that argument can only be of
value if both planes have some kind of existence and the reason
ing and explanation are true in the lower plane but cease to have
any meaning for a consciousness which has passed out of it.
2. ADWAITA

People are apt to speak of the Adwaita as if it were identical
·
with Mayavada monism, just as they speak of Vedanta as if it
were identical with Adwaita only ; that is not the case. There are
several forms of Indian philosophy which base themselves upon
th e One Reality, but they admit also the reality of the world, the
real ity of the Many, the reality of the differences of the Many as
well as the sameness of the One (bhedabheda). But the Many exist
in the One and by the One, the differences are variations in mani
festation of that which is fundamentally ever the same. This we
actually see as the universal law of existence where oneness is
always the basis with an endless m ul tiplici ty and difference in the
oneness ; as, for instance, there is one mankind but many kinds
of man, one thing called leaf or flower but many forms, patterns,
colours of leaf and flower. Through this we can look back into
one of the fundam en tal secrets of existence, the secret which is
contained in the one Reality itself. The oneness of the Infinite
is not som e thing limited, fettered to i ts u nity ; it is capable of an
infinite m u l tip lici ty The Supreme Reality is an Absolute not
.
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limited by either oneness or multiplicity but simultaneously
capable of both ; for both are its aspects, although the oneness
is fundamental and the multiplicity depends upon the oneness.
There is possible a realistic as well as an illusionist Adwaita.
The philosophy of

The Life Divine is such a realistic Adwaita.

The world is a manifestation of the Real and therefore is itself
real. The reality is the infinite and eternal Divine, infinite and
eternal Being, Consciousness-Force and Bliss. This Divine by
his power has created the world or rather manifested it in his own
infinite Being. But here i n the material world or at its basis he
has hidden himself in what seem to be his opposites, Non-Being,
Inconscience and Insentience. This is what we nowadays call
the Inconscien� which seems to have created the material universe
by its inconscient Energy, but this is only an appearance, for we
find in the end that all the dispositions of the world can only have
been arranged by the working of a supreme secret Intelligence.
The Being which is hidden i n what seems to be an inconscient
void emerges in the world first in Matter, then in Life, then in
Mind and finally as the Spirit. The apparently inconscient
Energy which creates i s in fact the Consciousness-Force of the
Divine and its aspect of consciousness, secret in Matter, begins
to emerge in Life, finds something more of itself in Mind and
finds its true self in

a spiritual consciousness and finally a supra

mental Consciousness through which we become aware of the
Reality, enter into it and unite ourselves with it. This is what we
call evolution which is an evolution of Consciousness and an
evolution of the Spirit in things and only outwardly an evolution
of species. Thus also, the delight of existence emerges from the
original insentience, first in the contrary forms of pleasure and
pain, and then has to find itself in the bliss of the Spirit or, as it is
called in the Upanishads, the bliss of the Brahman. That is the
central idea in the explanation of the universe put forward in

The

Life Divine.
3. NIRGUNA AND SAGUNA
In a realistic Adwaita there is no need to regard the Saguna
·

as a creation from the Nirguna or even secondary or subordinate
to i t : both are equal aspects of the one Reality, its position of
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silent status and rest and its position of action and dynamic force ;
a silence of eternal rest and peace supports an eternal action and
movement. The one Reality, the Divine Being, is bound by nei
ther, since it is in no way limited ; it possesses both. There is
no incompatibility between the two, as there is none between the
Many and the One, the sameness and the difference. They are
all eternal aspects of the universe which could not exist if either
of them were eliminated, and it is reasonable to suppose that they
both came from the Reality which has manifested the universe
and are both real. We can only get rid of the apparent contra
diction - which is not really a contradiction but only a natural
concomitance - by treating one or the other as an illusion. But
it is · hardly reasonable ·to suppose that the eternal Reality allows
the existence of an eternal illusion with which it has nothing to
do or that it supports and enforces on being a vain cosmic
illusion and has no power for any other and real action. The
force of the Divine is always there in silence as in action, inactive
in silence, active in the manifestation. It is hardly possible to
suppose that the Divine Reality has no power or force or that its
only power is to create a universal falsehood, a cosmic lie
mithya.

-

4. COMPOUNDS AND DISINTEGRATION

No doubt, all compounds. being not integral things in
themselves but integrations, can disintegrate. Also it is true of
life, though not a physical compound, that it has a curve of birth
or integration and, after it reaches a certain point, of disintegra
tion, decay and death. But these ideas or this rule of existence
cannot be safely applied to things in themselves. The soul is not
a compound but an integer, a thing in itself; it does not dis
integrate, but at most enters into manifestation and goes out of
manifestation. That is true even of forms other than constructed
physical or constructed life-forms ; they do not disintegrate but
appear and disappear or at most fade out of manifestation.
Mind itself as opposed to particular thoughts i s something
essential and permanent ; it is a power of the Divine Conscious
ness. So is life, as opposed to constructed living bodies ; so I
think is what we call material energy which is really the force of
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essential substance i n motion, a power of the Spirit. Thoughts,
lives, material objects are formations of these energies, cons- ·
tructed or simply manifested according to the habit of the play
of the particular energy. As for the elements, what is the pure
natural condition of an element ? According to modern Science,
what used to be called elements turn out to be compounds and
the pure natural condition, if any, must be a condition of pure
energy ; it i s that pure condition into which compounds including
what we call elements must go when they pass by disintegration
into Nirvana.

5. NIRVANA
What then is Nirvana ? In orthodox Buddhism it does mean
a disintegration, not of the soul - for that does not exist - but
of a mental compound or stream of associations or

sarhskaras

which we mistake for ourself. In illusionist Vedanta it means,
not a disintegration but a disappearance of a false and unreal
individual self into the one real Self or Brahman ; it is the idea
and experience of individuality that so disappears and ceases,
- we may say a false light that is extinguished

(nirvii.!la) in the

true Light. In spiritual experience it is sometimes the loss of all
sense of individuality in a boundless cosmic consciousness ; what
was the individual remains only as a centre or a channel for the
flow of a cosmic consciousness and a cosmic force and action.
Or it may be the experience of the loss of individuality in a trans
cendent being and consciousness in which the sense of cosmos as
well as the individual disappears. Or again, it may be in a trans
cendence which is aware of and supports the cosmic action. But
what do we mean by the individual ? What we usually call by that
name is a natural ego, a device of Nature which holds together
her action in the mind and body. This ego has to be extinguished,
otherwise there is no complete liberation possible ; but the indi
vidual self or soul is not this ego. The individual soul is the spiri
tual being which is sometimes described as an eternal portion of
the Divine, but can also be described as the Divine himself sup
porting his manifestation as the M any. This is the true spiritual
individual which appears in its complete tru!h when we get rid
of the ego and our false separative sense of individuality, realise
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our oneness with the transcendent and cosmic Divine and with
all beings. It is this which makes possible- the Divine Life. Nir
vana is a step towards it ; the disappearance of the false sepa
rative individuality is a necessary condition for our realising and
living in our true eternal being, living divinely in the Divine.
But this we can do in the world and in life.
6. REBIRTH

If evolution is a truth and is not only a physical evolution of
species, but an evolution of consciousness, it must be a spiritual
and not only a physical fact. In that case, it is the individual who
evolves and grows into a more and more developed and perfect
consciousness and obviously that cannot be done in the course
of a brief single human life. If there is the evolution of a con
scious individual, then there must be rebirth. Rebirth is a logical
necessity and a spiritual fact of which we can have the experi
ence. Proofs of rebirth, sometimes of an overwhelmingly con
vincing nature, are not lacking, but as yet they have not been
carefully registered and brought together.
7. EVOLUTION

In my explanation of the universe I have put forward this
cardinal fact of a spiritual evolution as the meaning of our
existence here. It is a series of ascents from the physical being
and consciousness to the vital, the being dominated by the life
self, thence to the m�ntal being realised in the fully developed
man and thence into the perfect consciousness which is beyond
the mental, into the supramental Consciousness and the supra
mental being, the Truth-Consciousness which is the integral
consciousness of the spiritual being. Mind cannot be our last
conscious expression because mind is fundamentally an ignorance
seeking for knowledge ; it is only the supramental Truth-Con
sciousness that can bring us the true and whole Self-Knowledge
and world-Knowledge ; it is through that only that we can get
to our true being and the fulfilment of our spiritual evolution.
*
**
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The sentence1 is rather loose in expression. It does not mean
that Maya is Brahman's freedom, but "the doctrine of Maya
simply comes to this that Brahman is free from the circumstances
through which He expresses Himself. " This limited play is not
He, for He is illimitable ; it is only a conditioned (partial) mani
festation, but He is not bound by the conditions (circumstances)

as the play is bound. The world is a fi gure of something of Him

self which He has put forth into it, but He is more than that
figure. The world is not unreal or illusory, but our present
seeing or consciousness of it is ignorant, and therefore the world

as seen by us can be described as an illusion. So far the Maya
idea is true. But if we see the world as it really is, a partial and
developing manifestation �f Brahman, then it can no longer be
described as an illusion, but rather as a Lila. He is still more than
His Lila, but He is in it and it is in Him ; it is not an illusion.
*
**

About Nirvana :
When I wrote in the

Arya,2 I was setting forth an overmind

view of things to the mind and putting it in mental terms, that was
why I had sometimes to use logic. For in such a work - media
ting between the intellect and the supra-intellectual - logic has a
place, though it cannot have the chief place it occupies in purely
mental philosophies. The Mayavadin himself labours to establish
his point of view or his experience by a rigorous logical reason
ing. Only, when it comes to an explanation of Maya, he, like the
scientist dealing with Nature, can do no more than arrange and
organise his ideas of the process of this universal mystification ;
he cannot explain how o r why his illusionary mystifying Maya
came into existence. He can only say, "Well, but it is there."
Of course, it is there. But the question is, first, what is it ?
· Is it really an illusionary Power and nothing else, or is the Maya
vadin's idea of it a mistaken first view, a mental imperfect
1

"Maya means nothing more than the freedom of Brahman from the circumstances

through which he expresses himself. " Sri Aurobindo,

The Yoga and

its Objects (1968

tion), p. 39.
2

A philosophical journal conducted by Sri Aurobindo during the years 1914·2 1 .

Edi·
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reading, even perhaps itself an illusion ? And next, "Is illusion
the sole or the highest Power which the Divine Consciousness or
Superconsciousness possesses ?" The Absolute is an absolute
Truth free from Maya, otherwise liberation would n o t be pos
sible. Has then the supreme and absolute Truth no other active
Power than a power of falsehood and with- it, no doubt, for the
two go together, a power of dissolving or disowning the false
hood, - which is yet there for ever ? I suggested that this
sounded a little queer. But queer or not, if it is so, it is so - for,
as you point out, the Ineffable cannot be subjected to the laws of
logic. But who i s to decide whether it is so ? You will say, those
who get there. But get where ? To the Perfect and the Highest,

piln;zam param. Is the �ayavadin's featureless Brahman that
Perfect, that Complete - is it the very Highest ? Is there not or
can there not be a higher than that highest,

paratparam ? That

is not a question of logic, it i s a question of spiritual fact, of a
supreme and complete experience. The solution of the matter
must rest not upon logic, but upon a growing, ever heightening,
widening spiritual experience - an experience which must of
course include or have passed through that of Nirvana and
Maya, otherwise it would not be complete and would have no
decisive value.
Now to reach Nirvana was the first radical result of my own
yoga. It threw me suddenly into a condition above and without
thought, unstained by any mental or vital movement ; there was
no ego, no real world - only when one looked through the

im

mobile senses, something perceived or bore upon its sheer silence
a world of empty forms, materialised shadows without true
substance. There was no One or many even, only just absolutely
That, featureless, relationless, sheer, indescribable, unthinkable,
absolute, yet supremely real and solely real. This was no mental
realisation nor something glimpsed somewhere above, - no
abstraction, - it was positive, the only positive reality, - al
though not a spatial physical world, pervading, occupying or
rather flooding and drowning this semblance of a physical world,
leaving no room or space for any reality but itself, allowing no
thing else to seem at all actual, positive or substantial. I cannot
say there was anything exhilarating or rapturous in the expe-
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rience, as i t then came to me, - (the ineffable Ananda I had
years afterwards), - but what it brought was an inexpressible
Peace, a stupendous silence, an infinity of release and freedom.
I lived in that Nirvana day and night before it began to admit
other things into itself or modify itself at all, and the inner heart
of experience, a constant memory of i t and its power to return
remained until i n the end it began to disappear in!o a greater
Superconsciousness from ab ove. But meanwhile realisation
added itself to realisation and fused itself with this original expe
rience. At an early stage the aspect of an illusionary world gave
place to one in which illusion1 is only a small surface phenomenon
with an immense Divine Reality behind it and a supreme Divine
Reality above it and an intense Divine Reality in the heart of
everything that had seemed at first only a cinematic shape or
shadow. And this was no reimprisonment in the senses, no
diminution or fall from supreme experience, it came rather as
a constant heightening and' widening of the Truth ; it was the
spirit that saw objects, not the senses, and the Peace, the Silence,
the freedom in Infinity remained always, with the world or all
worlds only as a continuous incident in the timeless eternity of
the Divine.
Now, that is the whole trouble in my approach to Maya
vadar Nirvana i n my liberated consciousness turned out to be
the beginning of my realisation, a first step towards the complete
thing, not the sole true attainment possible or even a culminating
finale. It came unasked, unsought for, though quite welcome. I
had no least idea about it before, no aspiration towards it, in fact
my aspiration was towards just the opposite, spiritual power to
help the world and to do my work in it, yet it came - without
even a " May I come in" or a "By your leave". It just happened
and settled in as if for all eternity or as if it had been really there
always. And then it slowly grew into something not less but
greater than its first self. How then could I accept Mayavada or
persuade myself to pit against the Truth imposed on me from
above the logic of Shankara ?
1

In fact it is not an illusion in the sense of an imposition of something baseless and un·

real on the consciousness, but a misinterpretation by the conscious mind and sense and a falsi·
fying misuse of manifested existence.
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But I do not insist on everybody passing through my expe
rience or following the Truth that i s its consequence. I have no
objection to anybody accepting Mayavada as his soul's truth
or his mind's truth or their way out of the cosmic difficulty. I
object to it only if somebody tries to push it down my throat
or the world's throat as the sole possible, satisfying and all
comprehensive explanation of things. For it is not that at all.

There are many other possible explanations ; it is not at all satis
factory, for in the end it explains nothing ; and it is - and must

be unless it departs from its own logic - all-exclusive, not in the
least all-comprehensive. But that does not matter. A theory may
be wrong or at least one-sided and imperfect and yet extremely
practical and useful. This ha$ been amply shown by the history
. of Science. In fact, a theory whether philosophical or scientific,
is nothing else than a support for the mind, a practical device to
help it to deal with its object, a staff to uphold it and make it
walk more confidently and get along on its difficult journey.
The very exclusiveness and one-sidedness of the Mayavada make
it a strong staff or a forceful stimulus for a spiritual endeavour
which means to be one-sided, radical and exclusive. It supports
the effort of the M ind to get away from itself and from Life by
a short cut into superconscience. Or rather it is the Purusha in
Mind that wants to get away from the limitations of Mind and
Life into the superconscient Infinite. Theoretically, the way for
that is for the mind to deny all its perceptions and all the pre
occupations of the vital and see and treat them as illusions. Prac
tically, when the mind draws back from itself, it enters easily into
a relationless peace in which nothing matters, - for in its abso
luteness there are no mental or vital values, - and from which
the mind can rapidly move towards . that great short cut to the
superconscient, mindless trance,

su.yupti. In proportion to the

thoroughness of that m ovement all the perceptions it had once
accepted become unreal to it - illusion, Maya. It is on its road
towards immergence.
Mayavada therefore with its sole stress on Nirvana, quite
apart from its defects as a mental theory of things, serves a great
spiritual end and, as a path, can lead very high and far. Even, if
the Mind were the last word and there were nothing beyond it
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except the pure Spirit, I would not be averse to accepting it as
the only way out. For what the mind with its perceptions and the
vital with its desires have made of life in this world, is a very
bad mess, and if there were nothing better to be hoped for, the
shortest cut to an exit would be the best. But my experience is
that there is something beyond Mind ; Mind is not the last word
here of the Spirit. Mind is an ignorance-consciousness and its
perceptions cannot be anythfog else than either false, mixed
or imperfect - even when true, a partial reflection of the Truth
and not the very body of Truth herself. But there is a Truth
Consciousness, not static only and self-introspective, but also
dynamic and creative, and I prefer to get at that and see what
it says about things and can do rather than take the short cut
away from things offered as its own end by the Ignorance.
Still, I would have no objection if your attraction towards
Nirvana were not merely a mood of the mind and vital but an
indication of the mind's true road and the soul's issue. But it
seems to me that it is only the vital recoiling from its own dis
appointed desires in an extreme dissatisfaction, not the soul
leaping gladly to its true path. This Vairagya is itself a vital
movement ; vital Vairagya is the reverse side of vital desire though the mind of course is there to give reasons and say ditto.
Even this Vairagya, if it is one-pointed and exclusive, can lead or
point towards Nirvana. But you have many sides to your perso
nality or rather many personalities in you ; it is indeed their dis
cordant movements each getting in the way of the other, as
happens when they are expressed through the external mind, that
have stood much in the way of your sadhana. There is the vital
personality which was turned towarqs success and enjoyment and
got it and wanted to go on with it but could not get the rest of the
being to follow. There is the vital personality that wanted enjoy
ment of a deeper kind and suggested to the other that it could
very well give up these unsatisfactory things if it got an equivalent
in some faeryland of a higher joy. There is the psycho-vital per
sonality that is the Vaishnava within you and wanted the Divine
Krishna and bhakti and Ananda. There is the personality which
is the poet and musician and a seeker of beauty through these
things. There is the mental-vital personality which, when it saw
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the vital standing in the way, insisted on a grim struggle of
Tapasya, and it is no doubt that also which approves Vairagya
and Nirvana. There is the physical-mental personality which is
the Russellite, extrovert, doubter. There is another mental
emotional personality all whose ideas are for belief in the Divine,
yoga, bhakti, Guruvada. There is the psychic being also which
has pushed you into the sadhana and is waiting for its hour of
emergence.
What are you going to do with all these people ? If you want
Nirvana, you have either to expel them or stifle them or beat them
into coma. All authorities assure us that the exclusive Nirvana
business is a most difficult job (dul)kham dehavadbhil), says the
Gita), and your owo. attempt at suppressing the others was not
encouraging, - according to your own account it left you as dry
and desperate as a sucked orange, no juice left anywhere. If the
desert is your way to the promised land, that does not matter.
But - well, if it is not, then there is another way - it is what we
call the integration, the harmonisation of the being. That cannot
be done from outside, it cannot be done by the mind and vital
being - they are sure to bungle their affair. It can be done only
from within by the soul, the Spirit which is the centraliser, itself
the centre of these radii. In all of them there is a truth that can
harmonise with the true truth of the others. For there is a truth
in Nirvana - Nirvana is nothing but the peace and freedom of
the Spirit which can exist in itself, be there world or no world,
world-order or world-disorder. Bhakti and the heart's call for
the Divine have a truth - it is the truth of the divine Love and
Anand a. The will for Tapasya has in it a truth - it is the truth
of the Spirit's mastery over its members. The musician and poet
stand for a truth, it is the truth of the expression of the Spirit
through beauty. There is a truth behind the mental affirmer ;
even there is a truth behind the mental doubter, the Russellian,
though far behind him - the truth of the denial of false forms.
Even behind the two vital personalities there is a truth, the truth
of the possession of the inner and outer worlds not by the ego but
by the Divine. That is the harmonisation for which our yoga
stands - but it cannot be achieved by any outward arrangement,
it can only be achieved by going inside and looking, willing and
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acting from the psychic and from the spiritual centre. For the
truth of the being is there and the secret of Harmony also is there.
*
**

One may be aware of the essential static self without relation to
the play of the cosmos. Again one may be aware of the universal
static self omnipresent in everything without being progressively
awake to the movement of the dynamic visva-prakrti. The first
realisation of the Self or Brahman is often a realisation of some
thing that separates itself from all form, name, action, move
ment, exists in itself only, regarding the cosmos as only a mass
of cinematographic shapes unsubstantial and empty of reality.
·
Th_at was my own first complete realisation of the Nirvana in the
Self. That does not mean a wall between Self and Brahman, but a
scission between the essential self-existence and the manifested
world.
*
**

I believe according to the Adwaitins God i s only the reflection of
Brahman in Maya - just as Brahman is seen outwardly as the
world which has only a practical not a real reality, so subjectively
Brahman is seen as God, Bhagavan, Ishwara, and that also
would be a practical not a real reality - which is and can be only
the relationless Brahman all by itself in a worldless eternity. At
least that is what I have read - I don't know whether Shankara
himself says that. One is always being told by modern Adwaitins
that Shankara did not mean what people say he meant - so one
has to be careful in attributing any opinion to him.
*
**

They want to show that Shankara was not so savagely illusionist
as he is represented - that he gave a certain temporary reality
to the world, admitted Shakti etc. But these (supposing he made
them) are concessions inconsistent with the logic of his own
philosophy which is that only the Brahman exists and the rest is
ignorance and illusion. The rest has only a temporary and there-
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fore an illusory reality in Maya. He further maintained that
Brahman could not be reached by works. If that was not his
philosophy, I should like to know what was his philosophy. At
any rate that was how his philosophy has been understood by
people. Now that the general turn is away from the rigorous
Illusionism, many of the Adwaitins seem to want to hedge and
make Shankara hedge with them.
Vivekananda accepted Shankara's philosophy with modi
fications, the chief of them being Daridra-Narayan-Seva which is
a mixture of Buddhist compassion a nd modern philanthropy.
*
**

Of course Shankara must have meant Mayavada. It i s hardly
possible that everybody should have misunderstood his ideas
(which were not in the least veiled or enigmatic) till his modern
apologists discovered what they really were.
*
**

Shankara surely stands o r falls by the Mayavada. Even the
Bhaja-Govindam poem is Mayavadic in spirit. I am not well
acquainted with these other writings - so it is difficult for me
to say anything about that side of the question.
*
**

Chittashuddhi belongs to Raj ayoga. I n the pure Adwaita the
method is rather to detach oneself by viciira and viveka and realise
"I am not the mind, not the life, etc. etc." In that case, no
suddhi would be necessary - the self would separate from the
nature good or bad and regard it as a machinery which having no
more the support of the iitman would fall away of itself along with
the body. Of course cittasuddhi can be resorted to also, but for
cessation of the cittavrtti, not for their better dynamism as an
instrument of the Divine. Shankara insists that all karma must

fall off before one can be liberated - the soul must realise itself
as akartii, there is no solution in or by works in the pure Yoga of
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Knowledge. So how could Shankara recognise dynamism ?
Even if he recognises cittasuddhi as necessary, it must be as a pre
paration for getting rid of karma, not for anything else.
*
**

The essential "I" sense disappears when there is the stable
realisation of the one universal Self in all and that remains at all
moments in all conditions under any circumstances. Usually
this comes first in the Purusha consciousness and the extension
to the Prakriti movements is not immediate. But even if there are
"I" movements in the Prakriti reactions, the Purusha within
observes them as the continued running of an old mechanism
and does not feel them as his own. Most Vedantists stop there,
because they do think that those reactions will fall away from one
at death and all will disappear into the One. But for a change of
tlie nature it is necessary that the experience and seeing of the
Purusha should spread to all the parts, mind, vital, physical,
subconscient. Then the ego movements of Prakriti can also dis
appear gradually from one field after another till none is left.
For this a perfect samatii even in the cells of the body and in every
vibration of the being is necessary
sama hi brahma. One is
then quite free from it in works also. The individual remains but
that is not the small separative ego, but a form and power of the
Universal which feels itself one with all beings, an acting centre
and instrument of the Universal Transcendent, full of the Ananda
of the presence and the action but not thinking or moving inde
pendently or acting for its own sake. That cannot be called ego
ism. The Divine can be called an ego only if he is a separate
Person limited as in the Christian idea of God by his separateness
(though even there esoteric Christianity abolishes the limitation).
An I which is not separate in that way is no . I at all.
-

*
**

I doubt whether the condition of which you speak is that of the
realised Vedantin - except of course the loss of the sense of
personality and the non-identification with desire and the move-
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ments of Prakriti. Still perhaps the conditi on of the ja<;lavat
Paramahamsa (like Jada Bharata) may resemble it. That theory
of priirabdha karma goes farther than that - it assumes that even
if there are vital movements, that is also only the continuance
of the machine of Prakriti and will drop off at death. They may,
perhaps. I don't base the gospel of the transformation of Nature
on an impo ss ibility of taking a static release as final
the static
release is necessary, but I don't Qonsider that to take it as final
is the object of coming into world-existence. I hold that the
static release is only a beginning, a first step in the Divine. If
anyone is satisfied with the fi rst step as all that is possible for him,
I have no objection to his taking it like that.
-

*
**

i s correct. The snake-rope image cannot be
used to illustrate the non existence of the world, it would only
mean that our seeing of the world is not that of the world as it
really is. The idea of complete illusion would better be illustrated
by the juggler's rope-climbing trick where there is no rope and
no climber, and yet one is persuaded that they are there.

Your objection

-

*
**

The illusionist metaphors all fail when you drive them home they are themselves an illusion. Identification with the body
is an error, not an illusion. We are not the body, but the body
is still something of ourselves. With real isation the erroneous
identification ceases - i n certain experiences the existence of
the body is not felt at all. In the full realisation the body
is within us, not we in it, it is an instrumental formation
in our wider being, - our consciousness exceeds but also
pervades i t - it can be dissolved without our ceasing to be
the self. That is about all.
,

*
**

It is th e Vedantic Adwaita experience of laya. It i s only one phase
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of the experience, not the whole or the highest Truth of the
Divine.
*
**

The impulse towards laya is a creation of the mind, it i s not the
sole possible destiny of the soul. When the mind tries to abolish
its own Ignorance, it finds no escape from it except by laya,
because it supposes that there is no higher principle of cosmic
existence beyond itself - beyond itself is only the pure Spirit,
the absolute impersonal Divine. Those who go through the heart
(love, bhakti) do not accept laya, they believe in a state beyond
of eternal companionship with the Divine or dwelling in the
Divine without ./aya. All this quite apart from supramentalisa
tion. What then becomes of your starting-point that laya is the
inevitable destiny of the soul and it is only the personal descent
of the Avatar that saves it from inevitable laya !
*
**

_

There were two points o f error. ( 1 ) That the soul formerly had
no other possibility once it reached the Divine than laya. There
were other possibilities, e.g., passing into a higher plane, living
in the Divine or in the presence of the Divine. Both imply the
refusal of birth and leaving the Lila on earth. (2) That it was
only for the sake of living with the incarnate Divine and by
reason of this descent that the soul consented to give up laya.
The capital point is the supramentalisation of the being which is
the Divine intention in the evolution on earth and cannot fail to
come ; the descent or incarnation is only an instrumentation for
bringing that about. Your statement therefore becomes wrong
by incompleteness.
*
**

But they [the Mayavadic Vedantins] had no clear perception of
these things [overmind, supermind, etc.] because they lived at
the highest in the spiritualised higher mind, and for the rest could
only receive things from even the overmind - they could not
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enter it except by deep samadhi (slJ.!upti). Prajna and Ishwara
were for them Lord of the S1J.1Upti.

II
In our yoga the Nirvana is the beginning of the higher Truth,
as it is the passage from the Ignorance to the higher Truth.
The Ignorance has to be extinguished in order that the Truth
may manifest.
*
**

I don't think I have written, but I said once that souls which have

passed into Nirvana may (not "must") return to complete the
larger upward curve. I have written somewhere, I think, that for
this yoga (it might also be added, in the natural complete order
of the manifestation) the experience of Nirvana can only be a
stage or passage to the complete realisation. I have said also that
there are many doors by which one can pass into the realisation
of the Absolute (Parabrahman), and Nirvana is one of them, but
by no means the only one. You may remember Ramakrishna's
saying that the Jivakoti can ascend the stairs, but not return,
while the Ishwarakoti can ascend and descend at will. If that is
so, the Jivakoti might be those who describe only the curve from
Matter through Mind into the silent Brahman and the Ishwara
koti those who get to the integral Reality and can therefore
combine the Ascent with the Descent and contain the "two ends"
of existence in their single being.
*
**

The realisation of this yoga is not lower but higher than Nirvana
or Nirvikalpa Samadhi.
*
**

I f Buddha

really combated and denied all Vedantic conceptions
of the Self, then it can be no longer true that Buddha refrained
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from all metaphysical speculations or distinct pronouncements
as to the nature of the ultimate Reality. The view you take of his
conception of Nirvana seems to concur with the Mahayanist

interpretation and its conception of the Permanent, dhruvam,
which could be objected to as a later development like the oppo
site Nihilistic conception of the Shunyam. What Buddha very
certainly taught was that the world is not-Self and that the indi
vidual has no true existence since what does exist in the world
is a stream

of

impermanent consciousness from moment to

moment and the individual person is fictitiously constituted by
a bundle of samskaras and can be dissolved by dissolving the
bundle. This is in conformity with the Vedantic Monistic

view

that there is no true separate individual. As to the other Vedantic
view of the one· Self, impersonal and universal and transcendent,
i t does not seem that Buddha made any distinct and unmistakable
pronoucement on abstract and metaphysical questions ; but if
the world or all in the world is not-Self, anatman, there can be
no more room for a universal Self, only at most for a transcendent
Real Being. His conception of Nirvana was of something tran
scendent of the universe, but he did not define what it was
because he was not concerned with any abstract metaphysical
speculations about the Reality ; he must have thought them
unnecessary and irrelevant and any indulgence in them likely
to divert from the true object. His explanation of things was
psychological and not metaphysical and his methods were all
psychological, - the breaking up of the false associations of
consciousness which cause the continuance of desire and suffer�
ing, so getting rid of the stream of birth and death in a purely
phenomenal (not unreal) world ; the method of life by which this
liberation could be effected _was also a psychological method,
the eightfold path developing right understanding and right
action. His object was pragmatic and severely practical and so
were his methods ; metaphysical speculations would only

draw

the mind away from the one thing needful. ..

see how
"service to mankind" o r any ideal of improvement of the world
existence can have been part of his aim, since to pass out of life
As to Buddha's attitude towards life, I do not quite

into a transcendence was his object. His eightfold path was
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the means towards that end and not an aim in itself or indeed
in any way an aim. Obviously, if right understanding and right
action become the common rule of life, there would be a great
improvement in the world, but for Buddha's purpose that could
be an incidental result and not at all part of his central object.
You say, ''Buddha himself urged the necessity to serve mankind ;
his ideal was to achieve a consciousness of inner eternity and then
be a source of radiant influence and action. " But where and when
did Buddha say these things, use these terms o r express these
ideas ? "The service of mankind" sounds like

a very modem and

European conception ; it reminds me of some European inter
pretations of the Gita as merely teaching the disinterested per
formance of duty or the pronouncement that the whole idea of
the Gita is service. Tlie exclusive stress or overstress on mankind
or humanity is also European. Mahayanist Buddhism laid stress
on compassion, fellow-feeling with all,

vasudhaiva kutumbakam,

just as the Gita speaks of the feeling of oneness with all beings
and preoccupation with the good of all beings,

sarvabhilta hite

rata}), but this does not mean humanity only, but all beings and
vasudha means all earth-life. Are there any sayings of Buddha
which would j ustify the statement that the object or one object
in attaining to Nirvana was to become a source of radiant in
fluence and action ? The consciousness of inner eternity may have
that result, but can we really say that that was Buddha's ideal,
the object which he held in view or for which he came ?
*
**

There i s no reason why the passage about Buddhism should be
omitted. It gives one side of the Buddhistic teaching which is not
much known or is usually ignored, for that teaching is by most
rendered as Nirvana (Sunyavada) and a spiritual humanitarian
ism. The difficulty i s that it is these sides that have been stressed
especially in the modern interpretations of Buddhism and any
strictures I may have passed were in view of these interpretations
and that one-sided stress. I am aware of course of opposite ten

dencies in the Mahayana and the Japanese cult of Amitabha
Buddha which is a cult of bhakti. It is now being said even of
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Shankara that there was another side of his doctrine - but his
followers have made him stand solely for the Great Illusion, the
inferiority of bhakti, the uselessness of Karma jagan mithya.
-

*
**

Buddha, i t must be remembered� refused always to discuss what
was beyond the world. But from the little he said it would
appear that he was aware of a Permanent beyond equivalent to
the _Vedantic Para-Brahman, but which he was quite unwilling
to describe. The denial of anything beyond the world except
a negative state of Nirvana was a later teaching, not Buddha's.
*
**

The Buddhist Nirvana and the Adwaitin's Moksha are the same
thing. It corresponds to a realisation in which one does not feel
oneself any longer as an individual with such a name or such a
form, but an infinite eternal Self spaceless (even when in space),
timeless (even when in time). Note that one can perfectly well do
actions in that condition and it is not to be gained' only by
Samadhi.
...
**

It [Nirvana of Buddha] is the same (as Brahma Nirvana of the
Gita]. Only the Gita describes it as Nirvana in the Brahman
while Buddha preferred not to give any name or say anything
about thit into which the Nirvana took place. Some later schools
of Buddhists described it as Shunya, the equivalent of the
Chinese Tao, described as the Nothing which is everything.
*
**

Buddhism is of many kinds and the entirely nihilistic kind is only
one variety. Most Buddhism admits a Permanent as beyond the
realm of Karma and Sanskaras. Even the Shunya of the Shunya
panthis is described like the Tao of Lao Tse as a Nothing which is
All. So as a higher 'above mental' state is admitted which one
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tries to reach by a strong discipline of the consciousness, it may
be called spirituality.
*
**

About the One [of the Buddhists] there are different versions. I
just read somewhere that the Buddhist One is a Superbuddha
from whom all Buddhas come - but it seemed to me a rehash
of Buddhism in Vedantic terms born of a modern mind. The
Permanent of Buddhism has always been supposed to be Supra
cosmic and Ineffable - that is why Buddha never tried to explain
what it was ; for, logically, how can one talk about the Ineffable ?
It has really nothing to do with the Cosmos which is a thing of
Sanskaras and Karma.
*
**

The impressions i n the approach to Infinity o r the entry into it
are not always quite the same ; much depends on the way in
which the mind approaches it. It is felt first by some as an infinity
above, by others as an infinity around into which the mind
disappears (as an energy) by losing its limits. Some feel not the
absorption of the mind-energy into the infinite, but a falling en
tirely inactive ; others feel it as a lapse or disappearance of energy
into pure Existence. Some first feel the infinity as a va�t existence
into which all sinks or disappears, others, as you describe it, as
an infinite ocean of Light above, others as an infinite ocean of
Power above. If certain schools of Buddhists felt it in their
experience as a limitless Shunya, the V�dantists, on the contrary,
see it as a positive Self-Existence featureless and absolute. No
doubt, the various experiences were erected into various philo
sophies, each putting its conception as definitive ; but behind
each conception there was such an experience. What you
describe as a completely emptied mind-substance devoid of
energy or light, completely inert, is the condition of neutral peace
and empty stillness which is or can be a stage of the liberation.
But it can afterwards feel itself filled with infinite existence,
consciousness (carrying energy in it) and finally Ananda.
*
**
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The - passage1 in The Yoga and its Objects is written from the
point of view of the spiritualised mind approaching the supreme
Truth directly, without passing through the supermind or dis
appearing into it. The mind spiritualises i'tself by shedding all its
own activities and formations and reducing everything to a pure
Existence, sad-iitman, from which all things and activities pro
ceed and which supports everything. When it wants to go still
beyond, it negates yet further and arrives at an asat, which is the
negation of all this existence and yet something inconceivable to
mind, speech or defining experience. It is the silent Unknowable,
the Turiya or featureless and relationless Absolute of the monistic
Vedantins, the Shunyam of the nihilistic Buddhists, the Tao or
omnipresent and transcendent Nihil of the Chinese, the indefin
able and ineffable Permanent of the Mahayana. Many Christian
mystics also speak of the necessity of a complete ignorance in
order to get the supreme experience and speak too of the divine
Darkness - they mean the shedding of all mental knowledge,
making a blank of the mind and engulfing it in the Unmanifest,
the param avyaktam. All this is the mind's way of approaching
the Supreme - for beyond the avyaktam, tamasal;t parastiit,
is the Supreme, the Purushottama of the Gita, the Para Purusha
of the Upanishads. It is iidityavan.za in contrast to the darkness
of the Unmanifest ; it is a metaphor, but not a mere metaphor,
for it is a symbol also, a symbol visually seen by the suk$ma dr#i,
the subtle vision, and not merely a symbol, but, as one might
say, a fact of spiritual experience. The sun in the yoga is the sym
bol of the supermind and the supermind is the first power of the
Supreme which one meets across the border where t�e experience
of spiritualised mind ceases and the unmodified divine Conscious
ness begins the domain of the supreme Nature, parii prakrti.
It is that Light of which the Verlie mystics got a glimpse and it is
the opposite of the intervening darkness of the Christian mystics,
for the supermind is all light and no darkness. To the mind the
Supreme is avyaktiit param avyaktam but if we follow the line
leading to the supermind, it is an increasing affirmation rather
1

"For behind the sad arman is the silence of the asat which the Buddhist Nihilists realised

as the iunyam and beyond that silence is the parlitpara puru$a ( puru$O vare!Jya lidityavanµzs
tamasab parastiit)." Sri Aurobindo, The Yoga and its Objects (1968 Edition), pp. 1 2-1 3.
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aan an increasing negation through which we move.
Light is always seen iIJ. yoga with the inner eye, even with the
outer eye, but there are many lights ; all are not and all do not

come from the supreme Light, param jyotil}..
*
**

the universe is only a partial manifestation and Brahman as its
foundation is the Sat. But there is also that which is not mani

fested and beyond manifestation and is not contained in the basis
of manifestation. The Buddhists and others got from that the
-.nception of Asat as the ultimate thing.
Another meaning given. is - Sat= the Eternal, Asat=the
Timporary and Unreal.
*
**

The feeling of the Self as a vast peaceful Void, a liberation from
existence as we know it, is one that one can always have, Buddhist
or no Buddhist. It is the . negative aspect of Nirvana - it is quite

natural for the mind, if it follows the negative movement of with

drawal, to get that first, and if you lay hold on that and refuse to
go farther, being satisfied with this liberated Non-Existence, then
you will naturally philosophise like the Buddhists that Shunya is
the eternal truth. Lao Tse is more perspicacious when he spoke

of it as the Nothing that is All. Many of course have the positive
experience of the Atman first, not as a void but as pure unrelated

Existence like the Adwaitins (Shankara) or as the one Existent.
*
**

They [those who have the experience of Nirvana] do not feel as
if they had any existence at all. In the Buddhistic Nirvana they
feel as if there were no such thing at all, only an infinite zero
without form. In the Adwaita Nirvana there is felt only one Vast
Existence, no separate being is discernible anywhere. There are
forms of course but they are only forms, not separate beings.
Mind is silent, thought has ceased, - desires, passions, vital
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movements there are none. There is consciousness but only a
formless elemental consciousness without limits. The body
moves and acts, but the sense of the body is not there. Some
times there is only the consciousness of pure existence, some
times only pure consciousness, sometimes all that exists is only a
ceaseless limitless Ananda. Whether all else is really dissolved or
only covered up is a debatable point, but at any rate it is an
experience as if of their dissolution.
*
••

The ego and its continuity, they [the Buddhists} say, are a n illu
sion, the result of the continuous flowing of energies and ideas in
a determined current. There is no real formation of an ego. As
to the liberation, it is in order to get free from dubkha etc., - it
is a painful flow of energies and to get free from the pain they
must break up their continuity. That i s all right, but how it
started, why it should end at all and how anybody is benefited by
the liberation, since there i s nobody there, only a mass of idea
and action - these things are insoluble mysteries. But is there
not the same difficulty with the Mayavadin also, since there is no
Jiva really, only Brahman and Brahman is by nature free and
unbound for ever ? So how did the whole absurd affair of Maya
come into existence and who is liberated ? That is what the
old sages said at last, "There is none bound, none freed, none
seeking to be free". It was all a mistake (a rather long-standing
one though). The Buddhists, I suppose, could say that also.
*
**

According to both Buddha and Shankara liberation means laya
of the individual in some transcendent Permanence that is not
individualised - so logically a belief in the individual soul must
prevent liberation while the sense of misery in the world leads to
the attempt to escape.
*
**
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The phrase "to pass on"1 shows that what is meant by them is
an evolution not on earth but somewhere beyond, God knows
where. In that case Nirvana would be a place or world on the
way to other worlds and the soul evolves from one world to an
other - e.g. from earth to Nirvana and from Nirvana to some
Beyond-Nirvana . This is an entirely European idea and it is most
unlikely that it was held by the Buddhists. The Indian idea was
that the evolution is here and even the Gods if they want to go
beyond their godhead and get liberation have to come down on
earth for the purpose. It is the Western spiritualists and others
who think that the birth on earth is a stage of progress from
some place inferior to earth and after once being born on earth
one does not return but goes to some other world and remains
there till one can progress to some other better world and so on
and on. . . . Again, this "perfected social order on earth" is cer
tainly not a Buddhist idea, the Buddhas never dreamed of it their preoccupation was with helping men towards Nirvana, not
towards a perfected order here. All that is a sheer contradiction
of Buddhism.
*
**

Nirvana cannot be at once the ending of the Path with nothing
beyond to explore and yet only a rest house or rather the begin
ning of the Higher Path with everything still to explore. . . .
The reconciliation would be that it is the end of the lower Path
through the lower Nature and the beginning of the Higher Evolu
tion. In that case it would accord exactly with the teaching of
our yoga.
*
**

How is this Absolute2 different from the Absolute of the
Vedanta ? or this emancipation different from the Vedantic
1

"The Great Ones . . . renounce their right to pass on to a sti l l Higher Evolution and

remain within the Cosmos for the good of all sentient beings . . . . It is these Bodhic Forces . . .
which lead mankind . . . towards a perfected social order o n Earth ." Tibetan Yoga and Secret

Doctrines by Dr. W. Y. Evans-Wentz.
1
•..

"Thus the Doctrine of Shunyata underlying the whole of the Prajna-Paramita, posi ts

an Absolute as inherent in phenomena, for the Absolute is the source and support of the

phenomena. . . and in the last analysis of th ings by the Bod hi-illuminated mind, freed of
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Mukti ? If it were so, there would never have been all this quarrel
between Buddhism and the Vedantic schools. It must be a new
fangled version of Buddhism or else it was a later development in
which Buddhism reduced itself back to Adwaita.
But, is this Higher Evolution really a Buddhistic idea or
only a European version of what Nirvana might be ?
*
**

There is no difference between such a description1 and what is
meant by soul, except that it is called "impersonal" - but evi
dently here impersonal is used as opposed to the thing dependent
on name, body .and form, what is called personality. Europeans
especially, but also people without philosophic ideas would easily
mistake this outward personality for the soul and then they would
deny the name of soul to the unborn and endless entity. Do they
then consider it as spirit or self - atman ? But the difficulty is
that the old Buddhists rejected the coneeption of iitman also.
So we are left entirely at sea. The Nihilistic Buddhistic teaching
is plain and comprehensible that there is no soul, only a bundle of
Sanskaras continuing or a stream of them renewing themselves
without dissolution (Nirvana). But this Mahayanist affair seems
a sort of loose and curt compromise with Vedanta.
*
**

There are elements i n most yogas which enter into this one, so
it is not surprising if there is something in Buddhism also. But
such notions as a Higher Evolution beyond Nirvana seem to me
not genuinely Buddhistic, unless of course there is some offshoot
of Buddhism which developed something so interpreted by the
Ignorance, duality vanishes and there remains but the One in All, the All in One."

Ibid.

1

"

An impersonal principle, this microcosmic representation of the macrocosmic per

sists throughout all existences, or states of conditioned being within the Sangsara . . . . But the
impersonal consciousness principle is not to be in any way identified with the personality re
presented by a name, or bodily form or a Sangsaric mind . . . it is itself non-Sangsaric, being un
created, unborn, unshaped, beyond human concept or definition, and therefore transcending
time and space . . . it is beginningless and endless."

Ibid.
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author. I never heard of it as part of Buddha's teachings 
he always spoke of Nirvana as the goal and refused to discuss
metaphysically what it might be.
*
**

The Jain philosophy is concerned with individual perfection.

Our effort is quite different We want to bring down the super
mind as a new faculty. Just as the mind is now a permanent state
of consciousness in humanity, so also we want to create a race
in which the supermind will be a permanent state of conscious
ness.

III
It is not a fact that the Gita gives the whole base of Sri
Aurobindo's message ; for the Gita seems to admit the cessa
tion of birth in the world as the ultimate aim or at least the
ultimate culmination of yoga ; it does not bring forward the
idea of spiritual evolution or the idea of the higher planes and the
supramental Truth-Consciousness and the bringing down of that
consciousness as the means of the complete transformation of
earthly life.
The idea of the supermind, the Truth-Consciousness is there
in the Rig Veda according to Sri Aurobindo's interpretation
and in one or two passages of the Upanishads, but in the Upa
nishads it is there only in seed in the conception of the being of
knowledge, vijnaniimaya puru�a, exceeding the mental, vital and
physical being ; in the Rig Veda the idea is there but in principle
only, it is not developed and even the principle of it has dis
appeared from the Hindu tradition.
It is these things among others that constitute the novelty of
Sri Aurobindo's message as compared with the Hindu tradition
- the idea that the world is not either a creation of Maya or only
a play, Ii/ii, of the Divine, or a cycle of births in the ignorance
from which we have to escape, but a field of manifestation in
'
which there is a progressive evolution of the soul and the nature
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in Matter and from Matter through Life and Mind to what is
beyond Mind till it reaches the complete revelation of Sachchid
ananda in life. It is this that is the basis of the yoga and gives a
new sense to Jife.
*
**

There i s no real contradiction ; the two passages1 indicate i n the
Gita's system two different movements of its yoga, the complete
surrender being the crowning movement. One has first to con
quer the lower nature, deliver the self involved in the lower
movement by means of the higher Self which rises into the divine
nature ; at the same time one offers all one's actions including the
inner action of the yoga as a sacrifice to the Purushottama, the
transcendent and immanent Divine. When one has risen into the
higher Self, has the knowledge and is free, one makes the com
plete surrender to the Divine, abandoning all other dharmas,
living only by the divine Consciousness, the divine Will and
Force, the divine Ananda.
Our yoga is not identical with the yoga of the Gita although
it contains all that is essential in the Gita's yoga. In our yoga we
begin with the idea, the will, the aspiration of the complete
surrender ; but at the same time we have to reject the lower
nature, deliver our consciousness from it, deliver the self involved
in the lower nature by the self rising to freedom in the higher
nature. If we do not do this double movement, we are in danger
of making a tamasic and therefore unreal surrender, making no
effort, no tapas and therefore no progress ; or else we may make
a rajasic surrender not to the Divine but to some self-made false
idea o r image of the Divine which masks our rajasic ego or
something still worse.
*
**

This world is, as the Gita describes it, anityamasukham, so long
as we live i n the present world-consciousness ; it is only by turn1

"Deliver the self by means of the Self"

(Ibid., Ch. XVIII, 66).

(Gita, Ch. VI, 5); and "Abandon all dhannas"
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ing from that to the Divine and entering into the Divine Con
sciousness that one can possess, through the world also, the
Eternal.
*
**

The language of the Gita i n many mat�ers seems sometimes
contradictory because it admits two apparently opposite truths
and tries to reconcile them. It admits the ideal of departure
from

sarhsiira into the Brahman as one possibility ; also it

affirms the possibility of living free ,in the Divine (in Me, it says)
and acting in the world as the Jivanmukta. It is this latter kind

of solution on whic� it lays the greatest emphasis. So Rama

krishna put the "divine souls" (lshwarakoti) who can descend the
ladder as well as ascend it higher than the Jivas (Jivakoti) who,
once having ascended, have not the strength to descend again
for divine work. The full truth is in the supramental conscious
ness and the power to work from there on life and Matter.
*
**

The Gita cannot be described as exclusively a gospel of love.
What it sets forth is a yoga of knowledge, devotion and works
based on a spiritual consciousness and realisation of oneness with
the Divine and of the oneness of all beings in the Divine. Bhakti,
devotion and love of God carrying with it unity with all beings
and love for all beings is given a high place but always in con
nection with knowledge and works.
,

*
**

But note that the Gita was

not meant by the writer to be an

allegory - you can say, if you like, that now we should dismiss
the ancient war element by interpreting it as if it were an allegory.
The Gita is yoga, spiritual truth applied to the external life and
action - but it may be any action and not necessarily an action

resembling that of the Gita. The principle of the spiritual con
sciousness applied to action has to be kept - the particular
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example used by the Gita may be treated as a thing belonging
to a past world.
*
**

The Gita does not speak expressly o f the D i vine Mother ; it
speaks always of surrender to the Purushottama - it mentions
her only a s the Para Prakriti who becomes the Jiva, that is, who
manifests the Divine in the multiplicity and through whom all
these worlds are created by the Supreme and he himself descends
as the Avatar. The Gita follows the Vedantic tradition which
leans entirely on the Ishwara aspect of the Divine and speaks
little of the Divine Mother because its object is to draw back from
world-nature and arrive at the supreme realisation beyond it ;
the Tantric tradition leans on the Shakti or Is hwari aspect and
makes all depend on the Divine Mother because its object is to
possess and dominate the world-nature and arrive at the supreme
realisation through it. This yoga insists on both the aspects ;
the surrender to the Divine Mother is essential, for without it
there is no fulfilment of the object of the yoga.
In regard to the Purushottama the Divine Mother is the
supreme divine Consciousness and Power above the worlds,
Adya Shakti ; she carries the Supreme in he rself and manifests
the Divine in the worlds through the Akshara and Kshara. In
regard to the Akshara she is the same Para Shakti holding the
Purusha i mmobi l e in herself and also herself immobile in him at
the back of all creation. In re gard to the Kshara she is the mo
bile cosmic Energy manifesting all beings and forces.
*
**

I do not know that there i s an yth in g like a Purushottama con
sciousness which the h uman bei ng can attain or realise for him
self; for, in the Gita, the Purushottama is the Supreme Lord,
the Supreme Being who is beyond the Immutable and the
Mutable and contains both the One and the Many. Man, says
the Gita, can attain the Brahmic consciousness, realise himself
as an eternal portion of the Purushottama and live in the Puru
shottama. The Purushottama consciousness is the consciousness
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I

of the Supreme Being and man by loss of ego and realisation
of his true essence can live in it.
*
**

I n the spiritual thought of India during the time o f the Rishis
and even before, the Sankhya and Vedanta elements were always
combined. The Sankhya account of the constitution of the
being, (Purusha, Prakriti, the elements, lndriyas, Buddhi, etc.)
was universally accepted and Kap i la was mentioned with venera
tion everywhere. In the Gita he is mentioned among the great
Vibhutis ; Krishna says, "I am Kapila among the sages. "

IV
Veda and Vedanta are one side of the One Truth ; Tantra
with i ts emphasis on Shakti is another ; in this yoga all sides
of the Truth are taken up, not in the systematic forms given
them formerly but in their essence, and carried to the fullest
and highest significance. But Vedanta deals more with the
principles and essentials of the divine knowledge and there
fore much of its spiritual knowledge and experience has been
taken bodily into the Arya. Tantra deals more with forms and
processes and organised powers - all these could not be taken
as they were, for the integral yoga needs to develop its own forms
and processes ; but the ascent of the consciousness through the
centres and other Tantric knowledge are there behind the process
of transformation to which so much importance is given by me
also the truth that nothing can be done except through the
force of the Mother.
The process of the Kundalini awakened rising through the
centres as also the purification of the centres is a Tantric know
ledge. In our yoga there is no willed process of the purification
and opening of the centres, no raising up of the Kundalini by a
set process either. Another method is used, but still there is the
ascent of the consciousness from and through the different levels
to join the higher consciousness above ; there is the opening of
-
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the centres and of the planes (mental, vital, physical) which
these centres command ; there is also the descent which is the
main key of the spiritual transformation. Therefore, there is,

I have said, a Tantric knowledge behind the process of trans
formation in this yoga.
*
**

In our yoga there i s n o willed opening of the chakras, they open
of themselves by the descent of the Force. In the Tantric disci

pline they open from down upwards,

the Muladhar first ; in our

yoga, they opel). from up downward. But the ascent of the force
from the Muladh�r does take place.
*
**

In the Tantra the centres are opened and Kundalini is awakened
by a special process, its action of ascent is felt through the spine.
Here it is a pressure of the Force from above that awakens it and
opens the centres. There is an ascension of the consciousness
going up till it joins the higher consciousness above. This
repeats itself (sometimes a descent also i s felt) until all the centres
are open and the consciousness rises above the body. At a later
stage it remains above and widens out into the cosmic conscious
ness and the universal self. This i s a usual course, but some
times the p rocess is more rapid and there i s a sudden and
definite opening above.
*
**

The ascension and descent o f the Force i n this yoga accomplishes
itself in its own way without any necessary reproduction of the
details laid down in the Tantric books. M any become conscious
of the centres, but others simply feel the ascent or descent in a
general way or from level to level rather than from centre to
centre, that is, they feel the Force descending first to the head,
then to the heart, then to the navel and still below. It is not at
all necessary to become aware of the deities

m

the centres
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according to the Tantric description, but some feel the Mother
in the different centres. In these things our sadhana does not
cleave to the knowledge given in the books, but only keeps to the
central truth behind and realises it independently without any
subjection to the old forms and symbols. The centres themselves
have a different interpretation here from that given in the books
of the Tantriks.
*
**

Yes, the object of our yoga is to establish direct contact with the
Divine above and bring down the divine Consciousness from
above into all the centres. Occult powers belonging to the
mental, vital and subtle physical planes are not our object. One
can have contact with various Divine Forces and Personalities
on the way, but there is no need to establish them in the centres,
though sometimes that happens automatically (as with the four
Personalities of the Mother) for a time in the course of the
sadhana. But it is not a rule to do so. Our yoga is meant to be
plastic and to allow all necessary workings of the Divine Power
according to the nature, but these in their details may vary with
each individual.
*
**

Occultism is the knowledge and right use of the hidden forces
of Nature.
Occult forces are the forces that can only be known by going
behind the veil of apparent phenomena - especially the forces
of the subtle physical and supraphysical planes.
•
**

Ordinarily, all the more inward and all the abnormal psycho
logical experiences are called psychic. I use the word psychic
for the soul as distinguished from the mind and vital. All
movements and experiences of the soul would in that sense be
called psychic, those which rise from or directly touch the psychic
being ; where mind and vital predominate, the experience would
be called psychological (surface or occult). "Spiritual" has not a
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necessary connection with the Absolute. Of cou rse the expe
rience of the Absolute is spiritual. All c ontacts

with self, the

higher consciousness, the Divine above are spiritual. There are
others that could not be

so sharply classified o r one set off against

another .
The spiritual realisation is of primary impo rtance and indis

would consider it best to have the spiritual and psy
chic developmen t first and have it w ith the same fullness before
e nteri ng the occult regions. Those who enter the latter first may
find their spiritual realisation much delayed - others fall into the
mazy traps of the occult and do not come out in this life. Some
no doubt can carry on both together the occult and the spiritual,
and make them help each other ; but the process I suggest is the
pensable. I

,

safer.
The governing factors for us must be the spirit and the psy
chic being united with the Divine - the occult laws and

pheno
mena have to be known but only as an instrumentation, not as
the governing principles. The occult i s a vast field an d compli
cated and not without its dangers. It need not be ab a ndoned but
it should not be given the first place.
*
**

An activity

of the

astral plane in contact with the astral forces

attended by a leaving of

the body is not

a

spiritual

aim

but

bel ongs to the province of occultism. It is not a part of the aim
of yoga. Also fasting is not per missible in the Ashram, as its
practice i s more often harmful than helpful to the spiritual
endeavour.

This aim suggested to you seems to be part of a seeking for
occult powers ; such a seeking is looked on with disfavour for
the most part by spiritual teachers in India, because it bel o ngs to
the i nferior planes and usually pushes the seeker on a path which
may lead him very far from the Divi ne. Especially, a contact

with the forces and beings of the astral (or, as we term it, the
. vital) plane i s attended w ith great dangers. The beings of this
plane are often hostile to the true aim of spiritual life and estab
lish contact with the seeker and offer him powe rs and occult
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experiences only in order that they may lead him away from the
spiritual path or else that they may establish their own control
·

over him or take possession of him for their own purpose. Often
representing themselves as divine powers, they mislead, give
erring suggestions and impulsions and pervert the inner Jife.
Many are those who, attracted by these powers and beings of the
vital plane, have ended in a definitive spiritual fall or in mental
and physical perversion and disorder. One comes i nevitably
into contact with the vital plane and enters into it in the expan
sion of consciousness which results from an inner opening, but
one ought never to put oneself into the hands of these beings and
forces or allow oneself to be led by their suggestions and impul
sions. This is one of the chief dangers of the spiritual life and to be
on one's guard against it i s a necessity for the seeker if he wishes
to arrive at his goal. It is true that many supraphysical or super
normal powers come with the expansion of the consciousness
in yoga ; to rise out of the body consciousness, to act by subtle
means on the supraphysical planes, etc. are natural activities
for the yogi. But these powers are not sought after, they come
naturally, and they have not the astral character. Also, they have
to be used on purely spiritual lines, that is by the Divine Will
and the Divine Force, as an instrument, but never as an instru
mentation of the forces and beings of the vital plane. To seek
their aid for such powers is a great error.
Prolonged fasting may lead to an excitation of the nervous
being which often brings vivid i maginations and hallucinations
that are taken for true experiences ; such fasting is frequently
suggested by the vital Entities, because it puts the consciousness
into an unbalanced state which favours their designs. It is there
fore discouraged here. The rule to be followed is that laid down
by the Gita which says that "Yoga i s not for one who eats too
much or who does not eat" - a moderate use of food sufficient
for the maintenance of health and strength of the body.
There is no brotherhood of the kind you describe in India.
There are yogis who seek to acquire and practise occult powers
but it is as individuals learning from an individual Master.
Occult associations, lodges, brotherhoods for such a purpose
as described by European occultists are not known in Asia.
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As regards secrecy, a certain discretion or silence about the
instructions of the Guru and one's own experiences is always
advisable, but an absolute secrecy or making a mystery of these
things is not. Once a Guru is chosen, nothing must be concealed
from him. The suggestion of absolute secrecy is often a trick of
the astral powers to prevent the seeking for enlightenment and
succour.
*
**

All these "experiments" of yours are founded upon the vital
nature and the mind in connection with it ; working on this
foundation, there is no security against falsehood and funda
mental error. No amount of powers {small or great} developing
can be a surety against wandering from the Truth ; and, if you
allow pride and arrogance and ostentation of power to creep in
and hold you, you will surely fall into error and into the power
of rajasic Maya and

Avidya. Our object is not to get powers,

but to ascend towards the divine Truth-Consciousness and bring
its Truth down into the lower members. With the Truth all the
necessary powers will come, not as one's own, but as the Divine's.
The contact with the Truth cannot grow through rajasic mental
and vital self-assertion, but only through psychic purity and
surrender.
*
**

The

�/asiddhis a s obtained i n the ordinary yoga are vital powers

or, as in the Rajayoga, mental siddhis. Usually they are uncer
tain in their application and precarious depending on the main
tenance of the process by which they were attained.
*
**

The physical Nature does not mean the body alone but the phrase
includes the transformation of the · whole physical mind, vital,
material nature - not by imposing siddhis on them, but by crea
ting a new physical nature which is to be the habitation of the
supramental being in

a new evolution. I am not aware that this

has been done by any Hathayogic or other process. Mental
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or vital occult power can only bring siddhis of the higher plane
into the individual life - like the Sannyasi who could take any
poison without harm, but he died of a poison after all when he
forgot to observe the conditions of the siddhi. The working of
the supramental power envisaged is not an influence on the phy
sical giving it abnormal faculties but an entrance and permeation
changing it wholly into a supramentalised physical. I did not
learn the idea from Veda or Upanishad, and I do not know if
there is anything of the kind there. What I received about the
supermind was a direct, not a derived knowledge given to me ;
it was only afterwards that I found certain confirmatory revela
tions in the Upanishad and Veda.
*
**

There are many yogins of the Vedantic school who follow both
siddhis and the final emancipation - they would say, I suppose,
that they take the siddhis on the way to Nirvana. The harmoni
sation is in the supermind - the Divine Truth at once static and
dynamic, a withdrawal and extinction of the Ignorance, a re
creation in the Divine Knowledge.
*
••

I have not myself read the Yoga- Vasi$fha, but from what I have
read about it, it must be a book written by somebody with a
remarkable occult knowledge.

v

It seems to me that these differences of valuation come from
the mind laying stress on one side or another of the approach
to the Divine or exalting one aspect of realisation over another.
When there is the approach through the heart, through
Love and Bhakti, the highest culmination is in a transcendent
Ananda, an unspeakable Bliss or Beatitude of union with
the Divine through Love. The school of Chaitanya laid especial
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and indeed sole emphasis on this way and made this the whole
reality of Krishna consciousness. But the transcendent Ananda
is there at the origin and end of all existence and this is not and
cannot be the sole way to it. One can arrive at it through the
Vasudeva consciousness, which is a wider, more mentalised
approach - as i n the method of the Gita where knowledge,
works, bhakti are all centred in Krishna, the One, the Supreme,
the All, and arrive through the cosmic consciousness to the lu
minous transcendence. There is the way too described in the
Taittiriya Upanishad, the Vedanta's Gospel of Bliss. These are
certainly wider methods, for they take up the whole existence
through all its parts and ways of being to the Divine. If less in
tense at their starting-point, a vaster and slower movement, there
is no reason to suppose that they are less intense on their summits
of arrival. It is the same transcendence to which all arrive,
either with a large movement gathering up everything spiritual
in us to take it there in a vast sublimation, or in a single intense
uplifting from one part, a single exaltation leaving all the rest
aside. But who shall say which is profounder of the two ? Con
centrated love has a profundity of its own which cannot be
measured ; concentrated wisdom has a wider profundity, but
one cannot say that it is deeper.
Cosmic values are only reflections of the truth of the
Transcendence in a lesser truth of time experience which is
separative and sees diversely a thousand aspects of the One.
As one rises through the mind or any part of the manifested
being, any one or more of these aspects can become more and
more sublimated and tend towards its supreme transcendental
intensity, and whatever aspect is so experienced is declared by
the spiritualised mental consciousness to be the supreme thing.
But when one goes beyond mind, all tends not only to sublimate
but to fuse together until the separated aspects recover their
original unity, indivisible in the absoluteness of all made one.
Mind can conceive and have experience of existence without
consciousness or Ananda and this receives its utmost expression
in the inconscience attributed to Matter. So also it can con
ceive of Ananda or Love as a separate principle ; it even feels
consciousness and existence losing themselves in a trance or
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swoon of Love or Ananda. So, too, the limited personal loses
itself in the illimitable Person, the lover in the supreme Beloved,
or else the personal in the Impersonal - the lover feels himself
immersed, losing himself in the transcendental reality of Love
and Ananda. The personal and the impersonal are themselves
posited and experienced by mind as separate realities and one
or other is declared and seen as supreme, so that the personal
can have laya in the Impersonal or, on the contrary, the imper
sonal disappears into the absolute reality of the supreme and
divine Person - the impersonal in that view is only an attribute
or power of the personal Divine. But at the summit of spiritual
experience passing beyond mind one begins to feel the fusion of
all these things into on�. Consciousness, Existence, Ananda
return to their indivisible unity, Sachchidananda. The personal
and the impersonal become irrevocably one, so that to posit
one as against the other appears as an act of ignorance. This
tendency of unification is the basis of the supramental con
sciousness and experience ; for cosmic or creative purposes
the supermind can put forward one aspect prominently where
that is needed but it is aware of all the rest behind it or con
tained in it and does not admit into its view any separation or
opposition anywhere. For that reason a supramental creation
would be a manifold harmony, not a separative process frag
menting or analysing the One into parts and setting these parts
over against each other or else putting them contradictorily
against each other and having afterwards to synthetise and
piece them together in order to arrive at harmony or else to
exclude one or all of the parts in order to realise the indivisible
One.
You speak of the Vaishnava school emphasising the personal
felicities, as in the classification of the Bhavas, and you say that
these are short and quick feelings and lack in vastness or ampli
tude. No doubt, when they are first felt and as they are felt by
the limited consciousness in its ordinary functioning and move
ment ; but that is only because the emotional in man with this
imperfect bodily instrument acts l argely by spasms of intensity
when it wants to sublimate and cannot maintain either the
continuity or the extension or the sublimated paroxysm of these
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things. But as the individual becomes cosmic (the universalising
of the individual without his losing his higher individuality as
a divine centre is one of the processes which leads towards the
supramental Truth), this disability begins to disappear. The
truth behind the dasya or madhura or any other Bhava or fusion
of Bhavas becomes a vast and ample continuous state, - if,
by chance, they lose something of their briefer intensities by this
extension of themselves, they recover them a thousandfold in
the movement of the universalised individual towards the
Transcendence. There is an ever-enlarging experience which
takes up the elements of spiritual realisation, and in this uplifting
and transforming process they become other and greater things
than they wer.e and more and more they take their place by
sublimation, first in the spiritual cosmic, then in the all-embracing
transcendent whole.
The difference of view between Shankara and Ramanuja
and on th.e other side Chaitanya about Krishna arises from
the turn of their experience. Krishna was only an aspect of
Vishnu to the others because that ecstatic form of love and
. bhakti which had become associated with Krishna was not for
them the whole. The Gita, like Chaitanya, but from a different
viewpoint, regarded Krishna as the Divine himself. To Chai
tanya he was Love and Ananda, and Love and Ananda being
for him the highest transcendental experience, so Krishna too
must be the Supreme. For the writer of the Gita, Krishna was
the source of Knowledge . and Power as well as Love, the Des
troyer, Preserver, Creator in one, so necessarily Vishnu was only
an aspect of this universal Divine. In the Mahabharata indeed
Krishna comes as an incarnation of Vishnu, but that can be
turned by taking it that it was through the Vishnu aspect as
his frontal appearance that he manifested ; for that the greater
Godhead can manifest later than others is logical if we consider
the manifestation as progressive, - just as Vishnu is in the
Veda a younger Indra, Upendra, but gains upon his elder and
subsequently takes place above him in the Trimurti.
I cannot say much about the Vaishnava idea of the form
of Krishna. Form is the basic means of manifestation and
without it it may be said that the manifestation of anything is
,
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not complete. Even if the Formless logically precedes Form yet
it is not illogical to assume that in the Formless, Form is inherent
and already existent in a mystic latency, otherwise how could
it be manifested ? For, any other process would be the creation
of the non-existent, not ma nifestation. If so, it would be equally
logical to assume that there is an eternal form of Krishna, a spirit
body. As for the highest Reality it is no doubt Absolute Exis
tence, but is it only that ? Absolute Existence as an abstraction
may exclude everything else from itself and amount to a sort
of very positive zero ; but Absolute Existence as a reality who
shall define and say what is or is not in its inconceivable depths,
its illimitable Mystery ? Mind can ordinarily conceive of the
Absolute Existence only as a negation of its own concepts
spatial, temporal or other. But it cannot tell what is at the basis
of manifestation or what manifestation is or why there is any
manifestation at all out of its positive zero
and the Vaishnavas,
we must remember, do not admit this conception as the absolute
and origi n al truth of the Divine. It is therefore not rigidly
impossible that what we conceive and perceive as spatial form
may correspond to some power of the spaceless Absolute. I
do not say all that as a definite statement of Tru th, i am only
pointing out that the Vaishnava position on its own ground
is far from being logically or metaphysically untenable
,

-

.

*
**

The Vaishnavites accept the world as a Lila, but the true Lila
is elsewhere in the eternal Brindavan. All the reU gions which
believe in the personal Godhead accept the universe as a reality,
a Lila or a creation made by the Will of God, but temporal
and not eternal. The aim is the eternal status above
.

*
**

The idea of a temporary kingdom of heaven on earth is contained
in the Puranas and conceived by some Vaishnava saints or
poets ; but it is a devotional idea, no phi l o s oph i cal base is
given for the expectation. I think the Tantric overcoming of
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imperfections 1s an individual achievement, not collective.
*
**

You describe the rich human egoistic life you might have lived
and you say "not altogether a wretched life, you will admit."
On paper it sounds even very glowing and satisfactory, as you
describe it. But there is no real or final satisfaction in it, except
for those who are too common or trivial to seek anything else,
and even they are not really satisfied or happy, - and in the end,
it tires and palls. Sorrow and illness, clash and strife, disappoint
ment, disillusionment and all kinds of human suffering come and
beat its glow to p_ieces - and then decay and death. That is
the vital egoistic life as man has found it throughout the ages,
and yet it is that which this part of your vital regrets. How do
you fail to see, when you lay so much stress on the desirability
of a merely human consciousness, that suffering is its badge ?
When the vital resists the change from the human into the divine
consciousness, what it is defending is its right to sorrow and
suffering and all the rest of it, varied and relieved no doubt by
some vital or mental pleasures and satisfactions, but very par
tially relieved by them and only for a time. In your own cast'.,
it was already beginning to pall on you and that was why you
turned from it. No doubt, there were the joys of the intellect
and of artistic creation, but a man cannot be an artist alone ;
there is the outer, quite human, lower vital part and, in all but
a few, it is the most clamorous and insistent part. But what was
dissatisfied in you ? It was the soul within, first of all, and
through it the higher mind and the higher vital. Why then find
fault with the Divine for misleading you when it turned to the
yoga or brought you here ? It was simply answering to the
demand of your own inner being and the higher parts of your
nature. If you have so much difficulty and become restless, it
is because you are still divided and something in your lower
vital still regrets what it has lost or, as a price for its adhesion
or a compensation - a price to be immeditely paid down to
it - asks for something similar and equivalent in the spiritual
life. It refuses to believe that there is a greater compensation,
,
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a larger vital life waiting for it, something positive in which
there shall not be the old inadequacy and unrest and final
dissatisfaction. The foolishness is not in the divine guidance,
but in the irrational and o.b stinate resistance of this confused
and obscure part of you to the demand, made not only by this
yoga, but by all yoga - to the necessary conditions for the
satisfaction of the aspiration of your own soul and higher nature.
The

"human"

vital

consciousness

has

moved

always

between these two poles, the ordinary vital life which cannot
satisfy and the recoil from it to the ascetic solution. India has
gone fully through that seesaw, Europe is beginning once more
after a fu11 trial to feel the failure of the mere vital egoistic life.
The traditional yogas - to which you appeal - are founded
upon the movement between these two poles. On one side are
Shankara and Buddha and most go, if not by the same road,
yet in that direction ; on the other are Vaishnava or Tantric lines
which try to combine asceticism with some sublimation of the
vital impulse. And where did these lines end ? They fell back
to the other pole, to a vital invasion, even corruption" and a loss
of their spirit. At the present day the general movement is
towards an attempt at reconciliation, and you have alluded
sometimes to some of the protagonists of this attempt and
asked me my opinion about them, yours being unfavourable.
But these men are not mere charlatans, and if there is anything
wrong with them (on which I do not pronounce), it can only
be because they are unable to resist the magnetic pull of this
lower pole of the egoistic vita] desire-nature. And if they
are unable to resist, it is because they have not found the true
force which will not only neutralise that pull and prevent dete
rioration and downward lapse, but transform and utilise and
satisfy in their own deeper truth, instead of destroying or
throwing away, the life-force and the embodiment in Matter ;
for, that can only be done by the supermind power and by no
other.
You appeal to the Vaishnava-Tantric traditions ; to Chai
tanya, Ramprasad,

R amakrishna. I know something about

them and, if I did not try to repeat them, it is because I do not
find in them the so1ution, the reconciliation I am seeking. Your
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quotation from Ramprasad does· not assist me i n the least

'
·'

- and it ·does not support your thesis either. Ramprasad is not
speaking of an embodied, but of a bodiless and invi s ible Divine
-

or visible only in a subtle form to the inner experience. When

he speaks of maintaining his claim or case against the Mother
until she lifts him into her lap, he i s not speaking of any outer
vital or physical contact. but of an inner psychic experience ;
precisely, he is protesting against her keeping him in the external
vital and physical nature and insists on her taking him on the
psycho-spiritual plane into spiritual union with her.
All that is very good and very beautiful, but it is not enough :
the union has indeed to be

realised i n the inner psycho-spiritual

experience first, because without tpat nothing sound or lasting
can be done ; but also there must be a realisation of the Divine
in the outer consciousness and life, in the vital and physical
planes .on their own essential lines. It is that which, without
your mind understanding it or how it is to be done, you are asking
for, and I too ; only I see the necessity of a vital transformation,
while you seem to think and to demand that it should be done
without any radical t ransformation, leaving the vital as it is.

In the begi nning, before I discovered the secret of the super

mind, I myself tried to seek the reconciliation through an asso
ciation of the spiritual consciousness with the vital, but my
experience and all experience show that this leads to nothing
definite and final,

-

it ends where it began, midway between

the two poles of human nature. An association is not enough,

a transformation i s indispensable.
The tradition of later Vaishnava Bhakti is an attempt to sub
limate the vital impulses through love by turning human love
towards the Divine. It m ade a strong and intense effort and
had many rich and beautiful experiences ; but its weakness was

j ust there, that it remained

valid only as an inner experience

turned towards the inner Divine, but it stopped at that point.
Chaitanya's prema was nothing but a psychic divine love with
a

strong

sublimated

vital

manifestation. But

the

moment

Vais4navism before or after him made an attempt at greater
externalisation , we know what happened - a vitalistic deteriora
tion, much corruption and decline. You cannot appeal to

I.

�

·
·.
•
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Chaitanya's example as against psychic or divine Jove ; his was
not something merely vital-human ; in its essence, th ough not
in its form, it was very much the first step in the transformati on,
which we ask of the sadhaks, to make their love psychic and use
the vital not for its own sake, but as an expression of the soul's
realisation. It is the first step and perhaps for some it may be
sufficient, for we are not asking everybody to become supra
mental ; but for any full manifestation on the physical plane
the supramental is indispensable.
In the later Vaishnava tradition the sadhana takes the
form of an application of human vital love in all its principal
turns to the Divine ; viraha, abhimii.na, even complete separation
(like the departure of Krishna to Mathura) are made prominent
elements of this yoga. But all that was only meant - in the
sadhana itself, not in the Vaishnava poems - as a passage of
which the end is milana or complete union ; but the stress laid
on the untoward elements by some would almost seem to make
strife, separation, abhimana, the whole means, if not the very
object of this kind of prema-yoga. Again, this method was only
applied to the iuner, not to a physically embodied Divine and had
a reference to certain states and reactions of the inner conscious
ness in its seeking after the Divine. · In the relations with the
embodied Divine Manifestation, or, I may add, of the disciple
with the Guru, such things might rise as a result of human
imperfection, but they were not made part of the theory of the
relations. I do not think they formed a regular and authorised
part of the relations of the bhaktas to the Guru. On the contrary,
the relation of the disciple to the Guru in the Guruvada is
supposed always to be that of worship, respect, a complete
happy confidence, an unquestioning aQCeptance of the guidance.
The application of the unchanged vital relations to the embodied
Divine may lead and has led to movements which are not con
ducive to the progress of the yoga.
Ramakrishna's yoga was also turned only to an inner
realisation of the inner Divine, - nothing less, but also nothing
more. I believe Ramakrishna's sentence about the claim of the
sadhak on the Divine for whom he has sacrificed everything
was the assertion of an inner and not an outer claim. on the inner
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rather than on any physically embodied Divine : it was a claim
for the full spiritual union, the God-lover seeking the Divine,
but the Divine also giving himself and meeting the God-lover.
There can be no objection to that ; such a claim all seekers of
the Divine have ; but as to the modalities of this divine meeting,
it does not carry us much farther. In any case, my object is
a realisation on the physical plane and

I cannot consent merely

to repeat Ramakrishna. I seem to remember too that for a
long time he was withdrawn into himself, all his life was not
spent with his disciples. He got his siddhi first in retirement
and when he came out and received everyone, well, a few years
of it wore out his body. To that, I suppose, he had no obj ection ;
for he even pronounced a theory, when Keshav Chandra was
dying, that spiritual experience ought to wear out the body.
But at the same time, when asked why he got illness in the
throat, he answered that it was the sins of his disciples which
they threw upon him and he had to swallow. Not being satisfied,
as he was, with an inner liberation alone, I cannot accept these
ideas or these results, for that does not sound to me like a
successful meeting of the Divine and the sadhak .on the physical
plane, however successful it might have been for the inner life.
Krishna did great things and was very clearly a manifestation of
the Divine. But I remember a passage of the Mahabharata in
which he complains of the unquiet life his followers and adorers
gave him, their constant demands, reproaches, their throwing
of their unregenerate vital natu(e upon him. And in the Gita
he speaks of this human world as a transient and sorrowful
affair and, in spite of his gospel of divine action, seems almost
to admit that to leave it is after all the best solution. The tradi
tions of the past are very great in their own place, in the past,
but I do not see why we should merely repeat them and not go
farther. In the spiritual development of the consciousness upon
earth the great past ought to be followed by a greater future.
There is the rule that you seem all to ignore entirely - the
difficulties of the physical embodiment and the divine realisation
on the physical plane. For most it seems to be a simple alter
native, either the Divine comes down · in full power and the thing
is done, no difficulty, no necessary condition, no law or process,
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only miracle and magic, or else, well, this cannot be the Divine.
Again you all (or almost all) insist on the Divine becoming hu
man, remaining in the human consciousness and you protest
against any attempt to make the human Divine. On the other
hand, there is an outcry of disappointment, bewilderment, dis
trust, perhaps indignation if there are human difficulties, if there
is strain in the body, a swaying struggle with adverse forces,
obstacles, checks, illness and some begin to say, "Oh, there is
nothing D ivine here ! " - as if one could remain vitally and phy
sically in the untransformed individual human consciousness,
in unchanged contact with it, satisfy its demands, and yet be
immune under all circumstances and in all conditions against
strain and struggle and illness. If I want to divinise the human
consciousness, to bring down the supramental, the Truth-Con
sciousness, the Light, the Force into the physical to transform
it, to create there a great fullness of Truth and Light and Power
and Bliss and Love, the response is repulsion or fear or unwilling
ness - or a doubt whether it is possible. On one side there is the
claim that il1ness and the rest should be impossible, on the other
a violent rejection of the only condition under which these things
can become impossible. I know that this is the natural inconsis
tency of the human vital mind wanting two inconsistent and in

compatible things together ; but that is one reason why it is

necessary to transform the human and put something a little more
luminous in its place.
But is the Divine then something so terrible, horrible or re
pellent that the idea of its entry into the physical, its divinising
of the human should create this shrinking, refusal, revolt or fear ?
I can understand that the unregenerate vital attached to its own

petty sufferings and pleasures, to the brief ignorant drama of
life, should shrink from what will change it. But why should a
God-lover, a God-seeker, a sadhak fear the divinisation of the
consciousness ?

Why should he object to become one in nature

with what he seeks, why should he recoil from sadrsya-mukti ?
Behind this fear there are usually two causes : first, there is the
feeling of the vital that it will have to cease to be obscure, crude,
muddy, egoistic,

unrefined

(spiritually), full of

stimulating

desires and small pleasures and interesting sufferings (for it
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shrinks even from the Ananda which will replace this) ; next there
i s some vague ignorant idea of the mind, due, I suppose, to the
ascetic tradition, that the divine nature is something cold, bare,
empty, austere, aloof, without the glorious riches of the egoistic
human vital life. As if there were not a divine vital and as if
that divine vital is not itself and, when it gets the means to mani
fest, will not make the life on earth also i nfinitely more full of
beauty, love, radiance, warmth, fi re, intensity and divine passion
and capacity for bliss than the present impotent, suffering, pettily
and transiently excited and soon tired vitality of the still so
imperfect human creation.
But you will say that it is not the Divine from which you
recoil, rather you. accept and ask for it (provided that it is not
too divine), but what you object to is the supramental - grand,
aloof, incomprehensible, unapproachable, a sort of austere
Nirakar Brahman. The supramental so described is a bogey
created by this part of your vital mind in order to frighten itself
and j ustify its attitude. Behind this strange description there
seems to be an idea that the supramental is a new version of the
Vedantic featureless and incommunicable Parabrahman, vast,
grand, cold, empty, remote, devastating, overwhelming ; it i s
n o t quite that, of course, since it can come down, but for all
practical purposes it is just as bad ! It is curious that you admit
your ignorance of what the supramental can be, and yet you in
these moods not only pronounce categorically what it is like, but
reject emphatically my experience about it as of no practical
validity or not valid for anybody but myself! I have not insisted,
I have answered only casually because I am not asking you now
to be non-human and divine, much less to be supramental ; but
as you are always returning to this point when you have these
attacks and making it the pivot - or at least a main support of your depression,

I am obliged to answer. The supramental is

not grand, aloof, cold and austere ;

it is not something opposed to

or inconsistent with a full vital and physical manifestation ;
on the contrary, it carries in it the only possibility of the full
fullness of the vital force and the physical life on earth. It is
because it is so, because it was so revealed to me and for no other
reason that I have followed after it and persevered till

I came
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into contact with it and was able to draw down some power of
it and its influence.

I am concerned with the earth, not with

worlds beyond for their own sake ; it is a terrestrial realisation
that I seek and not a flight to distant summits. All other yogas
regard this life as an illusion or a passing phase ; the supramental
yoga alone regards it as a thing created by the Divine for a pro
gressive manifestation and takes the fulfilment of the life and the
body for its object. The supramental is simply the Truth
Consciousness and what it brings in its descent i s the full truth of
life, the full truth of consciousness i n Matter. One has indeed to
rise to high summits to reach it, but the more one rises, the more
one can bring down below. No doubt, life and body have not to
remain the ignorant, imperfect, impotent things they are now ; but
why should a change to fuller life-power, fuller body-power be
considered something aloof, cold and undesirable ? The utmost
Ananda the body an d life are n ow capable of is a brief excite
ment of the vital mind o r the nerves or the cells which is limited,
iniperfect and soon passes : with the supramental change all the
cells, nerves, vital forces, embodied mental forces can become
filled with a thousandfold Ananda, capable of an intensity of bliss
which passes description and which need not fade away. How
aloof, repellent and undesirable ! The supramental love means
an intense unity of soul with soul, mind with mind, life with life,
and an entire flooding of the body consciousness with the physi
cal experience of oneness, the presence of the Beloved in every ·
part, in every cell of the body. Is that too something aloof and
grand but undesirable ? With the supramental change, the very
thing on which you insist, the possibility of the free physical
meeting of the embodied Divine with the sadhak without conflict
of forces and without undesirable reactions becomes possible,
assured and free. That too is, I suppose, something aloof and
undesirable ?

I could go on - for pages, but this is enough for

the moment.
*
**

The supramental i s something i n which the basis is absolute
calm and however intense a Divine Love there is i n it, i t does
not disturb the calm but increases its depth. Chaitanya's expe-
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rience was not that of supermind, but of Love and Ananda
brought from above into the vital - the response of the vital is
an extreme passion and exultation of God ward love and Ananda
the result of which are these

vikiiras.

Chaitanya claimed this

supremacy for the Radha experience because Ananda is higher
than the experiences of the spiritual mind, Ananda being, accor
ding to the lJpanishads, the supreme plane of experience. But
this is a logical conclusion which cannot be accepted wholly one must pass through the supermind to arrive to the highest
Ananda, and in the supermind there is an unification and harmo
nisation of all the divine Powers (Knowledge etc. as well as Love
and Ananda). Different sadhaks emphasise one aspect or other
as the highest, bJ.It it is this union of all that must be the true basis
of the highest realisation and experience.
*
**

It i s not necessary to repeat past forms [of Bhakti Yoga] - to
bring out the Bhakti of the psychic being and give it whatever
forms come naturally in the development is the proper way for
our sadhana.
*
**

It i s not I only who have done what the Vedic Rishis did not
do. Chaitanya and others developed an intensity of Bhakti which
is absent in the Veda and many other instances can be given.
Why should the past be the limit of spiritual experience ?
*
**

Well, I don't suppose the new race can b e created by or ac
cording to logic or that any race has been. But why should the
idea of the creation of a new race be illogical ? . . . As for the past
seers, they don't trouble me. If going beyond the experiences of
past seers and sages is so shocking, each new seer or sage in turn
has done that shocking thing - Buddha, Shankara, Chaitanya,
etc. all did that wicked act. If not, what was the necessity of
their starting new philosophies, religions, schools of yoga ? If
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they were merely verifying and meekly repeating the lives and
experiences of past seers and sages without bringing the world
some new thing, why all that stir and pother ? Of course,
you may say, they were simply explaining the old truth but in
the right way - but this would mean that nobody had explained
or understood it rightly before - which is again "giving the lie
etc. " Or you may say that all the new sages (they were not among
X's cherished past ones in their day), e.g. , Shankara, Ramanuja,
Madhva were each merely repeating the same blessed thing as
all the past seers and sages had repeated with an unwearied
monotony before them. Well, well, but why repeat it in such a
way that each "gives the lie" to the others ? Truly, this shocked
reverence for the past is a wonderful and fearful thing ! After
all, the Divine is infinite ana the unrolling of the Truth may be
an infinite process or at least, if not quite so much, yet with some
room for new discovery and new statement, even perhaps new
achievement, not a thing in a nutshell cracked and its contents
exhausted once for �.11 by the first seer or sage, while the others
must religiously crack the same nutshell all over again, each trem
blingly fearful not to give the lie to the "past" seers and sages.
*
**

Sri Krishna never set out to arrive at any physical transforma
tion, so anything of the kind could not be expected in his case.
Neither Buddha nor Shankara nor Ramakrishna had any
idea of transforming the body. Their aim was spiritual mukti
and nothing else. Krishna taught Arjuna to be liberated in
works, but he never spoke of any physical transformation.
I do not know that we can take this [Yudhisthira entering the
heavenly kingdom in the Himalayas with his mortal body] as a
historical fact. Svarga is not somewhere in the Himalayas, it is
another world in another plane of consciousness and substance.
Whatever the story may mean, therefore, it has nothing to do
with the question of physical transformation on earth.
*
**

·
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Ramakrishna himself never thought of transformation or tried
for it. All he wanted was bhakti for the Mother and along with
that he received whatever knowledge she gave him and did what
ever she made him do. He was intuitive and psychic from the
beginning and only became more and more so as he went on.
There was no need in him for the transformation which we seek ;
for although he spoke of the divine man (Ishwarakoti) coming
down the stairs as well as ascending, he had not the idea of a
new consciousness and a new race and the divine manifestation
in the earth-nature.
*
**

Whatever may have happened to Chaitaiiya or Ramalingam,
whatever physical transformation they may have gone through
is quite irrelevant to the aim of the supramentalisation of the
body. Their new body was either a non-physical or subtle
physical body not adapted for life on the earth. If it were not so,
they would not have disappeared. The obj�ct of supramentalisa
tion is

a body fitted to embody and express the physical con

sciousness on earth so long as one remains in the physical life.
It is a step in the spiritual evolution on the earth, not a step in
the passage towards a supraphysical world. The supramentalisa
tion is the most difficult part of the change arrived at by the
supramental yoga, and all depends on whether a sufficient
change can be achieved in the consciousness at present to make
such a step possible, but the nature of the step is different from
that aimed at by other yogas. There is not therefore much utility
in. these discussions - one has first of all to supramentalise
sufficiently the mind and vital and physical consciousness
generally - afterwards one can think of supramentalisation of
the body. The psychic and spiritual transformation must come
first, only afterwards would it be practical or useful to discuss
the supramentalisation of the whole being down to the body.
*
**

By divine realisation is meant the spiritual realisation - the
realisation of Self, Bhagwan or Brahman on the mental-spiritual
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plane or else the overmental plane. That is a thing (at any rate
the mental-spiritual) which thousands have done. So it is ob
viously easier to do than the supramental. Also nobody can
have the supramental realisation who has not had the spiritual.
. . . It is true that neither can be got in an effective way unless the
whole being is turned towards it - unless there is a real and very
serious spirit and dynamic reality of sadhana . . . It is true that

I want the supramental not for myself but for the earth and souls
born on the earth, and certainly therefore I cannot object if
anybody wants the supramental. But there are the conditions.
He must.want the divine Will first and the soul's surrender and
spiritual realisation (through works, bhakti, knowledge, self
perfection) on the way ... .
The central sincerity i s the first thing and sufficient for an
aspiration to be entertained - a total sincerity is needed for the
aspiration to be fulfilled . . .
There are different statuses

(avasthii) of the Divine Con

sciousness. There are also different statuses of transformation.
First is the psychic transformation, in which all is in contact
with the Divine through the individual psychic consciousness.
Next is the spiritual transformation in which all is merged in the
Divine in the cosmic consciousness. Third is the supramental
transformation in which all becomes supramentalised in the
divine gnostic consciousness. It is only with the last that there
can begin the complete transformation of mind, life and body in my sense of completeness.
You are mistaken in two respects. First, the endeavour to
wards this achievement is not new and some yogis have achieved
it,

I believe - but not in the way I want it. They achieved it as a

personal siddhi maintained by yoga-siddhi - not a dharma
of the nature. Secondly, the supramental transformation is not

the same as the spiritual-mental. It is a change of mind, life and
body which the mental or overmental-spiritual cannot achieve.
All whom you mention were spirituals, but in different ways.
Krishna's mind for instance was overmentalised, Ramakrishna's
intuitive,

Chaitanya's

spiritual-p sychic, Buddha's illumined
higher mental . I don't know about B . G. - he seems to have
been brilliant but rather chaotic.

All that is different from
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the supramental. Then take the vital of the Paramhansas. It is
said that their vital behaves either like a child (Ramakrishna)
or like a madman or like a demon or like something inert
(cf. Jadabharata). Well, there is nothing supramental in all that.
One can be a fit instrument of the Divine in any of the trans
formations. The question is, an instrument for what ?
*
**

The Paramhansa i s a particular grade of realisation, there are
others supposed to be lower or higher. I have no objection to
them in their own place. But I must remind you that in my yoga
all vital mov�ments must come under the influence of the
psychic and of the spiritual calm, knowledge, peace. If they con
flict with the psychic or the spiritual control, they upset the ba
lance and prevent the forming of the base of transformation. If
unbalance is good for other paths, that is the business of -those
who follow them. It does not suit mine.
*
**

I do not know that any except a very few great yogis have really
changed their outer nature. In all the Ashrams I have seen
people were just as others except for certain specific moral
controls put on certain kinds of outer action (food, sex etc.),
but the general nature was the human nature (as in the story
of Narad and Janaka). It is even a theory of the old yogas
that the priirabdha karma and therefore necessarily the permanent
elements of the external character do not change - only one gets
the inner realisation and separates oneself from it so that it drops
off at death like a soiled robe and leaves the spirit free to enter
into Nirvana. Our object is a spiritual change and not merely
an ethical control, but this can only come first by a spiritual rejec
tion from within and then by a supramental descent from above.
*
**

I don't know of any [Vedic Rishis] that have taken birth this time.
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According to the Puranic stories there must have been many
Rishis who were far from being jitendriya

jitakrodha. But also

there are many yogis who are satisfied with having the inner
experience of the Self but allow movements of a raj asic or tamasic
nature on the surface, holding that these will fall off with the
body.
*
**

Wonderful ! The realisation o f the Self which includes the
liberation from ego, the consciousness of the One in all, the es
tablished and consummated transcendence out of the universal
Ignorance, the fixity of the consciousness in the union with the
Highest, the Infinite . and Eternal is not anything worth doing or
recommending to anybody - is "not a very difficult stage" !
Nothing new ! Why should there be anything new ? The
object of spiritual seeking is to find out what is eternally true, not
what is new in Time.
From where did you get this singular attitude towards the
old yogas and yogis ? Is the wisdom of the Vedanta and Tantra
a small and trifling thing ? Have then the sadhaks of the Ashram
attained to self-realisation and are they liberated Jivanmuktas,
free from ego and ignorance ? If not, why then do you say, "it is
not a very difficult stage", "their goal is not high", "is it such a
long process ?"
I have said that this yoga is "new" because it aims at the
integrality of the Divine in this world and not only beyond it
and at a supramental realisation. But how does that j ustify a
superior contempt for the spiritual realisation which is as much
the aim of this yoga as of any other ?
*
**

As for the depreciation of the old yogas as something quite easy,
unimportant and worthless and the depreciation of Buddha,
Yajnavalkya and other great spiritual figures of the past, is it
not evidently absurd on the face of it ?
*
**
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Why should Mother dislike Yoga of Knowledge ? The realisa
tion of self and of the cosmic being (without which the realisation
of self is incomplete) are essential steps in our yoga ; it is the end
of other yogas, but it is, as it were, the beginning of ours, that
is to say, the point where its own characteristic realisations
commence.

VI
By transformation
-

I do not mean some change of the nature

I do not mean, for instance, sainthood or ethical perfec

tion or yogic siddhis (like the Tantrik's) or a transcendental

(cinmaya) body.

I use transformation in a special sense, a change

of consciousness radical and complete and of a certain specific
kind which is so conceived as to bring about a strong and assured
step forward in the spiritual evolution of the being of a greater
.and higher kind and of a larger sweep and completeness than
what took place when a mentalised being first appeared in a
vital and material animal world. If anything short of that takes
place or at least if a real beginning is not made on that basis� a
fundamental progress towards this fulfilment, then my object is
not accomplished. A partial realisation, something mixed and
inconclusive, does not meet the demand I make on life and yoga.
Light of realisation is not the same thing as Descent. Reali
sation by itself does not necessarily transform the being as a
whole ; it may bring only an opening or heightening or widening
of the consciousness at the top so as to realise something in the
Purusha part without any radical change in the parts of Prakriti.
One may have some light of realisation at the spiritual summit
of the consciousness but the parts below remain what they were.
I have seen any number of instances of that. There must be a
descent of the light not merely into the mind or part of it but into
all the being down to the physical and below before a real trans
formation can take place. A light in the mind may spiritualise
or otherwise change the mind or part of it i n one way or an
other, but it need not change the vital nature ; a light in the vital
may purify and enlarge the vital movements or else silence and
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immobilise the vital being, but leave the body and the physical
consciousness as it was, or even leave it inert or shake its balance.
And the descent of Light is not enough, it must be the descent of
the whole higher consciousness, its Peace, Power, Knowledge,
Love, Ananda. M oreover, the descent may be enough to liberate,
but not to perfect, or it may be enough to make a great change in
the inner being, while the outer remains an imperfect instrument,
clumsy, sick or unexpressive. Finally, transformation effected
by the sadhana cannot be complete unless it is a supramentalisa
tion of the being. Psychicisation is not enough, it is only a begin
ning ; spiritualisation and the descent of the higher consciousne·s s
is not enough, it is only a middle term ; the ultimate achievement
needs the action of th� supramental Consciousness and Force.
Something less than that may very well be considered enough
by the individual, but it is not enough for the earth-consciousness
to take the definitive stride forward it must take at one time or
another.
I have never said that my yoga was something brand new in
all its elements. I have called it the integral yoga and that means
that it takes up the essence and many processes of the old yogas
- its newness is in its aim, standpoint and the
totality of its
t
method. In the earlier stages which is all I deal with in books like

the "Riddle" or the "Lights" or in the new book to be pub
lished1 there is nothing in it that distinguishes it from the old
yogas except the aim underlying its comprehensiveness, the spirit
in its movements and the ultimate significance it keeps before it
- also the scheme of its psychology and its workings : but as that
was not and could not be developed systematically or schema
tically in these letters, it has not been grasped by those who are
not already acquainted with it by mental familiarity or some
amount of practice. The detail or method of the later stages of
the yoga which go into little known or untrodden regions, I have
not made public and I do not at present intend to do so.
I know very well also that there have been seemingly allied
ideals and anticipations - the perfectibility of the race, certain
Tantric sadhanas, the effort after a complete physical siddhi by
certain schools of yoga, etc. , etc. I have alluded to these things
1

Bases of Yoga.
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myself and have put forth the view that the spiritual past of the
race has been a preparation of Nature not merely for attaining
the Divine beyond the world, but also for this very step forward
which the evolution of the earth-consciousness has still to make.
I do not therefore care in the least - even though these ideals
were, up to some extent parallel, yet not identical with mine whether this yoga and its aim and method are accepted as new or
not ; that is in itself a trifling matter. That it should be recog
nised as true in itself by those who can accept or practise it and
should make itself true by achievement is the one thing impor
tant ; it does not matter if it is called new or a repetition or revival
of the old which was forgotten. I laid emphasis on it as new in a
letter to certain sadhaks so as to explain to them that a repeti
tion of the aim and idea of the old yogas was not enough in my
eyes, that I was putting forward a thing to be achieved that has
not yet been achieved, not yet clearly visualised, even though it
i s the natural but still secret outcome of all the past spiritual
endeavour.
It is new as compared with the old yogas :

1.

Because it aims not at a departure out of world and
life into Heaven or Nirvana, but at a change of life and
existence, not as something subordinate or incidental,
but as a distinct and central object. If there is a descent
in other yogas, yet it is only an incident on the way or
resulting from the ascent - the ascent is the real thing.
Here the ascent is the first step, but it is a means for the
descent. It is the descent of the new consciousness
attained by the ascent that is the stamp and seal of the
sadhana. Even the Tantra and Vaishnavism end in the
release from life ; here the object is the divine fulfilment
of life.

2. Because the object sought after is not an individual
achievement of divine realisation for the sake of the
individual, but something to be gained for the earth
consciousness here, a cosmic, not solely a supra-cosmic
achievement. The thing to be gained also is the bring
ing in of a Power of Conciousness (the supramental)
not yet organised or active directly in earth-nature,
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even i n the spiritual life, but yet to be organised and
made directly active.

3. Because a method has been preconized for achieving
this purpose which is as total and integral as the aim
set before it, viz. , the total and i ntegral change of the
.
consciousness and nature, taking up old methods but
only as a part action and present aid to others that are
distinctive. I have not found this method (as a whole)
or anything like it professed or realised in the old yogas.
If I had, I should not have wasted my time in hewing
out a road and in thirty years of search and inner
creation when I could have hastened home safely to
my goal in a:q easy canter over paths already blazed out,
laid down, perfectly mapped, macadamised,

made

secure and public. Our yoga is not a retreading of old
walks, but a spiritual adventure.
*
**

I meant by i t the descent of the supramental consciousness upon
earth ; all truths below the supramental (even that of the highest
spiritual on the mental plane, which is the highest that has yet
manifested) are either partial or relative or otherwise deficient
and unable to transform the earthly life ; they can only at most
modify and influence it. The supermind is the vast Truth
Consciousness of which the ancient seers spoke ; there have been
glimpses of it till now, sometimes an indirect influence or pressure,
but it has not been brought down into the consciousness of the
earth and fixed there. To so bring it down is the aim of our yoga.
But it is better not to enter into sterile intellectual discus
sions. The intellectual mind cannot even realise what the super
mind is ; what use, then, can there be in allowing it to discuss
what it does not know ? It is not by reasoning but by constant
experience, growth of consciousness and widening into the Light
that one can reach those higher levels of consciousness above the
intellect from which one can begin to look up to the Divine
Gnosis. Those levels are not yet the supermind, but they can
receive something of its knowledge.
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The Vedic Rishis never attained to the supermind for the
earth or perhaps did not even make the attempt. They tried to
rise individually to the supramental plane, but they did not bring
it down and make it a permanent part of the earth-consciousness.
Even there are verses of the Upanishad in which it is hinted that

it is impossible to pass through the gates of the Sun (the symbol
of the supermind) and yet retain an earthly body. It was because
of th i s failure that the spiritual effort of India culminated in
Mayavada. Our yoga is a double movement of ascent and
descent ; one rises to higher and higher levels of consciousness,
but at the same time one brings down their power not only into
mind and life, but in the end even into the body. And the highest
of these levels, the one at which it aims is the supermind. Only
when that can be brought down is a divine transformation pos
sible in the earth-consciousness.
*
**

I can't say whether any of them [the Vedic Rishis] attained the
supramental plane, but the ascent to it was their object. Svar is
evidently the illumined, regions of Mind, between the supra
mental and the human intelligence formed by the rays of the Sun.
According to the Upanishads those who ascend into the rays of
the Sun return, but those who ascend into the Sun itself do not
come back. That is because the ascent to supermind was envi
saged, but the descent and organisation of the supermind here
(as apart from the descent of the Rays) was not. We need not
bother about the rebirth of the Rishis - they will come along if
they are needed, I suppose.
*
**

It i s quite possible that the sloka refers t o a going up into higher
worlds of felicity and light and this can be called a liberation
or release. In later times the. idea was strong that from all these
higher worlds return i s inevitable and it is only the release from
all cosmic existence that gives mukti. The Vedic Rishis seem to
have looked to an ascent into a luminous world or state above
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the falsehood and ignorance. In the Upanishad the sun is the
symbol of the supramental Truth and it is said that those who
pass into it may return but those who pass through the gates of
the sun itself do not ; possibly this means that an ascent into the
supermind itself above the golden lid of overmind was the defi
nitive liberation. The Veda speaks of the Truth hidden by a
Truth where the Sun looses his horses from his car and there all
the myriad rays are drawn together into one and that was consi
dered the goal. The Isha Upanishad also speaks of the golden
lid hiding the face of the Truth by removing which the Law of
the Truth is seen, and the highest knowledge in which the one
Purusha is known

(so'hamasmi) is described as the 'kalyiil)atama'

form of the Sun. All this �eems to refer to the supramental states
of which the Sun is the symbol.
*
**

The Vedic Rishis were mystics of the ancient type who every
where, in India, Greece, Egypt and elsewhere, held the secret
truths and methods of which they were in poss�ssion as very
sacred and secret things, not to be disclosed to the unfit who
would misunderstand, misapply, misuse and degrade the know
ledge. Their writings were therefore so couched as only to be
intelligible in their secret meaning to the initiated,

nivacaniini kavaye1

-

niQyii vaciimsi

secret words that carry their significance

only to the seer. They were equipped with an apparent meaning
exoteric and religious for the people, esoteric, occult and spiritual
for the initiates. That the people should not find out the real
Truth was their intention ; they wanted them only to know the
outward truths for which they were fit.
*
**

The fundamental difference is i n the teaching that there i s a
dynamic divine Truth (the supermind) and that into the present
world of Ignorance that Truth can descend, create a new Truth
Consciousne�s and divinise Life. The old yogas go straight from
Rig Veda, IV.

3. 1 6.
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mind to the absolute Divine, regard all dynamic existence

as

Ignorance, Illusion or Lila ; when you enter the static and immu
table Divine Truth, they say, you pass out of cosmic existence.
*
**

This yoga aims at the conscious union with the Divine i n the
supermind and the transformation of the nature. The ordinary
yogas go straight from Mind into some featureless condition Gf
the cosmic silence and through i t try to disappear upward into the
Highest. The object of this yoga is to transcend Mind and enter
into the D ivine Truth of Sachchidananda which is not only
static but dynamic �nd raise the whole being into that truth.
*
**

Divine union, yes - but for the ascetic schools i t was union with
the featureless Brahman, the Unknowable beyond existence or,
if with the Ishwara, sti11 it was the Ishwara i n a supracosmic
consciousness. From that point of view Patanjali's aphorism1 is
sound enough. When he says yoga, he means the process of
yoga, the object which has to be kept i n view jn the process for by the cessation of cittavrtti one gets into samadhi and
samadhi is the only way of unity solely and completely with the
Brahman beyond existence.
*
**

In the former yo gas i t was the experience of the Spirit which
is always free and one with the Divine that was sought. .The
nature had to change only enough to prevent its being an obstacle
to that knowledge and experience. The complete change down
to the physical was only sought for by a few and then more as
a "siddhi" than anything else, not as the manifestation of a new
Nature in the earth-consciousness.
*
**
1

Yogaicittavrttinirodha/:t.
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There are many planes above man's mind, - the supramental
is not the only one, and on all of them the Self can be realised, for they are all spiritual planes.
Mind, vital and physical are inextricably mixed together
only on the surface consciousness - the inner mind, inner vital,
inner physical are separated from each other. Those who seek
the Self by the old yogas separate themselves from mind, life and
body and realise the self of it all as different from these things.
It is perfectly easy to separate mind, vital and physical from
each other without the aid of supermind. It is done by the
ordinary yogas. The difference between this and the old yogas
is not that they are incompetent and cannot do these things

- they can do this perfectly well - but that they proceed from
realisation of Self to Nirvana or some Heaven and abandon life,

while this does not abandon life. The supramental is necessary
for the transformation of terrestrial life and being, not for reach
ing the Self. One must realise Self first, only afterwards can one
realise the supermind.
*
**

One can feel the experiences of any sadhana as a part of this
one.
*
**

The realisation of the Spirit comes long before the development
of overmind or supermind ; hundreds of sadhaks in all times have
had the realisation of the Atman in the higher mental planes,

buddheb paratab, but the supramental realisation was not theirs.
One can get partial realisations of the Self or Spirit or the Diviile
on any plane, mental, vital, ' physical even, and when one rises
above the ordinary mental plane of man into a higher and larger
mind, the Self begins to appear in all its conscious wideness.
It is by full entry into this wideness of the Self that cessation
of mental activity becomes possible ; one gets the inner Silence.
After that this inner Silence can remain even when there is
activity of any kind ; the being remains silent within, the action
goes on in the instruments, and one receives all the necessary
initiations and execution of action whether mental, vital or
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physical from a higher source without the fundamental peace
and calm of the Spirit being troubled.
The overmind and supermind states are something yet higher
than this ; but before one can understand them, one must first
have the self-realisation, the full action of the spiritualised mind
and heart, the psychic awakening, the liberation of the impri
soned consciousness, the purification and entire opening of the
Adhar. Do not think now of those ultimate things (overmind,
supermind), but get first these foundations in the liberated nature.
*
••

Spiritualisation means the descent of the higher peace, force,
light, knowledge, purity, Ananda, etc., which belong to any of
the higher planes from Higher M ind to overmind, for in any of
these the· Self can be realised. It brings about a subjective trans
formation ; the instrumental Nature is only so far transformed
that it becomes an instrument for the Cosmic Divine to get some
work done, but the self within remains calm and free and united
with the Divine. But this is an incomplete individual transforma
tion - the full transformation of the instrumental Nature can
only come when the supramental change takes place. Till then
the nature remains full of many imperfections, but the Self in
the higher planes does not mind them, as it is itself free and un
affected. The inner being down to the inner physical can · also
become free and unaffected. The overmind is subject to limita
tions in the working of the effective Knowledge, limitations in
the working of the Power, subject to a partial and limited Truth,
etc. It is only in the supermind that the full Truth-Consciousness
comes into being.
*
**

Living i n the true consciousness i s living i n a consciousness in
which one is spiritually in union with the Divine in one way or
another. But it does not follow that by so living one will have
the complete, exact and infallible truth about all actions, all
things and all persons.
*
**
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The Divine can be realised on any plane according to the capa
city of that plane, as the Divine is everywhere. The yogis and
saints realise the Divine on the spiritualised mind plane ; that
does not mean they become supramental.
*
**

Because he is a great man does it follow that everything he thinks
or says is right ? or because he lives in the light does it follow that
his light is absolute and complete ? The "Truth-Consciousness"
is a phrase I use for the supermind. X i s not in the supermind.
He may be and is in a true Consciousness, but that is a different
matter.
*
**

Perhaps you ar� of the opinion of X, "The Divine is here, how
can he descend from anywhere ?" The Divine may be here, but
if he has covered here his Light with darkness of Ignorance and
his Ananda with suffering, that, I should think, makes a big
difference to the plane and, even if one enters into that sealed
Light etc., i t makes a difference to the consciousness but very
little to the Energy at work in this plane which remains of a dark
or mixed character.
*
**

The Divine Force can act on any plane - it is not limited to the
supramental Force. The supramental is only one aspect of the
power of the Divine.
*
**

The sadhak of integral yoga who stops short at the Impersonal
is no longer a sadhak of integral yoga. Impersonal realisation
is the realisation of the silent Self, of the pure Existence, Con
sciousness and Bliss in itself without any perception of an Exis
tent, Conscient, Blissful. It leads therefore to Nirvana. In the
integral knowledge the realisation of the Self and of the imper
sonal Sachchidananda is only a step, though a very important
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step, or part of the integral knowledge. It is a beginning, not an
end of the highest realisation.
*
**

These feelings are the usual attitude of the physical conscious
ness left to itself towards the Divine - a complete Agnosticism
and i nability to experience.
The knowledge of the impersonal Divine by itself does not
affect the material facts of earth or at least need not. It only
produces a subjective change in the being itself and, if it is com
plete, a new vision and attitude towards all things immaterial
or material. But the complete knowledge of the Divine can pro
duce a change in material things, for it sets a Force working
which ends by acting even upon these material things that seem
to the physical consciousness so absolute, invincible and un
changeable.
*
**

Why cannot one love or experience [the Cosmic and the Tran
scendent Divine] concretely ? Many have done it. And why
assume that He is immobile, silent and aloof ? The Cosmic
Divine can be as close to one as one's own self and the Transcen
dent as intimate as the closest friend or lover. It is only in the
physical consciousness that there is some difficulty in realising it.
The Jain realisation of an individual godhead is all right so
far as it goes - its defect is that it is too individual and isolated.
*
**

I never heard of silence descending in other yogas - the mind
goes into silence. Since however I have been writing of ascent
and descent, I have been told from several quarters that there is
nothing new in this yoga - so I am wondering whether people
were not getting ascents and descents without knowing it ! or
at least without noticing the process. It is like the rising above
the head and taking the station there - which I and others have
experienced in this yoga . . When I spoke of it first, people stared
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and thought I was talking nonsense. Wideness must have been
felt in the old yogas because otherwise one could not feel the
universe in oneself or be free from the body consciousness or
unite with the Anantam Brahman. But generally as in Tantric
yoga one speaks of the consciousness rising to the Brahma
randhra, top of the head, as the summit. Rajayoga of course lays
stress on Samadhi as the means of the highest experience. But
obviously if one has not the

Brahmisthiti i n the waking state,

there is no completeness in the realisation. The Gita distinctly
speaks of being

samahita (which is equivalent to being in Sama
dhi) and the Brahmisthiti as a waking state in which one lives and
does all actions.
*
**

So I have always thought. I explain this absence of the descent
experiences myself by the old yo gas having been mainly confined
to the psycho-spiritual-occult range of experience - in which the
higher experiences come into the still mind or the concentrated
heart by a sort of filtration or reflection - the field of this expe
rience being from the Brahmarandhra downward. People went
above this only in Samadhi or in a condition of static

mukti with

out any dynamic descent. All that was dynamic took place in
the region of the spiritualised mental and vital-physical con
sciousness. In this yoga the consciousness (after the lower field
has been prepared by a certain amount of psycho-spiritual
occult experience) is drawn upwards above the Brahmarandhra
to ranges above belonging to the spiritual consciousness proper
and instead of merely receiving from there has to live there and
from there change the lower consciousness altogether. For there
is a dynamism proper to the spiritual consciousness whose nature
is Light, Power, Ananda, Peace, Knowledge, infinite Wideness
and that must be possessed and descend into the whole being.
Otherwise one can get mukti but not perfection or transformation
(except a relative psycho-spiritual change.) But if I say that, there
will be a general howl against the unpardonable presumption of
claiming to have a knowledge not possessed by the ancient saints
and sages and pretending to transcend them. In that connection

I may say that i n the Upanishads (notably the Taittiriya) there
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are some indications of these higher planes and their nature
and the possibility of gathering up the whole consciousness and
rising into them. But this was forgotten afterwards and people
spoke only of the buddhi as the highest thing with the Purusha
or Self just above, but there was no clear idea of these higher
planes. Ergo, ascent possibly to unknown and ineffable heavenly
regions in Samadhi, but no descent possible -. the refore no
resource, no possibility of transformation here, only escape
from life and mukti in Goloka, Brahmaloka, Shivaloka or the
Absolute.
*
**

It happens that p�ople may get the descent without noticing
that it is a descent because they feel the result only. The ordi
nary yoga does not go beyond the spiritual mind - people feel
at the top of the head the joining with the Brahman, but they are
not aware of a consciousness above the head. In the same way
in the ordinary yoga one feels the ascent of the awakened lower
consciousness (Kundalini) to the Brahmarandhra where the
Prakriti joins the Brahman-consciousness, but they do not feel
the descent. Some may have had these things, but I don't know
that they understood their nature, principle or place in a complete
sadhana. At least I never heard of these things from others
before I found them out in my own experience. The reason is
that the old yogins when they went above the spiritual mind
passed into Samadhi, which means that they made no attempt to
be conscious in these higher planes - their aim being to pass
away into the Superconscient an<l not to bring the Superconscient
into the waking consciousness, which is that of my yoga.
*
**

In the Veda there is no idea or experience of a personal emana
tion or incarnation of any of the Vedic gods. When the Rishis
speak of Indra or Agni or Soma in men, they are speaking of the
god in his cosmic presence, power or function. This is evident
from the very language when they speak of Agni as the immortal
in mortals, the immortal Light in men, the inner Warrior, the
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Guest in human beings. It i s the same with Indra or Soma. The
building of the gods in man means a creation of the divine
Powers, - Indra the Power of the Light, Soma the Power of the
. Ananda, - in the human nature.
No doubt, the Rishis felt the actual presence of the gods
above, near, around or in them, but this was a common expe
rience of all, not special and personal, not an emanation or incar
nation. One may see or feel the presence of the Divine or a divine
Power above the head or in the heart or in any or all the centres,
feel the presence, see the form living there ; one may be governed

in all one's actions, thoughts and feelings by it ; one may lose
one's separate personality in it, may identify and merge. But all
that does not constitute an incarnation or emanation of the
Divine or of the Power. These things are universal experiences
to which any yogin may arrive ; to reach this condition with rela
tion to the Divine is indeed a common object of yoga.
An incarnation is something more, something special and
individual to the individual being. It is the substitution of the
Person of a divine being for the human person and an infiltration
of it into all the movements so that there is a dynamic personal
change in all of them and in the whole nature ; not merely a
change of the character of the consciousness or general surrender
into its hands, but a subtle intimate personal change. Even when
there is an incarnation from the birth, the human elements have

to be taken up, but when there is a descent, there i s a total con
scious substitution.
This is a long, subtle and persistent process. The incarnating
Person first overshadows as an i nfluence, then enters into the
centres one after the other sometimes in the same form, some
times in different forms, then takes up all the nature and its
actions . What you describe does not correspond to this process ;
it seems to be an endeavour to build the gods in yourself in the
Vedic sense and the Vedic manner. That can bring, if it succeeds,
their powers and a sense of their presence ; it cannot bring
about an incarnation . An incarnation is destined, is chosen for
you ; the human person cannot choose or create an incarnation
for himself by his own personal will. To attempt it is to invite a
spiritual disaster.

-: 1;1
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One thing must be said - that an incarnation is not the
object of this yoga ; it is only a condition or means towards the
object. The one and the only aim we have before us is to bring
·
down the supramental Consciousness and the supramental
Truth into the world ; the Truth and nothing but the Truth is
our aim, and if we cannot embody this Truth, a hundred incarna
tions do not matter. But to bring down the true supramental,
to escape from all mental mixture is not an easy matter. The mere
descent of the suns into the centres, even of all the seven suns into
all the seven centres is only the seed ; it is not the thing itself done
and finished. One may feel the descent of the suns, one may have
the attempt, the beginning of an incarnation, and yet in the end
one may fail, if there is a flaw in the nature or a failure to pass
through all the ordeals and satisfy all the hard conditions of the
perfect spiritual success. Not only the whole mental, vital and
physical nature of the ignorant human being has to be overcome
and transformed, but also the three states of mental conscious
ness which intervene between the human and the supramental
and like all mind are capable of admitting great and capital
errors. Till then there may be descents of the supramental
influence, light, power, Ananda, but the supramental Truth can
not be possessed, organised, put in possession of the whole
nature. One must not think before that that one possesses the
supermind, for that is a delusion which would prevent the fulfil
ment.
One thing more. The more intense the experiences that
come, the higher the forces that descend, the greater become the
possibilities of deviation and error. For the very intensity and the
very height of the force excites and aggrandises the movements
of the lower nature and raises up in i t all opposing elements in
their full force, but often in the disguise of truth, wearing a mask
of plausible justification. There is needed a great patience, calm,
sobriety, balance, an impersonal detachment and sincerity free
from all taint of ego or personal human desire. There must be
no attachment to any idea of one's own, to any experience, to
any kind of imagination, mental building or vital demand ; the
light of discrimination must always play to detect those things,
however fair or plausible they may seem. Otherwise, the Truth
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will have no chance of establishing itself in its purity in the
nature.
*
**

The methods described i n the account are the well-established
methods of Jnana Yoga

-

( 1)

one-pointed concentration fol

lowed by thought-suspension, (2) the method of distinguishing
or finding out the true self by separating it from mind, life, body
and coming to the pure 'I' behind ; this also can disappear into
the impersonal Self. The usual result is a merging in the Atman
or Brahman - which is what one would suppose is meant by the
Overself, for it is that which is the real Overself. This Brahman
or Atman is everywhere, all is in it, it is in all, but it is in all not
as an individual being· in each but is the same in all - as the
Ether is in all. When the merging in the Overself is complete,
there is no ego, no distinguishable I, nor any formed separa
tive person or personality. All is an indivisible and undistinguish
able Oneness either free from all formation or carrying all forma
tions in it without being affected ; one can realise it in either way.
There is a realisation in which all things are moving in the one
Self and this Self is there stable in all beings ; there is another
more complete and thorough-going in which not only is it so but
all are vividly · realised as the Self, the Brahman, the Divine.
In the former, it is possible to dismiss all beirigs as creations of
Maya, leaving the one Self alone as true - in the other it is easier
to regard them as real manifestations of the Self, not as illusions.
But one can also regard all beings as souls, independent realities
in an eternal Nature dependent on the one Divine. These are
the characteristic realisations of the Overself familiar to the .
Vedanta. But on the other hand, you say that this Overself is
realised as lodged in the heart-centre, and it is described as some
thing concealed which when it manifests appears as the real
Thinker, source of all action but now guiding thought and action
in the Truth. Now the first description applies to the Purusha in
the heart, described by the Gita as Ishwara situated in the heart
and by the Upanishads as the Purusha Antaratma ; the second
could apply also to the mental Purusha, manomayab prii1Jasarira
netii of the Upanishads, the mental Being or Purusha who leads
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the life and the body. So your question is one which on the data
given relates to and accepts all these experiences, but they are
strung together without any sufficient distinction or gradation
being made or thought necessary between the various aspects
of the one Being. There are a thousand ways of approaching and
realising the Divine and each way has its own experiences which
have their own truth and stand really on a basis one in essence
but co�plex in aspects, common to all but not expressed in the
same way by all. There is not much use i n discussing these
variations ; the important thing is to follow one's own way well
and thoroughly. In this yoga, one can realise the psychic being
as a portion of the Divine seated in the heart with the Divine
supporting it . there - this psychic being takes charge of the
sadhana and turns the whole being to the Truth, the Divine, with
results in the mind, the vital and the physical consciousness
which I need not go into here - that is the first transformation.
We realise next the one Self, Brahman, Divine, first

above

the

body, life, mind and not only within the heart supporting them
- above and free and unattached as the static Self in all and
dynamic too . as the active Divine Being and Power, Ishwara
Shakti, containing the world and pervading it as well as transcen
ding it, manifesting all cosmic aspects. But what is most impor
taqt for us is that it manifests as a transcending Light, Know
ledge, Power, Purity, Peace, Ananda of which we become aware
and which descends into the being and progressively replaces
the ordinary consciousness itself by its own movements - that
is the second transformation. We realise also the consciousness
itself as moving upward, ascending -through many planes, phy
sical, vital, mental, overmental to the supramental and Ananda
planes. This is nothing new ; it is stated in the Taittiriya Upa
nishad that there are five Purushas, the physical, the vital, the
mental, the Truth Purusha (supramental) and the Bliss Purusha ;
it says that one has to draw the physical self into the vital self,
the vital into the mental, the mental into the Truth self, the
Truth self into the Bliss self and so attain perfection. But in this
yoga we become aware not only of this taking up but of a pour
ing down of the power of the higher Self, so that there comes in
the possibility of a descent of the supramental Self and Nature
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to dominate and change our present nature and turn it from na
ture of Ignorance i nto nature of Truth-Knowledge (and through
the supramental into n ature of Ananda) - this is the third or
supramental transformation. It does not always go in this order,
for with many the spiritual descent begins first in an imperfect
way before the psychic is in front and in charge, but the psychic
development has to be attained before a perfect and unhampered
spiritual descent can take place, and the last or supramental
change is impossible so long as the two first have not become full
and complete. That's the .whole matter put as briefly as possible.
*
**

·
What you demand of me would mean a volume, not a letter
- especially as these are matters of which people know a great
deal less than nothing and would either understand nothing or
misunderstand everything. S ome day, I suppose, I shall write
something but the supramental won't bear talking of now. Some
thing about the spiritual transformation might be possible and I
may finish the letter on that point.
I do not want to go further into the question of M's realisa
tion. As I have said, comparisons are of no use ; each path has
its own aim and direction and method, and the truth of each
one does not i nvalidate the truth of the other. The Divine (or if
you like, the Self) has many aspects and can be realised in many
ways - to dwell upon these differences i s irrelevant and without
use.
"Transformation" is a word that I have brought in myself
(like "supermind") to express certain spiritual concepts and
spiritual facts of the integral yoga. People are now taking them
up and using them in senses which have nothing to do with the
significance which I put i nto them. Purification of the nature
by the

"influence"

of the Spirit is not what I mean by

transformation ; purification is only part of a psychic change
or a psycho-spiritual change - the word

besides

has

many

senses and is very often given a moral or ethical meaning
which is foreign to my purpose. What I mean by the spiritual
transformation is something dynamic (not merely liberation of the
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Self or realisation of the_ One which can very well be attained
without any .descent). It is a putting on of the spiritual conscious
ness, dynamic as well as static, in every part of the being down
to the subconscient. That cannot be done by the influence of the
Self leaving the consciousness fundamentally as it is with only
purification, enlightenment of the mind and heart and quiescence
of the vital. It means a bringing down of the Divine Conscious
ness static and dynamic into all these parts and the entire replace
ment of the present consciousness by that. This we find unveiled
and unmixed above mind, life and b�dy. It is a matter of the
undeniable experience of many that this can descend and it is my
experience that nothing short of its full descent can thoroughly
remove the veil a!1d mixture and effect the full spiritual trans
formation. No metaphysical or logical reasoning in the void as
to what the Atman "must" do or can do or needs or needs not to
do is relevant here or of any value. I may add that transforma
tion is not the central object of other paths as it is of this yoga
- only so much purification and change is demanded by them as
will lead to liberation and the beyond-life. The influence of the
Atman can no doubt do that - a full descent of a new conscious
ness into the whole nature from top to bottom to transform life
here is not needed at all for the spiritual escape from life.
*
**

The heart spoken of by the Upanishads corresponds with the
physical cardiac centre ; it is the hrdpadma of the Tantriks. As
a subtle centre, cakra, it is supposed to have its apex on the spine
and to broaden out in front. Exactly where in this area one or
another feels it does not matter much ; to feel it there and be
gui ded by it is the main thing. I cannot say what M has realised but what is described as the Self is certainly this Purusha Antar
atma but concerned here rather with Mukti and a liberated action
than with t ra nsfor m·ati o n of the nature. What the psychic
realisation does bring is a psychic change of the nature purifyi ng
it and turning it altogether towards the D i vi ne After that o r
along with it comes the realisation of the cosmic Self. It is these
two things that the old yo gas e nco mpas sed and through them
.

.
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they passed t o M oksha, Nirvana o r the departure into some
kind of celestial transcendence. The yoga practised here i ncludes
both liberation and transcendence, but it takes l iberation or even
a certain Nirvana, if that comes, as a first step and not as the last
step of its siddhi. Whatever exit to or towards the Transcendent
it achieves is an ascent accompanied by a descent of the power,
light, consciousness that has been achieved and it is by such de
scents that is achieved the spiritual and supramental transforma
tion here. This does not seem to be admitted in M's thought ;
he considers the Descent as superfluous and logically impossible.
"The Divine is here, from where will He descend ?" is his argu
ment. But the Divine is everywhere, he is above as well as within,
he has many habitats, many strings to his bow of Power, there
are many levels of his· dynamic Consciousness and each has its
own light and force. He is not confined to his position in the
heart or to the single word of the psycho-spiritual realisation.
He has also his supramental station above the heart-centre and
mind-centre and can descend from there if he wills to do so.
*
**

I think Ramatirtha's realisations were more mental than any
thing else. He had opening of the higher mind and a realisation
there of the cosmic Self, but I find no evidence of a transformed
mind and vital ; that transformation is not a result or object of
the Yoga of Knowledge. The realisation of the Yoga of Know
ledge is when one feels that one lives in the wideness of something
silent, featureless and universal (called the Self) and all else is
seen as only forms and names ; the Self is real, nothing else. The
realisation of

"my self in other forms" is a part of this or a step

towards it, but i n the full realisation the " my" should drop so
that there is only

the one Self or rather only the Brahman. For

the Self is merdy a subjective aspect of the Brahman, just as
the Ishwara is its objective aspect. That is the Vedantic "Know
ledge". Its result is peace, silence, liberation. As for the active
Prakriti, (mind, vital, body,) that Yoga of Knowledge does not
make it its aim to transform them - that would be no use as the
idea is that if the liberation has come, it will all drop off at death.

.
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The only change wanted is to get rid of the idea of ego and realise
as true only the supreme Self, the Brahman.
*
**

I have not read R's writings nor am I at all acquainted with
his personality or what may be the level of his experience. The
words you quote from him could be expressions either of a simple
faith or of a pantheistic experience ; evidently, if they are used
or intended to establish the thesis that the Divine is everywhere
and is all and therefore all i s good, being Divine, they are very
insufficient for that purpose. But as an experience, it is a very
common thing to have this feeling or realisation in the Vedantic
sadhana - in fact without it there would be no Vedantic
sadhana. I have had it myself on various levels of consciousness
and in numerous forms and I have met scores of people who have
had it very genuinely - not as an intellectual theory or percep
tion, but as a spiritual reality which was too concrete for them to
deny whatever paradoxes it may entail for the ordinary intelli
gence.

Of course it does not mean that all here is good or that i n
the estimation of values a brothel is as good a s an Ashram, but i t
does mean that all are part o f one manifestation and that in the
inner heart of the harlot as in the i nner heart of the sage or saint
there is the Divine. Again his experience is that there is One
Force working in the world both in its good and in its evil - one
Cosmic Force ; it works both in the success (or failure) of the
Ashram and in the success (or failure) of the brothel. Things
are done in this world by the use of the force, although the use
made is according to the nature of the user, one uses it for the
works of Light, another for the works of Darkness, yet another
for a mixture. I don't think any Vedantin (except perhaps some
modernised ones) would maintain that all is good here - the
orthodox Vedantic idea is that all is here an inextricable mixture

of good and evil, a play of the Ignorance and therefore a play of
the dualities. The Christian missionaries, I suppose, hold that
all that God does is morally good, so they are shocked by the
Taoist priests aiding the work of the brothel by their rites. But
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do not the Christian priests invoke the aid of God for the destruc
tion of men in battle and did not some of them sing Te Deums
over a victory won by the massacre of men and the starvation of
women and children ? The Taoist who believes only in the
Impersonal Tao is more consistent and the Vedantin who believes
that the Supreme is beyond good and eviJ, but that the Cosmic
Force the Supreme has put out here works through the dualities,
therefore through both good and evil, joy and suffering, has a
theory which at least accounts for the double fact of the expe
rience of the Supreme which is All Light, All Bliss and All
Beauty and a world of mixed light and darkness, j oy and suffer
ing, what is fair and what is ugly. He says that the dualities come
by a separative Ignorance and so long as you accept this sepa
rative Ignorance, you cannot get rid of that, but it is possible to
draw back from it in experience and to have the realisation of the
Divine in all and the Divine everywhere and then you begin to
realise the Light, Bliss and Beauty behind all and this is the one
thing to do. Also you begin to realise the one Force and you can
use it or let it use you for the growth of the Light

in you and

others - no longer for the satisfactio n of the ego and for the
works of the ignorance and darkness.
As to the dilemma about the cruelty of things, I do not know
what answer R would give. One answer might be that the Divine
within is felt through the psychic being and the nature of the
psychic being is that 9f the Divine Light, Harmony, Love, but
it is covered by the mental and separative vital ego from which
strife, hate, cruelty naturally come. It is therefore natural to feel
in the kindness the touch of the Divine, while the cruelty is felt
as a disguise or perversion in Nature, although that would not
prevent the man who has the realisation from feeling and meeting
the Divine behind the disguise. I have known even instances in
which the perception of the Divine in all accompanied by an
intense experience of universal loye or a wide experience of an
inner harmony had an extraordinary effect in making all around
kind and helpful, even the most coarse and hard and cruel.
Perhaps it is some such experience which is at the base of R's
statement about the kindness. As for the Divine working, the
experience of the Vedantin's realisation is that behind the
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confused mixture of good and evil something is working that he
realises as the Divine and in his own life he can look back and
see what each step, happy or unhappy, meant for his progress
and how it led towards the growth of his spirit. Naturally this
comes fully as the realisation progresses ; before that he had to
walk by faith and may have often felt his faith fail and yielded
to grief, doubt and despair for a time.
As for my writings, I don't know if there is any that would
clear up the difficulty. You would find mostly the statement of
the Vedantic experience, for it is that through which I passed and,
though now I have passed to something beyond, it seems to me
the most thorough-going and radical preparation for whatever is
beyond, though I do not say that it is indispensable to pass
through it. But �hatever the solution, it seems to me that the
Vedantin is right in insisting that one must, to arrive at it, admit
the two facts, the prevalence of evil and suffering here and the
experience of that which is free from these things - and it is only
by the progressive experience that one can get a solution whether through reconciliation, a conquering descent or an
escape. If we start from the basis taken as an axiom that the
prevalence of suffering and evil in the present and in the hard,
outward . fact of things, disproves of itself all that has been ex
perienced by sages and mystics of the other side, the realisable
Divine, then no solution seems possible.
*
**

No, certainly I did not mean that the Vedantin who sees a greater
working behind the appearances of the world is living in a
different world from this material one - if I had meant that,
all that I had written would be without point or sense. I meant a
Vedantin who lives in this world with all its suffering and igno
rance and ugliness and evil and has had a full measure of these
things, betrayal and abandonment by friends, failure of outward
objects and desires in life, attack and persecution, accumulated
illnesses, constant difficulty, struggles, stumblings in his yoga.
It is not that he lives in a different world, but he has a different
way of meeting its ordeals, blows and dangers. He takes them as
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the nature of this world and the result of the ego-consciousness
in which it lives. He tries therefore to grow into another con
sciousness in which he feels what is behind the outward appear
ance, and as he grows into that larger consciousness he begins
to feel more and more a working behind which is helping him to
grow in the spirit and leading him toward mastery and freedom
from ego and ignorance and he sees that all has been used for that
purpose. Till he reaches this consciousness with its larger know
ledge of things, he has to walk by faith and his faith may some
times fail him, but it returns. and carries him through all the
difficulties. Everybody is not bound to accept this faith and this
consciousness, but there is something great and true behind it for
the spiritual life.
*
**

One thing I feel I must say in connection with your remark about
the soul of India and X's observation about "this stress on this
worldliness to the exclusion of other-worldliness''. I do not
quite understand in what connection his remark was made or
what he meant by this-worldliness, but I feel it necessary to state
my own position in the matter. My own life and my yoga have
always been, since my coming to India, both this-worldly and
other-worldly without any exclusiveness on either side. All hu
man interests are, I suppose, this-worldly and most of them have
entered into my mental field and some, like politics, into my life,
but at the same time, since I set foot on the Indian soil on the
Apollo Bunder in Bombay, I began to have spiritual experiences,
but these were not divorced from this world but had an inner and
infinite bearing on it, such as a feeling of the Infinite pervading
material space and the Immanent inhabiting material objects
and bodies. At the same time I found myself entering supra
physical worlds and planes with influences and an effect from
them upon the material plane, so I could make no sharp divorce
or irreconcilable opposition between what I have called the two
ends of existence and all that lies between them. For me all is
Brahman and I find the Divine everywhere. Everyone has the
right to throw away this-worldliness and choose other-worldli
ness only, and if he finds peace by that choice he is greatly blessed.
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I, personally, have not found it necessary to do this in order to
have peace. In my yoga also I found myself moved to include
both worlds in my purview - the spiritual and the material and to try to establish the Divine Consciousness and the Divine
Power in men's hearts and earthly life, not for a personal salva
tion only but for a life divine here. This seems to me as spiritual
an aim as any and the fact of this life taking up earthly pursuits
and earthly things into its scope cannot, I believe, tarnish its
spirituality or alter its Indian character. This at least has always
been my view and experience of the reality and nature of the
world and things and the Divine : it seemed to me· as nearly as
possible the integral truth about them and I have therefore
spoken of the punmit of it as the integral yoga. Everyone is, of
course, free to reject and disbelieve in this kind of integrality or to
believe in the spiritual necessity of an entire other-worldliness
altogether, but that would make the exercise of my yoga impos
sible. My yoga can include indeed a full experience of the other
worlds, the plane of the Supreme Spirit and the other planes in
between and their possible effects upon our life and the mate
rial world ; but it will be quite possible to insist only on the
realisation of the Supreme Being or Ishwara even in one aspect,
Shiva, Krishna as Lord of the world and Master of ourselves
and our works or else the Universal Sachchidananda, and attain
to the essential results of this yoga and afterwards to proceed
from them to the integral results if one accepted the ideal of the
divine life and this material world conquered by the Spirit. It is
this view and experience of things and of the truth of existence
that enabled me to write The Life Divine and Savitri. The realisa
tion of the Supreme, the Ishwara, is certainly the essential thing;
but to approach Him with love and devotion and bhakti, to serve
Him with one's works and to know Him, not necessarily by the
intellectual cognition, but in a spiritual experience, is also essen
tial in the path of the integral yoga. If you accept K's insistence
that this and no other must be your path, it is this you have to
attain and realise, then any exclusive other-worldliness cannot be
your way. I believe that you are quite capable of attaining this
and realising the Divine and I have never been able to share your
constantly recurring doubts about your capacity and their persis-
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tent recurrence is not a valid ground for believing that they can
never be overcome. Such a persistent recurrence has been a
feature in the sadhana of many who have finally emerged and
reached the goal ; even the sadhana of very great yogis has not
been exempt from such violent and constant recurrences, they
have sometimes been special objects of such persistent assaults,
as I have indeed indicated in Savitri in more places than one, and
that was indeed founded on my own experience. In the nature
of these recurrences there is usually a constant return of the
same adverse experiences, the same adverse resistance, thoughts
destructive of all belief and faith and confidence in the future of
the sadhana, frustrating doubts of what one has known as the
truth, urgings to abandonment of the yoga or to other disastrous
counsels of decheance: The course taken by the attacks is not
indeed the same for all, but still they have strong family rt;!sem
blance. One can eventually overcome if one begins to realise the
nature and source of these assaults and acquires the faculty of
observing them, bearing, without being involved or absorbed
into their gulf, finally becoming the witness of their phenomena
and understanding them and refusing the mind's sanction even
when the vital is still tossed in the whirl and the most outward
physical mind still reflects the adverse . suggestions. In the end,
these attacks lose their power and fall away from the nature ; the
recurrence becomes feeble or has no power to last : even, if the
detachment is strong enough, they can be cut out very soon or
at once. The strongest attitude to take is to regard these things
as what they really are : incursions of dark forces from outside
taking advantage of certain openings in the physical mind or
the vital part, but not a real part of oneself or spontaneous crea
tion in one's own nature. To create a confusion and darkness
in the physical mind and to throw into it or awake in it mistaken
ideas, dark thoughts, false impressions is a favourite method of
these assailants, and if they can get the support of this mind
from over-confidence in its own correctness or the natural right
ness of its impressions and inferences, then they can have a field
day until the true mind reasserts itself and blows the clouds
away. Another device of theirs is to awake some hurt or rankling
sense of grievance in the lower vital parts and keep them hurt or
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rankling as long as possible. In that case one has to discover
these openings in one's nature and learn to close them perma
nently to such attacks or to throw out the intruders at once or
as soon as possible. The recurrence is no proof of a fundamental
incapacity ; if one takes the right inner attitude, it can and will
be overcome. One must have faith in the Master of our life and
works, even if for a long time He conceals Himself, and then in
His own right time He will reveal His Presence.
You have always believed in Guruvada : I would ask you
then to put your faith in the Guru and the guidance and rely on
the Ishwara for the fulfilment, to have faith in my abiding love
and affection, in the affection and divine goodwill and loving
kindness of the Mother, stand firm against all attacks and
go forward perseveringly towards the spiritual Goal and the
all-fulfilling and all-satisfying touch of the All-Blissful, the
Ishwara.
*
**

I send you the promised letter today ; you will see that i t is less
a reply to the exact terms of your letter than a "defence of the
gospel of divinisation of life" against the strictures and the incom
prehensions of the mentality (or more often the vitality) that
either misunderstands or shrinks from it - or perhaps misunder
stands because it shrinks, and shrinks too because it misunder
stands both my method and my object. It is not a complete
defence, but only raises or answers a main point here and there.
The rest will come hereafter.
But all language is open to misunderstanding ; so I had
better in sending on the letter make or try to make certain things
clear.
Although I have laid stress on things divine in answer to an
excessive (because contrary) insistence on things human, it must
not be understood that I reject everything human, - human love
or worship or any helpful form of human approach as part of
the yoga. I have never done so, otherwise the Ashram could
not be in existence. The sadhaks who enter the yoga are human
beings and if they were not allowed a human approach at the
beginning and long after, they would not be able to start the yoga
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or would not be able to continue it. The discussion arises only
because the word "human" is used in practice, not only as
identical with the human vital (and the outward mind), but with
certain forms of human vital ego-nature. But the human vital
has many other things in it and is full of excellent material. All
that is asked by the yoga is that this material should be utilised
in the right way and with the right spiritual attitude and also,
that the human approach to the Divine should not be constantly
turned into a human revolt and reproach against it. And that too
we ask only for the success of the approach itself and of the
human being who is making it.
Divinisation itself does not mean the destruction of the
human elements ; it means .taking them up, showing them the
way to their own perfection, raising them by purification and
perfection to their full power and Ananda and that means the
raising of the whole of earthly life to its full power and Ananda.
If there were not a resistance in vital human nature, a pres
sure of forces adverse to the change, forces which delight in im
perfection and even in perversion, this change would effect itself
without difficulty by a natural and painless flowering - as, for
example, your own powers of poetry and music have flowered
out here with rapidity and ease under the light and rain of a spiri
tual and psychic influence - because everything in you desired
that change and your vital was willing to recognise imperfections,
to throw away any wrong attitude - e.g., the desire for mere
fame, and to be dedicated and perfect. Divinisation of life means,
in fact, a greater art of life ; for the present art of life produced
by ego and ignorance is something comparatively mean, crude
and imperfect (like the lower forms of art, music and literature
which are yet more attractive to the ordinary human mind and
vital), and it is by a spiritual and psychic opening and refinement
that it has to reach its true perfection. This can only be done by its
being steeped in the divine Light and Flame in which its material
will be stripped of all heavy dross and turned into the true metal.
Unfortunately, there is the resistance, a very obscure and
obstinate resistance. That necessitates a negative element in the
yoga, an element of rejection of things that stand in the way and
of pressure upon those forms that are crude and useless to dis-
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appear, on those that are useful but imperfect or have been
perverted to retain or to recover their true movement. To the
vital this pressure is painful, first, because it is obscure and does
not understand and, secondly, because there are parts of it that
want to be left to their crude motions and not to change. That is
why the intervention of a psychic attitude is so helpful. For the
·psychic has the happy confidence, the ready understanding and
response, the spontaneous surrender ; it knows that the touch
of the Guru is meant to help and not to hurt, or, like Radha in
the poem, that whatever the Beloved does is meant to lead to the
Divine Rapture.
At the same time, it is not from the negative part of the
movement that you have to judge the yoga, but from its positive
side ; for the negative part is temporary and transitional and will
disappear, the positive alone counts for the ideal and for the
future. If you take conditions which belong to the negative side
and to a transitional movement as the law of the future and the
indication of the character of the yoga, you will commit a serious
misjudgment, a grave mistake. This yoga is not a rejection of
life or of closeness and intimacy between the Divine and the
sadhaks. Its ideal aims at the greatest closeness and unity on the
physical as well as the other planes, at the most divine largeness
and fullness and joy of life.
*
**

Sri Aurobindo has no remarks1 to make o n Huxley's comments
'
with which he is in entire agreement. But in the phrase "to its
heights we can always reach", very obviously "we" does not
refer to humanity in general but to those who have a sufficiently
developed inner spiritual life. It is probable that Sri Aurobindo
1 These remarks were dictated by Sri Aurobindo apropos of the phrase "to its heights

The Life Divine quoted and com
The Perennial Philosophy (1 946 Edition), p. 74 :

we can always reach" occurring in the following passage in
mented upon by Aldous Huxley in his book,

"The touch of Earth is always reinvigorating to the son of Earth, even when he seeks a
supraphysical Knowledge. It may even be said that the supraphysical can only be really mas
tered in its fullness - to its heights we can always reach - when we keep our feet firmly on the
physical. 'Earth is His footing,' says the Upanishad whenever it im ages the Self that mani·
fests in the universe." (American Edition, p. 1 3.)
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was thinking of his own experience. After three years of spiri
tual effort with only minor results he was shown by a yogi the
way to silence his mind. This he succeeded in doing entirely in
two or three days by following the method shown. There was an
entire silence of thought and feeling and all the ordinary move
ments of consciousness except the perception and recognition of
things around without any accompanying concept or other
reaction. The sense of ego disappeared and the movements of
the ordinary life as well as speech and action were carried on by
some habitual activity of Prakriti alone which was not felt as
belonging to oneself. But the perception which remained saw all
things as utterly unreal ; this sense of unreality was overwhelm
ing and universal. Only some undefinable Reality was perceived
as true which was beyond space and time and unconnected with
any cosmic activity, but yet was met wherever one turned. This
condition remained unimpaired for several months and even
when the sense of unreality disappeared and there was a return
to participation in the world-consciousness, the inner peace and
freedom which resulted from this realisation remained perma
nently behind all surface movements and the essence of the
.
realisation itself was not lost. At the same time an experience
intervened : something else than himself took up his dynamic
activity and spoke and acted through him but without any per
sonal thought or initiative. What this was remained unknown
until Sri Aurobindo came to realise the dynamic side of the
Brahman, the Ishwara, and felt himself moved by that in all his
sadhana

and

action. These

realisations

and

others

which

followed upon them, such as that of the Self in. all and all in the
Self and all as the Self, the Divine in all and all in the Divine, are
the heights to which Sri Aurobindo refers and to which he says
we can always rise ; for they presented to him no long or obsti
nate difficulty. The only real difficulty which took decades of
spiritual effort to work out towards completeness was to apply
the spiritual knowledge utterly to the world and to the surface
psychological and outer life and to effect its transformation both
on the higher levels of Nature and on the ordinary mental, vital
and physical levels down to the subconscience and the basic
Inconscience and up to the supreme Truth-Consciousness or
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supermind in which alone the dynamic transformation could be
entirely integral and absolute.
*
**

I do not gather from these extracts1 the true nature of the trans
formation spoken of here. It seems to be something mental
and moral with the l ove of God and a certain kind of union in
separateness brought about by thi s divine love as the spirituali
sing element.
Love of God and union in separateness through that love
and a transformation of the nature by realising certain mental,

ethical, emotio�al - perhaps even physical possibilities (for the
Vaishnavas speak of a new cinmaya body) is the principle of
Vaishnava yoga. So there i s nothing here that was not already
present in that line of Asiatic mysticism which looks to a Personal
Deity and insists on the eternal pre-existence and survival of the
individual being. A spiritual raising of the nature to its highest
possibilities i s a part of the Tantric discipline - so that too is
not absent from Indian yoga. The wz:iter seems, like most Euro
pean writers, to know only Illusionism and Buddhism and to
accept them as the whole wisdom of Asia (sagesse asiatique) ;
but even there he misinterprets their idea and their experience.
Adwaita even i n its extreme form does not aim at the extinction
of existence, the adoption of nothingness, the end of the being
and destruction of the essence. Only a certain kind of Nihilistic
Buddhism aims at that and even so, that Nothingness, Shunya,
is described on another side of it as the Permanent. What these
disciplines aim at is a passing from Time to Eternity, a putting
off of the finite and putting on of the Infinite, a casting off of the
bonds of ego and its results, desire, suffering, a falsified exis
tence, in order to live in the true Self. These descriptions of the
Christian writer betray an entire ignorance of the realisation
which he decries, its infinity, freedom, surpassing peace, the
ecstasy of the Brahmananda. It is an extinction of the limited
individual personality but a liberation into cosmic and then into
transcendent consciousness - an extinction of thought and life
1

From La

Defense de /'Occident

by Henri Massis.
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but a liberation into an unlimited consciousness and knowledge
and being. The personality is extinguished but in something
greater than itself, not in something less nor in mere "Neant".
If it be said that that negates earthly life, so does the Christian
ideal, for the Christian ideal aims at the attainment of a celestial
existence beyond the earth existence (beyond this single earth
life, for reincarnation is not admitted), which is only a vale of
sorrows and a passing ordeal. It insists on the preservation of the
spiritual personality, but so- do Vaishnavism and Shaivism and
other "Asiatic" ideals. The writer's ignorance of the many-sided
ness of Asiatic wisdom deprives this depreciation of it of all value.
The phrases which struck you as resembling superficially at
least our ideal of transformation are of a general character and
could be adopted without hesitation by almost any spiritual
discipline, even Illusionism would be willing to include it as a
stage or experience on the way. All depends on the content you
put into the words, what actual change in the consciousness and
life they are intended to cover. If the transformation be "from
sin to sainthood" by the union of the soul with God "in an intel
lectual light full of love" - which is the most definite description
of it in these extracts, - then it is not at all identical, but rather
very far from what I mean by transformation. For the trans
formation I aim at is not from sin to sainthood, but from the
lower nature of the Ignorance to the Divine Nature of Light,
Peace, Truth, Divine Power and Bliss beyond the Ignorance.
It journeys towards a supreme self-existent good and leaves be
hind it the limited struggling human conception of sin and
virtue ; it is not an intellectual light that is the sun of its aspiration
but a spiritual supra-intellectual supramental light ; it is not
sainthood that is its culmination but divine consciousness or if you like, soul-hood, spirit-hood, conscious self-hood, divine
hood. There is therefore between these two kinds or two degrees
of transformation an immense difference.
I.

"C'est un abandon heroique ou l'ame parvient au som
met de l'activite libre, ou la personne se transforme, ou ses
facultes sont epurees, deifiees par la grace, sans que son essence
soit detruite."
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What is meant by free activity ? With us the freedom con
sists in freedom from the darkness, limitation, error, suffering,
transience of the ignorant lower Nature, but also in a total
surrender to the Divine. Free action is the action of the Divine
in us and through us ; no other action can be free. That seems
to be accepted in II and III ; but this perception, this conception
is as old as spiritual knowledge itself - it is not peculiar to
Catholicism. What again is meant by the purification and deifi·
cation of the faculties by Grace ? If it is an ethical purification,
that goes a very small way and does not bring deification.
Again, if the deification is limited by the intellectual light, it must
be a rather petty affair at the best. There was a similar aim in
ancient Indian spirituality, but it had a larger sweep and a higher
'
height than that. No spiritual discipline aims at purification or
deification by the destruction of the essence - there can be no
such thing, the very phrase is meaningless and self-contradictory.
The essence of the being is indestructible. Even the most rigid
Adwaita discipline does not aim at any such destruction; its
obj ect is the purest purity of the essential self. Transformation
aims at this essential purity of the pure Spirit, but it asks also for
the purity and divinity of the supreme Nature ; it is not the
essence of being but the accidents of our undeveloped imperfect
nature that are destroyed and replaced by the manifestation of
the divine Nature. The monistic

�dwaita aims

at the disappear

ance of the ego, not of the essence of the person ; it arrives at this
disappearance by identity with the One, by dissolution of the
Nature-constructed ego into the reality of the eternal Self, for
that, it says, not ego, is the essence of the person

-

so'ham, tat

tvam asi. In our idea of transformation also there is the destruc
tion of the ego, its dissolution into the cosmic and the divine
consciousness, but by that destruction we recover the true or
spiritual person which is an eternal portion of the Divine.
II. ' "La contemplation du Chretien est inseparable de l'etat de
Grace1 et de la vie divine. S'il do it s'aneantir, c'est encore sa person
nalite qui triomphe en se laissant arracher a tout ce qui n'est pas
1

Grace is not

a

conception peculiar to the Christian spiritual idea - it is there in Yaish·

navism, Shaivism, the Shakta religion, - it is as old as the Upanishads.
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elle, en brisant tous les liens qui l'unissen t a son jndividu de chair,
afin que le Dieu vivant puisse s'en saisir, l'assumer, l'habiter."
III. "Liberte consiste d'abord a subordonner ce qui est

inferieur dans sa nature a ce qui lui est superieur."
These passages can be taken in the above sense and as
approximating to our ideal ; but the confusion here is in the use
of the word "personality". Personality is a temporary formation
and to eternise it would be to eternise ignorance and limitation.
The true "I" is not the mental ego or the present personality
which is only a mask, but the eternal "I" which assumes various
personalities i n various lives. The Christian and European con
.
ception of a single life on earth tends to bring about this error by
making our present personality appear as if it were our whole
self. . . . Again, it is not merely the bodily individuality to which
ignorance ties us, but the mental individuality and vital indi
viduality also. All these ties have to be broken, the imperfect
forms of mind and life transcended, mind transformed into
something beyond mind, life into divine life, if the transforma
tion is to be real and not merely a new shaping or heightening of
the light� of the Ignorance.
IV. "Cette solitude de l'ame (de l'ascete asiatique) . . . n'est
pas le vrai loisir spirituel, la solitude active ou s'opere la trans·
formation du pech e en saintete par l'union de l'ame avec Dieu
dans une lumiere intellectuelle toute pleine d'amour."

I have commented already on this description of the trans
formation to be effected and have to add only one more reserve.
The solitude of the self in the Divine has no doubt to be active
as well as passive and static ; but none who has not arrived at the
silence and motionless solitude of the eternal Self can have the
free and integral activity of the higher divine Nature. For the
action is based on the silence and by the silence it i s free.
V. " . . . la vie ch retienne

-

mystique, progressive - qui est un

enrichissement, un elargissement infini de la personne humaine. "
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This is not our idea of transformation - for the human
person is the mental being limited by life and body. An enrich
ment and enlargement of it cannot go beyond the extreme limit
'
of that formula, it can only widen and adorn its present poverty
and narrowness. It cannot ascend out of the mental ignorance
into a greater Truth and Light or bring that down in any fullness
into earthly nature, which is the aim of transformation as we
conceive it.
VI. "Pour l'asiatique la personnalite est la chute de l'hom
me ; pour le chretien, c'est le dessein meme de Dieu, le principe
de l'union, le sommet nature! de la creation, qu'il appelle tout
entiere a la Grace.'�
The personality of this single life in man is a formation in the
Ignorance, therefore a fall ; it cannot be the summit of the being.
We do not admit that i t is the summit of the natural creation
either, but say there are higher summits to which we have to
climb and reveal their powers in earthly nature. The natural
creation is an evolution of the hidden Divine Consciousness in
Nature which is limited and disguised at first by the Ignorance.
It has still to climb out of the Ignorance - therefore to get
beyond the human person into the divine person. It is in this
spiritual evolution that the Plan Divine (dessein de Dieu) manifests
its central and significant line and calls all creation to the crown
ing Grace.
You will see, therefore, that the resemblance of the trans
formation here to our ideal is only on the surface, in the words,
but not in the content of the words which is much narrower and
of another order. So far as there is agreement and coincidence,
it is because there is contained in them what is common (a cer
tain conversion of the consciousness) to all spiritual disciplines ;
for all, in the East or in the West, have a common core of expe
rience - it is in their developments, range, turn to this or that
aspect or else their will towards the totality of the Truth that they
differ.
*
**
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There is no connectjon between the Christian conception (of the
Kingdom of Heaven) and the idea of the supramental descent.
The Christian conception supposes a state of things brought
about by religious emotion and moral purification ; but these
things are no more capable of changing the world, whatever
value they may have for the individual, than mental idealism or
any other power yet called upon for the purpose. The Christian
proposes to substitute the sattwic religious ego for the rajasic and
tamasic ego, but although this can be done as an individual
achievement, it has never succeeded and will never succeed in
accomplishing itself in the mass. It has no higher spiritual or
psychological knowledge behind it and ignores the foundation
of human character and the source of the difficulty - the duality
of mind, Ufe and body: Unless there is a descent of a new Power
of Consciousness, not subject to the dualities but still dynamic
which will provide a new foundation and a lifting of the centre of
consciousness above the mind, the Kingdom of God on earth
can only be an ideal, not a fact realised in the general earth.
consciousness and earth-life.
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Religion, Morality, Idealism and Yoga

THE spiritual life

(adhyatma-jivana), the
religious life (dharma-jivana) and the ordinary human life of which
morality is a part are three quite different things and one must
know which one desires and not confuse the three together. The
ordinary life is that of the average human consciousness sepa
rated from its own true self and from the Divine and led by the
common habits of the mind, life and body which are the laws of
the Ignorance. The religious life is a movement of the same igno
rant human consciousne ss, turning or trying to turn away from
the earth towards the Divine, but as yet without knowledge and
led by the dogmatic tenets and rules of some sect or creed which
claims to have found the way out of the bonds of the earth
consciousness into some beatific Beyond. The religious life may
be the first approach to the spiritual, but very often it is only
a turning about in a round of rites, ceremonies and practices or
set ideas and forms without any issue. The spiritual life, on the
contrary, proceeds directly by a change of consciousness, a
change from the ordinary consciousness, ignorant and separated
from its true self and from God, to a greater consciousness in
which one finds one's true being and comes first into direct and
living contact and then into union with the Divine. For the spiri
tual seeker this change of consciousness is the one thing he seeks
and nothing else matters.
Morality is a part of the ordinary life ; it is an attempt to
govern the outward conduct by certain mental rules or to form
the character by these rules in the image of a certain mental ideal.
The spiritual life goes beyond the mind ; it enters into the deeper
consciousness of the Spirit and acts out of the truth of the Spirit.
As for the question about the ethical life and the need to realise
God, it depends on what is meant by fulfilment of the objects of
life. If an entry into the spiritual consciousness is part of it, then
mere morality will not give it to you.
Politics as such has nothing to do with the spiritual life.
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If the spiritual man does anything for his country, it is in order
to do the will of the Divine and as part of a divinely appointed
work and not from any other common human motive. In none of
his acts does he proceed from the common mental and vital
motives which move ordinary men but acts out of the truth of
the Spirit and from an inner command of which he knows the
source.
The kind of worship

(puja) spoken of in the letter belongs to

the religious life. It can, if rightly done in the deepest religious
spirit, prepare the mind and heart to some extent but no more.
But if worship is done as a part of meditation or with a true aspi
ration to the spiritual reality and the spiritual consciousness and
with the yearning for. contact and union with the Divine, then it
can be spiritually effective.

If you have a sincere aspiration to the spiritual change in
your heart and soul, then you will find the way and the Guide.
A mere mental seeking and questioning are not enough to open
the doors of the Spirit.
*
**

Obviously to seek the Divine

only for what one can get out of

Him is not the proper attitude ; but if it were absolutely for
bidden to seek Him for these things, most people in the world
would not turn towards Him at all. I suppose therefore it is
allowed so that they may make a beginning - if they have faith,
they may get what they ask for and think it a good thing to go
on and then one day they may suddenly stumble upon the idea
that this is after all not quite the one thing to do and that there
are better ways and a better spirit in which one can approach the
Divine. If they do not get what they want and still come to the
Divine and trust in Him, well, that shows- they are getting ready.
Let us look at it as a sort of infants' school for the unready. But
of course that is not the spiritual life, it is only a sort of elemen
tary religious approach. For the spiritual life to give and not to
demand is the rule. The sadhak, however, can ask for the
Divine Force to aid him in keeping his health or recovering it if
he does that as part of his sadhana so that his body may be
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able and fit for the spiritual life and a capable instrument for
the Divine Work.
*
**

It i s correct, religions at best modify only the surface of the
nature. Moreover, they degenerate very soon into a routine of
ceremonial habitual worship and fixed dogmas.
*
**

I do not take the same view of the H indu religion as J . Religion
is always imperfect because it is a mixture of man's spirituality
with his endeavours that come in in trying to sublimate ignorantly
his lower nature. Hindu religion appears to me as a cathedral
temple, half in ruins, noble in the mass, often fantastic in detail
but always fantastic with a significance - crumbling or badly
outworn in places, but a �athedral-temple in which service is still
done to the Unseen and its real presence can be felt by those who
enter with the right spirit. The outer social structure which it
built for its approach is another matter.
*
**

I regard the spiritual history of mankind and especially of India
as a constant development of a divine purpose, not a book that
is closed, the lines of which have to be constantly repeated.
Even the Upanishads and the Gita were not final though every
thing may be there i n seed. In this development the · recent
spiritual history of India is a very important stage and the names
I mentioned had a special prominence in my thought at the time
- they seemed to me to i ndicate the lines from which the future
· spiritual development had most directly to proceed, not staying
but passing on. I may say that it is far from my purpose to pro

pagate any religion, new or old, for humanity in the future. A
way to be opened that is still blocked, n ot a religion to be
founded , is my conception of the m atter .
*
**
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If it is meant by the statement1 that the form of religion is some
thing permanent and unchangeable, then that cannot be accepted.

But if religion here means one's way of communion with the
Divine, then it is true that that is something belonging to the
inner being and cannot be

changed like a ho use or a cloak for the

sake of some personal, social or worldly convenience. J f a change
is to be made, it can only be for an inner spiritual reason , because
of some development from within. No one can be bound to any
form of religion or any particular creed or system, but if he
changes the one he has accepted for another, for external reasons,
that means he has inwardly no religion at all and both his old and
his new religion

are only an empty formula. At bottom that is,

I suppose, what the statement drives at. Preference for a diffe
rent approach to the Truth or the desire of inner spiritual self
expression are not the motives of the recommendation of change
to which objection is made here ; - the object proposed is an
enhancement of social status and consideration which is no more
a spiritual motive than conversion for the sake of money or
marriage.

If a man has no religion in himself, he can change his

credal profession for any motive ; if he has, he cannot ; he can
only change it in response to an i nner spiritual need. If a man
has a bhakti for the Divine in the form of Krishna, he can't very
well say,

"I will scrap Krishna for Christ, so that I may become

socially respectable."
*
**

Vairagya is certainly one way of progressing towards the goal
-

the traditional way and a drastic if painful one. To lose the

desire for human vital enjoyments, to lose the passion for literary
or other success, praise, fame, to lose even the insistence on spiri
tual success, the inner bhoga of yoga, have always been recog
nised as steps towards the goal - provided one keeps the one
i nsistence on the Divine. I prefer myself the calmer way of
equality, the
1

way pointed out by Krishna, rather than the

These comments are on the following statement of Mahatma Gandhi on Dr.

Ambed

kar's view about change of religion :
"But religion is not like a house or a cloak which can be changed at will. It is more an
integral part of one's self than of one's body. Religion is the tie that binds one to one's creator,
and while the body perishes

as

it has to, religion persists even after that."
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more painful one of Vairagya. . But if the compulsion in one's
nature or the compulsion of one's inner being forcing its way by
that means through the difficulties of the nature is on that line,
it must be recognised as a valid line. What has to be got rid of
in that case is the note of despair in the vital which responds to
the cry you speak of - that it will never gain the Divine because
it has not yet got the Divine or that there has been no progress.
There has certainly been a progress, this gr�ater push of the
psychic, this very detachment itself always growing somewhere
in you. The thing is to hold on, not to cut the cord which is
pulling you up because it hurts the hands, to keep the one insis
tence if all the others fall away from you.
It is evident that spmething in you, continuing the unfinished
curve of a past life, is pushing you on this path of Vairagya and
the more stormy way of Bhakti, - in spite of our preference for
a less painful one and yours also, - something that is determined
to be drastic with the outer nature so as to make itself free to ful
fil its secret aspiration. But do not listen to these suggestions of
the voice that says, "You shall not succeed and it is no use try
ing." That is a thing that need never be said in the Way of the
Spirit, however difficult it may seem at the moment to be. Keep
through all the aspiration which you express so beautifully in
your poems ; for it is certainly there and comes out from the
depths, and if it is the cause of suffering, - as great aspirations
are, in a world and nature where there is so much to oppose them,
- it is also the promise and surety of emergence and victory in
the future.
*
**

I have objected i n the past to Vairagya of the ascetic kind and the
tamasic kind. By the tamasic kind I mean that spirit which comes
defeated from life, not because it is really disgusted with life,
but because it could not cope with it or conquer its prizes ; for
it comes to yoga as a kind of asylum for the maimed or weak
and to the Divine as a consolation prize for the failed boys in the
world-class.

The Vairagya of one who has tasted the world's

gifts or prizes but found them insufficient or finally tasteless and
turns away towards a higher and more beautiful ideal or the
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Vairagya of one who has done his part in life's battles but seen
that something greater is demanded of the soul, is perfectly help
ful and a good gate to the yoga. Also the sattwic Vairagya which
has learnt what life is and turns to what is above and behind
life. By the ascetic Vairagya I mean that which denies life and
world altogether and wants to disappear into the Indefinable
- I object to it for t!iose who come to this yoga because it is
incompatible wit� my aim which is to bring the Divine into life.
But if one is satisfied with life as it is, then there is no reason to
seek to bring the Divine into life, - so Vairagya in the sense of
dissatisfaction with life as it is is perfectly admissible and even
in a certain sense indispensable for my yoga.
*
**

I quite acknowledge the utility o f a temporary state of Vairagya
as an antidote to the too strong pull of the vital. But Vairagya
always tends to a turning away from life and the tamasic element
in Vairagya - despair, depression, etc. - dilapidates the fire
of the being and may lead in some cases to falling between two
stools so that one loses earth and misses heaven. I therefore pre
fer to replace Vairagya by a firm and quiet rejection of what has
to be rejected - sex, vanity, ego-centrism, attachment, etc. but that does not include rejection of the activities and powers
that can be made instruments of the sadhana and the divine work,
such as art, music, poetry, etc., though these have to find a new
spiritual or psychic base, a deeper inspiration, a turn towards
the Divine or things divine. Yoga can be done without the rejec
tion of life, without killing or impairing the life-joy or the vital
force.
*
**

No, I didn't say that you chose the rajasic or tamasic Vairagya.
I only explained how it came, of itself, as a result of the move
ment of the vital in place of the sattwic Vairagya which is sup
posed to precede and cause or accompany or result from a
turning away from the world to seek the Divine. The tamasic
Vairagya comes from the recoil of the vital when it feels that it
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has to give up the joy of life and becomes listless and joyless ;
the rajasic Vairagya comes when the vital begins to lose the joy
of life but complains that it is getting nothing in its place. Nobody
chooses such movements ; they come independently of the mind
as habitual reactions of the human nature. To refuse these things
by detachment, an increasing quiet aspiration, a pure bhakti,
an ardent surrender to the Divine, was what I suggested as the
true forwarding movement.
*
**

There is the sattwic Vairagya - but many people have the
rajasic or tamasic kind. The rajasic is carried by a revolt against
the conditions of one,.s own life, the tamasic arises from dissatis
faction, disappointment, a feeling of inability to succeed or face
life, a crushing under the grips and pains of life. These bring a
sense of the vanity of existence, a desire to seek something less
miserable, more sure and happy or else to seek a liberation from
existence here, but they do not bring immediately a luminous
aspiration or pure aspiration with peace and joy for the spiritual
attainment.
*
**

The passage through sattwa j s the ordinary idea o f yoga, i t is
the preparation and purification by the

yama-niyama of Patanjali

'
or by other means in other yogas, e.g. , saintliness in the bhakti

schools, the eightfold path in Buddhism, etc., etc.

In our yoga

the evolution through sattwa is replaced by the cultivation of
equanimity,

samatii, and by the psychic transformation.
*
**

Obviously, the raJas1c movements are likely to create more
trouble in sadhana than the sattwic ones. The greatest difficulty
of the sattwic man is the snare of virtue and self-righteousness,
the ties of philanthropy, mental idealisations, family affections,
etc., but except the first, these are, though difficult, still not so
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difficult to surpass or else transform. Sometimes, however, these
things are as sticky as the rajasic difficulties.
*
**

Sannyasa .does not take away attachment - it amounts only to
running away from the object of attachment which may help but
cannot by itself alone be the radical cure.
*
**

This i s a feelirtg (the unimportance of things in Time) that the
ascetic discipli�e sometimes uses in order to get rid of attach
ment to the world - but it is not good for any positive or dyna
mic spiritu_al purpose.
*
**

The principle of life which I seek to establish is spiritual. Mora
lity is a question of man's mind and vital, it belongs to a lower
plane of consciousness. A spiritual life therefore cannot be
founded on a moral basis, it must be founded on a spiritual
basis. This does not mean that the spiritual man must be im
moral - as if there were no other law of conduct than the moral.
The law of action of the spiritual consciousness is higher, not
lower than the moral - it i s founded on union with the Divine
and living in the Divine Consciousness and its action is founded
on obedience to the Divine Will.
*
**

The beliefs you speak of with regard to right and wrong, beauty
and ugliness etc. are necessary for the human being and for the
guidance of his life. He cannot do without the distinctions they
involve. But in a higher consciousness when he enters into the
Light or is touched by it, these distinctions disappear, for he is
then approaching the eternal and infinite good and right which
he reaches perfectly when he is able to enter into the Truth
Consciousness or supermind. The belief in the guidance of God is
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also justified by spiritual experience and is very necessary for the
sadhana ; this also rises to its highest and completest truth when
one enters into the Light.
What you say about prayer is correct. That is the highest
kind of prayer, but the other kind also (i.e., the more personal) is
permissible and even desirable. All prayer rightly offered brings
us closer to the Divine and establishes a right relation with Him.
The obstacles. you speak of are the ordinary obstacles in
the sadbana, brought up by parts of the being, especially through
vital disturbance and physical inertia, movements which have to
be gradually worked · out of the consciousness.
*
**

I suppose each man makes or tries to make his own organisation
of life out of the mass of possibilities the forces present to him.
Self (physical self) and family are the building most make to earn, to create a family and maintain it, work for or get some
position in the means of life one chooses, in business, the pro
fession, etc. , etc. Country or humanity are usually added to that
by a minority. A few t ake up some ideal and follow it as the
mainstay of their life. It is only the very religious who try to
make God the centre of their life - that too rather imperfectly,
except for a few. None of these things are secure or certain, even
the last being certain only if it is followed with an absolute
ness which only a few are willing to give. The life of the Igno
rance is a play of forces through which man seeks his way and
all depends on his growth through experience to the point at
which he can grow out of it into something else. That something
else is in fact a new consciousness - whether a new conscious
ness beyond the earthly life or a new consciousness within it.
*
**

Family, society, country are a larger ego - they are not the
Divine. One can work for them and say that one is working for
the Divine only if one is conscious of the Divine Adesh to act
for that purpose or of the Divine Force working within one.
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Otherwise it is only an idea of the mind identifying country etc.
with the Divine.
*
**

Everything depends upon the aim you put before you. If, for the
realisation of one's spiritual aim, it is necessary to give up the
ordinary l ife of the Ignorance (samsiira), it must be done ; the
claim of the ordinary life cannot stand again�t that of the spirit.
If a yoga of works alone is chosen as the path, then one may
remain in the samsiira, but it will be freely, as a field of action
and not from any sense of obligation ; for the yogin must be
free inwardly from all ties and attachments. On the other hand,
there is no necessity to live the family life - one can leave it
and take any kind of works as a field of action.
In the yoga practised here the aim is to rise to a higher
consciousness and to live out of the higher consciousness alone,
not with the ordinary motives. This means a change of life as
well as a change of consciousness. But all are not so circum
stanced that they can cut loose from the ordinary life ; they
accept it therefore as a field of experience and self-training in
the earlier stages of the sadhana. But they must take care to look
at it as a field of experience only and to get free from the ordinary
desires, attachments and ideas which usually go with it ; other
wise, it becomes a drag and hindrance on their sadhana. When
one is not compelled by circumstances there is no necessity to
continue the ordinary life.
One becomes tamasic by leaving the ordinary actions
and life, only if the vital is so accustomed to draw its motives of
energy from the ordinary consciousness and its desires and acti
vities that if it loses them, it loses all joy and charm and energy
of existence. But if one has a spiritual aim and an inner life and
the vital part accepts them, then it draws its energies from
within and there is no danger of one's being tamasic.
*
**

It is not absolutely necessary to abandon the ordinary life in order
to seek after the Light or to practise yoga. This is usually done
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by those who want to make a clean cut, to live a purely religious
or exclusively inner and spiritual life, to renounce the world en
tirely and to depart from the cosmic existence by cessation of the
human birth and passing away into some higher state or into the
transcendental Reality. Otherwise, it is only necessary when the
pressure of the inner urge becomes so great that the pursuit of the
ordinary life is no l onger compatible with the pursuit of the do
minant spiritual obj ective. Till then what is necessary is a power
to practise an inner isolation, to be able to retire within oneself
and concentrate at any time on the necessary spiritual purpose.
There must also be a power to deal with the ordinary outer life
from a new inner attitude and one can then make the happenings
of that life itself a means for the inner change of nature and the
growth in spiritual experience.
*
**

As for your friend, it is not possible to say that she can come
here ; for that depends on many things which are not clearly pre
sent here. First, one must enter this Path or it must be seen that
one is called to i t ; afterwards there is the question whether one is
meant for the Ashram life here. The question about the family
duties can be answered in this way - the family duties exist so
long as one is in the ordinary consciousness of the grhastha ; if the
call to a spiritual life comes, ·whether one keeps to them or not
depends partly upon the way of yoga one follows, partly on one's
own spiritual necessity. There are many who pursue inwardly
the spiritual life and keep the family duties, not as social duties
but as a field for the practice of Karmayoga, others abandon
everything to follow the spiritual call or line and they are justified
if that is necessary for the yoga they practise or if that is the im
perative demand of the soul within them.
*
**

I don't remember the context ; but I suppose he means that when

one has to escape from the lower Dharma, one has often to re
nounce it so as to arrive at a larger one, e.g., social duties, paying
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debts, looking after family, help to serve your country, etc., etc.
The man who turns to the spiritual life, has to leave all that
behind him often and he is reproached by lots of people for his
Adharma. But if he does not do this Adharma, he is bound for
ever to the lower life - for there is always some duty there to be
done - and cannot take up the spiritual Dharma or can do it
only when he is old and his faculties impaired.
*
**

You may get his photograph - it may help to see what kind of
nature he has. But there is no need to go out of the way to per
suade him ; from his letter he does not seem altogether ready for
the spiritual life. His idea of life seems to. be rather moral and
philanthropic than spiritual at present ; and behind it is the at
tachment to the family life. If the impulse to seek the Divine of
which he speaks is more than a mental turn suggested by a vague
emotion, if it has really anything psychic in it, it will come out at
its own time ; there is no need to stimulate, and a premature sti
mulation may push him towards something for which he is not
yet fit.
*
**

The true object of the yoga is not philanthropy, but to find the
Divine, to enter into the divine consciousness and find one's true
being (which is not the ego) in the Divine.
The "Ripus" cannot be conquered by damana : even if it suc
ceeds to some extent, it only keeps them down, but does not des
troy them ; often compression only increases their force. It is only
by purification through the divine consciousness entering into
the egoistic nature and changing it that this thing can be done.
If the sadhak gives himself from deep within and is abso
lutely persevering in the Way, then only can he succeed.
*
**

The idea of usefulness to humanity is the old confusion due to
second-hand ideas imported from the West. Obviously, to be
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"useful" to humanity there is no need of yoga ; everyone who
leads the human life is useful to humanity in one way or another.
Yoga is directed towards God, not towards man. If a divine
supramental consciousness and power can be brought down and
established in the material world, that obviously would mean an
immense change for the earth including humanity and its life.
But the effect on humanity would only be one result of the
change ; it cannot be the object of the sadhana. The object of the
sadhana can only be to live in the divine consciousness and to
manifest it in life.
*
**

As to the extract about Yivekananda,1 the point I make there
does not seem to me humanitarian. You will see that I emphasise
there the last sentences of the page quoted from Vivekananda,
not the words about God the poor and sinner and criminal. The
point is about the Divine in the world, the All, sarva-bhutiini of
the Gita. That is not merely humanity, still less, only the poor or
the wicked ; surely, even the rich or the good are the part of the
All and those also who are neither good nor bad nor rich nor
poor. Nor is there any question (I mean in my own remarks) of
philanthropic service ; so neither daridrer sevii is the point. I had
formerly not the humanitarian but the humanity view - and
something of it may have stuck to my expressions in the Arya.
But I had already altered my viewpoint from the "Our yoga for
the sake of humanity" to "Our yoga for the sake of the Divine".
The Divine includes not only the supracosmic but the cosmic and
the individual - not only Nirvana or the Beyond but Life and
the All. It is that I stress everywhere.
*
**
1 "I have lost all wish for my salvation, may I be born again and again and suffer thou·

sands of miseries so that I may worship the only God that exists, the only God I believe in, the
sum·total of all souls, - and above all, my God the wicked, my God the miserable, my God
the poor of all races, of all species is the special object of my worship. He who is the high and
low, the saint and the sinner, the god and the worm, Him worship, the visible, the k nowable,
the real, the omnipresent ; break all other idols. In whom there is neither past life nor future
birth, nor death nor going nor coming, in whom we always have been and always will be one,
Him worship ; break all other idols." (From a letter of Swami Vivekananda; quoted by Sri
Aurobindo in

The Synthesis of Yoga, Centenary Edition, 1 972, pp. 257-58.)
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I do not remember what I said about Vivekananda. If I said he
was a great Vedantist, it is quite true. It does not follow that all
he said or did must be accepted as the highest truth or the best.
His ideal of sevii was a need of his nature and
must have helped
i
him - it does not follow that it must be accepted as a universal
spiritual necessity or ideal. Whether in declaring it he was the
mouthpiece of Ramakrishna or not, I cannot pronounce. It
seems certain that Ramakrishna expected him to be a great power
for changing the world-mind in a spiritual direction and it may be
assumed that the mission came to the disciple from the Master.
The details of his action are another matter. As for proceeding
like a blind man, that is a feeling that easily comes when a Power
greater than one's mind is pushing one to a large action ; for the
.
mind does not realise intellectually all that it is being pushed to
do and may have its moments of doubt or wonderment about it
- and yet it is obliged to go on. Vedantic (Adwaita) realisation
is the realisation of the silent static or absolute Brahman - one
may have that and yet not have the same indubitable clearness as
to the significance of one's action - for over one's action for the
Adwaitin lies the shadow of Maya.
*
**

Today a Kanchanjungha of correspondence has fallen on my
head, so I could - not write about Humanity and its progress.
Were not the later views of Lowes Dickinson grayed over by the
sickly cast of a disappointed idealism ? I have not myself an exag
gerated respect for Humanity and what it is - but to say that
there has been no progress at all is as much an exaggerated
pessimism as the rapturous hallelujahs of the nineteenth
century to a progressive Humanity were an exaggerated
optimism. I shall manage to read through the chapter
you sent me, though how I manage to find time for these
things is a standing miracle and a signal proof of a Divine
Providence.
Yes, the progress you are making is of the genuine kind, the signs are recognisable. And after all, the best way to make
Humanity progress is to move on oneself, - that may sound
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either individualistic or. egoistic, but it isn't : it is only common
sense. As the Gita says :
"Whatever the best do is taken as the model by the rest. " 1
There are always unregenerate parts tugging people back
wards and who is not divided ? But it is best to put one's trust in
the soul, the spark of the Divine within and foster that till it rises
into a sufficient flame.
*
**

·

It is no use entertaining these feelings. One has to see what the
world is without becoming bitter ; for the bitterness comes from
one's own ego and its disappointed expectations. If one wants
the victory of the Divine? one must achieve it in oneself first.
*
**

To concentrate most on one's own spiritual growth and expe
rience is the first necessity of the sadhak - to be eager to help
others draws away from the inner work. To grow in the spirit is
the greatest help one can give to others, for then something flows
out naturally to those around that helps them.
*
**

All this insistence upon action is absurd if one has not the light by
which to act. "Yoga must include life and not exclude it" does
not mean that we are bound to accept life as it is with all its
stumbling ignorance and misery and the obscure confusion of
human will and reason and impulse and instinct which it ex
presses. The advocates of action think that by human intellect
and energy making an always new rush, everything can be put
right ; the present state of the world after a development of the
intellect and a stupendous output of energy for which there is no
historical parallel is a signal proof of the emptiness of the
illusion under which they labour. Yoga takes the stand that it
is only by a change of consciousness that the true basis of Iife can
be discovered ; from within outward is indeed the rule. But
1

Yadyadiicarati sre1/hastattadevetaro jana}J.
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within does not mean some quarter inch behind the surface. One
must go deep and find the soul, the self, the Divine Reality within
us and only then can life become a true expression of what we
can be instead of a blind and always repeated confused blur of the
inadequate and imperfect thing we were. The choice is between
remaining in the old jumble and groping about in the hope of
stumbling on some discovery or standing back and seeking the
Light within till we discover and can build the Godhead within
and without us.
*
**

had never a very great confidence in X's yoga-turn getting the
better of his activ.ism, he has two strong ties that prevent it, ambition and need to act and lead in the vital, and in the mind a
mental idealism ; these two things are the great fosterers of illu
sion. The spiritual path needs a certain amount of realism one has to see the real value of the things that are, which is very
little except as steps in evolution. Then one can either follow
the spiritual static path of rest and release or the spiritual dyna
mic path of a greater truth to be brought down into life.
I

*
**

As for your question - Tagore, of course, belonged to an age
which had faith in its ideas and whose very denials were creative
affirmations. That makes an immense difference. Your strictures
on his later development may or may not be correct, but this
mixture even was the note of the day and it expressed a tangible
hope of a fusion into something new and true - therefore it
could create. Now all that idealism has been smashed to pieces
by the immense adverse event and everybody is busy exposing its
weaknesses - but nobody knows what to put in its place. A
mixture of scepticism and slogans, "Heil-Hitler" and the Fascist
salute and the Five-Year-Plan and the beating of everybody into
one amorphous shape, a disabused denial of all ideals on one
side and on the other a blind "shut-my-eyes and shut-everybody's
eyesn plunge into the bog in the hope of finding some firm foun
dation there, will not carry us very far. And what else is there ?
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Until new spiritual values are discovered, no great enduring
creation is possible.
*
**

It is queer these intellectuals go on talking of creation while
all they stand for is collapsing into the Neant without their being
able to raise a finger to save it. What are they going to create,
and from what material ? Besides what use is it all if a Hitler
with his cudgel or a Mussolini with his castor oil can come at
any moment and wash it out or beat it into dust ?
*
**

Yes, but human reason i s a very convenient and accommodating
instrument and works only in the circle set for it by interest,
partiality and prejudice. The politicians reason wrongly or
insincerely and have power to enforce the results of their reason
ing so as to make a mess of the world's affairs : the intellectuals
reason and show what their minds show them, which is far from
being always the truth, for it is generally decided by intellectual
preference and the mind's inborn education-inculcated angle of
vision ; but even when they see it, they have no power to enforce
it. So between blind power and seeing impotence the world
moves, achieving destiny through a mental muddle.
*
**

You write as if what is going on in Europe were a war between
the powers of the Light and the powers of Darkness - but that
is no more so than during the Great War. It is a fight between
two kinds of Ignorance. Our aim is to bring down a higher
Truth, but that Truth must be able to live by its own strength
and not depend upon the victory of one or other of the forces
of the Ignorance. That is the reason why we are not to mix in
political or social controversies and struggles ; it would simply
keep down our endeavour to a lower level and prevent the Truth
from descending which is none of these things but has a quite
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different law and basis. You speak of Brahmatej being over
powered by Kshatratej, but where is that happening ? None of
the warring parties incarnate either.

SEcrION FOUR
REASON, SCIENCE AND YOGA

Reason, Science and Yoga

EuROPEAN

metaphysical thought - even
in those thinkers who try to prove or explain the existence
and nature of God or of the Absolute - does not in its method
and result go beyond the intellect. But the intellect is incapable
of knowing the supreme Truth ; it can only range about seeking
·
for Truth, and catching fragmentary representations of it, not
the thing itself, and trying to piece them together. Mind cannot
arrive at Truth ; it can only make some constructed figure that
tries to represent it or a combination of figures. At the end of
European thought, therefore, there must always be Agnosticism,
declared or implicit. Intellect, if it goes sincerely to its own end,
has to return and give this report : "I cannot know ; there is, or
at least it seems to me that there may be or even must be Some
thing beyond, some ultimate Reality, but about its truth I can
only speculate ; it is either unknowable or cannot be known by
me." Or, if it has received some light on the way from what is
beyond it, it can say too : "There is perhaps a consciousness
beyond Mind, for I seem to catch glimpses of it and even to get
intimations from it. If that is in touch with the Beyond or if it
is itself the consciousness of the Beyond and you can find some
way to reach it, then this Something can be known but not
otherwise."
Any seeking of the supreme Truth through intellect alone
must end either in Agnosticism of this kind o r else in some
intellectual system or mind-constructed formula. There have
been hundreds of these systems and formulas and there can be
hundreds more, but none can be definitive. Each may have its
value for the mi nd , and different systems with their contrary
conclusions can have an equal appeal to intelligences of equal
power a nd competence. All this labour of speculation has its
utility in training the human mind and helping to keep before it
the idea of Something beyond and Ultimate towards which it
must turn. But the intellectual Reason can only point vaguely
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or feel gropingly towards it or try to indicate partial and even
conflicting aspects of its manifestation here ; it cannot enter
into and know it. As long as we remain in the domain of the
intellect only, an impartial pondering over all that has been
thought and sought after, a constant throwing up of ideas, of all
the possible ideas, and the formation of this or that philosophical
belief, opinion or conclusion is all that can be done. This kind
of disinterested search after Truth would be the only possible
attitude for any wide and plastic intelligence. But any conclusion
so arrived at would be only speculative ; it could have no spiri
tual value ; it would not give the decisive experience or the spiri
tual certitude for which the soul is seeking. If the intellect is
our highest possible instrument and there is no other means of
arriving at supraphysical Truth, then a wise and large Agnostic
ism must be our ultimate attitude. Things in the manifestation
may be known to some degree, but the Supreme and all that is
beyond the Mind must remain forever unknowable.
It is only if there is a greater consciousness beyond Mind and
that consciousness is accessible to us that we can know and enter
into the ultimate Reality. Intellectual speculation, logical reason
ing as to whether there is or is not such a greater consciousness
cannot carry us very far. What we need is a way to get the expe
rience of it, to reach it, enter into it, live in it. If we can get
that, intellectual speculation and reasoning must fall necessarily
into a very secondary place and even lose their reason for exis
tence. Philosophy, intellectual expression of the Truth may re
main, but mainly as a means of expressing this greater discovery
and as much of its contents as can at all be expressed in mental
terms to those who still live in the mental intelligence.
This, you will see, answers your point about the Western
thinkers, Bradley and others, who have arrived through intellec
tual thinking at the idea of an "Other beyond Thought" or have
even, like Bradley, tried to express their conclusions about it in
terms that recall some of the expressions in the Arya. The idea
in itself is not new ; it is as old as the Vedas. It was repeated in
other forms in Buddhism, Christian Gnosticism, Sufism. Ori
ginally, it was not discovered by intellectual speculation, but by
the mystics following an inner spiritual discipline. When, some-
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where between the seventh and fifth centuries B.c., men began
both in the East and West to intellectualise knowledge, this
Truth survived in the East ; in the West where the intellect began
to be accepted as the sole or highest instrument for the discovery
of Truth, it began to fade. But still it has there too tried constant
ly to return ; the Neo-Platonists brought it back, and now, it
appears, the Neo-Hegelians and others (e.g., the Russian Ous
pensky and one or two German thinkers, I believe) seem to be
reaching after it. But still there is a difference.
In the East, especially in India, the metaphysical thinkers
have tried, as in the West, to determine the nature of the highest
Truth by the intellect. But, in the first place, they have not
given mental thinking the· supreme rank as an instrument in the
discovery of Truth, but only a secondary status. The first rank
has always been given to spiritual intuition and illumination and
spiritual experience ; an intellectual conclusion that contradicts
this supreme authority is held invalid. Secondly, each philo
sophy has armed itself with a practical way of reaching to the
supreme state of consciousness, so that even when one begins
with Thought, the aim is to arrive at a consciousness beyond men
tal thinking. Each philosophical founder (as also those who
continued his work or school) has been a metaphysical thinker
doubled with a yogi. Those who were only philosophic intellec
tuals were respected for their learning but never took rank as
truth-discoverers. And the philosophies that lacked a sufficiently
powerful means of spiritual experience died out and became
things of the past because they were not dynamic for spiritual
discovery and realisation.
In the West it was just the opposite that came to pass.
Thought, intelJect, the logical reason came to be regarded more
and more as the highest means and even the highest end ; in
philosophy, Thought is the be-all and the end-all. It is by intel
lectual thinking and speculation that the truth is to be discovered ;
even spiritual experience has been summoned to pass the tests
of the intellect, if it is to be held valid - just the reverse of the
Indian position. Even those who see that the mental Thought
must be overpassed and admit a supramental "Other", do not
seem to escape from the feeling that it must be through mental
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Thought, sublimating and transmuting itself, that this other
Truth must be reached and made to take the place of the mental
limitation and ignorance. And again Western thought has ceased
to be dynamic ; it has sought after a theory of things, not after
realisation. It was still dynamic amongst the ancient Greeks, but
for moral and aesthetic rather than spiritual ends. Later on, it
became yet more purely in tellectual and academic; it became
intellectual speculation only without any practical ways and
means for the attainment of the Truth by spiritual experiment,
spiritual discovery, a spiritual transformation. If there were not
this difference, there would be no reason for seekers like your-·
self to turn to the East for guidance ; for in the purely intellectual
field, the Western.thinkers are as competent as any Eastern sage.
It is the spiritual way, the road that leads beyond the intellectual
levels, the passage from the outer being to the inmost Self, which
has been lost by the over-intellectuality of the mind of Europe.
In the extracts you have sent me from Bradley and Joachim,
it is still the intellect thinking about what is beyond itself and
coming to an intellectual, a reasoned speculative conclusion
about it. It is not dynamic for the change which it attempts to
describe. If these writers were expressing in mental terms some
realisation, even mental, some intuitive experience of this "Other
than Thought", then one ready for it might feel it through the
veil of the language they use and himself draw near to the same
experience. Or if, having reached the intellectual conclusion,
they had passed on to the spiritual realisation, finding the way
or following one already found, then in pursuing their thought,
one might be preparing oneself for the same transition. But
there is nothing of the kind in all this strenuous thinking. It
remains in the domain of the intellect and in that domain it is
no doubt admirable ; but it does not become dynamic for spiri
tual experience.
It is not by "thinking out" the entire reality, but by a change
of consciousness that one can pass from the ignorance to the
Knowledge - the Knowledge by which we become what we
know. To pass from the external to a direct and intimate inner
consciousness ; to widen consciousness out of the limits of the
ego and the body ; to heighten it by an inrier will and aspiration
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and opening to the Light till it passes in its ascent beyond Mind ;
to bring down a descent of the supramental Divine through
self-giving and surrender with a consequent transformation of
mind, life and body - this is the integral way to the Truth. 1
It is this that we call the Truth here and aim at in our yoga.
*
**

Yoga is not a thing of ideas but of inner spiritual experience.
Merely to be attracted to any set of religious or spiritual ideas
does not bring with it any realisation. Yoga means a change of
consciousness ; a mere mental activity will not bring a change of
consciousness, it can only bring a change of mind. And if your
mind is sufficiently mobile, it will go on changing from one thing
to another till the end without arriving at any sure way or any
spiritual harbour. The mind can think and doubt and question
and accept and withdraw its acceptance, make formations and
unmake them, pass decisions and revoke them, judging always
on the surface and by surface indications and therefore never
coming to any deep and firm experience of Truth, but by itself
it can do no more. There are only three ways by which it can
make itself a channel or instrument of Truth. Either it must fall
silent in the Self and give room for a wider and greater con
sciousness ; or it must make itself passive to an inner Light
and allow that Light to use it as a means of expression ; or else,
it must itself change from the questioning intellectual super
ficial mind it now is to an intuitive intelligence, a mind of vision
fit for the direct perception of the divine Truth.
If you want to do anything in the path of yoga, you must
fix once for all what way you mean to follow. It is no use setting
your face towards the future and then always looking back
towards the past ; in this way you will arrive nowhere. If you
are tied to your past, return to it and follow the way you then
choose ; but if you choose this way instead, you must give your1 I have said that the idea of the supermind was already in existence from ancient times.

There was in India and elsewhere the attempt to reach it by rising to it ; but what was missed
was the way to make it integral for the life and to bring
whole nature, even of the physical nature.

it down for transformation of the
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self to it single-mindedly and not look back at every moment.
*
**

As to doubts and argumentative answers to them, I have long
given up the practice as I found it perfectly useless. Yoga is not
a field for intellectual argument or dissertation. It is not by the
exercise of the logical or the debating mind that one can arrive
at a true understanding of yoga or follow it. A doubting spirit,
"honest doubt" and the claim that the intellect shall be satisfied
and be made the judge on every point is all very well in the
field of mental action outside. But yoga is not a mental field,
the conscio!J sness which has to be established is not a mental
logical or debating consciousness - it is even laid down by yoga
that unless and until the mind is stilled, including the intellectual
or logical mind, and opens itself in quietude or silence to a higher
and deeper consciousness, vision and knowledge, sadhana can
not reach its goal. For the same reason an unquestioning open
ness to the Guru is demanded in the Indian spiritual tradition ;
as for blame, criticism and attack on the Guru, it was considered
reprehensible and the surest possible obstacle to sadhana
If the spirit of doubt could be overcome by meeting it with
arguments, there m i ght be something in the demand for its
removal by satisfaction through logic. But the spirit of doubt
doubts for its own sake, for the sake of doubt ; it simply uses the
mind as its instrument for its particular dharma, and this not the
least when that mind thinks it is seeking sincerely for a solution
of its honest and irrepressible doubts. Mental positions always
differ, moreover, and it is well-known that people can argue for
ever without one convincing the other. To go on perpetually
answering persistent and always recurring doubts such as fo.r long
have filled this Ashram and obstructed the sadhana, is merely to
frustrate the aim of the yoga and go against its central principle
with no spiritual or other gain whatever. If anybody gets over
his fundamental doubts, it is by the growth of the psychic in him
or by an enlargement of his consciousness, not otherwise. Ques
tions which ari se from the spirit of enquiry, not aggres sive or self.
assertive, but as a part of a hunger for knowledge can be
,

.
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answered, but the "spirit of doubt" is insatiable and un
appeasable.
*
**

Out of the thousand mental questions and answers there are
only one or two here and there that are really of any dynamic
assistance - while a single inner response or a little growth of
consciousness will do what those thousand questions and answers
could not do. The yoga does not proceed by upadesa but by inner
influence. To state your condition, experiences, etc. and open to
the help is far more important than question-asking.
*
**

The whole world knows, spiritual thinker and materialist alike,
that the world for the created or naturally evolved being in the .
ignorance or the inconscience of Nature is neither a bed of
roses nor a path of joyous Light. It is a difficult journey, a battle
and struggle, an often painful and chequered growth, a life
besieged by obscurity, falsehood and suffering. It has its mental,
vital, physical joys and pleasures, but these bring only a tran
sient taste - which yet the vital self is unwilling to forego - and
they end in distaste, fatigue or disillusionment. What then ?
To say the Divine does not exist is easy, but it leads nowhere
- it leaves you where you are with no prospect or issue neither Russell nor any materialist can tell you where you are
going or even where you ought to go. The Divine does not mani
fest himself so as to be recognised in the external world-circum
stances - admittedly so. These are not the works of an irres
ponsible autocrat somewhere - they are the circumstances of
a working out of Forces according to a certain nature of being,
one might say a certain proposition or problem of being into
which we have all really consented to enter and co-operate. The
work is painful, dubious, its vicissitudes impossible to forecast ?
There are either of two possibilities then, to get out of it into Nir
vana by the Buddhist or the illusionist way or to get inside oneself
and find the Divine there since he is not discoverable on the sur
face. For those who have made the attempt, and there were not
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a few but hundreds and thousands, have testified through the
ages that he is there and that is why there exists the yoga. It
takes long ? The Divine is concealed behind a thick veil of his
Maya and does not answer at once or at any early stage to our
call ? Or he gives only a _glimpse uncertain and passing and then
withdraws and waits for us to be ready ? But if the Divine has
any value, is it not worth some trouble and time and labour to
follow after him and must we insist on having him without any
training or sacrifice or suffering or trouble ? It is surely irrational
to make a demand of such a nature. It is positive that we have
to get inside, behind the veil to find him ; it is only then that we
can see him outside and the intellect be not so much convinced
as forced to ad:qiit his presence by experience - just as when a
man sees what he has denied and can no longer deny it. But for
that the means must be accepted and the persistence in the will
and patience in the labour.
*
**

But why on earth does your despairing friend want everybody to
agree with him and follow his own preferred line of conduct or
belief? That is the never-realised dream of the politician, or
realised only by the violent compression of the human mind and
life, which is the latest feat of the man of action. The "incarnate"
Gods - Gurus and spiritual men of whom he so bitterly com
plains - are more modest in their hopes and are satisfied with
a handful or, if you like, an Ashramful of disciples, and even
these they don't ask for, but they come, they come. So are they
not - these denounced "incarnates" - nearer to reason and
wisdom than the political leaders ? - unless of course one of
them makes the mistake of founding a universal religion, but that
is not our case. Moreover, he upbraids you for losing your reason
in blind faith. But what is his own view of things except a
reasoned faith ? You believe according to your faith, which is
quite natural, he believes according to his opinion, which is na
tural also, but no better, so far as the likelihood of getting at the
true truth of things is in question. His opinion is according to
his reason. So are the opinions of his political opponents accord-
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ing to their reason, yet they affirm the very opposite idea to his.
How is reasoning to show which is right ? The opposite parties
can argue till they are blue in the face - they won't be any
where nearer a decision. In the end he prevails who has the
greater force or whom the trend of things favours. But who can
look at the world as it is and say that the trend of things is always
(or ever) according to right reason - whatever this thing called
right reason may be ? As a matter of fact there is no universaJ
infallible reason which can decide and be the umpire between
conflicting opinions ; there is only my reason, your reason, X's
reason, Y's reason, multiplied up to the discordant innumerable.
Each reasons according to his view of things, his opinion, that is,
his mental constitution ·and mental preference. So what is the
use of running down faith which after all gives something to hold
on to amidst the contradictions of an enigmatic universe ? If
one can get at a knowledge that knows, it is another matter ;
but so long as we have only an ignorance that argues, - well,
there is a place still left for faith, - even faith may be a glint from
the knowledge that knows, however far off, and meanwhile
there is not the slightest doubt that it helps to get things done.
There's a bit of reasoning for you !-just like all other reasoning
too, convincing to the convinced, but not to the unconvincible,
that is, to those who don't accept the ground upon which the
reasoning dances. Logic, after all, is only a measured dance of
the mind, nothing else.
*
**

Your dream was certainly not moonshine : it was an inner expe
rience and can be given its full value. As for the other questions,
they are full of complications and I do not feel armed to cut the
Gordian knot with a sentence. Certainly, you are right to follow
directly the truth for yourself and need not accept X's or any
body else's proposition or solution. Man needs both faith and
reason so long as he has not reached a surer insight and greater
knowledge. Without faith he cannot certainly walk on any road,
and without reason he might very well be walking, even with the
staff of faith to support him, in the darkness. X himself founds
his faith, if not on Reason yet on reasons ; and the rationalist,
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the rationaliser or the reasoner must have some faith even if it
be faith only in Reason itself as sufficient and authoritative, just
as the believer has faith in his faith as sufficient and authoritative.
Yet both are capable of error, as they must be since both are
instruments of the human mind whose nature is to err, and they
share that mind's limitations. Each must walk by the light he has
even though there are dark spots in which he stumbles.
All that is, however, another matter than the question about
the present human civilisation. It is not this which has to be
saved ; it is the world that has to be saved and that will surely be
done, though it may not be so easily or so soon as some wish or
imagine, or in the way that they imagine. The present must surely
change, but whe�her by a destruction or a new construction on
the basis of a greater Truth, is the issue. The Mother has left
the question hanging and I can only do the same. After all, the
wise man, unless he is a prophet or a Director of the Madras
Astrological Bureau, must often be content to take the Asqui·
thian position. Neither optimism nor pessimism is the truth :
they are only modes of the mind or modes of the temperament.
Let us then, without either excessive optimism or excessive
pessimism, "wait and see".
*
**

The faith in spiritual things that is asked of the sadhak is not an
ignorant but a luminous faith, a faith in light and not in darkness.
It is called blind by the sceptical intellect because it refuses to be
guided by outer appearances or seeming facts, - for it looks for
the truth behind, - and because it does not walk on the crutches
of proof and evidence. It is an intuition, an intuition not only
waiting for experience to justify it, but leading towards expe
rience. If I believe in self-healing, I shall after a time find out the
way to heal myself. If I have a faith in transformation, I can end
by laying my hand on and unravelling the process of transforma·
tion. But if I begin with doubt and go on with more doubt, how
far am I likely to go on the journey ?
*

**
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As for the faith-doubt question, you ardently give to the word
faith a sense and a scope I do not attach to it. I will have to write
not one but several letters to clear up the position. It seems to
me that you mean by faith a mental belief which is in fact put
before the mind and senses in the doubtful form of an unsup
ported asseveration. I mean by it a dynamic intuitive conviction
in the inner being of the truth of supersensible things which can
not be proved by any physical evidence but which are a subject
of experience. My point is that this faith is a most desirable
preliminary (if not absolutely indispensable - for there can be
cases of experiences not preceded by faith) to the desired ex
perience. If I insist so much on faith - but even less on positive
faith than on the throwing away of a priori doubt and denial
- it is because I find that this doubt and denial have become
an instrument in the hands of the obstructive forces . . . .
Why I call the materialist's denial 3:n a priori denial is
because he refuses even to consider or examine what he denies
but starts by denying it like Leonard Woolf with his "quack,
quack" on the ground that it contradicts his own theories, so
it can't be true. On the other hand, the belief in the Divine
and the Grace and yoga and the Guru etc. is not a priori, because
it rests on a great mass of human experience which has been
accumulating through the centuries and the millenniums as
well as the personal intuitive perception. Therefore it is an
intuitive perception which has been confirmed by the experience
of hundreds and thousands of those who have tested it before me.
*
**

I have started writing about doubt, but even in doing so I am
affi.icted by the "doubt" whether any amount of writing or of
anything else can ever persuade the eternal doubt in man which
is the penalty of his native ignorance. In the first place, to
write adequately would mean anything from 60 to 600 pages,
but not even 6000 convincing pages would convince doubt.
For doubt exists for its own sake ; its very function is to doubt
always and, even when convinced, to go on doubting still ; it
is only to persuade its entertainer to give it board and lodging
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that it pretends to be an honest truth-seeker. This is a lesson
I have learnt from the experience both of my own mind and of
the minds of others ; the only way to get rid of doubt is to take
discrimination as one's detector of truth and falsehood and
under its guard to open the door freely and courageously to
expenence.
All the same I have started writing, but I will begin not
with doubt but with the demand for the Divine as a concrete
certitude, quite as concrete as any physical phenomenon caught
by the senses. Now, certainly, the Divine must be such a certi
tude not only as concrete but more concrete than anything
sensed by ear or eye or touch in the world of Matter; but it is
a certitude n� t of mental thought but of essential experience.
When the Peace of God descends on you, when the Divine
Presence is there within you, when the Ananda rushes on you
like a sea, when you are driven like a leaf before the wind by the
breath of the Divine Force, when Love flowers out from you on
all creation, when Divine Knowledge floods you with a Light
which illumines and transforms in a moment all that was before
dark, sorrowful and obscure, when all that is becomes part of
the One Reality, when the Reality is all around you, you feel
at once by the spiritual contact, by the inner vision, by the
illumined and seeing thought, by the vital sensation and even
by the very physical sense, everywhere you see, hear, touch only
the Divine. Then you can much less doubt it or deny it than
you can deny or doubt daylight or air or the sun in heaven - for
of these physical things you cannot be sure but they are what
your senses represent them to be ; but in the concrete experiences
of the Divine, doubt is impossible.
As to permanence, you cannot expect permanence of the
initial spiritual experiences from the beginning - only a few
have that and even for them the high intensity is not always
there ; for most, the experience comes and then draws back
behind the veil waiting for the human part to be prepared and
made ready to bear and hold fast its increase and then its per
manence. But to doubt it on that account would be irrational
in the extreme. One does not doubt the existence of air because
a strong wind is not always blowing or of sunlight because
.
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night intervenes between dawn and dusk. The difficulty lies in
the normal human consciousness to which spiritual experience
comes as something abnormal and is in fact supernormal. This
weak limited normality finds it difficult at first even to get any
touch of that greater and intenser supernormal experience ;
or it gets it diluted into its own duller stuff of mental or vital
experience, and when the spiritual does come in its own over
whelming power, very often it cannot bear or, if it bears, cannot
hold and keep it. Still, once a decisive breach has been made
in the walls built by the mind against the Infinite, the breach
widens, sometimes slowly, sometimes swiftly, until there is
no wall any longer, and there is the permanence.
But the decisive experiences cannot be brought, the perma
nence of a new state of consciousness in which they will be
normal cannot be secured if the mind is always interposing its
own reservations, prejudgments, ignorant formulas or if it insists
on arriving at the divine certitude as it would at the quite relative
truth of a mental conclusion, by reasoning, doubt, enquiry and
all the other paraphernalia of Ignorance feeling and fumbling
around after Knowledge ; these greater things can only be
brpught by the progressive opening of a consciousness quieted
and turned steadily towards spiritual experience. If you ask
why the Divine has so disposed it on these highly inconvenient
bases, it is a futile question, - for this is nothing else than a
psychological necessity imposed by the very nature of things.
It is so because these experiences of the Divine are not mental
constructions, not vital movements ; they are essential things,
not things merely thought but realities, not mentally felt but
felt in our very underlying substance and essence. No doubt,
the mind is always there and can intervene ; it can and does
have its own type of mentalising about the Divine, thoughts,
beliefs, emotions, mental reflections of spiritual Truth, even a
kind of mental realisation which repeats as well as it can some
kind of figure of the higher Truth, and all this is not without
value but it is not concrete, intimate and indubitable. Mind by
itself is incapable of ultimate certitude ; whatever it believes,
it can doubt ; whatever it can affirm, it can deny ; whatever it
gets hold of, it can and does let go. That, if you like, is its
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freedom, noble right, privilege ; it may be all you can say in its
praise, but by these methods of mind you cannot hope (outside
the reach of physical phenomena and hardly even there) to arrive
at anything you can call an ultimate certitude. It is for this
compelling reason that mentalising or enquiring about the
Divine cannot by its own right bring the Divine. If the con
sciousness is always busy with small mental movements, - espe
cially accompanied, as they usually are, by a host of vital move
ments, desires, prepossessions and all else that vitiates human
thinking, - even apart from the native insufficiency of reason,
what room can there be for a new order of knowledge, for funda
mental experiences or for those deep and tremendous upsurgings
or descents of t).le Spirit ? It is indeed possible for the mind in
the midst of its activities to be suddenly taken by surprise,
overwhelmed, swept aside, while all is flooded with a sudden
inrush of spiritual experience. But if afterwards it begins
questioning, doubting, theorising, surmising what these might
be and whether it is true or not, what else can the spiritual
power do but retire and wait for the bubbles of the mind to
cease ?
I would ask one simple question of those who would make
the intellectual mind the standard and judge of spiritual exper
ience. Is the Divine something less than mind or is it something
greater ? Is mental consciousness with its groping enquiry,
endless argument, unquenchable doubt, stiff and unplastic
logic something superior or even equal to the Divine Con
sciousness or is it something inferior in its action and status ?
If it is greater, then there is no reason to seek after the Divine.
If it is equal, then spiritual experience is quite superfluous.
But if it is inferior, how can it challenge, judge, make the Divine
stand as an accused or a witness before its tribunal, summon it
to appear as a candidate for admission before a Board of
Examiners or pin it like an insect under its examining micro
scope ? Can the vital animal hold up as infallible the standard
of its vital instincts, associations and impulses, and judge,
interpret and fathom by it the mind of man ? It cannot, because
man's mind is a greater power working in a wider, more complex
way which the animal vital consciousness cannot follow. Is it
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so difficult to see, similarly, that the Divine Consciousness must
be something i nfinitely wider, more complex than the human
mind, filled with greater powers and lights, moving i n a way
which mere mind cannot judge, interpret or fathom by the
standard of its fallible reason and limited half-knowledge ? The
simple fact is there that Spirit and Mind are not the same thing
and that it is the spiritual consciousness into which the yogin
has to enter (ill all this I am not in the least speaking of the
supermind), if he wants to be in permanent contact or union with
the Divine. It is not then a freak of the Divine or a tyranny to
insist on the mind recognising its limitations, quieting itself,
giving up its demands, and opening and surrendering to a
greater Light than it .can find on its own obscurer level.
This doesn't mean that mind has no place at all in the
spiritual life ; but it means that it cannot be even the main
instrument, much less the authority, to whose judgment all must
submit itself, including the Divine. Mind must learn from the
greater consciousness it is approaching and not impose its own
standards on it ; it has to receive illumination, open to a higher
Truth, admit a greater power that doesn't work according to
mental canons, surrender itself and allow its half-light half
darkness to be flooded from above till where it was blind it can
see, where it was deaf it can hear, where it was insensible it can
feel, and where it was baffled, uncertain, questioning, disappointed it can have joy, fulfilment, certitude and peace.
This is the position on which yoga stands, a position based
upon constant experience since men began to seek after the
Divine. If it is not true, then there is no truth i n yoga and no
necessity for yoga. If it is true, then it i s on that basis, from the
standpoint of the necessity of this greater consciousness that we
can see whether doubt is of any utility for the spiritual life.
To believe anything and everything is certainly not demanded
of the spiritual seeker ; such a promiscuous and imbecile cre
dulity would be not only unintellectual, but in the last degree
unspiritual. At every moment of the spiritual life until one has
got fully i nto the higher light, one has to be on one's guard and
be able to distinguish spiritual truth from pseudo-spiritual
imitations of it or substitutes for it set up by the mind and the

·
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vital desire. The power to distinguish between truths of the
Divine and the lies of the Asura is a cardinal necessity for
yoga. The question is whether that can best be done by the
negative and destructive method of doubt, which often kills
falsehood but rejects truth too with the same impartial blow, or
a more positive, helpful and luminously searching power can be
found, which is not compelled by its inherent ignorance to meet
truth and falsehood alike with the stiletto of doubt and the
bludgeon of denial. An indiscriminateness of mental belief is
not the teaching of spirituality or of yoga ; the faith of which it
speaks is not a crude mental belief but the fidelity of the soul to
the guiding light within it, a fidelity which has to remain till
the light leads it into knowledge.
*

**

I do not ask "undiscriminating faith" from anyone, all I ask is
fundamental faith, safeguarded by a patient and quiet discrimi
nation - because it is these that are proper to the consicous
ness of a spiritual seeker and it is these that I have myself used
and found that they removed all necessity for the quite gratui
tous dilemma of "either you must doubt everything supra
physical or be entirely credulous", which is the stock-in-trade
of the materialist argument. Your doubt, I see, constantly re
turns to the the charge with a repetition of this formula in spite
of my denial - which supports my assertion that Doubt cannot
be convinced, because by its very nature it does not want to be
convinced ; it keeps repeating the old ground always.
*
**

The abnormal abounds in this physical world, the supernormal
is there also. In these matters, apart from any question of
faith, any truly rational man with a free mind (not tied up
like the rationalists or so-called free-thinkers at every point
with the triple cords of a priori irrational disbelief) must not
cry out at once, "Humbug ! Falsehood !" but suspend judg
ment until he has the necessary experience and knowledge.
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To deny in ignorance is no better than to affirm in ignorance.
*
**

Whatever the motive immediately pushing the mind or the
vital, if there is a true seeking for the Divine in the being, it must
lead eventually to the realisation of the Divine. The soul within
has always the inherent (ahaituki) yearning for the Divine ;
the hetu or special motive is simply an impulsion used by it to
get the mind and the vital to follow the inner urge. If the mind
and the vital can feel and accept the soul's sheer love for the
Divine for his own sake, then the sadhana gets its full power and
many difficulties disappear ; but even if they do not, they will
get what they seek after in the Divine and through it they will
come to realise something, even to pass beyond the limit of the
original desire. . . . I may say that the idea of a joyless God is an
absurdity, which only the ignorance of the mind could engender !
The Radha love is not based upon any such thing, but means
simply that whatever comes on the way to the Divine, pain or
joy, milana or viraha, and however long the sufferings may
last, the Radha love is unshaken and keeps its faith and certi
tude pointing fixedly like a star to the supreme object of Love.
What is this Ananda, after all ? The mind can see in it
nothing but a pleasant psychological condition, - but if it
were only that, it could not be the rapture which the bhaktas
and the mystics find in it. When the Ananda comes into you,
it is the Divine who comes into you, just as when the Peace
flows into you, it is the Divine who is invading you, or when you
are flooded with Light, it is the flood of the Divine himself
that is around you. Of course, the Divine is something much
more, many other things besides, and in them all a Presence, a
Being, a Divine Person ; for the Divine is Krishna, is Shiva, is
the Supreme M other. But through the Ananda you can per
ceive the Anandamaya Krishna, for the Ananda is the subtle
body and being of Krishna ; through the Peace you can per
ceive the Shantimaya Shiva ; in the Light, in the delivering
Knowledge, the Love, the fulfilling and uplifting Power you
can meet the presence of the Divine Mother. It is this percep-
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tion that makes the experiences of the bhaktas and mystics so
rapturous and enables them to pass more easily through the
nights of anguish and separation ; when there is this soul
perception, it gives to even a little or brief Ananda a force or
value it could not otherwise have, and the Ananda itself gathers
by it a growing power to stay, to return, to increase.
I cannot very well answer the strictures of Russell, for the
conception of the Divine as an external omnipotent Power who
has "created" the world and governs it like an absolute and
arbitrary monarch - the Christian or Semitic conception - has
never been mine ; it contradicts too much my seeing and ex
perience during thirty years of sadhana. It is against this con
ception that the atheistic objection is aimed, - for atheism in
Europe has been a shallow and rather childish reaction against
a shallow and childish exoteric religionism and its popular
inadequate and crudely dogmatic notions. But when I speak
of the Divine Will, I mean something different, - something
that has descended here into an , evolutionary world of Igno
rance, standing at the back of things, pressing on the Darkness
with its Light, leading things presently towards the best possible
in the conditions of a world of Ignorance and leading it even
tually towards a descent of a greater power of the Divine, which
will be not an omnipotence held back and conditioned by the
law of the world as it is, but in full action and therefore bringing
the reign of light, peace, harmony, joy, love, beauty and Ananda,
for these are the D ivine Nature. The Divine Grace is there ready
to act at every moment, but it manifests as one grows out of the
Law of Ignorance into the Law of Light, and it is meant, not as
an arbitrary caprice, however miraculous often its intervention,
but as a help in that growth and a Light that leads and even
tually delivers. If we take the facts of the world as they are and
the facts of spiritual experience as a whole, neither of whiCh
can be denied or neglected, then I do not see what other Divine
there can be. This Divine may lead us often through darkness,
because the darkness i s there in us and around us, but it is to
the Light he i s leading and not to anything else.
*
**
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The point about the intellect's misrepresentation of the "Form
less" (the result of a merely negative expression of something
that is inexpressibly intimate and positive) is very well made
and hits the truth in the centre. No one who has had the Ananda
of the Brahman can do anything but smile at the charge of
coldnes$ ; there is an absoluteness of immutable ecstasy in it,
a concentrated intensity of silent and inalienable rapture that
is impossible even to suggest to anyone who has not had the
experience. The eternal Reality is neither cold nor dry nor
empty ; you might as well talk of the midsummer sunlight as
cold or the ocean as dry or perfect fullness as empty. Even when
you enter into it by elimination of form and everything else,
it surges up as a miraculous fullness - that is truly the Purnam ;
when it is entered affirmatively as well as by negation, there
can obviously be no question of emptiness or dryness ! All
is there and more than one could ever dream of as the all. .
That is why one has to object to the intellect thrusting itself in
as the sab-jiintii (all-knowing) judge : if it kept to its own limits,
there would be no objection to it. But it makes construc
tions of w ords and ideas which have no application to the
Truth, babbles foolish things in its ignorance and makes its
constructions a wall which refuses to let in the Truth that
surpasses its own capacities and scope.
*
**

If one is blind, it is quite natural - for the human intelligence
is after all rather an imbecile thing at its best - to deny day
light : if one's highest natural vision is that of glimmering mists,
it is equally natural to believe that all high vision is but a mist
or a glimmer. But Light exists for all that - and Spiritual
Truth is more than a mist and a glimmer.
*
**

In reference to what Prof. Sorley has written on The Riddle
of this World, the book, of course, was not meant as a full or
direct statement of my thought and, as it was written to sadhaks
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mostly, many things were taken for granted there. Most of the
major ideas - e.g. overmind - were left without elucidation.
To make the ideas implied clear to the intellect, they must be put
with precision in an intellectual form - so far as that is possible
with supra-intellectual things. What is written in the book can
be clear to those who have gone far enough in experience, but
for most it can only be suggestive.
I do not think, however, that the statement of supra-intel
lectual things necessarily involved a making of distinctions in
the terms of the intellect. For, fundamentally, it is not an
expression of ideas arrived at by speculative thinking. One has
to arrive at spiritual knowledge through experience and a
consciousness of things which arises directly out of that ex
perience or else underlies or is involved in it. This kind of
knowledge, then, is fundamentally a consciousness and not a
thought or formulated idea. For instance, my first major
experience - radical and overwhelming, though not, as it
turned out, final and exhaustive - came after and by the
exclusion and silencing of all thought - there was, first, what
might be called a spiritually substantial or concrete conscious
ness of stillness and silence, then the awareness of some sole and
supreme Reality in whose presence things existed only as forms,
but forms not at all substantial or real or concrete ; but this was
all apparent to a spiritual perception and essential and imper
sonal sense and there was not the least concept or idea of reality
or unreality or any other notion, for all concept or idea was
hushed or rather entirely absent in the absolute stillness. These
things were known directly through the pure consciousness
and not through the mind, so there was no need of concepts or
words or names. At the same time this fundamental character
of spiritual experience is not absolutely limitative ; it can do
without thought, but it can do with thought also. Of course, the
first idea of the mind would be that the resort to thought brings
one back at once to the domain of the intellect - and at first
and for a long time it may be so ; but it is not my experience
that this is unavoidable. It happens so when one tries to make
an intellectual statement of what one has experienced ; but there
is another kind of thought that springs out as if it were a body
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or form of the experience or of the consciousness involved in
it - or of a part of that consciousness - and this does not seem
to me to be intellectual in its character. It has another light,
another power in it, a sense within the sense. It is very
clearly so with those thoughts that come without the need of
words to embody them, thoughts that are of the nature of a
direct seeing in the consciousness, even a kind of intimate sense
or contact formulating itself into a precise expression of its
awareness (I hope this is not too mystic or unintelligible) ; but
it might be said that directly the thoughts tum into words
they belong to the kingdom of intellect - for words are a
coinage of the intellect. But is it so really or inevitably ? It has
always seemed to me . that words came originally from some
where else than the thinking mind, although the thinking mind
secured hold of them, turned them to its use and coined them
freely for its purposes. But even otherwise, is it not possible to
use words for the expression of something that is not intellectual ?
Housman contends that poetry is perfectly poetical only when
it is non-intellectual, when it is non-sense. That is too para
doxical, but I suppose what he means is that if it is put to the
strict test of the intellect, it appears extravagant because it
conveys something that expresses and is real to some other
kind of seeing than that which intellectual thought brings to us.
Is it no� possible that words may spring from, that language
may be used to express - at least up to a certain point and in
a certain way - the supra-intellectual consciousness which
is the essential power of spiritual experience ? This, however,
is by the way - when one tries to explain spiritual experience
to the intellect itself, then it is a different matter.
The interpenetration of the planes is indeed for me a
capital and fundamental part of spiritual experience without
which yoga as I practise it and its aim could not exist. For that
aim is to manifest, reach or embody a higher consciousness
upon earth and not to get away from earth into a higher world
or some supreme Absolute. The old yogas (not quite all of them)
tended the other way - but thaJ: was, I think, because they found
the earth as it is a rather impossible place for any spiritual being
and the resistance to change too obstinate to be borne ; earth-
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nature looked to them in Vivekananda's simile like the dog's tail
which, every time you straighten it, goes back to its original curl.
But the fundamental proposition in this matter was proclaimed
very definitely in the Upanishads which went so far as to say that
Earth is the foundation and all the worlds are on the earth and
to imagine a clean-cut or irreconcilable difference between them
is ignorance : here and not elsewhere, not by going to some
other world, the divine realisation must come. This statement
was used to justify a purely individual realisation, but it can
equally be the basis of a wider endeavour.
About polytheism, I certainly accept the truth of the many
forms and personalities of the One which since the Vedic times
has been the spiritual essence of Indian polytheism - a secon
dary aspect in the seeking for the One and only Divine. But the
passage referred to by Professor Sorley (p. 56) is concerned with
something else - the little godlings and Titans spoken of there
are supraphysical beings of other planes. It is not meant to be
suggested that they are real Godheads and entitled to worship
- on the contrary, it is indicated that to accept their influence
is to move towards error and confusion or a deviation from the
true spiritual way. No doubt, they have some power to create,
they are makers of forms i n their own way and in their limited
domain, but so are men too creators of outward and of inward
things in their own domain and limits - and, even, man's crea
tive powers can have repercussions on the supraphysical levels.

I agree that asceticism can be overdone. It has its place as
one means - not the only one - of self-mastery ; but asceticism
that cuts away life is an exaggeration, though one that had many
remarkable results which perhaps could hardly have come other
wise. The play of forces in this world is enigmatic, escaping from
any rigid rule of the reason, and even an exaggeration like that
is often employed to bring about something needed for the full
development of human achievement and knowledge and expe
rience. But it was an exaggeration all the same and not, as it
claimed to be, the indispensable path to the true goal.
*
**
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I find nothing to object to in Prof. Sorley's comment on the. still,
bright and clear mind, for it adequately indicates the process by
which the mind makes itself ready for the reflection of the higher
Truth in its undisturbed surface or substance. One thing per
haps needs to be kept in view - this pure stillness of the mind is
always the required condition, the desideratum, but to bring it
about there are more ways than one. It is not, for instance, only
by an effort of the mind itself to get clear of all intrusive emotion
or passion or of its own characteristic vibrations or of the obscur
ing fumes of a physical inertia which brings about the sleep or
torpor of the mind instead of its wakeful silence that the thing can
be done - for this is only the ordinary process of the yogic path
of knowledge. It can �appen also by a descent from above of a
great spiritual stillness imposing silence on the mind and heart
and the life stimuli and the physical reflexes. A sudden descent
of this kind or a series of descents accumulative in force and
efficacy is a well-known phenomenon of sr.iritual experience.
Or again one may start a process of one kind or another for the
purpose which would normally mean a long labour and be seized,
even at the outset, by a rapid intervention or manifestation of the
Silence with an effect out of all proportion to the means used at
the beginning. One commences with a method, but the work is
taken up by a Grace from above, from That to which one aspires
or an irruption of the infinitudes of the Spirit. It was in this last
way that I myself came by the mind's absolute silence, unimagin
able to me before I had its actual experience.
There is another point of some importance, - the exact
nature of this brightness, clearness, stillness, - of what it is cons
tituted, whether it is merely a psychological condition or some
thing more. Professor Sorley says these words are after all
metaphors and he wants to express and succeeds in expressing
the same thing in a more abstract language. But I was not
conscious of using metaphors when I wrote the phrase, though
I am aware that the words could to others have that appearance.
I think even that they would seem to one who had half the same
experience not only a more vivid but a more accurate descrip
tion of this inner state than any more abstract language could
give. It is true that metaphors, symbols, images are constant
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auxiliaries summoned by the mystic for the expression of his
experiences : that is inevitable because he has to express, in a
language made or at least developed and manipulated by the
mind, the phenomena of a consciousness other than the mental
and at once more complex and more subtly concrete. It is this
subtle concrete, supersensuously sensible reality of the pheno
mena of that consciousness to which the mystic arrives, that justi
fies the use of metaphor and image as a more living and accurate
transcription than the abstract terms which i ntellectual reflection
employs for its own characteristic process. If the images used
are misleading or not descriptively accurate, it is because the
writer has a force of expression i nadequate to the intensity of his
experience. Th� scientist speaks of light-waves or of sound
waves and in doing so he uses a metaphor, but one which corres
ponds to the physical fact and is perfectly applicable - for there
is no reason why there should not be a wave, a constant flowing
movement of light or of sound as well as of water. But when I
speak of the mind's brightness, clearness, stillness, I have no
idea of calling metaphor to my aid. It was meant to be a descrip
tion as precise and positive as if I were describing in the same way
an expanse of air or a sheet of water. For the mystic's experience
of mind - especially when it falls still - is not that of an
abstract condition or a falling off or of some unseizable element
of the consciousness, it i s an experience of an e:?(tended subtle
substance i n which there can be and are waves, currents, vibra
tions not material but still as definite, perceptible, controllable
by an inner sense as any movement of material energy or subs
tance by the physical senses. The stillness of the mind means
first the falling to rest of the habitual thought movements,
thought formations, thought currents which agitate the mind
substance, and that for many is a sufficient mental silence. But
even i n this repose of all thought movements or movements of
feelings, when one looks more closely at it, one sees that this
mind-substance is i n a constant state of very subtle vibration,
not at first easily observable, but afterwards quite evident and that state of constant vibration may be as harmful to the
exact reflection or reception of the descending Truth as any
more formed thought movement - for it is the source of a
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mentalisation which can diminish or distort the authenticity
of the higher Truth or break it up into mental refractions. When
I speak of a still mind, I mean one in which these disturbances
are no longer there. As they fall quiet one can feel the increasing
stillness and a resultant clearness as palpable as one can perceive
the stillness and clearness of a physical atmosphere. What I
describe as the brightness - there is another element - is re
solved into a phenomenon of Light common in mystic experience.
That Light is not a metaphor - as when Goethe called for more
light in his last moments - it presents itself as a very positive
illumination actually seen and felt by the inner sense. The bright
ness of the still and clear mind is also a positive reflection of
this Light before the Light itself manifests . and this reflection
of the Light is a very necessary condition for a growing capacity
of penetrability by the Truth one has to receive and harbour.
I have emphasised this part of the subject at a little length be- .
cause it helps to bring out the difference between the abstract
mental and the concrete mystic perception of supraphysical
things which is the source of much misunderstanding between
the spiritual seeker and the intellectual thinker. Even when they
speak the same language it is a different order of perceptions to
which the language refers the products of two different grades
of consciousness and even in their agreement there is often
a certain gulf of difference.
*
*•

That brings us straight to the question raised by Professor Sorley,
what is the relation of mystic or spiritual experience and is it
true, as it is contended, that the mystic must, whether as to the
validity of his experience itself or the validity of his expression
of it, accept the intellect as the judge. It is very plain that in the
experience itself the intellect cannot claim to put its limits or its
law on an endeavour whose very aim, principle and matter is to
go beyond the domain of the ordinary earth-ruled and sense
ruled mental intelligence. It is as if I were asked to climb a moun
tain with a rope around my feet attaching me to the terrestrial
level or to fly only on condition that I keep my feet on the earth
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while I do it. It may be the safest thing to walk on earth and be
on firm ground always and to ascend on wings or otherwise
may be to risk a collapse and all sorts of accidents of error,
illusion, extravagance, hallucination or what not - the usual
charges o f the positive earth-walking intellect against mystic
experience ; but I have to take the risk if I want to do it at all. The
reasoning intellect bases itself on man's normal experience and
on the workings of a surface external perception and concep
tion of things which is at its ease only when working on a mental
basis farmed by terrestrial experience and its accumulated data.
The mystic goes beyond into a region where this mental basis
falls away, where these data are exceeded, where there is another
law and canon pf perception and knowledge. His entire business
is to break through these borders into another consciousness
which l ooks at things in a different way and though this new con
sciousness may include the data of the ordinary external intelli
gence it cannot be limited by them or bind itself to se·e from the
intellectual standpoint or i n accordance with its way of conceiv
ing,

reasoning,

established

interpretation

o f experience.

A

mystic entering the domain of the occult or of the spirit with the
intellect as his only or his supreme light or guide would risk
seeing nothing or else arriving only at a mental realisation
already laid down for him by the speculations of the intellectual
thinker.
There is, no doubt, a strain of spiritual thought in India
which compromises with the modern intellectual demand and
admits Reason as a supreme judge, but they speak of a Reason
which in its turn is prepared to compromise and accept the data
of spiritual experience �s valid per se. That, i n a sense, is just
what the Indian philosophers have always done ; for they have
tried to establish generalisations drawn from spiritual experience
by the light of metaphysical reasoning, but on the basis of that
experience and with the evidence of the spiritual seekers as a
supreme proof ranking higher than intellectual speculation or
experience. In that way the freedom of spiritual and mystic
experience is preserved, the reasoning intellect comes in only

on the second line as a judge of the generalised statements drawn
from the experience. This is, I presume, something akin to
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Prof. Sorley's position - he concedes that the experience itself
is of the domain of the Ineffable, but as soon as I begin to inter
pret it, to state it, I fall back into the domain of the thinking
mind, I use its terms and ways of thought and expression and
must accept the intellect as judge. If I do not, I knock away
the ladder by which

I have climbed - through mind to Beyond

Mind - and I am left i n the air. It is not quite clear whether the
truth of my experience itself is supposed to be invalidated by this
unsustained position in the air, but it remains at any rate some
thing aloof and incommunicable without support or any con
sequences for thought or life. There are three propositions, I
suppose, which I can take as laid down or admitted here and
joined together. First, the spiritual experience is itself of the ·
Beyond-Mind, i neffable and, I presume, unthinkable. Next,
in the expression, the interpretation of the experience, you are
obliged to fall back into the domain of the consciousness yo.n
have left and must abide by its j udgments, accept the terms
and the canons of its law, submit to its verdict ; you have aban
doned the freedom of the Ineffable and are no longer your master.
Last, spiritual truth may be true i n itself, to its own self-expe
rience, but any statement of it is liable to error and here the
intellect is the sole judge.
I do not think I am prepared to accept any of these affirma
tions completely as they are. It is true that spiritual and mystic
experience carries one first into domains of Other-Mind (and also
Other-Life) and then into the Beyond-Mind ; it is true also that
the ultimate Truth is described as unthinkable, ineffable, un
knowable - speech cannot reach there nor mind arrive to it ;
I may observe that i t is so to human mind, but not to itself 
for to itself it is described as self-conscient, in some direct
supramental way knowable, known, eternally self-aware. And
here the question is not of the ultimate realisation of the ultimate
Ineffable which, according to many, can only be reached in a
supreme trance,

sama.dhi, withdrawn from all outer mental or

other awareness, but of an experience in a luminous silence of
the mind which looks up into the boundlessness of the last
illimitable silence into which it is to pass and disappear, but
before that unspeakable experience of the Ultimate or disappear-
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ance into it, there is possible a descent of at least some Power or
Presence of the Reality into the substance of mind along with a
modification of mind-substance, an illumination of it, and of this
experience an expression of some kind, a rendering into thought
ought to be possible. Or let us suppose the Ineffable and Un
knowable m ay have aspects, presentations of it that are not
utterly unthinkable and ineffable.
If it were not so, all account of spiritual truth and experience
would be impossible. At most one could speculate about it,
but that would be an activity very much in the air, even in a
void, without support or data, a mere manipulatiQn of all the
possible ideas of what might be the Supreme and Ultimate.
Apart from that there could be only a certain unaccountable
transition by one way or another from consciousness to an
incommunicable Supraconscience. That is indeed what much
mystical seeking actually reached both in Europe and India.
The Christian mystics spoke of a total darkness, a darkness
complete and untouched by any mental lights, through which
one must pass into that luminous Ineffable. The Indian San
nyasis sought to shed mind altogether and pass into a thought
free trance from which if one returns, no communication or
expression could be brought back of what was there except a
remembrance of inexpressible existence and bliss. But still there
were previous experiences of the supreme mystery, formulations
of the Highest or the occult universal Existence which were held
to be spiritual truth and on the basis of which the seers and mys
tics did riot hesitate to formulate their experience and the thinkers
to build o n it numberless philosophies and books of exegesis.
The only question that remains is what creates the possibility
of this communication and expression, this transmission of the
facts of a different order of consciousness to the mind and what
determines the validity of the expression or, even, of the original
experience. If n o valid account were possible there could be no
question of the judgment of the intellect - only the grotesque
contradiction of sitting down to speak of the Ineffable, think
of the

Unthinkable, comprehend

Unknowable.
*
**

the Incommunicable and
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I have read Leonard Woolf's article, but I do not propose to deal

with it in my comments on Professor Sorley's letter - for apart
from the ignorant denunciation and cheap satire in which it deals,
there is nothing much i n its statement of the case against spiritual
thought or experience ; its reasoning is superficial and springs
from an entire misunderstanding of the case for the mystic.
There are four main arguments he sets against it and none of
them has any value.
Argument number one. Mysticism and mystics have always
risen in times of decadence, of the ebb of life and their loud
quacking is a symptom of the decadence. This argument is
absolutely untrue. In the East the great spiritual movements have
arisen in the full flood of a pe'ople's life and culture or on a rising
tide and they have themselves given a powerful impulse of ex
pression and richness to its thought and Art and life ; in Greece
the mystics and the mysteries were there at the prehistoric begin
ning and in the middle (Pythagoras was one of the greatest of
mystics) and not only in the ebb and decline ; the mystic cults
flourished in Rome when its culture was at high tide ; many great
spiritual personalities of Italy, France, Spain sprang up in a life
that was rich, vivid and not in the least touched with decadence.
This hasty and stupid generalisation has no truth in it and there
fore no value.
Argument number two. A spiritual experience cannot be
taken as a truth (it is a chimera) unless it is proved just as the
presence of a chair in the next room can be proved by showing
it to the eye. Of course, a spiritual experience cannot be proved
in that way, for it does not belong to the order of physical facts
and is not physically visible or touchable. The writer's proposi
tion would amount to this that only what is or can easily be evi
dent to everybody without any need of training, development,
equipment or personal discovery is to be taken as true. This is a
position which, if accepted, would confine knowledge or truth
within very narrow limits and get rid of a great deal of human
culture. A spiritual peace - the peace that passeth all under
standing - is a common experience of the mystics all over the
world, it is a fact but a spiritual fact, a fact of the invisible, and
when one enters it or it enters into one, one knows that it is a
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truth of existence and is there all the time behind life and visible
things. But how am I to prove these invisible facts to Mr. Leo
nard Woolf? He will turn away saying that this is the usual
decadent quack-quack and pass contemptuously on - perhaps
to write another cleverly shallow article on some subject of which
he has no personal knowledge or experience.
Argument number three. The generalisations based on spiri
tual experience are irrational as well as unproven. Irrational in
what way ? Are they merely foolish and inconceivable or do they
belong to a supraratiorial order of experience to which the
ordinary intellectual canons do not apply because these are
founded on phenomena as they appear to the external mind and
sense and not to an inner realisation which surpasses these pheno
mena ? That is the contention of the mystics and it cannot be dis
missed by merely saying that as these generalisations do not
agree with the ordinary experience, therefore they are nonsense
and false. I do not undertake to defend all that Joad or Radha
krishnan may have written - such as the statement that the
"universe is good" - but I cannot admit about many of these
statements condemned by the writer that they are irrational at
all. "Integrating the personality,, may have no meaning to him,
it has a very clear meaning to me, for it is a truth of experience
- and, if modern psychology is to be believed, it is not irrational,
since there is in our being not only a conscious but an uncon
scious or subconscious or concealed subliminal part and it is not
impossible to become aware of both and make some kind of
integration. To transcend both also may have. a rational meaning
if we admit that as there is a subconscious so there may
be a superconscious part of our being ; to reconcile disparate
parts of our nature or our experience. is also not such a
ridiculous or meaningless phrase. It is not absurd to say
that the � doctrine of Karma reconciles determinism and
free-willism, since it supposes that our own past action and there
fore our past will determine to a great extent the present results,
but not so as to exclude a present will modifying them and
creating a fresh determinism of our existence yet to be. Th�
phrase about the value of the world is quite intelligible when we
see that it refers to a progressive value, not determined by the
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good or bad experience of the moment, a value of existence
developing through time and taken as a whole. As for the state
ment about God, it has no meaning if it is taken in connection
with the superficial idea of the Divine current in popular religion,
but it is a perfectly logical result of the premises that there is an
Infinite and Eternal which is manifesting in itself Time and things
that are phenomenally finite. One may accept or rej ect this com
plex idea of the Divine which is founded on co-ordination of the
data of long spiritual experience passed through by thousands of
seekers in all times, but

I fail to see why it should be considered

unreasonable. If it is because that means "to have it not only i n
both ways but in every way", I d o not see why that should be s o
reprehensible and inadmis sible. There can be after all a synthetic
and global view and consciousness of things which is not bound
by the oppositions and divisions of a mere analytical and selective
or dissecting intelligence.
Argument number four. The plea of intuition is only a cover
for the inability to explain or establish by the use of reason Joad and Radhakrishnan reason, but take refuge in intuition
where their reasoning fails. Can the issue be settled in so easy
and trenchant a way ? The fact is that the mystic depends on an
inner knowledge, an inner experience ; but if he philosophises,
he must try to explain to the reason, though not necessary always
by the reason alone, what he has seen to be the Truth. He cannot
but say, "I am explaining a truth which is beyond outer pheno
mena and the intelligence which depends on phenomena ; it
really depends on a certain kind of direct experience and the
intuitive knowledge which arises from that experience, it cannot
be adequately communicated by symbols appropriate to the
world of outer phenomena, yet I am obliged to do as well as

I

can with these to help me towards some statement which will be
intellectually acceptable to you." There is no wickedness or
deceitful cunning therefore in using metaphors and symbols with
a cautionary "as it were", as in the simile of the focus, which i s
surely not intended a s a n argument but a s a suggestive image. I
may observe in passing that the writer himself takes refuge in
I

metaphor frequently, beginning with the quack-quack and Joad
might well reply that he does so in order to damn the opposite
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side, while avoiding the necessity of a sound philosophical reply
to the philosophy he dislikes and repudiates. An intensity of be
lief is not the measure of truth, but neither is an intensity of
unbelief the right measure.
As to the real nature of intuition and its relation to the intel
lectual mind, that is quite another and very large and complex
question which I cannot deal with here. I have confined myself
to pointing out that this article is quite inadequate and super
ficial criticism. A case can be made against spiritual experience
and spiritual philosophy and its positions, but to deserve a serious
reply it must be put forward by a better advocate and it must
touch the real centre of the problem, which lies here. As there is
a category of facts to which our senses are our best available but
very imperfect

guides,

as there is a category of truths which we

seek by the keen but still imperfect light of our reason, so accor
ding to the mystic, there is a category of more subtle truths
which surpass the reach both of the senses and the reason but
can be ascertained by an inner direct knowledge and direct expe
rience. These truths are supersensuous, but not the less real for
that : they have immense results upon the consciousness changing
its substance and movement, bringing especially deep peace and
abiding joy, a great light of vision and knowledge, a possibility
of the overcoming of the lower animal nature, vistas of a spiritual
self-development which without them do not exist. A new out
look on things arises which brings with it, if fully pursued into its
consequences, a great l iberation, inner harmony, unification
- many other possibilities besides. These things have been
experienced, it is true, by a small minority of the human race,
but still there has been a host of independent witnesses to them
in all times, climes and conditions and numbered among them
are some of the greatest intelligences of the past, some of the
world's most remarkable figures. Must these possibilities be
immediately condemned as chimeras because they are not only
beyond the average man in the street but also not easily seizable
even by many cultivated intellects or because their method is
more difficult than that of the ordinary sense or reason ? If there
'

is any truth in them, is not this possibility opened by them worth
pursuing as disclosing a highest range of self-discovery and world
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discovery by the human soul ? At its best, taken as true, it must
be that - at its lowest taken as only a possibility, as all things
attained by man have been only a possibility in their earlier
stages, it is a great and may well be a most fruitful adventure.

II
I do not think anything can be said that would convince one who

starts from .exactly the opposite viewpoint to the spiritual, the
way of looking at things of a Victorian agnostic. His points of
doubt about the value - other than subjective and purely indivi
dual - of yoga experience are that it does not aim at scientific
truth and cannot be said to achieve ultimate truth because the
experiences are coloured by the individuality of the seer. One
might ask whether Science itself has arrived at any ultimate
truth ; on the contrary, ultimate truth even on the physical
plane seems to recede as Science advances. Science started
on the assumption that the ultimate truth must be physical
and objective - and the objective Ultimate (or even less than
that) would explain all subjective phenomena. Yoga proceeds
on the opposite view that the ultimate Truth is spiritual and
subjective and it is in that ultimate Light that we must view
objective phenomena. It is the two opposite poles and the gulf
is as wide as it can be.
Yoga, however, is scientific to this extent that it proceeds by
subjective experiment and bases all its findings on experience ;
mental i ntuitions are admitted only as a first step and are not
considered as realisation - they must be confirmed by being
translated into and justified by experience. As to the value of the
experience itself, it is doubted by the physical mind because it is
subjective, not objective. But has the distinction much value ?
Is not all knowledge and experience subjective at bottom ?
Objective external physical things are seen very much in the same
way by human beings because of the construction of the mind
and senses ; with another construction of mind and sense quite
another account of the physical world would be given - Science
itself has made that very clear. But your friend's point is that the
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yoga experience i s individual, coloured by the individuality of
the seer. It may be true to a certain extent of the precise form
or transcription given to the experience i n certain domains ; but
even here the difference i s superficial. It i s a fact that yogic expe
rience runs everywhere o n the same lines. Certainly, there are,
not one line, but many ; for, admittedly, we are dealing with a
many-sided Infinite to which there are and must be many ways
of approach ; but yet the broad lines are the same everywhere
and the intuitions, experiences, phenomena are the same in ages.
and countries far apart from each other and systems practised
quite independently from each other. The experiences of the
mediaeval European

bhakta or mystic are precisely the same in

substance, however differing in names, forms, religious colouring,
etc., as those o f the mediaeval Indian

bhakta or mystic - yet

these people were not corresponding with o ne another or aware
of each other's experiences and results as are modern scientists
from New York to Yokohama. That would seem to show that
there is something there identical, universal and presumably true
- however the colour of the translation may differ because of
the difference of mental language.
As for ultimate Truth, I suppose both the Victorian agnostic
and, let us say, the Indian Vedantin may agree that it is veiled but
there. Both speak of it as the Unknowable ; the only difference
is that the Vedantin says it i s unknowable by the mind and inex
pressible by speech, but still attainable by something deeper or
higher than the mental perception, while even mind can reflect
and speech express the thousand aspects it presents to the mind's
o utward and inward experience. The Victorian agnost ic would,

I suppose, cancel this qualification ; he would pronounce for the
doubtful existence and, if existent, for the absolute unknowable
ness of this Unknowable.
*
**

You ask me whether you have to give up your predilection for
testing before accepting and to accept everything in yoga a priori
-

and by testing you mean testing by the ordinary reason. The

o nly answer I can give to that is that the experiences of yoga
belong to an inner domain and go according to a law of their

...
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own, have their own method of perception, criteria and all the
rest of it which are neither those of the domain of the physical
senses nor of the domain of rational or scientific enquiry. Just
as scientific enquiry passes beyond that of the physical senses
and enters the domain of the infinite and infinitesimal about
which the senses can say nothing and test n othing - for one can
not see and touch an electron or know by the evidence of the
sense-mind whether it exists or not or decide by that evidence
whether the earth really turns round the sun and not rather the
·
sun round the earth as our s enses and all our physical experience
daily tell us - so the spiritual search passes beyond the domain of
scientific or rational enquiry and it is impossible by the aid of the
ordinary positive reason to test the data of spiritual experience
and decide whether those things exist or not or what is their law
and nature. As in Science, so here you have to accumulate expe
rience on experience, fallowing faithfully the methods laid down
by the Guru or by the systems of the past, you have to develop
an intuitive discrimination which compares the experiences, see
what they mean, how far and in what field each is valid, what is
the place of each in the whole, how it can be reconciled or related
with others that at first might seem to contradict it, etc., etc.,
until you can move with a secure knowledge in the vast field of
spiritual phenomena. That is the only way to test spiritual
experience. I have myself tried the other method and I have
found it absolutely incapable and inapplicable. On the other
hand, if you are not prepared to go through all that yourself,
- as few can do except those of extraordinary spiritual stature
- you have to accept the leading of a Master, as in Science
you accept a teacher instead of going through the whole field
of Science and its experimentation all by yourself - at least
until you have accumulated sufficient experience and know
ledge. If that is accepting things a priori, well, you have to accept
a priori. For I am unable to see by what valid tests you propose
to make the ordinary reason the judge of what is beyond it.
You quote the sayings of V or X. I would like to know
before assigning a value to these utterances what they actually
did for the testing of their spiritual perceptions and experiences.
How did V test the value of his spiritual experiences - some of
.
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them not easily credible to the ordinary positive mind any more
tha !l the miracles attributed to some famous yogis ? I know no

thing about

X, but what were his tests and how did he apply

them ? What are his methods ? his criteria ? It seems to me that
n o ordinary mind will accept the apparition of Buddha out of a
wall or the half hour's talk with Hayagriva as valid facts by any
kind of testing. It would either have to accept them

a priori or

on the sole evidence of V, which comes to the same thing, or to
reject them a priori as hallucinations or mere mental images
accompanied in one case by an auditive hallucination. I fail to
see how it could "test" them. Or how was I to test by the ordi
nary mind my experience of Nirvana ? To what conclusion could
I come about it by. the aid of the ordinary positive reason ? How
could I test its validity ? I am at a loss to imagine. l did the only
thing I could - to accept it as a strong and valid truth of expe
rience, let it have its full play and produce its full experimental
consequences until I had sufficient yogic knowledge to put it in
its place. Finally, how without inner knowledge or experience can
you or anyone else test the inner knowledge and experience of
others ?
I have often said that discrimination is not only perfectly

admissible but indispensable in spiritual experience. But it must
be a discrimination founded on knowledge, not a reasoning
founded on ignorance. Otherwise you tie up your mind and
hamper experience by preconceived ideas which are as much

a

priori as any acceptance of a spiritual truth or experience can be.

Your idea that surrender can only come by love is a point in ins
tance. It is perfectly true in yogic experience that surrender by
true love, which means psychic and spiritual love, is the most
powerful, simple and effective of all, but one cannot, putting that
forward as a dictum arrived at by the ordinary reason, shut up
the whole of possible experience of surrender into that formula
or announce on its strength that one must wait till one loves per
fectly before one can surrender. Yogic experience shows that sur
render can also be made by the mind and will, a clear and sincere
mind seeing the necessity of surrender and a clear and sincere
will enforcing it on the recalcitrant members. Also, experience
shows that not only can surrender come by love, but love also
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can come by surrender or grow with it from an imperfect to a
perfect love. One starts by an intense idea and will to know or
reach the Divine and surrenders more and more one's ordinary
personal ideas, desires, attachments, urges to action or habits
of action so that the Divine may take up everything. Surrender
means that, to give up our little mind and its mental ideas and
preferences into a divine Light and a greater Knowledge, our
petty personal troubled blind stumbling will into a great, calm,
tranquil, luminous Will and Force, our little, restless, tormented
feelings into a wide intense divine Love and Ananda, our small
suffering personality into the one Person of which it is an obscure
outcome. If one insists on one's own ideas and reasonings, the
greater Light and Knowledge cannot c�me or else is marred and
obstructed in the coming at every step by a lower interference ; if
one insists on one's desires and fancies, that great luminous Will
and Force cannot act in its own true power - for you ask it to be
the servant of your desires ; if one refuses to give up one's petty
ways of feeling, eternal Love and supreme Ananda cannot des
cend or are mixed and spilt from the effervescing crude emotional
vessel. No amount of ordinary reasoning can get rid of the neces
sity of surmounting the lower in order that the higher may be
there.
And if some find that retirement is the best way of giving
oneself to the Higher, to the Divine by avoiding as much as pos
sible occasions for the bubbling up of the lower, why not ? The
aim they have come for is that, and why blame or look with dis
trust and suspicion on the means they find best or daub it with
disparaging adjectives to discredit it - grim, inhumari and the
rest ? It is your ,vital that shrinks from it and your vital mind that
supplies these epithets which express only your shrinking and not
what the retirement really is. For it i s the vital or its social part
that shrinks from solitude ; the thinking mind does not but rather
courts it. The poet seeks solitude with himself or with Nature to
listen to his inspiration ; the thinker plunges into solitude to me
ditate on things and commune with a deeper . knowledge ; the
scientist shuts himself up in his laboratory to pore by experi
ment into the secrets of Nature ; these retirements are not grim
and inhuman. Neither is the retirement of the sadhak into the
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exclusive concentration of which he feels the need ; it is a means
to the end - to the end on which his whole heart is set. As for
the yogin or Bhakta who has already begun to have the funda
mental experience, he is not in a grim and inhuman solitude.
The Divine and all the world are there in the being of the one, the
supreme Beloved or his Ananda is there in the heart of the other.
I say this as against your depreciation of retirement founded
on ignorance of what it really is ; but I do not, as I have often said,
recommend a total seclusion, for I hold that to be a dangerous
expedient which may lead to morbidity and much error. Nor do
I impose retirement on anyone as a method or approve of it un
less the person himself seeks it, feels its necessity, has the joy of it
and the personal proof that it helps to the spiritual experience.
It is not to be imposed on anyone as a principle, for that is the
mental way of doing things, the way of the ordinary mind - it
is as a need that it has to be accepted, when it is felt as a need,
not as a general law or rule.
What· you describe in your letter as the response of the
Divine would not be called that in the language of yogic expe
rience - this feeling of great peace, light, ease, trust, difficulties
lessening, certitude would rather be called a response of your own
nature to the Divine. There is a Peace or Light which is the res
ponse of the Divine, but that is a wide Peace, a great Light which
is felt as a presence other than one's personal self, not part of
one's personal nature, but something that comes from above,
though in the end it possesses the nature - or there is the Pre
sence itself which carries with it indeed the absolute liberation,
happiness, certitude. But the first responses of the Divine are not
often like that - they come rather as a touch, a pressure one must
be in a condition to recognise and to accept, or it is a voice of as
surance, sometimes a very "still small voice", a momentary Image
or Presence, a whisper of Guidance sometimes, there are many
forms it may take. Then it withdraws and the preparation of the
nature goes on till it is possible for the touch to come again and
again, to last longer, to change into something more pressing and
near and intimate. The Divine in the beginning does not impose
himself - he asks for recognition, for acceptance. That is one
reason why the mind must fall silent, not put tests, not make
.
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daims - there must be room for the true intuition which recog
:Jlises at once the true touch and accepts it.
Then for the tumultuous activity of the mind which prevents

your concentration.

But that o r else a more tiresome, obstinate,

lfinding, mechanical activity is always the difficulty when one
tries to concentrate and it takes a long time to get the better of it.
That or the habit of sleep which prevents either the waking con
�tration or the conscious samadhi or the absorbed and all
excluding trance which are the three forms that yogic concen
tration _takes. But it is surely ignorance of yoga, its process and

.its difficulties that makes you feel desperate and pronounce your
self unfit for ever because of this quite ordinary obstacle. The
insistence of the ordinary mind and its wrong reasonings, senti
ments and judgments, the random activity of the thinking mind

in concentration

or its mechanical activity, the slowness of res

ponse to the veiled or the initial touch are the ordinary obstacles
the mind imposes, just as pride, ambition, vanity, sex, greed,
grasping of things for one's own ego are the difficulties and obs
tacles offered by the vital. As the vital difficulties can be fought
down and conquered, so can the mental. Only one has to see that
these are inevitable obstacles and neither cling to them nor be
terrified or overwhelmed because they are there. One has to
persevere till one can stand back from the mind as from the vital
and feel the deeper and larger mental and vital Purushas within

one which are capable of silence, capable of a straight receptivity
of the true Word and Force as of the true silence. If the nature
takes the way of fighting down the difficulties first, then the first
half of the way is long and tedious and the complaint of the want

of the response of th� Divine arises. But really the Divine is there
all the time, working behind the veil as well as waiting for the
recognition of his response and for the response to the response
to

be possible.
*
**

One feels here a stream from the direct sources of Truth that one
does not meet so often as one could desire. Here is a mind that

can not only think but see - and not merely see the surfaces of
things with which most intellectual thought goes on wrestling
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without end or definite issue and as if there were nothing else, but
look into the core. The Tantriks have a phrase pasyanti

viik to

describe one level of the Vak-Shakti, the seeing Word ; here is
pasyanti

buddhi, a seeing intelligence. It might be because the

seer within has passed beyond thought into experience, but there
are many who have a considerable wealth of experience without
its clarifying their eye of thought to this extent ; the soul feels,
but the mind goes on with mixed and imperfect transcriptions,
blurs and confusions in the idea. There must have been the gift
of right vision lying ready in this nature.
It is an achievement to have got rid so rapidly and decisively
of the shimmering mists and fogs which modern intellectualism
takes for Light of Truth. The modern mind has so long and
persistently wanaered - and we with it - in the Valley of the
False Glimmer that it is not easy for anyone to disperse its mists
with the sunlight of clear vision so soon and entirely as has here
been done. All that is said here ,about modern humanism and
humanitarianism, the vain efforts of the sentimental idealist and
the ineffective intellectual, about synthetic eclecticism and other
kindred things is admirably clear-minded, it hits the target. It is
not by these means that huma,nity can get that radical change of
its ways of life which is yet becoming imperative, but only by
reaching the bed-rock of Reality behind, - not through mere
ideas and mental formations, but by a change of the conscious
ness, an inner and spiritual conversion. But that is a truth for
which it would be difficult to get a hearing in the present noise of
all kinds of many-voiced clamour and confusion and catastrophe.
A distinction, the distinction very keenly made here, be
tween the plane of phenomenal process, of �ternalised Prakriti,
and the plane of Divine Reality ranks among the first words of
the inner wisdom. The turn given to it in these pages is not merely
an ingenious explanation ; it expresses very soundly one of the
clear certainties you meet when you step across the border and
look at the outer world from the standing-ground of the inner
spiritual experience. The more you go inward or upward, the
more the view of things changes and the outer knowledge Science
organises takes its real and very l imited place. Science, like most
mental and external knowledge, gives you only truth of process.

'
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I would add that it cannot give you even the whole
cess ; for you seize some of the ponderables, but
important imponderables ; you get, hardly even the
conditions under which things happen in Nature.
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After all the

triumphs and marvels of Science the explaining principle, the

rationale, the significance of the whole is left as dark, as myste
rious and even more mysterious than ever. The scheme it has
built up of the evolution not only of this rich and vast and varie
gated material world, but of life and consciousness and mind
and their workings out of a: brute mas s of electrons, identical and
varied only in arrangement and number, is an i rrational magic
more baffiing than any the most mystic imagination could con
ceive. Science in the end lands us in a paradox effectuated, an
organised and rigidly determined accident, an impossibility that
has somehow happened, - it has shown us a new, a material
Maya, aghatana-ghatana-patiyasi, very clever at bringing about
the impossible, a miracle th�t cannot logically be and yet some
how is there actual, irresistibly organised, but still irrational and
inexplicable. And this is evidently because Science has missed
something essential ; it has seen and scrutinised what has hap
pened and in a way how it has happened, but it has shut its eyes
to something that m�de this impossible possible, something it is
there to express. There is no fundamental significance in things
if you miss the Divi'1e Reality ; for you remain embedded in a
huge surface crust of manageable and utilisable appearance. It
is the magic of the Magician you are trying to analyse, but only
when you enter into the consciousness of the Magician himself
can you begin to experience the true origination, significance

and circles of the Lila. I say "begin" because the Divine Reality
is not so simple that at the first touch you can know all of it or
put it into a single formula ; it is the Infinite and opens before
you an infinite knowledge to which all Science put together is a
bagatelle. But still you do touch the essential, the eternal behind
things and in the light of That all begins to be profoundly lumi
nous, intimately intelligible.
I have once before told you what I think of the ineffective
peckings of certain well-intentioned scientific minds on the sur
face or apparent surface of the spiritual Reality behind things and
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I need not elaborate it. More important is the prognostic of a
greater danger coming in the new attack by the adversary, the
sceptics, against the validity of spiritual and supraphysical ex
perience, their new strategy of destruction by admitting and ex
plaining it in their own sense. There may well be a strong ground
for the apprehension ; but I doubt whether, if these things are
once admitted to scrutiny, the mind of humanity will long remain
satisfied with explanations so ineptly superficial and external,
explanations that explain nothing. If the defenders of religion
take up an unsound position, easily capturable, when they affirm
only the subjective validity of spiritual experience, the opponents
also seem to me to be giving away, without knowing it, the gates
of the materialistic stronghold by their consent at all to admit and
examine spiritual and supraphysical experience. Their entrench
ment in the physical field, their refusal to admit or even examine
supraphysical things was their tower of strong safety ; once it is
abandoned, the human mind pressing towards something less
negative, more helpfully positive will pass to it over the dead
bodies of their theories and the broken debris of their annulling
explanations and ingenious psychological labels. Another danger
may then arise, - not of a final denial of the Truth, but the repe
tition in old or new forms of a past mista�e, on one side some
revival of blind fanatical obscurantist sectarian religionism, on
the other a stumbling into the pits and quagmires of the vitalistic
occult and the pseudo-spiritual - mistakes that made the whole
real strength of the materialistic attack on the past and its credos.
But these are phantasms that meet us always on the border line
or in the intervening country between the material darkness and
the perfect Splendour. In spite of all, the victory of the supreme
Light even in the darkened earth-consciousness stands as the one
ultimate certitude.
Art, poetry, music are not yoga, not in themselves things
spiritual any more than philosophy is a thing spiritual or Science.
There lurks here another curious incapacity of the modern
intellect - its inability to distinguish between mind and spirit,
its readiness to mistake mental, moral and aesthetic idealisms for
spirituality and their inferior degrees for spiritual values. It is
mere truth that the mental intuitions of the metaphysician or the
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poet for the most part fall far short of a concrete spiritual expe
rience ; they are distant flashes, shadowy reflections, not rays
from the centre of Light. It is not less true that, looked at from
the peaks, there is not much difference between the high mental
eminences and the lower climbings of this external existence. All
the energies of the Lila are equal in the sight from above, all are
disguises of the Divine. But one has to add that all can be
turned into a first means towards the realisation of the Divine.
A philosophic statement about the Atman is a mental formula,
not knowledge, not experience ; yet sometimes the Divine takes
it as a channel of touch ; strangely, a barrier in the mind breaks
down, something is seen, a profound change operated in some
inner part, there enters into the ground of the nature something
calm, equal, ineffable. One stands upon a mountain ridge and
glimpses or mentally feels a wideness, a pervasiveness, a name
less Vast in Nature ; then suddenly there comes the touch, a reve
lation, a flooding, the mental loses itself in the spiritual, one
bears the first invasion of the Infinite. Or you stand before a
temple of Kali beside a sacred river and see what ? - a sculpture,
a gracious piece of architecture, but in a moment mysteriously,
unexpectedly there is instead a Presence, a Power, a Face that
looks into yours, an inner sight in you has regarded the World
Mother. Similar touches can come through art, music, poetry
to their creator or to one who feels the shock of the word, the
hidden significance of a form, a message in the sound that carries
more perhaps than was consciously meant by the composer. All
things in the Lila can turn into windows that open on the hidden
Reality. Still so long as one is satisfied with looking through
windows, the gain is only initial ; one day one will have to take
up the pilgrim's staff and start out to journey there where the
Reality is for ever manifest and present. Still less can it be spiri
tually satisfying to remain with shadowy reflections, a search
imposes itself for the Light which they strive to figure. But since
this Reality and this Light are in ourselves no less than in some
high region above the mortal plane, we can in the seeking for it
use many of the figures and activities of life ; as one offers a
flower, a prayer, an act to the Divine, one can offer too a created
form of beauty, a song, a poem, an image, a strain of music, and
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gain through it a contact, a response or an experience. And when
that divine consciousness has been entered or when it grows
within, then too its expression in life through these things is not
excluded from yoga ; these creative activities can still have their
place, though not intrinsically a greater place than any other
that can be put to divine use and service. Art, poetry, music, as
they are in their ordinary functioning, create mental and vital,
not spiritual values ; but they can be turned to a higher end,
and then, like all things that are capable of linking our
consciousness to the Divine, they are transmuted and become
spiritual and can be admitted as part of a life of yoga. All takes
new values not from itself, but from the consciousness that
uses it ; for there is only one thing essential, needful, indispen
sable, to grow conscious of the Divine Reality and live in it and
live it always.
*
**

The difficulty is that you are a non-scientist trying to impose
your ideas on the most difficult because most material field of
science - physics. It is only if you were a scientist yourself basing
your ideas on universally acknowledged scientific facts or else
your own discoveries - though even then with much difficulty
- that you could get a hearing or your opinion have any weight.
Otherwise you open yourself to the accusation of pronouncing
in a field where you have no authority, just as the scientist him
self does when he pronounces on the strength of his discoveries
that there is no God. When the scientist says that "scientifically
speaking, God is a hypothesis which is no longer necessary" he
is talking arrant nonsense - for the existence of God is not and
cannot be and never was a scientific hypothesis or problem at
all, it is and always has been a spiritual or a metaphysical prob
lem. You cannot speak scientifically about it at all either pro
or con. The metaphysician or the spiritual seeker has a right to
point out tJ:iat it is nonsense ; but if you lay down the law to the
scientist in the field of science, you run the risk of having the
same objection turned against you.
As to the unity of all knowledge, that is a thing in posse,
not yet in esse. The mechanical method of knowledge leads to
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certain results, the higher method leads to certain others, and
they at many points fundamentally disagree. How is the diffe
rence to be bridged - for each seems valid in its own field ; it is
a problem to be solved, but you cannot solve it in the way you
propose. Least of all in the field of physics. In psychology one
can say that the mechanical or physiological approach takes hold
of the thing by the blind end and is the least fruitful of all - for
psychology is not primarily a thing of mechanism and measure,
it opens to a vast field beyond the physical instrumentalities of
the body-consciousness. In biology one can get a glimpse of
something beyond mechanism, because there is from the begin
ning a stir of consciousness progressing and organising itself
more and more for self-expression. But in physics you are in the
very domain of the mechanical law where process is everything
and the driving consciousness has chosen to conceal itself with
the greatest thoroughness - so that, "scientifically speaking",
it does not exist there. One can discover it there only by occult
ism and yoga, but the methods of occult science and of yoga are
not measurable or followable by the means of physical science
- so the gulf remains still in existence. It may be bridged one
day, but the physicist is not likely to be the bridge-builder, so it
is no use asking him to try what is beyond his province.
*
**

The desire [of the occultists and the spiritists] to satisfy the
physical scientists is absurd and illogical. The physical scientists
have their own field with its own instruments and standards. To
apply the same tests to phenomena of a different kind is as foolish
as to apply physical tests to spiritual truth. One can't dissect
God or see the soul under a microscope. So also the subjection
of disembodied spirits or even of psycho-physical phenomena to
tests and standards valid only for material phenomena is a most
false and unsatisfactory method. Moreover, the physical scientist
is for the most part resolved not to admit what cannot be neatly
packed and labelled and docketed in his own system and its
formulas. D r. Jules Romains, himself a scientist as well as a great
writer, makes experiments to prove that man can see and read
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with the eyes blindfolded, the scientists refuse even to admit or
record the results. Khuda Baksh comes along and proves it
patently, indubitably, under all legitimate tests, the scientists
are quite unwilling to cede and record the fact even though his
results are undeniable. He walks on fire unhurt and disproves
all hitherto suggested explanations, - they simply cast about
for another and still more silly explanation ! What is the use
of trying to convince people who are determined not to believe ?
*
**
.

The scientific mind refuses t o leave anything unclassed. Has it not
classified the Divine also ?
*
••

The minds of these people [the scientists] are too much accus
tomed to deal with physical things and things measurable by
instruments and figures to be much good for any other provin
ces. Einstein's views outside his domain are crude and childish,
a sort of unsubstantial commonplace idealism without grasp on
realities. As a man can be a great scholar and yet simple and
foolish, so a man can be a great scientist but his mind and ideas
negligi ble in other things.
*
**

Psychologists of course having to deal with mental moyements
more easily recognise that there can be no real equation between
them and physiological processes and at the most mind and body
react on each other as is inevitable since they are lodging together.
But even a great physical scientist like Huxley recognised that
mind was something quite different from matter and could not
possibly be explained in the terms of matter. Only since then
physical Science became very arrogant and presumptuous and
tried to subject everything to itself and its processes. Now in
theory it has begun to recognise its limitations in a general way,
but the old mentality is still too habitual in most scientists to
shake off yet.
*
**

-;
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l The

article reads as if it had been written by a professor rather
than a philosopher. What you speak of is, I suppose, a survival
of the nineteenth-century scientific contempt for metaphysics ;
all thinking must be based on scientific facts and the generalisa
tions of science, often so faulty and ephemeral, must be made
the basis for any sound metaphysical thinking. That is to make
philosophy the handmaid of science, metaphysics the camp
follower of physics and to deny her her sovereign rights in her
own city. It ignores the fact that the philosopher has his own
domain and his own instruments ; he may use scientific dis
coveries as material just as he may use any other facts of exis
tence, but whatever generalisations science offers he must judge
,by his own standards - whether they are valid for transference
to ,the metaphysical plan·e and, if so, how far. Still in the heyday
of physical science before it discovered its own limitations and
the shakiness of its scheme of things floating precariously in a
huge infinity or boundless Finite of the Unknown, there was
perhaps some excuse for such an attitude. But spiritualism
tlorified under the name of psychical research ? That is not a
science ; it is a mass of obscure and ambiguous documents
from which you can draw only a few meagre and doubtful generat

This is in reply to the points raised by a disciple in the following letter to Sri Aurobindo :

"On p.

5 1 1 of The Listener of March

28, 1 934 there are a couple of surprising assumptions

- first, that metaphysics is one among the experimental sciences and has a darkened seance

100m for its laboratory - and secondly, that survival need not be distinguished from immor
lolity. In the interests of clearness, most philosophical thinkers have made this distinction ;
it is odd that it should be ignored when such a polemic is being launched against them
Of course, if one has a turn for p ractical experimenting i n science, i t i s n o doubt admirable t o
· employ i t in psychical investigation - but (unless i t i s assumed that all cultured human beings,
.•.•

or all philosophers at least, should possess and cultivate this gift) why are the majority of phi

losophers to be blamed for finding the results up-to-date obscure and meagre and for following
their bent in confining themselves to metaphysical studies proper ?"
(Regarding a dream about a long-distance telephone conversation with an acquaintance.)

"In actual life I think a telephone can be far less satisfactory than an exchange of letters . Is
there not something very symbolic about the emergence of telephony and cinematography
just at an epoch when human behaviour and relationship is breaking down ? Owing to false

hood and callousness and self-centred indifference to others, each person is to every other
more and more a meaningless shadow and a deceptive voice. In The Manchester Guardian's

musical critic's remarks on an Elgar Memorial Concert there are some good points about

'the reaction working against nobility and tenderness in art'. I fail to see any further need for
human beings either as creators or enjoyers of such 'art' as can still fall within the canons
of fashion ; perhaps, however, in an Asuric civilisation, men are anyhow superfluous and only

·'incarnated Asuras' are required?"
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lisations. Moreover, �o far as it belongs to the occult, it touches
only the inferior regions of the occult - what we would call the
lowest vital worlds - where there is as much falsehood and fake
and confused error as upon the earth and even more. What is a
philosopher to do with all that obscure and troubled matter ?
I do not catch the point of many of his remarks. Why should a
prediction of a future event alter our conception - at least .
any philosophic conception - of Time ? It can alter one's ideas
of the relation of events to each other or of the working out of
forces or of the possibilities of consciousness, but Time remains
the same as before.
The dream is, of course, the rendering of an attempt at com
munication on the subtle plane. As for the telephone and cinema,
there is something of what you say, but it seems to me that these
and other modern things could have taken on a different charac
ter if they had been accepted and used in a different spirit.
Mankind was not ready for these discoveries, in the spiritual
sense, nor even, if the present confusions are a sign, intellectually
ready. The aesthetic downfall is perhaps due to other causes,
a disappointed idealism in its recoil generating its opposite, a
dry and cynical intellectualism which refuses to be duped by the
ideal, romantic or the emotional or anything that is higher than
the reason walking by the light of the senses. The Asuras of the
past were after all often rather big beings ; the trouble about the
present ones is that they are not really Asuras, but beings of the
lower vital world, violent, brutal and ignoble, but above all
narrow-minded, ignorant and obscure. But this kind of cynical
narrow intellectualism that is rampant now, does not last it prepares its own end by increasing dryness - men begin to
feel the need of new springs of life.
*
**

I do not think the two questions you put are of much importance
from the viewpoint of spiritual sadhana.
1 . The question about science and spirituality would have
been of some moment some twenty years ago and it filled the
minds of men in the earlier years of the twentieth century, but it
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is now out of date. Science itself has come to the conclusion
that it cannot, as it once hoped, determine what is the truth of
the things or their real nature, or what is behind physical pheno
mena ; it can only deal with the process of physical things and
how they come about or on what lines men can deal with and
make use of them. In other words, the field of physical science
has been now definitely marked off and limited and questions
about God or the ultimate Reality or other metaphysical or spiri
tual problems are outside it. This is at least the case all over con
tinental Europe and it is only in England and America that there
is still some attempt to reason about these things on the basis
of physical science.
The so-called sciences which deal with the mind and men
(psychology, etc.) are so much dependent on physical science
that they cannot go beyond narrow limits. If science is to turn
her face towards the Divine, it must be a new science not yet
developed which deals directly with the forces of the life-world
and of Mind and so arrives at what is beyond Mind ; but present
day science cannot do that.
2. From the spiritual point of view such temporary pheno
mena as the turn of the educated Hindus towards materialism are
of little importance. There have always been periods when the
mind of nations, continents or cultures turned towards materialism
and away from all spiritual belief. Such periods came in Europe
in the nineteenth century, but they are usually of short dura
tion. Western Europe has already lost its faith in materialism and
is seeking for something else, either turning back to old religions
or groping for something new. Russia and Asia are now going
through the same materialistic wave. These waves come because
of a certain necessity in human development - to destroy the
bondage of old forms and leave a field for new truth and new
forms of truth and action in life as well as for what is behind life.
*
**

I think X bases his ideas on the attempt of Jeans, Eddington and
other English scientists to thrust metaphysical conclusions into

scientific facts ; it is necessary that he should appreciate fully
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the objections of more austerely scientific minds to such a mix
ture. Moreover, spiritual seeking has its own accumulated know
ledge which does not depend in the least on the theories or
discoveries of science in the purely physical sphere. X's attempt
like that of Jeans and others is a reaction against the illegitimate
attempts of some scientific minds in the nineteenth century and
of many others who took advantage of the march of scientific
discovery to discredit or abolish as far as possible the religious
spirit and to discredit also metaphysics as a cloudy verbiage,
exalting science as the only clue to the truth of the universe.
But I think that attitude is now dead or moribund ; the scientists
recognise, as you point out, the limits of their sphere. I may
observe that the conflict between religion and science never arose
in India (until the days of European education) because religion
did not interfere with scientific discovery and scientists did not
question religious or spiritual truth because the two things were
kept on separate but not opposing lines.
*
**

The defect in what X writes about Science seems to be that he is
insisting vehemently on the idea that Science is still materialistic
or at least that scientists, Jeans and Eddington excepted, are still
fundamentally materialists. This is not the fact. Most conti
nental scientists have now renounced the · idea that Science can
explain the fundamentals of existence. They hold that Science is
only concerned with process and not with fundamentals. They
declare that it is not the business of Science nor is it within its
means to decide anything about the great questions which con
cern philosophy and religion. This is the enormous change which
the latest developments of Science have brought about. Science .
itself nowadays is neither materialistic nor idealistic. The rock
on which materialism was built and which in the l 9th century
seemed unshakable has now been shattered. Materialism has
now become a philosophical specul a tion just like any other
theory ; it cannot claim to found itself on a sort of infallible
Biblical authority, based o n the facts and conclusions of Science.
This change can be felt by one like myse l f who grew up in the
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century. The way which had been almost entirely barred, except
by rebellion, now lies wide open to spiritu�l truths, spiritual ideas,
spiritual experiences. That is the real revolution. Mentalism is
only a half-way house, but mentalism and vitalism are now
perfectly possible as hypotheses based on the facts of existence,
scientific facts as well as any others. The facts of Science do not
compel anyone to take any particular philosophical direction.
They are now neutral and can even be used on one side or an
other though most scientists do not consider such a use as admis
sible. Nobody here ever said that the new discoveries of Physics
supported the ideas of religion or churches ; they merely con
tended that Science had lost its old materialistic dogmatism and
moved away by a revolutionary change from its old moorings.
It is this change which I expected and prophesied in my
poems in the first

Ahana volume, "A Vision of Science" and "In

the M oonlight" .
*
**

I am afraid I have lost all interest i n these speculations ; things
are getting too serious for me to waste time on these inconclusive
intellectualities. I do not at all mind your driving your point
triumphantly home and replacing a dogmatism from materialistic
science on its throne of half a century ago from which it could
victoriously ban all thought surpassing its own narrow bounds
as mere wordy metaphysics and mysticism and moonshine.
Obviously, if material energies alone can exist in the material
world, there can be no possibility of a life divine on the earth.
A mere metaphysical "sleight of mind", as one might call it, could
not justify it against the objections of scientific negation and
concrete common sense. I had thought that even many scientific
minds on the Continent had come to admit that science could no
longer claim to decide what was the real reality of things, that it
had no means of deciding it and could only discover and describe
the how and process of the operations of material Force in the
physical front of things. That left the field open to higher thought
and speculation, spiritual experience and even to mysticism,
occultism and all those greater things which almost everyone
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had come to disbelieve as impossible nonsense. That was the con
dition of things when I wa s in England. If that is to return or if
·

Russia and her dialectical materialism are to lead the world,
well, fate must be obeyed and life divine must remain content
to wait perhaps for another mi11 ennium. But I do not ·like the
idea of one of our periodicals being the arena for a wrestle of
that kind. That is all. I am writing under the impression of your
earlier article on this subject, as I have not gone carefully through
the later ones ; I dare say these later ones may be entirely convin
cing and I would find after reading them that my own position
was wrong and that only an obstinate mystic could still believe in
such a conquest of Matter by the Spirit as I had dared to think
possible. But I am just such an obstinate mystic ; so, if I allowed
your exposition of the matter to be published in one of our own
periodicals, I w oul d be under the obligation of returning to the
subject in which I hav e lost interest and therefore the inclination
to write, so as to re-establish my position and would have to com
bat the claim of materialistic Science to pronounce anything on
these matters on which it has no means of enquiry nor any possi
bil ity of arriving at a valid decision. Perhaps I would have prac
tically to rewrite The Life Divine as an answer to the victorious
"negation of the materialist" ! This is the only explanation which
I can give, apart from sheer want of time to tackle the subject,
for my long and disappointing silence
.

*
**

I know it i s the Russian explanation of the recent trend to spiri
tuality and mysticism that it is a phenomenon of capitalist
society in its decadence. But to read an economic cause, con
scious or unconscious, into all phenomena of man's history is
part of the Bolshevik gospel born of the fallacy of Karl Marx.
Man's nature is not so simple and one-chorded as all that - it
has many lines and each line produces a need of his life. The
spiritual or mystic line is one of them and man tries to satisfy it
in various ways, by superstitions of all kind s , by ignorant reli
gionism, by spiritism, demonism and what not, in his more en
lightened parts by spi ritual philosophy the higher occultism and
,
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the rest, at his highest by the union with the All, the Eternal or
the Divine. The tendency towards the search for spirituality be
gan in Europe with a recoil from the nineteenth century's
scientific materialism, a dissatisfaction with the pretended all
sufficiency of the reason and the intellect and a feeling out for
something deeper. That was a pre-war phenomenon, and began
when there was no menace of Communism and the capitalistic
world was at iti height of insolent success and triumph, and it
came rather as a revolt against the materialistic bourgeois life
and its ideals, not as an attempt to serve or sanctify it. It has been
at once served and opposed by the post-war disillusionment
- opposed because the post-war world has fallen back either
on cynicism and the life of the senses or on movements like
Fascism and Communisin ; served because with the deeper
minds the dissatisfaction with the ideals of the past or the
present, with all mental or vital or material solutions of the
problem of life has increased and only the spiritual path is left.
It is true that the European mind having little light on these
things dallies with vital will-o'-the wisps like spiritism or theo
sophy or falls back upon the old religionism ; but the deeper
minds of which I speak either pass by them or pass through them
in search of a greater Light. l have had contact with many and
the above tendencies are very clear. They come from all coun
tries and it was only a minority who hailed from England or
America. Russia is different - unlike the others it has lingered
in mediaeval religionism and not passed through any period of
revolt - so when the revolt came it was naturally anti-religious
and atheistic. It is only when this phase is exhausted that Russian
mysticism can receive and take not a narrow religious but the spi
ritual direction. It is true that mysticism a

revers, turned upside

down, has made Bolshevism and its endeavour a creed rather
than a political theme and a search for the paradisal secret
millennium on earth rather than the building of a purely social
structure. But for the most part Russia is trying to do on the com
munistic basis all that nineteenth-century ide�lism hoped to get at
- and failed - in the midst of or against an industrial competi
tive environment. Whether it will really succeed any better is
for the future to decide - for at present it only keeps what it
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has got by a tension and violent control which is not over.
*
**

The Isha Upanishad passage1 is o f course a much larger state
ment of the nature of universal existence than the Einstein theory
which is confined to the physical universe. You can deduce too
a much larger law of relativity from the statement in the verse.
What it means from this point of view - for it contains much
more in it - is that the absolute Reality exists, but it is immov
able and always the same, the universal movement is a motion
of consciousness in this Reality of which only the Transcendent
itself can seize the truth, which is self-evident to It, while the
apprehension of it by the Gods (the mind, senses, etc.) must ne
cessarily be imperfect and relative, since they can try to fo llow
but none can really overtake (apprehend or seize) that Truth,
each being limited by its own viewpoint2, lesser instrumentality
or capacity of consciousness, etc. This is the familiar attitude of
the Indian or at least the Vedantic mind which held that our
knowledge, perception and experience of things in the world
and of the world itself must be vyiivahiirika, relative, practical
or pragmatic only, - so declared Shankara, - it is in fact an
illusory knowledge, the real Truth of things lying beyond our
mental and sensory consciousness. Einstein's relativity is a scien
tific, not a metaphysical statement. The form and field of it are
different - but, I suppose, if one goes back from it and beyond it
to its essential significance, the real reason for its being so, one
can connect it with the Vedantic conclusion. But to justify that to
the intellect, you would have to go through a whole process to
show how the connection comes - it does not self-evidently
follow.
As for Jeans, many would say that his conclusions are not
at all legitimate. Einstein's law is a scientific generalisation based
upon certain relations proper to the domain of physics and, if
1 "One unmoving that i� swifter than Mind, That the Gods reach not, for It progresses
ever in front. That, standing, passes beyond others as they run." lsha Upanishad, Verse 4.

Sri Aurobindo's translation. See Sri Aurobindo,
1

Eight Upanishads ( 1 965

Edition), p. 5.

The Gods besides are in and subject to Space and Time, part of the motion in Space

and Time, not superior to it.
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valid, valid there in the limits of that domain, or, if you like, in
the general domain of scientific observation and measurement of
physical processes and motions ; but how can you transform that
at once into a metaphysical generalisation ? It is a jump over
a considerable gulf - or a forceful transformation of one thing
into another, of a limited physical result into an unlimited
all-embracing formula. I don't quite know what Einstein's law
really amounts to, but does it amount to more than this that our
scientific measurements of time and other things are, in the condi
tions under which they have to be made, relative because subject
to the unavoidable drawback of these conditions ? What meta
· if anything at all does fallow physically follows from that it is for the metaphysicians, not the scientists to determine. The
Vedantic position was that the M ind itself (as well as the senses)
is a limited power making its own representations, construc
tions, formations and imposing them on the Reality. That is a
much bigger and more intricate affair shooting down into the
very roots of our existence. I think myself there are many posi
tions taken by modern Science which tend to be helpful to that
view - though in the nature of things they cannot be sufficient
to prove it.
I state the objections only ; I myself see certain fundamental
truths underlying all the domains and the one Reality every
where. But there is also a great difference in the instruments
used and the ways of research followed by the seekers in these
different ways (the physical, the occult and the spiritual) and
for the intellect at least the bridge between them has still to be
built. One can point out analogies, but it can be maintained
very well that Science cannot be used for yielding or buttressing
results of spiritual knowledge. The other side can. be maintained
also and it is best that both should be stated - so this is not
meant to discourage your thesis.
*
**

How does Sir James Jeans or any other scientist know that it

was by a "mere accident" that life came into existence or that
there is no life anywhere else in the universe or that life elsewhere
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must either be exactly the same as life here under the same condi
tions or not existent at all ? These are mere mental speculat ions
without any conclusiveness in them. Life can be an accident
only if the whole world also is an accident - a thing created by
Chance and governed by Chance . It is not worthwhile to waste
time on this kind of speculation , for it is only the bubble of a
moment.
The material universe is only the facade of an immense build
ing which has other structures behind it, and it is only if one
knows the whole that one can have some knowledge of the truth
of the material universe . There are vital, mental and spiritual

ranges behind which give· the material its significance. If the earth
is the only field of the spiritual evolution in M atter - (assuming
that) - then it must be as part of the total design. The idea that
all the rest must be a waste is a human idea which would not
trouble the vast Cosmic Spirit whose consciousness and life are
everywhere, in the s tone and dust as much as in the human
intelligence . But this is a speculative question which is quite
alien to our practical purpose. For us it is the development of
the spiritual consciousness in the human body that matters.
In this development there are stages - the whole truth
cannot be known till all are passed and the final stage is there.
The stage in which you are is one in which the self i s beginning
to be realised, the self free from all embodiment and not depend
ing on embodiment for its perpetual existence. It is therefore
natural that you should feel the embodiment to be something
quite subordinate and like the earth-life of Jeans almost acci
de'.?ntal. It is because of this stage that the Mayavadins, taking
it for final, thought the world to be an illusion. But this is only
a stage of the journey. Beyo nd this Self which is static, separate,

farmless there is a greater Consciousness in which the Silence
,

and the Cosmic Activity are united but in another knowl edge
than the walled-in ignorance of the embodied human being.
This Self is only one aspect of the Divine Reality. It is when
one gets to that greater Consciousness that cosmic existence and
form and life and mind no longer appear to be an accident but
find t heir significance. Even the re there are two stages, the over
mental and the sup ramental , and it is not till one gets to the last
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that the full truth of existence can become entirely real to the
consciousness. Observe what you experience and know that it
has its value and is indispensable as a stage, but do not take the
experience of a stage for the final knowledge.
*
**

I have not read him [Bergson] sufficiently to pronounce. So far
as I know, he seems to have some perception of the dynamic crea
tive intuition involved in Life, but none of the truly supra-rational
intuition above. If so, his Intuition which he takes to be the sole
secret of things is only a secondary manifestation of something
transcendent which is itself only the "rays of the Sun".
*
**

No, it [Bergson's "elan vital"] is not the supramental. But Berg
son's "intuition" seems to be a Life Intuition which is of course
the supramental fragmented and modified to act as a Knowledge
in "Life-in-Matter" . I can't say definitively yet, but that is the
impression it gave me.
*
**

He [Bergson] sees Consciousness (Chit) not in its essential truth
but as a creative Force=a sort of transcendent Life-Energy
descending into Matter and acting there.
*
**

[Elan Vital :] Not Sachchidananda but Chit-shakti in the disguise
of Pranashakti. Bergson is, I believe, a vitalist (as opposed to a
materialist on one side and an idealist on the other) with a strong
perception of Time (in Upanishadic times they speculated
whether Time was not the Brahman and some schools held
that idea). So for him Brahman= Consciousness-Force= Time
Force =Life-Force. But the last two he sees vividly while the first
which is the real thing behind creation he sees very dimly.
*
**
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Instinct and intuition as described by him [Bergson] are vital,
but it is possible to develop a corresponding mental intuition,
and that is probably what he suggests - and which depends not
on thought but a sort of mental direct contact with things. This
is not exactly mysticism, though it is a first step towards it.
•
**

I suppose Bergson must already know what the "mystics" say
about the matter and has put his own interpretation or value
upon it. So he would not at all be impressed by your suggestion.
·
He would say, "I know an about that already.
"

*
**

These extraordinary occurrences which go outside the ordinary
course of physical Nature, happen frequently in India and are
not unknown elsewhere ; they are akin to what is called polter
geist phenomena in Europe. Scientists do not speak or think
about such supernormal happenings except to pooh-pooh them
or to prove that they are simply the tricks of children simulating
supernatural manifestations.
Scientific laws only give a schematic account of material
process of Nature - as a valid _scheme they can be used for re
producing or extending at will a material process, but obviously
they cannot give an account of the thing itself. Water, for
instance, is not merely so much oxygen and hydrogen put
together - the combination is simply a process or device for en
abling the materialisation of a new thing called water ; what
that new thing really is, is quite another matter. In fact, there are
different planes of substance, gross, subtle and more subtle going
back to what is called causal (Karana) substance. What is more
gross can be reduced to the subtle state and the subtle brought
into the gross state ; that accounts for dematerialisation and
rematerialisation. These ary occult processes and are vulgarly
regarded as magic. Ordinarily the magician knows nothing of
the why and wherefore of what he is doing, he has simply learned
the formula or process or else controls elemental beings of the
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subtler states (planes or worlds) who do the thing for him. The
Tibetans indulge widely in occult processes ; if you see the books
of Madame David Neel who has lived in Tibet you will get an
idea of their expertness in these things. But also the Tibetan
Lamas know something of the laws of occult (mental and vital)
energy and how it can be made to act on physical things. That
is something which goes beyond mere magic. The direct power
of mind-force or life-force upon Matter can be extended to an
almost illimitable degree. It must be remembered that Energy
is fundamentally one in all the planes, only taking more and more
dense forms, so there is nothing

a priori

impossible in mind

energy or life-energy a�ting directly on material energy and
substance ; if they do, they C3;n make a material object do things
or rather can do things with a material object which would be to
that object in its ordinary poise or "law" unhabitual and there
fore apparently impossible.
I do not see how cosmic rays can explain the origination of
Matter ; it is like Sir Oliver Lodge's explanation of life on
earth that it comes from another planet ; it only pushes the
problem one step farther back - for how do the cosmic rays come
into existence ? But it is

a

fact that Agni is the basis of forms as

the Sankhya pointed out long ago, i.e. the fiery principle in the
three powers radiant, electric and gaseous (the Vedic trinity of
Agni) is the agent in producing liquid and solid forms of what
is called Matter.
Obviously, a layman cannot do these things, unless he has a
native "psychic" (that is, occult) faculty and even then he will
have to learn the law of the thing before he can use it at will.
It is always possible fo use spiritual force or mind-power or will
power or a certain kind of vital energy to produce effects in men,
things and happenings ; but knowledge and much practice is
needed before this possibility ceases to be occasional and hap
hazard and can be used quite consciously, at will or to perfection.
Even then, to have "a control over the whole material world"
is too big a proposition, a local and partial control is more pos
sible or, more widely, certain kinds of control over Matter.
*
**
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All the world, according to Science, is nothing but a play of

Energy - a material Energy it used to be called, but it is now

doubted whether Matter, scientifically speaking, exists except

as a phenomenon of Energy. All the world, according to

Vedanta, is a play of a power of a spiritual entity, the power of
an original consciousness, whether it be Maya or Shakti, and the

result an illusion or real. In the world s o far as man is concerned
we are aware only of mind-energy, life-energy, energy in Matter ;

but it is supposed that there is a spiritual energy or force also be

hind them from which they originate. All things, in either case,

are the results of a Shakti, energy or force. There is no action

without a Force or Energy doing the action and bringing about

its consequence. Further, anything that has no Force in it is

either something dead or something unreal or something inert
and without consequence. If there is no such thing as spiritual

consciousness, there can be no reality of yoga, and if there is no
yoga-force, spiritual force, yoga shakti, then also there can

be

no effectivity in yoga. A yoga-consciousness or spiritual con

sciousness which has no power or force i n it, may not be dead or

unreal, but it is evidently something inert and without effect or
consequence. Equally, a man who sets out to be a yogi or

Guru

and has no spiritual consciousness or no power in his spiritual

consciousness - a yoga-force o r spiritual force - is making a

false claim and is either a charlatan or a self-d eluded imbecile;

still more is he so if having no spiritual force he claims to have ·

made a path others can follow. If yoga is a reality, if spirituality
is anything better than a delusion, there must be such a thing as
yoga-force or spiritual force.

It i s evident that if spiritual force exists, it must be able to

produce spiritual results - therefore there is no irrationality in
the claim of those sadhaks who say that they feel the force of the
Guru or the force of the Divine working in them and leading to

wards spiritual fulfilment and experience. Whether it is so or not
in a particular case is a personal question, but the statement can

not be denounced as per se incredible and manifestly false, be

cause such things cannot be. Further, if it be true that spiritual
force is the original one and the others are derivative from it,

then there is no irrationality in supposing that spiritual force can ·

·
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prod uce mental results, v i tal results, physical results. It may act
th r ough m ental , vital or physical energies and through the means
which these e n e rgies use, or i t may act d i rectly on mind, life or
M atter as the field of its own special and immediate action.
Either way is prima fade po ssi ble In a case of cure of illness,
someone is i ll for two days, weak, suffering from pai n s and fever ;
he takes no medici ne , but fin ally asks for cure from his Guru ;
the next morning he rises well , strong and energetic. He h as at
least some justification for thinking that a force has been used on
him and put into him and that it was a spiritual power that acted.
But in another case, medicines may be used, while at the same
time the invisible force may be called for to aid the material
means, for it is a known fact that medicines may or may not
succeed - there is no certitude. Here for the reason of an
outsi de observer (one who is neither the user of the fo rce nor the
doctor nor the pa tie nt) it remains uncertain whether the patient
was cured by the medicines only or by the spiritual force with the
medicines as an i ns trument Either is possible, and it cannot be
said that because medicines were used, therefore the w o rki ng of a
spiritual force is per se i ncredible and dem onstrably false. On the
other hand, i t is possible for the doctor to have felt a fo rce work
i ng in him and guiding him or he may see th e patient i mproving
with a rapi di ty whic�, according to medical science, is incred ible.
The pa ti ent may feel the force working in himself bringing health,
energy, rapid cure. The user of the force may watch the results,
see t he symptoms he works on diminishing, those he did not work
upon increasing till h e does work on them and then immediately
diminishing, the docto r wo rking according to his unspoken
suggesti on s etc., etc., until the cure is done. (On the other
hand, he may see forces working against the cure and conclude
th at the spiri tu al force has to be c on ten ted with a wi thdrawal or
an imperfect success.) In all that the docto r the pati ent or the
user of force is justified in bel i ev in g that the cure is at least partly
or even fundamentally due to the spiritual force. Their expe
rience is valid of course for themselves only, n o t for the ou ts ide
rati ona l is i n g observer. But the latter is not logically entitled to
say that th eir experience is incredible and m u st be false.
Another point. It does not follow that a spiritual force m ust
.

.

,

,
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either succeed in all cases or, if it does not, that proves its non
existence. Of no force can that be said. The force of fire is to
burn, but there are things it does not burn ; under certain cir
cumstances it does not burn even the feet of the man who walks
barefoot on red-hot coals. That does not prove that fire cannot
burn or that there is no such thing as force of fire, Agni Shakti.
I have no time to write more ; it is not necessary either.
My object was not to show that spiritual force must be believed
in, but that the belief in it is not necessarily a delusion and that
this belief can be rational as well as possible.
*
••

The invisible Force producing tangible results both inward and
outward is the whole meaning of the yogic consciousness. Your
question about yoga bringing merely a feeling of Power without
any result was really very strange. Who would be satisfied with
such a meaningless hallucination and call it Power ? If we had
not had thousands of experiences showing that the Power within
could alter the mind, develop its powers, add new ones, bring in
new ranges of knowledge, master the vital movements, change the
character, influence men and things, control the conditions and
functionings of the body, work as a concrete dynamic Force on
other forces, modify events, etc., etc., we would not speak of it
as we do. M oreover, i t is not only in its results but in its move
ments that the Force is tangible and concrete. When I speak of
feeling Force or Power, I do not mean simply having a vague
sense of it, but feeling it concretely and consequently being able
to direct it, manipulate it, watch its movement, be conscious of
its mass and intensity and in the same way of that of other, per
haps opposing forces ; all these things are possible and usual by
the development of yoga.
It is not, unless it is supramental Force, a Power that acts
without conditions and limits. The conditions and limits under
which yoga or sadhana has to be worked out are not arbitrary or
capricious ; they arise from the nature of things. These including
the will, receptivity, assent, self-opening and surrender of the
sadhak have to be respected by the yoga-force, unless it receives
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a sanction from the Supreme to override everything and get some
thing done, but that sanction is sparingly given. It is only if the
supramental Power came fully down, not merely sent its influ
ences through the overmind, that things. could be very radically
directed towards that object - for then . the sanction would not
be rare. For the Law of the Truth would be at work, not con
stantly balanced by the law of the Ignorance.
Still the yoga-force is always tangible and concrete in the
way I have described and has tangible results. But it is invisible
- not like a blow given or the rush of a motor car knocking some
body down which the physical senses can at once perceive. How
is the mere physical mind to know that it is there and working ?
By its results ? But how c�n it know that the results �ere that of
the yogic force and not of something else ? One of two things it
must be. Either it must allow the consciousness to go inside, to
become aware of inner things, to believe in the experience of the
invisible and the supraphysical, and then by experience, by the
opening of new capacities, it becomes conscious of these forces
and can see, follow and use their workings, just as the Scientist
uses the unseen forces of Nature. Or one must have faith and
watch and open oneself and then it will begin to see how things
happen, it will notice that when the Force was called in, there
began after a time to be a result, then repetitions, more repeti
tions, more clear and tangible results, increasing frequency, in
creasing consistency of results, a feeling and awareness of the
Force at work - until the experience becomes daily, regular,
normal, complete. These are the two main methods, one internal,
working from in outward, t11:e other external, working from out
side and calling the inner force out till it penetrates and is visible
in the exterior consciousness. But neither can be done if one in
sists always on the extrovert attitude, the external concrete only
and refuses to j oin to it the internal concrete - or if the physical
mind at every step raises a dance of doubts which refuses to allow
the nascent experience to develop. Even the Scientist carrying on
a new experiment would never succeed if he allowed his mind to
behave in that way.
*
**
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Concrete ? What do you mean by concrete ? Spiritual force has

its own concreteness ; it can take a form (like a stream, for in
stance) of which one is aware and can send i t qu ite concretely on
whatever object on e cho oses
This is a statement of fact about the power inherent in spiri
tual consciousness. But there is also such a thing as a willed use
of any subtle force
it may be spiritual, mental or vital
to se
cure a particul ar result at so me point in the world. Just as there
are waves of unsee n physical forces (cosmic waves etc.) or cur
rents of electricity so there are mind-waves, thought-currents,
waves of emoti on - for example, anger, sorrow, etc., - which
go out and affect others without their knowin g whence they come
or that they come at all, they only feel the result. One who has
.
the occult or inner senses awake can feel them coming and in
vading him. Influences good or bad can propagate themselves in
that way ; that can happen without intention and naturally, but
also a deliberate use can be made of them. There can also be a
p urp o seful generation of force, sp i r itual or other There can
be to o the use of the effective will or idea acting directly without
the aid of any outward action, speech or other instrumentation
which is not concrete in that sense, but is all the same effective.
These things are not imaginations or delusions or humbug, but
true ph en omen a
.

-

-



,

,

.

.

*
**

The fact that you don't feel a fo rce does not prove that it is not

there. The steam-engine does not feel a force moving it, but the
force is there A ma n is not a st�am-engine ? He is very little
better, for he is consci ou s only of some bubbling on the surface
which he calls �himself' and is ab sol utely unconscious of all the
subconscient, subliminal, superconscient forces moving him.
(This is a fact which i s be ing more and more established by mo
dern psychology, though it has got hold only of the lower force
and not the higher, - so you must not turn up your rational nose
at it.) He twitters intellectually, foolishly about the surface
results and attributes them all to his 'noble self', igno r ing the fact
that his noble self is hidden far away from his own view behind
the veil of his dimly sparkling intellect and the reeking fog of his
.
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vital feelings, emotions, impulses, sensations and impressions.
So your argument is utterly absurd and futile. Our aim is to
bring the secret forces out and unwalled into the open, so that
instead of getting some shadows or lightnings of themselves out
through the veil or being wholly obstructed, they may pour down
and flow in rivers. But to expect that all at once is a presump
tuous demand which shows an impatient · ignorance and inex
perience. If they begin to trickle at first, that is enough to justify
the faith in a future downpour. You admit that you once or
twice felt a force coming down ; it proves that the force was and
is there and at work and it is only your sweating Herculean
labour that prevents you feeling it. Also, i t is the trickle that
gives the assurance of the possibility of the downpou r One has
only to go on and by one's patience deserve the downpour or
else, without deserving, slide on until one gets it. In yoga the
experience itself is a promise and foretaste but gets shut off till
the nature is ready for the fulfilment. This is a phenomenon fami
liar to every yogi when he looks back on his past experience.
Such were the brief visitations of Ananda you had sometimes
before. It does not matter if you have not a leech-like tenacity
- leeches are not the only type of yogis. If you can stick anyhow
or get stuck, that is sufficient
.

.

*
**

These things should not be spoken of but kept under a cover
Even in ordinary non-spiritual things the action of invisible or
subjective forces is open to doubt and discussion i n which there
could be no material certitude, while the spiritual force is in
visible in itself and also invisible in its action. So it is idle to try
to prove that such and such a result was the effect of spiritual
force. Each must form his own idea about that, for if i t is accep
ted, it cannot be as a result of proof and argument, but only as a
result of experience, of faith or of that insight in the deeper heart
or the deeper intelligence which looks behind appearances and
sees what is behind them. The spiritual consciousness does not
claim in that way, it can state the truth about itself but not fight
for a personal acceptance. A general and impersonal truth about
. . . .
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spiritual force i s another matter, but I doubt whether the time
has come for it or whether it could be understood by mere rea
soning intelligence.
*
••

If I write about these questions from the yogic point of view, even

though on a logical basis, there is bound to be much that is in
conflict with the current opinions, e.g., about miracles, the limits
of judgment by sense-data, etc. I have avoided as much as pos
sible writing about these subjects because I would have to pro
pound things that cannot be understood except by reference to
other data than those of the physical senses or of reason founded
on these alone. I might have to speak of laws and forces not
recogni sed by reason or physical science. In my public writings
and my writings to sadhaks I have not dealt with these because
they go out of the range of ordinary kn owledge and the
understanding founded on it. These thin gs are known to some,
but they do not usually speak about them, while the public view
of much of those as are known is either credulous or incredulous,
but in both cases without experience or knowledge
.

*
**

As for what you write about your experience and your ideas, it
looks as if it were simply the old thoughts an d movements rising,
as they often do, to interfere with the strai ght course of the
sadhana. Mental realisations and ideas of this kind are at best
only half-truths and not always ev en that ; once one has taken up
a sadhana that goes beyond the mind, it is a mistake to give them
too much importance. They can easily become by misapplica
tion a fruitful ground for error.
If you examine the ideas that have come to you, you will see
that they are quite inadequate. For example :
1 . Matter is ja<Ja only i n appe arance As even modern
Science admits, Matter is only energy in action, and, as we know
in India, energy is force of consciousness in action.
2. P rakriti in the material world seems to be jaqa, but this
.
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too is only an appearance. Prakriti is in reality the conscious
power of the Spirit.
3. A l;>ringing down of the Spirit into Matter cannot lead to a
laya in ja{ia prakrti. A descent of the Spirit could only mean a
descent of light, consciousness and ·power, not a growth of un
consciousness and inertia which is what is meant by the ja<Ja-laya.
4. The Spirit is there already in Matter as everywhere else ; it
is only a surface apparent unconsciousness or involved conscious
ness which veils its presence. What we have to do is to awake
Matter to the spiritual consciousness concealed in it.
5. What we aim at bringing down into the material world is
the supramental consciousness, light and energy, because it is
this alone that can truly transform it.
If there is at any "time a growth of unconsciousness and
inertia, it is because of the resistance of the ordinary nature to
the spiritual change. But this is usually raised up in order to be .
dealt with and eliminated. If it is allowed to remain concealed
and not raised up, the difficulty will never be grappled with and
no real transformation will take place.
*
**

If there were no creative power in the material energy, there
would be no material universe. Matter is not unconscious or
without dynamism - only it is an involved force and conscious
ness that work in it. It is what the psychologists call the incon
scient from which all comes - but it is not really inconscient.
*
**

1 There is no need to put "the" before "quality" - in English
that would alter the sense. Matter is not regarded in this passage
as a quality of being perceived by sense ; I don't think that would
have any meaning. It is regarded as a result of a certain power
1

This explanation is apropos of the following passage in The Yoga and Its Objects (1968

Edition), p. 13 :
.. Matter itself, you will one day realise, is not material, it is not substance but form of
consciousness, gUl)ll, the result of quality of being perceived by sense-knowledge."
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and action of consciousness which presents for ms of itself to
sense perception and it is this quality of sense-perceivedness, so
to speak, that gives them the appearance of Matter, i.e. of a cer
tain kind of substantiality inherent in themselves - but in fact
they are not self-existent s ubs tan tial objects but forms of con
sciousness. The point is that there is no such thing as the self
existent Matter posited by nine teenth century Science.
*
**

You are reasoning on the analogy of your own very cabined and
limited sense-consciousness and its rather clumsy relations with
the happenings i n material space. What is space after all but an
extension of consCi ous being in which Consciousness-Force
builds its own surroundings ? In the subtle physical plane there
·
are, not one, but many layers of consciousness and each move s
in its own being, that is to say, in its own space. I have said that
each subtle plane is a conglomeration or series of worlds. Each
space may at any point meet, penetrate or coincide with an
other ; accordingly at one point of meeting or coincidence there
m igh t be several subtle objects occupying what we might rather
arbitrarily call the same space, and yet they may not be in any
actual relation with each other. If there is a relation created, it
i s the multiple consciousness of the seer in which the meeting
place becomes apparent that creates it.
On the other hand, there may be a relation between objects
in different regions of space correlated to each other as in the
case of the gross physical o bject and its subtle counterpart.
There you can more easily reason of relations between one space
and another.
*
**

Time and Space are not limited, they are infinite - they are the
terms of an extension of consciousness in which things take place
o r are arranged in a certain relation, succession, order. There
are again different orders of Time and Space ; that too depends
on the consciousness. The Eternal is extended in Time and Space,
but he is also beyond all Time and Space. Timelessness and Time
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are two terms of the eternal existence. The Spaceless Eternal is
not one indivisible infinity of Space, there is in it no near or far,
no l}ere or there - the Timeless Eternal is not measurable by
years or hours or aeons, the e xperience of it has been described
as the eternal moment. But for the mind this state cannot be
described except by negatives, - one has to go beyond and to
realise it.
*
**

The objection1 is founded on human three dimensional ideas of
space and division in space, which are again founded upon the
limited nature of the human senses. To some beings space is one
dimensional, to others two dimensional, to others three dimen
sional - but there are other dimensions also� It is well recog
nised in metaphysics that the Infinite can be in a point and not
only in extension of space - just as there is an eternity of exten
sion in Time but also an Eternity which is independent of Time
so that it can be felt in the moment - one has not to think of mil
lions and millions of years in order to realise it. So too the rigid
distinction of One against Many, a One that cannot be many
or of an All that is made up by addition and not self-existent
are crude mental notions of the outer finite mind that cannot be
applied to the Infinite. If the All were of this material and unspiri
tual character, tied down to a primary arithmetic and geometry,
the realisation of the universe in oneself, of the all in each and
each in all, of the universe in the Bindu would be impossible.
Your Xs are evidently innocent of the elements of metaphysical
thinking or they would not make such objections.
*
**

It i s

only by feeling all things as one spiritual substance that one
can arrive at unity - m:iity is in the spiritual consciousness. The
material point is o nl y one point among millions of mi lli ons so that is not the base of unity. But once you get the unity in
consciousness, you can feel through that the unity of mind
1

"How can the Divine, who is the all-pervading and all-containing Infinite, incarnate

in the small space of a human body ?"
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substance, mind force, etc. , the unity of life substance (mobile)
and life force, the unity of material substance and energies. Being
- Consciousness of being - energy of consciousness - form of
consciousness, all things are really that.
*
**

I t i s quite true that the word "superstition" has been habitually
used as a convenient club to beat down any belief that does not
agree with the ideas of the materialistic reason, that is to say, the
physical mind dealing with the apparent law of physical process
and seeing no farther. It has also been used to dismiss ideas and
beliefs not in agreement with one's own idea of what is the
rational norm of supraphysical truths as we11 . For many ages
man cherished beliefs that implied a force behind which acted on
principles unknown to the physical mind and beyond the witness
of the outward reason and the senses. Science came in with a
method of knowledge which extended the evidence of this outer
field of consciousness, and thought that by this method all
existence would become explicable. It swept away at once with
out examination all the ancient beliefs as so many "superstitions"
- true, half-true or false, all went into the dust-bin in one impar
tial sweep, because they did not rely on the method . of physical
Science and lay outside its data or were or seemed incompatible
with its standpoint. Even in the field of supraphysical experience
only so much was admitted as could give a mentally rational ex·
planation of itself according to a certain range of ideas - all
the rest, everything that seemed to demand an occult, mystic or
below-the-surface origin to explain it, was put aside as so much
superstition. Popular beliefs that were the fruit sometimes of
imagination but sometimes also of a traditional empirical know
ledge or of a right instinct shared naturally the same fate. That
all this was a hasty and illegitimate operation, itself based on the
"superstition" of the all-sufficiency of the new method which
really applies only to a limited field, is now becoming more and
more evident. I agree with you that the word superstition is one
which should be used either not at all or with great caution.
It is evidently an anachronism to apply it to beliefs not accepted
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by the form of :r;eligion one happens oneself to follow or favour.
The growing reversal of opinion with regard to many things
that were then condemned but are now coming into favour
once more is very striking. In addition to the instances you quote
a hundred others might be added. One does not quite know why
a belief in graphology should be condemned as irrational or su
perstitious ; it seems to me· quite rational to believe that a man's
handwriting is the result of or consistent with his temperament
and nature and, if so, it may very well prove on examination to
be an index of character. It is now a known fact that each man is
an individual by himself with his own peculiar formation diffe
rent from others and made by minute variations in the general
human plan, - this is true of small physical characteristics,
it is evidently equally true of psychological characteristics ; it
is not unreasonable to suppose a correlation between the two.
On that basis cheiromancy may very well have a truth in it, for
it is a known fact that the lines in an individual hand are different
from the lines in others and that this, as well as differences of phy
siognomy, may carry in it psychological indications is not impos
sible. The difficulty for minds trained under rationalistic influ
ences becomes greater when these lines or the data of astrology
are interpreted as signs of destiny, because modern rationalism
resolutely refused to admit that the future was determined or
could be determinable. But this looks more and more like one of
the "superstitions" of the modern mind, a belief curiously con
tradictory of the fundamental notions of Science. For Science
has believed, at least until yesterday, that everything is deter
mined in Nature and it attempts to find the laws of that deter
mination and to predict future physical happenings on that basis.
If so, it is reasonable to suppose that there are unseen connections
determining human events in the world and that future events
may therefore be predictable. Whether it can be done on the
lines of astrology or cheiromancy is a matter of enquiry and one
does not get any farther by dismissing the possibility with a
summary denial. The case for astrology is fairly strong ; a case
seems to exist for cheiromancy also.
On the other hand, it is not safe to go too hastily in the other
direction. There is the opposite tendency to believe everything
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i n these fields and not keep one's eyes open to the e lement of
limitation or error in these difficult branches of knowledge - it

was the excess of belief that helped to discredit them, because
their errors were patent. It does not seem to me established
that the stars determine the future

-

though that is p os sibl e ,

but it does look as if they i ndicate it - or rather, some certitudes
and potentialities of the future. Even the astrologers admit that
there is another element of determination in man himself which

limits the field of astrological prediction and may even alter
many of its ascertained results. There is a very tangled and
difficult complex of forces making up any determination of things

in the world and when we have disentangled one thread of the
skein and follow it we may get many striking results, but we
.
cannot rely on it as the one wholly reliable clue. The mind's
methods are too rigid and conveniently simple to unravel the
true or whole truth whether of the Reality or of its separate

pheno me na .
I would accept your statement about the possibility of know

ing much about a man from observations of a small part of his
bei ng, physical or psychological, but I think it is to go too far to

say that one can reconstruct a whole man from one minute par
ticle of a hair. I should say from my knowledge of the com

plexity and multi plicity of elements in the human being that such
a procedure would be hazardous and would leave a large part of
the Unknown overshadowing the excessive certitude of this infer

ential structure.
*
**

I suppose we cannot go so far as to deny that there i s such a

thing as superstition - a fixed belief without any ground in

qui te unsound and does not hang together
The human mind readily claps on such beliefs to things which
can be or are in themselve s true, and this i s a mixture which very
badly confuses the search for knowledge. But p reci sely because
something that is

.

of this mixture, because somewhere behind the s upe rst i tion or

not far off from it there is very usually some real t ruth, one ought
to be cautious in using the word or sweeping away with it as a
convenient broom the true , the partly true and the unfounded
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together and claiming that the bare ground left is the only truth
of the matter.

*
**

When I wrote that sentence about "a fixed blind belief", I was

not thinking really of religious beliefs, but of common popular

jdeas

and beliefs. Your feeling about the matter, in any case, is

quite sound. One can and ought to believe and follow one's

own path without condemning or looking down on others for

having beliefs different from those one thinks or sees to be the
best or the largest in truth. The spiritual field is many-sided and

full of complexities and there is room for an immense variety
of experiences. Besid�s,

all

mental

egoism - and

spiritual

egoism - has to be surmounted and this sense of superiority

should therefore not be cherished.
P.S.

A sincere, whole-hearted and one-pointed foil owing

of this yoga should lead to a level where these rigid mental divi

sions do not exist, for they are mental walls put round one part
of Truth and Knowledge so as to cut it off from the rest, but this

view from above the mind is comprehensive and everything falls
into its place in the whole.

SECTION FIVE
PLANES AND PARTS OF THE BEING
•

Planes and Parts of the Being

MEN do not know themselves and have not
learned to distinguish the different parts of their being ; for these
are usually lumped together by them as mind, because it is
through a mentalised perception and understanding that they
know or feel them ; therefore they do not understand their own
states and actions, or, if at all, then only on the surface. It is part
of the foundation of yoga to become conscious of the great com
plexity of our nature, se� the different forces that move it and get
over it a control of directing knowledge. We are composed of
many parts each of which contributes something to the total
movement of our consciousness, our thought, will, sensation,
feeling, action, but we do not see the origination or the course
of these impulsions ; we are aware only of their confused and
pell-mell results on the surface upon which we can at best impose
nothing better than a precarious shifting order.
The remedy can only come from the parts of the being that
are already turned towards the Light. To call in the light of the
Divine Consciousness from above, to bring the psychic being to
the front and kindle a flame of aspiration which will awaken
spiritually the outer mind and set on fire the vital being, is the
way out.
*
**

Each part of the being has its own nature or even different
natures contained in the same part.
*
**

Consciousness is not, to my experience, a phenomenon depen
dent on the reactions of personality to the forces of Nature and
amounting to no more than a seeing or interpretation of these
reactions. If that were so, then when the personality becomes
silent and immobile and ·gives no reactions, as there would be no
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seeing or interpretative action, there would therefore be no
consciousness. That contradicts some of the fundamental expe
riences of yoga, e.g., a silent and immobile consciousness
infinitely spread out, not dependent on the personality but imper
sonal and universal, not seeing and interpreting contacts but
motionlessly self-aware, not dependent on the reactions, but per
sistent in itself .even when no reactions take place. The subjective
personality itself is only a formation of consciousness which is a
power inherent, not in the activity of the temporary manifested
personality, but in the being, the Self or Purusha.
Consciousness is a reality inherent in existence. It is there
even when it is not active on the surface, but silent and immobile ;
it is there even when it is invisible on the surface, not reacting on
outward things or sensible to them, but withdrawn and either
active or inactive within ; it is there even when it seems to us to
be quite absent and the being to our view unconscious and
inanimate.
Consciousness is not only power of awareness of self and
things, it is or has also a dynamic and creative energy. It can
determine its own reactions or abstain from reactions ; it can
not only answer to forces, but create or put out from itself forces.
Consciousness is Chit but also Chit Shakti.
Consciousness is usually identified with mind, but mental
consciousness is only the human range which no more exhausts
all the possible ranges of consciousness than human sight ex
hausts all the gradations of colour or human hearing all the gra
dations of sound - for there is much above or below that is to
man invisible and inaudible. So there are ranges of consciousness
above and below the human range, with which the normal human
has no contact and they seem to it unconscious, - supramental
or overmental and submental ranges.
When Yajnavalkya says there is no consciousness in the
Brahman state, he is speaking of consciousness as the human
being knows it. The Brahman state is that of a supreme existence
supremely aware of itself, svayamprakdsa, - it is Sachchid
ananda, Existence-Consciousness-Bliss. Even if it be spoken of
as beyond That, pariitparam, it does not mean that it is a state
of Non-existence or Non-consciousness, but beyond .even the
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highest spiritual substratum (the "foundation above" in the
luminous paradox of the Rig Veda) of cosmic existence and con
sciousness. As it is evident from the description of Chinese Tao
and the Buddhist Shunya that that is a Nothingness in which
all is, so with the negation of consciousness here. Superconscient
and subconscient are only relative terms ; as we rise into the
superconscient we see that it is a consciousness greater than the
highest we yet have and therefore in our normal state inaccessible
to us and, if we can go down into the subconscient, we find there
a consciousness other than our own at its lowest mental limit
and therefore ordinarily inaccessible to us. The Inconscient itself
is only an involved state of consciousness which like the Tao or
Shunya, though in a different way, contains all things suppressed
within it so that under a pressure from above or within all can
evolve out of it - "an inert Soul with a somnambulist Force."
The gradations of consciousness are universal states not .
dependent on the outlook of the subjective personality ; rather
the outlook of the subjective personality is determined by the
grade of consciousness in which it is organised according to its
typal nature or its evolutionary stage.
It will be evident that by consciousness is meant something
which is essentially the same throughout but variable in status,
condition and operation, in which in some grades or conditions
the activities we call consciousness can exist either in a suppressed
or an unorganised or a differently organised state ; while in other
states some other activities may manifest which in us are sup
pressed, unorganised or latent or else are less perfectly mani
fested, less intensive, extended and powerful than in those higher
grades above our highest mental limit.
*
**

It all depends upon where the consciousness places itself and con
centrates itself. If the consciousness places or concentrates itself
within the ego, you are identified with the ego - if in the mind,
it is identified with the mind and its activities and so on. If the
consciousness puts its stress outside, it is said to live in the
external being and becomes oblivious of its inner mind and vital
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and inmost psychic ; if it goes inside, puts its centralising stress
there, then it knows itself as the inner being or, still deeper, as
the psychic being ; if it ascends out of the body to the planes
where self is naturally conscious of its wideness and freedom
it knows itself as the Self and not the mind, life or body. It is
this stress of consciousness that makes all the difference. That is
why one has to concentrate the consciousness in heart or mind
in order to go within or go above. It is the disposition of the
consciousness that determines everything, makes one predomi
nantly mental, vital, physical or psychic, bound or free, separate
#
in the Purusha or involved in the Prakriti.
*
**

Consciousness has no need of a clear individual "I" to dispose
variously the centralising stress, - wherever the stress is put the
"I" attaches itself to that, so that one thinks of oneself as a men
tal being or physical being or whatever it may be. The conscious
ness in me can dispose its stress in this way or the other way it may go down into the physical and work there in the physical
nature keeping all the rest behind or above for the time or it may
go up into the overhead level and stand above mind, life and
body seeing them as instrumental lower forms of itself or not see
ing them at all and merged in the free undifferentiated Self or it
may throw itself into an active dynamic cosmic consciousness
and identify with that or do any number of other things without
resorting to the help of this much overrated and meddlesome fly
on the wheel which you call the clear individual "I". The real
"I" - if you want to use that word - is not "clear individual,"
that is, a clear-cut limited separative ego, it is as wide as the
universe and wider and can contain the universe in itself, but
· that i s not the Ahankar, it is the Atman.
Consciousness is a fundamental thing, the fundamental thing
in existence - it is the energy, the motion, the movement of con
sciousness that creates the universe and all that is in it - not only
the macrocosm but the microcosm is nothing but consciousness
arranging itself. For instance, when consciousness in its move
ment or rather a certain stress of movement forgets itself in the
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action it becomes an apparently "unconscious" energy ; when it
forgets itself in the form it becomes the electron, the atom, the
material object. ln reality it is stin consciousness that works in
the energy and determines the form and the evolution of form.
When it wants to liberate itself, slowly, evolutionarily, out of
Matter, but still in the form, it emerges as life, as animal, as man
and it can go on evolving itself still farther out of its involution
and become something more than mere man. If you can grasp
that, then it ought not to be difficult to see further that it can
subjectively formulate itself as a physical, a vital, a mental, a psy
chic consciousness - all these are present in man, but as they
are all mixed up together in the external consciousness with their
real status behind in the inner being, one can only become fully
aware of them by releasing the original limiting stress of the
consciousness which makes us live in our external being and
become awake and centred within in the inner being. As the
consciousness in us, by its external concentration or stress, has to
put all these things behind - behind a wall or veil, it has to
break down the wall or veil and get back in its stress into these
inner parts of existence - that is what we call living within ;
then our external being seems to us something small and super
ficial, we are or can become aware of the large and rich and
inexhaustible kingdom within. So also consciousness in us has
drawn a lid or covering or whatever one likes to call it between
the lower planes of mind, life, body supported by the psychic
and the higher planes which contain the spiritual kingdoms where
the self is always free and limitless, and it can break or open the
lid or covering and ascend there and become the Self free and
wide and luminous or else bring down the influence, reflection,
finally even the presence and power of the higher consciousness
into the lower nature.
Now that is what consciousness is - it is not composed of
parts, it is fundamental to being and itself formulates any parts
it chooses to manifest - developing them from above downward
by a progressive coming down from spiritual levels towards invo
lution in Matter or formulating them in an upward working in
the front by what we call evolution. If it chooses to work in yo�
through the sense of ego, you think that it is the clear-cut indi-
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vidual "I'' that does everything - if it begins to release itself
from that limited working, you begin to expand your sense of
"I" till it bursts into infinity and no longer exists or you shed it
and flower into spiritual wideness. Of course, this is not what
is spoken of in modern materialistic thought as consciousness,
because that thought is governed by science and sees conscious
ness only as a phenomenon that emerges out of inconscient
Matter and consists of certain reactions of the system to outward
things. But that is a phenomenon of consciousness, it is not con
sciousness itself, it is even only a very small part of the possible
phenomenon of consciousness and can give no clue to Con
sciousness the Reality which is of the very essence of existence.
That is all at p·resent. You will have to fix yourself in that
- for it is fundamental - before it can be useful to go any
further.
*
**

Consciousness i s made up of two elements, awareness of self and
things and forces and conscious-power. Awareness is the first
thing necessary, you have to be aware of things in the right con
sciousness, in the right way, seeing them in their truth ; but
awareness by itself is not enough. There must be a Will and a
Force that make the consciousness effective. Somebody may
have the full consciousness of what has to be changed, what has
to go and what has to come in its place, but may be helpless to
make the change. Another may have the will-force, but for want
of a right awareness may be unable to apply it in the right way
at the right place. The advantage of being in the true conscious
ness is that you have the right awareness and its will being in
harmony with the Mother's will, you can call in the Mother's
Force to make the change. Those who live in the mind and the
vital are not so well able to do this ; they are obliged to use mostly
their personal effort and as the awareness and will and force
of the mind and vital are divided and imperfect, the work done
is imperfect and not definitive. It is only in the supermind that
Awareness, Will, Force are always one movement and aufoma
tically effective.
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II

Sachchidananda is the One with a triple aspect. In the Supreme
the three are not three but one - existence is consciousness,
consciousness is bliss, and they are thus inseparable, not only
inseparable but so much each other that they are not distinct
at all. In the superior planes of manifestation they become
triune - although inseparable, one can be made more promi·
nent and base or lead the others. In the lower planes below
they become separable in appearance, though not in their secret
reality, and one can exist phenomenally without the others so
that we become aware of what seems to us an inconscient or a
painful existence or a consciousness without Ananda. Indeed,
without this separation of them in experience pain and igno
rance and falsehood and death and what we call inconscience
could not have manifested themselves - there could not have
been this evolution of a limited and suffering consciousness out
of the universal nescience of Matter.
*

••

Supermind is between the Sachchidananda and the lower crea
tion. It alone contains the self-determining Truth of the Divine
Consciousness and is necessary for a Truth-creation.
One can of course realise Sachchidananda in relation to the
mind, life and body also - but then it is something stable, sup
porting by its presence the lower Prakriti, but not transforming
it. The supermind alone can transform the lower nature.
•

**

It is the supramental Power that transforms mind, life and body
- not the Sachchidananda consciousness which supports im
partially everything. But it is by having experience of the Sach
chidananda, pure existence-consciousness-bliss, that the ascent
to the supramental and the descent of the supramental become
(at a much later stage) possible. For first one must get free from
the ordinary limitation by the mental, vital and physical forma-
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tions, and the experience of the Sachchidananda peace, calm,
purity and wideness gives this liberation.
The supermind has nothing to do with passing into a blank.
It is the Mind overpassing its own limits and following a nega
tive and quietistic way to do it that reaches the big blank. The
Mind, being the Ignorance, has to annul itself in order to enter
into the supreme Truth - or, at least, so it thinks. But the super
mind bein g the Truth-Consciousness and the Divine Knowledge
has no need to annul itself for the purpose.
*
**

In the supramentttl consciousness, there are no problems - the
problem is created by the division set up by the Mind. The
supramental sees the Truth as a single whole and everything
falls into its place in that whole. The supramental is also spiri
tual, but the old yogas reach Sachchidananda through the spiri
tualised mind and depart into the eternally static oneness of
Sachchidananda or rather pure Sat (Existence), absolute and
eternal or else a pure Non-existence, absolute and eternal. Ours
having realised Sachchidananda in the spiritualised mind plane
proceeds to realise it in the supramental plane.
The supreme supracosmic Sachchidananda is above all.
Supermind may be described as its power of self-awareness and
world-awareness, the world being known as within itself and not
outside. So to live consciously in the supreme Sachchidananda
one must pass through the supermind. If one is in the supracos
mic apart from the manifestation, there is no place for problems
or solutions. If one lives in the transcendence and the cosmic
view at the same time, that can only be by the supramental
consciousness in the supreme Sachchidananda consciousness
- so why should the question arise ? Why should there be a
difference between the supreme Sachchidananda version of the
cosmos and the supermind' s version of it ? Your difficulty pro
bably comes from thinking of both in terms of the mind.
The supermind is an entirely different consciousness not
only from the spiritualised Mind, but from the planes above
spiritualised Mind which intervene between it and the supra-
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mental plane. Once one passes beyond overmind to supermind,
one enters into a consciousness to which the norms of the other
planes do not at all apply and in which the same Truth, e.g.
Sachchidananda and truth of this universe, is seen in quite a diffe
rent way and has a different dynamic consequence. This neces
sarily results from the fact that supermind has an indivisible
knowledge, while overmind proceeds by union in division and
Mind by division taking division .as the first fact, for that is the
natural process of its knowledge.
In all planes the essential experience of Sachchidananda,
pure Existence, Consciousness, Bliss is the same and Mind is
often contented with it as the sole Truth and dismisses all else
as part of the grand Illusion, but there is also a dynamic expe·
rience of the Divine or of Existence (e.g. as One and Many,
Personal and Impersonal, the Infinite and Finite, etc.) which is
essential for the integral knowledge. The dynamic experience is
not the same in the lower planes as in the higher, in the inter
mediate spiritual planes and in the supramental. In these the
oppositions can only be put together and harmonised, in the
supermind they fuse together and are inseparably one ; that
makes an enormous difference.
The universe is dynamism, movement - the essential expe
rience of Sachchidananda apart from the dynamism and move
ment is static. The full dynamic truth of Sachchidananda and the
universe and its consequence cannot be grasped by any other
consciousness than the supermind, because the instrumentation
in all other (lower) planes is inferior and there is therefore a dis
parity between the fullness of the static experience and the in
completeness of the dynamic power, knowledge, result of the
inferior light and power of other planes. ·. This is the reason why
the consciousness of the other spiritual planes, even if it descends,
can make no radical change in the earth-consciousness, it can
only modify or enrich it. The radical transformation needs the
descent of a supramental power and nature.
One cannot speak of two classes of Sachchidananda, for
Sachchidananda is the same always - but the knowledge of
Sachchidananda and the universe differs according to the degree
of the consciousness which has the experience.
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The personal realisation of the Divine may be sometimes
with Form, sometimes without Form. Without Form, it is the
Presence of the living Divine Person, felt in everything. With
Form, it comes with the image of the One to whom worship is
offered. The Divine can always manifest himself in a form to the
bhakta or seeker. One sees him in the form in which one wor
ships or seeks him or in a form suitable to the Divine Personality
who is the object of the adoration. How it manifests depends on
many things and it is too various to be reduced to a single rule.
Sometimes it is in the heart that the Presence with the form is seen,
sometimes in any of the other centres, sometimes above and
guiding from there, sometimes it is seen outside and in front as
if an embodied Per�on. Its advantages are an intimate relation
and constant guidance or if felt or seen within, a very strong and
concrete realisation of the constant Presence. But one must be
very sure of the purity of one's adoration and seeking - for the
disadvantage of this kind of embodied relation is that other
Forces can imitate the Form or counterfeit the voice and the
guidance and this gets more force if it is associated with a cons
tructed image which is not the true thing. Several have been mis
led in this way because pride, vanity or desire was strong in them
and robbed them of the finer p�ychic perception that is not
mental and can at once turn the Mother's light on such mislead
ings or errors.
·

· .·.;
'

*
**

mean by the supracosmic Reality the supreme Sachchid
ananda who is above this and all manifestation, not bound by
any, yet from whom all manifestation proceeds and all universe.
2. The supramental and the supracosmic are not the same.
If it were so there could be no supramental world and no descent
of the supramental principle into the material world - we would
be brought back to the idea that the divine Truth and Reality
can only exist beyond and the universe - any universe can
only be half-truth or an illusion of ignorance.
3. I mean by the supramental the Truth-Consciousness
whether above or in the universe by which the Divine knows not
only his own essence and being but his manifestation also. Its
I. I

-

·
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fundamental character is knowledge by identity, by that the Self
is known, the Divine Sachchidananda is known, but also the
truth of manifestation is known, because this too is That
sar
vam khalvidam brahma, viisudeval; sarvam, etc. Mind i s an instru
ment of the Ignorance trying to know - supermind is the
Knower possessing knowledge, because one with it and the
known, therefore seeing all things in the light of His own Truth,
the light of their true self which is He. It is a dynamic and not
only a static Power, not only a Knowledge, but a Will according
to Knowledge - there is a supramental Power or Shakti which
can manifest direct its world of Light and Truth in which all is
luminously based on the harmony and unity of the One, not dis
turbed by a veil of Ignorance or any disguise. The supermind
therefore does not transcend all possible manifestation, but it is
above the triplicity of mind, life and Matter which is our present
experience of this manifestation.
4. The overmind is a sort of delegation from the supermind
(thi s is a metaphor only) which supports the present evolutionary
univer�e in which we live here in Matter. If supermind were to
start here from the beginning as the direct creative Power, a
world of the kind we see now would be impossible ; it would have
been full of the divine Light from the beginning, there would be
no involution in the inconscience of Matter, consequently no
gradual striving evolution of consciousness in M atter . A line is
therefore drawn between the h igher half of the universe of con
sciousness, pariirdha, and the lower half, aparardha. The higher
half is constituted of Sat, Chit, Ananda, Mahas (the supramental)
the lower half of mind, life, Matter. This line is the inter
mediary overmind which, though luminous itself, keeps from us
the full indivisible supramental Light, depends on it indeed, but
in receiving it, divides, distributes, breaks it up into separated
aspects, powers, multiplicities of all kinds, each of which it is
possible by a further diminution of consciousness, such as we
reach in Mind, to regard as the sole or the chief Truth and all the
res t as subordinate or contradictory to it. To this action of the
overmind may be applied the words of the Upanishad, "The face
of the Truth is covered by a golden Lid" , or those of the Ved ic
rtena rtam apihitam. Here there is the working of a: s o rt of
-

-
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vidyii-avidyiimayi miiyii which makes possible the predominance
of avidyii. It is by this primitive divisional principle that the
Mind is enabled to regard, for example; the Impersonal as the
Truth, the Personal as only a mask or the personal Divine as the
greatest Truth and impersonality as only an aspect; it is so too
that all the conflicting philosophies and religions arise, each exalt
ing one aspect or potentiality of Truth presented to Mind as the
whole sufficient explanation of things or exalting one of the
Divine's Godheads above all others as the true God than whom
there can be no other or none so high or higher. This divisional
principle pursues man's mental knowledge everywhere and even
when he thinks he has arrived at the final unity, it is only a cons
tructed unity, based on an Aspect. It is so that the scientist seeks
to found the unity of knowledge on some original physical aspect
of things, Energy or Matter, Electricity or Ether, or the Maya
vadin thinks he has arrived at the absolute Adwaita by cutting
existence into two, calling the upper side Brahman and the lower
side Maya. It is the reason why mental knowledge can never
arrive at a final solution of anything, for the aspects of E�istence
as distributed by overmind are numberless and one can go on
multiplying philosophies and religions for ever.
In the overmind itself there is not this confusion, for the
overmind knows the One as the support, essence, fundamental
power of all things, but in the ,dynamic play proper to it it lays
emphasis on its divisional power of multiplicity and seeks to give
each power or Aspect its full chance to manifest, relying on the
underlying Oneness to prevent disharmony or conflict. Each
Godhead, as it were, creates his own world, but without conflict
with others ; each Aspect, each Idea, each Force of things can
be felt in its full separate ener� or splendour and work out its
values, but this does not create a disharmony, because the over
mind has the sense of the Infinite and in the true (not spatial)
Infinite many concording infinities are possible. This peculiar
security of overmind is however not transferable to the lesser
planes of consciousness which it supports and governs, because
as one descends in the scale the stress on division and mutiplicity
increases and in the Mind the underlying oneness becomes vague,
abstract; indeterminate and indeterminable and the only apparent
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concreteness is that of the phenomenal which is by its nature a
form and repres�ntation - the self-view of the One has already
begun to disappear . Mind acts by representations and construc
tions, by the separation and weaving together of its constructed
data ; it can make a synthetic construction and see it as the whole,
but when it looks for the reality of things, it takes refuge in abs
tractions - it has not the concrete vision, experience, contact
sought by the mystic and the spiritual seeker. To know Self and
Reality directly or truly, it has to be silent and reflect some light
of these things or undergo self-exceeding and transformation,
and this is only possible either by a higher Light descending into
it or by its ascent, the taking up or immergence of it into a higher
Light of existence. In Matter, descending below Mind, we arrive
at the acme of fragmentation and division ; the One, though sec
retly there, is lost to knowledge and we get the fullness of the
Ignorance, even a fundamental Inconscience out of which the
universe has to evolve consciousness and knowledge.
5. If we regard Vaikuntha or Goloka each as the world of a
Divinity, Vishnu or Krishna, we would be naturally led to seek
its place or its origin in the overmind plane . . The overmind is the
plane of the highest worlds of the Gods. But Vaikuntha and
Goloka are human conceptions of states of being that are be
yond humanity. Goloka is evidently a world of Love, Beauty and
Ananda full of spiritual radiances (the cow is the symbol of spiri
tual Light) of which the souls there are keepers or possessors,
Gopas and Gopis. It is not necessary to assign any single plane
to this manifestation - in fact, there can be a reflection or pos
session of it or of its conditions on any plane of consciousness
- the mental, vital or even the subtle physical plane. The expla
nation of it which you mention is not therefore excluded, it is
quite feasible.
6. It is not possible to situate Nirvana as a world or plane,
for the Nirvana push is to a withdrawal from world and world
values ; it is therefore a state of consciousness or rather of super
consciousness without habitation or level. There is more than
one kind of Nirvana (extinction or dissolution) possible. Man
being a mental being in a body, manomaya puru$a, makes this
attempt at retreat from the cosmos through the spiritualised
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mind, he cannot do otherwise and it is this that gives it the
appearance of an extinction or dissolution, laya, nirvii1,1a ; for
extinction of the mind and all that depends on it including
· the separative ego in something Beyond is the natural way, al
most the indispensable way for such a withdrawal. In a more
affirmative yoga seeking transcendence but not withdrawal there
would not be this indispensability, for there would be the way
already alluded to of self-exceeding or transformation of the
mental being. But it is possible also to pass to that through a
certain experience of Nirvana, an absolute silence of mind and
cessation of activities, constructions, representations, which can
be so complete that not only to the silent mind but also to the
passive senses the whole
world is emptied of its solidity and
.
reality and things appear only as unsubstantial forms without
any real habitations or else floating in Something that is a name
less infinite : this infinite or else something still beyond is That
which alone is real ; an absolute calm, peace, liberation would be
the resulting state. Action would continue, but no initiation or
participation in it by the silent liberated consciousness ; a name
less power would do all until there began the descent from
above which would transform the consciousness, making its
silence and freedom a basis for a luminous knowledge, action,
Ananda. But such a passage would be rare ; ordinarily a silence
of the mind, a liberation of the consciousness, a renunciation of
its belief in the final value or truth of the mind's imperfect repre
sentations or constructions would be enough for the higher work
ing to be possible.
7. Now about the cosmic consciousness and Nirvana. Cos
mic consciousness is a complex matter. To begin with, there are
two sides to it, the experience of the Self free, infinite, silent,
inactive, one in all and beyond all, and the direct experience of
the cosmic Energy and its forces, workings and formations, this
latter experience not being complete till one has the sense of being
commensurate with the universe or pervading, exceeding and
containing it. Till then there may be direct contacts, communi
cations, interchanges with cosmic forces, beings, movements,
but not the full unity of mind with the cosmic Mind, of life
with the cosmic Life, of body and physical consciousness with
.
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the cosmic material Energy and its substance. Again, there may
be a realisation of the Cosmic Self which is not followed by the
realisation of the dynamic universal oneness. Or, on the con
trary, there may be some dynamic universalising of consciousness
without the experience of the free static Self omnipresent every
where, - the preoccupation with and pleasure of the greater
energies that one would thus experience would stop the way to
that liberation. Also the identification or universalisation may be
more on one plane or level than on another, predominantly men
tal or predominantly emotional (through universal sympathy or
love) or vital of another kind (experience of the universal life
forces) or physic":!. But in any case, even with the full realisation
and experience it should be evident that this cosmic play would be
something that one would finally feel as limited, ignorant, imperfect
from its very nature. The free soul might regard it untouched and
unmoved by its imperfections and vicissitudes, do some appointed
work, try to help all or be an instrument of the Divine, but
neither the work nor the instrumentation would have anything
like the perfection or even the full light, power, bliss of the
Divine. This could only be gained by an ascension into higher
planes of cosmic existence or their descent into one's conscious
ness - and, if this were not envisaged or accepted, the push to
Nirvana would still remain as a way of escape. The other way
would be the ascent after death into these higher planes - the
h�avens of the religions signify after all nothing but such an urge
to a greater, luminous, beatific Divine Existence.
But, one might ask, if the higher planes or if the overmind
itself were to manifest their consciousness with all their power,
light, freedom and vastness and these things were to descend into
an individual consciousness here, would not that make unneces
sary both the cosmic negation or the Nirvanic push and the urge
towards some Divine Transcendence ? But in the result though
one might live in a union with the Divine in a luminous wide free
consciousness embracing the universe in itself and be a channel
of great energies or creations, spiritual or external, yet this world
here would remain fundamentally the same - there would be a
gulf of difference between the Spirit within and its medium and
stuff on which it acted, between the inner consciousness and the
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world in which it is working. The achievement inner, subjective,
individual might be perfect, but the dynamic outcome insufficient,
disparate, a mixture, not a perfect harmony of the inner and the
outer, a new integral rhythm of existence here that could be
called truly divine. Only a consciousness like the supramental,
unconditioned and in perfect unity with its source, a Truth
Consciousness empowered to create its own free determinations
would be able to establish some perfect harmony and rhythm of
the higher hemisphere in this lowest rung of the lower hemisphere.
Whether it is to do so or not depends on the significance of the
evolutionary existence ; it depends on whether that existence is
something imperfect in its very nature and doomed to frustration
in which case either a negative way of transcendence by some
kind of Nirvana or a· positive way of transcendence, perhaps by
breaking the shining shield of overmind, hirm.imaya piitra, into
what is above it, would be the final end of the soul escaping from
this meaningless universe ; unless indeed like the Amitabha
Buddha one were held by compassion or else the Divine Will
within to continue helping and sharing the upward struggle
towards the Light of those here still in the darkness of the Igno
rance. If, on the contrary, this world is a Lila of spiritual involu
tion and evolution in which one power after another up to the
highest is to appear, as Matter, Life and Mind have already ap
peared out of an apparent indeterminate Inconscience, then
another culmination· is possible.
The push to Nirvana has two motive forces behind it. One
is the sense of the imperfection, sorrow, death, suffering of this
world - the original motive force of the Buddha. But for escape
from these afflictions Nirvana might not be necessary, if there
are higher worlds into which one can ascend where there is no
such imperfection, sorrow, death or suffering. But this other pos
sibility of escape is met by the idea that these higher worlds too
are transient and part of the Ignorance, that one has to return
here always till one overcomes the Ignorance, that the Reality
and the cosmic existence are as Truth and Falsehood, opposite,
incompatible. This brings in the s eco nd motive force, that of
the call to transcendence. If the Transcendent is not only sup ra
cosmic but an aloof Incommunicable, avyavaharyam, which one
-
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cannot reach except by a negation of all that is here, then some
kind of Nirvana, an absolute Nirvana even is inevitable. If, on
the other hand, the Divine is transcendent but not incommuni
cable, the call will still be there and the soul will leave the
chequered cosmic play for the beatitude of the transcendent
existence, but an absolute Nirvana would not be indispensable ; a
beatific union with the Divine offers itself as the way before the
seeker. This is the reason why the Cosmic Consciousness is not
sufficient and the push away from it is so strong, - it is only if
the golden lid of the overmind is overpassed and opened and the
dynamic contact with the supermind and a descent of its Light
and Power here is intended that it can be otherwise.
*
**

The Divine i s everywhere o n all the planes of consciousness seen
by us in different ways and aspects of His being. But there is a
Supreme which is above all these planes and ways and aspects
and from which they come.
*
**

The Divine can be and is everywhere, masked or half-manifest or
beginning to be manifest, in all the planes of consciousness ; in the
Supramental it begins to be manifest without disguise or veil in
its own svarupa.
*
**

I do not think exact correlations can always be traced between
one system of spiritual and occult knowledge and another. All
deal with the same material, but there are differences of stand
point, differences of view-range, a divergence in the mental idea of
what is seen and experienced, disparate pragmatic purposes and
therefore a difference in the paths surveyed, cut out or followed ;
the systems vary, each constructs its own schema and technique.
In the ancient Indian system there is only one triune super
nal, Sachchidananda. Or if you speak of the upper hemisphere
as the supernal, there are three, Sat plane, Chit plane and Ananda
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plane. The supermind could be added as a fourth, as it draws
upon the other three and belongs to the upper hemisphere. The
Indian systems did not distinguish between two quite different
powers and levels of consciousness, one which we can call over
mind and the other the true supermind or Divine Gnosis. That is
the reason why they got confused about Maya (overmind-Force
or Vidya-Avidya), and took it for the supreme creative power.
In so stopping short at what was still a half-light they lost the
secret of transformation - even though the Vaishnava and
Tantra yogas groped to find it again and were sometimes on the
verge of success. For the rest, this, I think, has been the stum
bling-block of all attempts at the discovery of the dynamic divine
Truth ; I know of non� that has not imagined, as soon as it felt
the overmind lustres descending, that this was the true illumina
tion, the Gnosis, with the result that they either stopped short
there and could get no farther, or else concluded that this too was
only Maya or Lila and that the one thing to do was to get beyond
it into some immovable and inactive silence of the Supreme.
Perhaps, what may be meant by supernals is rather the three
fundamentals of the present manifestation. In the Indian system,
these are Ishwara, Shakti and Jiva, or else Sachchidananda,
Maya and Jiva. But in our system which seeks to go beyond the
present manifestation, these could very well be taken for granted
and, looked at from the point of view of the planes of conscious
ness, the three highest - Ananda (with Sat and Chit resting upon
it), supermind and overmind might be called the three Supernals.
Overmind stands at the top of the lower hemisphere, and you
have to pass through and beyond overmind, if you would reach
supermind, while still above and beyond supermind are the worlds
of Sachchidananda.
You speak of the gulf below the overmind. But is there a
gulf - or any other gulf than human unconsciousness ? In all the
series of the planes or grades of consciousness there is nowhere
any real gulf, always there are connecting gradations and one can
ascend from step to step. Between the overmind and the human
mind there are a number of more and more luminous gradations ;
but, as these are superconscient to human mind (except one or
two of the lowest of which it gets some direct touches), it is apt to
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regard them as a superior Inconscience. So one of the Upani

shads speaks of the Ishwara consciousness as SU$Upti, deep Sleep,

because it is only in Samadhi that man usually enters into it, so

long as he does not try to turn his waking consciousness into a
higher state.

There are in fact two systems simultaneously active in the

organisation of the being and its parts : one is concentric, a series

of rings or sheaths with the psychic at the centre ; another is verti

cal, an ascension and descent, like a flight of steps, a series of
superimposed planes with the supermind-overmind as the crucial

nodus of the transition beyond the human into the Divine. For
this transition, if it is to be at the same time a transformation,

there is only one way, o �e path. First, there must be a conversion
inwards, a going within to find the inmost psychic being and bring
it out to the front, disclosing at the same time the inner mind,

inner vital, inner physical parts of the nature. Next, there must
be an ascension, a series of conversions upwards and a turning
down to convert the lower parts. When one has made the inward

conversion, one psychicises the whole lower nature so as to make
it ready for the divine change. Going upwards, one passes be

yond the human mind and at each stage of the ascent, there is a

conversion into a new consciousness and an infusion of this new
consciousness into the whole of the nature. Thus rising beyond

intellect through illuminated higher mind to the intuitive con

sciousness, we begin to look at everything not from the intellect

range or through intellect as an instrument, but from a greater
intuitive height and through an intuitivised will, feeling, emotion,

sensation and physical contact. So, proceeding from Intuition to
a greater overmind height, there is a new conversion and we

look at and experience everything from the overmind conscious

ness and through a mind, hear_t , vital and body surcharged with

the overmind thought, sight, will, feeling, sensation, play of force

and contact. But the last conversion is the supramental, for once

there - once the nature is supramentalised, we are beyond the

Ignorance and conversion of consciousness is no longer needed,

though a farther divine progression, even an infinite development
is still possible.

*
**
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There is a world of Ignorance, there are worlds also of Truth.
Creation has no beginning and no end. It is only a particular
creation that can be said to have a beginning and an end.
*
**

You must remember that there are reflections of the Higher
worlds in the lower planes which can easily be experienced as
supreme for that stage of the evolution. But the supreme Sach
chidananda is not a world, it is supracosmic. The Sat (Satyaloka)
world is the highest of the scale connected with this universe.
*
**

That is the original Tapoloka in which the principle is Chit and
its power of Tapas, but there are other worlds of Tapas on the
other planes below. There is one in the mental, another in the
vital range. It is one of these Tapas worlds from which the being
you saw must have come.
*
**

There is a vital plane (self-existent) above the material universe
which we see ; there is a mental plane (self-existent) above the
vital and material. These three together, - mental, vital, physi
cal, - are called the triple universe of the lower hemisphere.
They have been established in the earth-consciousness by evolu
tion - but they exist in themselves before the evolution, above
the earth-consciousness and the material plane to which the earth
belongs.
*
**

If we regard the gradation of worlds or planes as a whole, we
see them as a great connected complex movement ; the higher
precipitate their influences on the lower, the lower react to the
higher and develop or manifest in themselves within their own
formula something that corresponds to the superior power and
its action. The material world has evolved life in obedience to
a pressure from the vital plane, mind in obedience to a pressure
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from the mental plane. It i s now trying to evolve supermind

in obedience to a pressure from the supramental plane. In more

detail, particular forces, movements, powers, beings of a higher

world can throw themselves on the lower to establish appropriate
and corresponding forms which will connect them with the mate
rial domain and, as it were, reproduce or proj ect their action here.

And each thing created here has, supporting it, subtler envelopes
or forms of itself which make it subsist and connect it with forces

acting from above. Man, for instance, has, besides his gross phy
sical body, subtler sheaths or bodies by which he lives behind the

veil in direct connection with supraphysical planes of conscious

ness and can be influenced by their powers, movements and

beings. What takes plac� in life has always behind it pre-existent

movements and forms in the occult vital planes ; what takes place
in mind presupposes pre-existent movements and forms in the
occult mental planes. That is an aspect of thi ngs which becomes
more and more evident, insistent and important, the more we

progress in a dynamic yoga.

But all this must not be taken in too rigid and mechanical

a sense. It is an immense plastic movement full of the play of
possibilities and must be seized by a flexible and subtle tact or
sense in the seeing consciousness. It cannot be reduced to a too

rigorous logical or mathematical formula. Two or three points
must be pressed in order that this plasticity may not be lost to
our view.

First, each plane, in spite · of its connection with others

above and below it, is yet a world in itself, with its own move

ments, forces, beings, types, forms existing as if for its and their
own sake, under its own laws, for its own manifestation without

apparent regard for the other members of the great series. Thus,

if we regard the vital or the subtle physical plane, we see great
ranges of it, (most of it), existing in themselves, without any rela

tion with the material world and with no movement to affect or

influence it, still less to precipitate a corre�ponding manifestation
in the physical formula. At most we can say that the existence
of anything in the vital, subtle physical or any other plane creates

a possibility for a corresponding movement of manifestation in
the physical world. But something more is needed to turn that
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static or latent possibility into a dynamic potentiality or an actual

urge towards a material creation. That something may be a call

from the material plane, e.g., some force or someone on the

physical existence entering into touch with a supraphysical power
or world or part of it and moved to bring it down into the earth
life. Or it may be an impulse in the vital or other plane itself� e.g.,

a vital being moved to extend his action towards the earth and
establish there a kingdom for himself or the play of the forces

for which he stands in his own domain. Or it may be a pressure
from above ; let us say, some supramental or mental power pre

cipitating its formation from above and developing forms and

movements on the vital level as a means of transit to its self
creation in the material world. Or it may be all these things

acting together, in which case there is the greatest possibility of
an effective creation.

Next, as a consequence, it follows that only a limited part of

the action of the vital or other higher plane is concerned with
the earth-existence. But even this creates a mass of possibilities

which is far greater than the earth can at one time manifest or
contain i n its own less plastic formulas. All these possibilities

do not realise themselves ; some fail altogether and leave at the

most an idea that comes to nothing ; some try seriously and are
repelled and defeated and, even if in action for a time, come to

nothing. Others effectuate a half manifestation, and this is the

most usual result, the more so as these vital or other supraphysi

cal forces come into conflict and have not only to overcome the
resistance of the physical consciousness and of matter, but their

own internecine resistance to each other. A certain number
succeed in precipitating their results in a more complete and

successful creation, so that if you compare this creation with

its original in the higher plane, there is something like a close

resemblance or even an apparently exact reproduction or trans

lation from the supraphysical to the physical formula. And yet

even there the exactness is only apparent ; the very fact of transla

tion into another substance and another rhythm of manifesta
tion makes a difference. It is something new that has mani

fested and it is that that makes the creation worth while. What

for instance would be the utility of a supramental creation on
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earth if it were just the same thing as a supramental creation on
the supramental plane ? It is that, in principle, but yet some
thing else, a triumphant new self-discovery of the Divine in condi
tions that are not elsewhere.
No doubt, the subtle physical is closest to the physical, and
most like it. But yet the conditions are different and the thing
too different. For instance, the subtle physical has a freedom,
plasticity, intensity, power, colour, wide and manifold play
(there are thousands of things there that are not here) of which,
as yet, we have no possibility on earth. And yet there is some
thing here, a potentiality of the Divine which the other, in spite
of its greater liberties, has not, something which makes creation
more difficult, but in the last result justifies the labour.
*
**

Most things happen i n the vital before they happen in the physi
cal, but all that happens in the vital does not realise itself in the
physical, or not in the same way. There is always or at least
usually a change in the form, time, circumstances due to the
different conditions of the physical plane.
*
**

These perceptions are correct on the whole. Each plane is true
in itself but only in partial truth to the supermind. When these
higher truths come into the physical they try to realise them
selves there, but can do so only in part and under the conditions
of the material plane. It is only the supermind that can over·
come this difficulty.
*
**

The heavenly worlds are above the body. What the parts of the
body correspond to are planes - subtle physical, higher, middle
and lower vital, mental. Each plane is in communication with
various worlds that belong to it.
*
**
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It is the external consciousness, the inner consciousness, the
superconscient that are meant.1 The terms waking, dream, sleep
are applied because in the ordinary consciousness of man the
external only is awake, the inner being is mostly subliminal and
acts directly only in a state of sleep when its movements are felt
like things of dream and vision ; while the superconscient
(supermind, overmind, etc.) is beyond even that range and is to
the mind like a deep sleep.
*
**

But why do you want to connect these things with the soul ?
These four names2 are given to four conditions of transcendent
and universal Brahman or Self, - they are merely conditions of
Being and Consciousness - the Self that supports the waking
state or sthU/a consciousness, the Self that supports the Dream
State or subtle consciousness, the Self that supports the Deep
Sleep State or Causal consciousness, kiirm;ia, and the Self in the
supracosmic consciousness. The individual of course parti
cipates, but these are conditions of the Self, not the Self and soul.
The meaning of these expressions is fixed in the Mandukya
Upanishad.
*
**

These two sets of three names each mean the same things. Visva
or Virat=the Spirit of the external universe, Hiranyagarbha
or Taijasa (the Luminous)= the Spirit in the inner planes, Prajna
or Ishwara=the Superconscient Spirit, Master of all things and
the highest Self on which all depends. The Mental cannot be
Ishwara.
*
**

Virat i s the outer manifestation and if we take all that as Brahman
without knowing what is behind the manifestation we shall fall
into the intellectual error of Pantheism, not realising that the
Divine is more than this outer manifestation and cannot be
1
1

Vaiiviinara, Taijasa and Priijiia in the Mandukya Upanishad.
Kiifastha.

Vaiivanara, Taijasa, Prajiia and
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known by it alone. In the vital we may fall into the error · of
accepting what is dark and imperfect on the same terms as that
which makes for the light and divine perfection. There may be
many other consequent errors also.

III
By the supermind is meant the full Truth-Consciousness of the
Divine Nature in which there can be no place for the principle
of division and ignorance ; it is always a full light and know
ledge superior to all mental substance or mental movement.
Between the supermind and the human mind are a number of
ranges, planes or layers of consciousness - one can regard it in
various ways - in which the element or substance of mind �nd
consequently its movements also become more and more illu
mined and powerful and wide. The overmind is the highest of
these ranges ; it is full of lights and powers ; but from the point
of view of what is above it, it is the line of the soul's turning away
from the complete and indivisible knowledge and its descent
towards the Ignorance. For although it draws from the Truth,
it is here that begins the separation of aspects of the Truth, the
forces and their working out as if they were independent truths
and this is a process that ends, as one descends to ordinary Mind,
Life and Matter, in a complete division, fragmentation, separa
tion from the indivisible Truth above. There is no longer the
essential, total, perfectly harmonising and unifying knowledge,
or rather knowledge for ever harmonious because for ever
one, which is the character of supermind. In the supermind,
mental divisions and oppositions cease, the problems created by
our dividing and fragmenting mind disappear and Truth is seen
as a luminous whole. In the overmind there is not yet the actual
fall into Ignorance, but the first step is taken which will make the
fall inevitable.
*
**

The supermind is the One Truth deploying and determining
the manifestation of its Powers - all these Powers working as a
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multiple Oneness, in harmony, without opposition or collision,
according to the One Will inherent in all. The overmind takes
these Truths and Powers and sets each working as a force in itself
with its necessary consequences - there can be harmony in their
action, but it is rather synthetic and mostly partial than inherent
and inevitable and as one descends from the highest overmind,
separation, collision and conflict of forces increase, separability
dominates, ignorance grows, existence becomes a clash of possi
bilities, a mixture of conflicting half-truths, an unsolved and
apparently unsolvable riddle and puzzle.
*
**

If the supermind were not to give us a greater and completer truth
than any of the lower planes, it would not be worth while trying
to reach it. Each plane has its own truths. Some of them are no
longer true on a higher plane ; e.g. desire and ego were truths of
the mental, vital and physical Ignorance - a man there without
ego or desire would be a tamasic automaton. As we rise higher,
ego and desire appear no longer as truths, they are falsehoods
disfiguring the true person and the true will. The struggle
between the Powers of Light and the Powers of Darkness is a
truth here - as we ascend above, it becomes less and less of a
truth and in the supermind it has no truth at all. Other truths
remain but change their character, importance, place in the
whole. The difference or contrast between the Personal and
Impersonal is a truth of the overmind - there is no separate
truth of them in the supermind, they are inseparably one. But
one who has not mastered and lived the truths of overmind
cannot reach the supramental Truth. The incompetent pride of
man's mind makes a sharp distinction and wants to call all else
untruth and leap at once to the highest truth whatever it may
be - but that is an ambitious and arrogant error. One has to
climb the stairs and rest one's feet firmly on each step in order to
reach the summit.
*
**

I do not understand. The Personal Divine does not mean the
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Avatar. What I said was that the scission between the two
aspects of the Divine is a creation of the overmind which takes
various aspects of the Divine and separates them into separate
entities. Thus it divides Sat, Chit and Ananda, so that they
become three separate aspects different from each other. In fact
in the Reality there is no separateness, the three aspects are so
fuse� into each other, so inseparably one that they are a single
·undivided reality. It is the same with the Personal and Im
personal, the Saguna and Nirguna, the Silent and the Active
Brahman. In the Reality they are not contrasted and incom
patible aspects ; what we call Personality and what we call Im
personality are inseparably fused together into a single Truth.
In fact "fused together" even is a wrong phrase, because there
they were never separated so that they have to be fused. All the
quarrels about either the Impersonal being the only true truth or
the Personal being the only highest truth are mind-created quar
rels derivative from this dividing aspect of the overmind. The
overmind does not deny any in the aspects as the Mind does, it ad
mits them all as aspects of the One Truth, but by separating them
it originates the quarrel in the more ignorant and more limited
and divided Mind, because the Mind, cannot see how two oppo
site things can exist together in one Truth, how the Divine can be
nirgulJO gw:zi ; - having no experience of what is behind the two
words it takes each in an absolute sense. The Impersonal is
Existence, Consciousness, Bliss, not a Person, but a state. The
Person is the Existent, the Conscious, the Blissful ; consciousness,
existence, bliss taken as separate things are only states of his
being. But in fact the two (personal being and eternal state)
are inseparable and are one reality.,
*
**

It is hardly possible to say what the supermind i s i n the language
of Mind, even spiritualised Mind, for it is a different conscious
ness altogether and acts in a different way. Whatever may be said
of it is likely to be not understood or misunderstood. It is only
by growing into it that we can know what it is and this also
cannot be done until after a long process by which mind heighten-
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ing and illuminating becomes pure Intuition (not the mixed thing
that ordinarily goes by that name) and masses itself into over
mind ; after that overmind can be lifted into and suffused with
supermind till it undergoes a transformation.
In the supermind all is self-known self-luminously, there
are no divisions, oppositions or separated aspects as in Mind
whose principle is division of Knowledge -into parts and setting
each part against another. Overmind approaches this at its top
and is often mistaken for supermind, but it cannot reach it except by uplifting and transformation.
*
**
.

It is (sometimes directly, sometimes indirectly) by the power
of the overmind releasing the mind from its close partitions that
the cosmic consciousness opens in the seeker and he becomes
.
aware of the cosmic spirit and the play of the cosmic forces.
It is from or at least through the overmind plane that the
original pre-arrangement of things in this world is effected ; for
from it the determining vibrations originally come. But there are
corresponding movements on all the planes, the mind, the vital,
the physical even and it is possible in a very clear or illumined
condition of the lower consciousness to become aware of these
movements and understand the plan of things and be either a
conscious instrument or even, to a limited extent, a determinant
Will or Force. But the stuff of the lower planes always mixes
with the overmind forces when they descend and diminishes or
even falsifies and perverts their truth and power.
It is even possible for the overmind to transmit to the lower
planes of consciousness something of the supramental Light ;
but, so long as the supermind does not directly manifest, its
Light is modified in the overmind itself and still further modified
in the application by the needs, the demands, the circumscribing
possibilities of the individual nature. The success of this dimi
nished and modified Light, e.g. in purifying the physical, cannot
be immediate and absolute as the full and direct supramental
action would be ; it is still relative, conditioned by the individual
nature and the balance of the universal forces, resisted by adverse
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powers, baulked of its perfect result by the unwillingness of the
lower workings to cease, limited either in its scope or in its efficacy .
by the want of a complete consent in· the physical nature.
*
**

The overmind has to be reached and brought down before the
supermind descent is at all possible - for the overmind is the
passage through which one passes from Mind to supermind.
It is from the overmind that all these different arrangements
of the creative Truth of things originate. Out of the overmind
they come down to the Intuition and are transmitted from it to
the Illumined and Higher Mind to be arranged there for our
intelligence. But they lose more and more of their power and cer
titude in the transmission as they come down to the lower
levels. What energy of directly perceived Truth they have is lost
in the human mind ; for to the human intellect they present
themselves only as speculative ideas, not as realised Truth, not
as direct sight, a dynamic vision coupled with a concrete un
deniable experience.
*
**

There are different planes of the overmind. One is mental,
directly creative of all the formations that manifest below in
the mental world - that is the mental overmind. Above is the
overmind intuition. Still above are the planes of overmind that
are more and more connected with the supermind and have a
partly supramental character. Highest in the overmind ranges
is the supramental overmind or overmind gnosis. But these are
things you cannot understand until you get a higher experience.
You cannot do it at present. Only those who have got fully
into cosmic consciousness can do it and even they cannot do
it at first. One must first go fully through the experience of
higher mind and illumined mind and intuition before it can be
done.
*
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It is not so simple as that - but it [the overmind] can for conve�
nience be divided into four planes - mental overmind and the
three you have written (intuitive overmind, true overmind and
supramental overmind), but there are many layers in each and
each of these can be regarded as a plane in itself.
*
**

That is not impossible - it is perfectly possible on any of the
larger planes - infinity is everywhere, once one breaks the
individual limits.
There are many stages in the transition from mental over
mind to supramentalised overmind and from there to supermind.
Do not be in a hurry to say, "This is the last highest overmind."
*
**

What you call supramental overmind1 is still overmind - not a
part of the true supermind. One cannot get into the true super
mind (except in some kind of trance or Samadhi) unless one has
first objectivised the overmind truth in life, speech, action,
external knowledge and not only experienced it in meditation
and inner experience.
*
**

At the time when the last chapters of The Synthesis of Yoga were
written in the Arya, the name "overmind" had not been found,
so there is no mention of it. What is described in those chapters
is the action of the supermind when it descends into the over
mind plane and takes up the overmind workings and transforms
them. The highest supermind or Divine gnosis existent in itself,
is something that lies beyond still and quite above. It was in
tended in latter chapters to show how difficult even this was and
how many levels there were between the human mind and super
mind and how even supermind descending could get mixed with
1

This expression is a misnomer since overmind cannot be supramental : i t can at most

receive some light and truth from the higher source.
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the lower action and turned into something that was less than the
true Truth. But these latter chapters were not written.
*

**

The distinction [between the overmind and the supermind] has
not been made in the Arya because at that time what I now call
the overmind was supposed to be an inferior plane of the super
mind. But that was because I was seeing them from the Mind.
The true defect of overmind, the limitation in it which gave rise
to a world of ignorance is seen fully only when one looks at it
from the physical consciousness, from the result (Ignorance in
Matter) to the cause (overmind division of the Truth). In its own
plane overmind seems to be only a divided, many-sided play of
the Truth, so can easily be taken by the Mind as a supramental
province. Mind also when flooded by the overmind lights feels
itself living in a surprising revelation of divine Truth. The diffi
culty comes when we deal with the vital and still more with the
physical. Then it becomes imperative to face the difficulty and to
make a sharp distinction between overmind and supermind for it then becomes evident that the overmind Power (in spite of
its lights and splendours) is not sufficient to overcome the Igno
rance because it is itself under the law of Division out of which
came the Ignorance. One has to pass beyond and supramentalise
overmind so that mind and all the rest may undergo the final
change.
·

*
**

Probably what he calls overmind is the first "above-mind" layers
of consciousness. Or it may be experiences from the larger Mind
or Vital ranges. To the human mind all these are so big that it
is easy to take them for overmind or even supermind. One can
get indirect overmind touches if one opens into the cosmic con
sciousness, still more if one enters freely into that consciousness.
Direct overmind experience cannot come unless part of the being
at least is seated in the wideness and peace.
*

**
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Intuition is above illumined Mind which is simply higher Mind
raised to a great luminosity and more open to modified forms of
intuition and inspiration.
•
••

The Intuition i s the first plane i n which there i s a real opening to
the full possibility of realisation - it is through it that one goes
farther - first to overmind and then to supermind.
*
••

Intuition sees the truth of things by a direct inner contact, not
like the ordinary mental intelligence by seeking and reaching out
for indirect conta'Cts through the senses etc. But the limitation
of the Intuition as compared with the supermind is that it sees
things by flashes, point by point, not as a whole. Also in coming
into the mind it gets mixed with the mental movement and forms
a kind of intuitive mind activity which is not the pure truth, but
something i n between the higher Truth and the mental seeking.
It can lead the consciousness through a sort of transitional stage
and that is practically its function.
*
**

Mental intuitive knowledge catches directly some aspect of the
truth but without any completeness or certitude and the intuition
is easily mixed with ordinary mental stuff that may be erroneous ;
in application it may easily be a half-truth or be so misinterpreted
and misapplied as to become an error. Also, the mind easily
imitates the intuition in such a way that it is difficult to distinguish
between a true or a false intuition. That is the reason why men of
intellect distrust the mental intuition and say that it cannot be
accepted or fallowed unless it is tested and confirmed

by the

intellect. What comes from the overmind intuition has a light, a
certitude, an effective force of Truth in · it that the mental intui
tion at its best even has not.
*

**
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There are mental, vital, subtle physical intuitions as well as intui
tions from the higher and the illumined Mind.
*
••

It (the identification of buddhi with vijnana and intuition] i s the
error that came with the excessive intellectualism of the philo':'
sophers and commentators. I don't think buddhi includes intuition
as something separate in kind from intellect - the intellectualists
considered intuition to be only a rapid process of intellectual
thought - and they still think that. In the Taittiriya Upanishad
the sense of vijndna is very clear - its essence is rtam, the spiritual
Truth ; but afterwards the identification with buddhi became
general.
"'
**

I do not suppose they mean expressly intuition ; they regard
buddhi as the means of knowledge, so they include all knowledge
in it, and as the vijiidnamaya ko$a is the Knowledge sheath, they
think it must mean buddhi. Obviously it doesn't. The description
you have quoted evidently means something much higher than
buddhi. It is the satyam rtam brhat of the Upanishad - the truthconsciousness of the Veda.
·

IV
The phrase "central being" in our yoga is usually applied to the
portion of the Divine in ,us which supports all the rest and
survives through death and birth. This central being has two
forms - above, it is Jivatman, our true being, of which we
become aware when the higher self-knowledge comes, - below,
it is the psychic being which stands behind mind, body and life.
The Jivatman is above the manifestation in life and presides over
it ; the psychic being stands behind the manifestation in life and
supports it.
The natural attitude of the psychic being is to feel itself as
the Child, the Son of God, the Bhakta ; it is a portion of the
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Divine, one in essence, but in the dynamics of the manifestation
there is always even in identity a difference. The Jivatman, on
the contrary, lives in the essence and can merge itself in identity
with the Divine ; but it too, the moment it presides over the
dynamics of the manifestation, knows itself as one centre of the
multiple Divine, not as the Parameshwara. It is important to
remember the distinction ; for, otherwise, if there is the least
vital egoism, one may begin to think of oneself as an Avatar or
lose balance like Hridaya with Ramakrishna.
*
**

The word Jiva ha� two meanings in the Sanskritic tongues "living creatures"1 and the spirit individualised and upholding
the living being in its evolution from birth to birth. In the latter
sense the full term is Jivatma - the Atman, spirit or eternal self
of the living being. It is spoken of figuratively by the Gita as
"an eternal portion of the Divine" - but the word fragmenta
tion (used by you) is too strong, it could be .applicable to the
forms, but not to the spirit in them. Moreover the multiple
Divine is an eternal reality antecedent to the creation here. An
elaborate description of the Jivatma would be : "the multiple
Divine manifested here as the individualised self or spirit of the
created being." The Jivatma in its essence does not change or
evolve, its essence stands above the personal evolution ; within
the evolution itself it is represented by the evolving psychic being
which supports all the rest of the nature.
The Adwaita Vedanta (Monism) declares that the Jiva has
no real existence, as the Divine is indivisible. Another school
attributes a real but not an independent existence to the Jiva
- it is, they say, one in essence, different in manifestation, and
as the manifestation is real, eternal and not an illusion, it can
not be called unreal. The dualistic schools affirm the Jiva as an
independent category or stand on the triplicity of God, soul and
Nature.
*
**
1

In Bengal when one is about to kill a small animal, people often protest saying. "Don't

kill - it is Krishna's Jiva (his living creature)."
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Jiviitmii is not the psychic being - we have fixed on caitya pur�a
as the equivalent in Sanskrit of the psychic being. Jivatma is the
individual Self - the central being.
The central being is that which i s not born, does not evolve,
but presides over all the individual manifestation. The psychic
is its projection here - for the psychic being is in the evolution
and from within supports our whole evolution; it receives the
essence of all experience and by that develops the personality
Godward.
The Self is at once one in all and many - one in its essence,
it manifests also as the individual self which may be described
as in Nature an eternal portion of the Divine ; in spirit a centre
of the manifestation, inpividual but extending its universality
and rising into transcendence.
*
••

By Jivatma we mean the individual self. Essentially it is one self
with all others, but in the multiplicity of the Divine it is the
individual self, an individual centre of the universe - and it sees
everything in itself or itself in everything or both together accor
ding to its state of consciousness and point of view.
*
**

The self, Atman i s in its nature either transcendent or universal
(Paramatma, Atma). When it individualises and becomes a
central being, it is then the Jivatman. The Jivatman feels his
oneness with the universal but at the same time his central
separateness as a portion of the Divine.
*
**

The soul, representative of the central being, is a spark of the
Divine supporting all individual existence in Nature ; the psychic
being is a conscious form of that soul growing in the evolution
- in the persistent process that develops first life in Matter, mind
in life, until finally mind can develop into overmind and over-
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m,ind into the supramental Truth. The soul supports the nature
in its evolution through these grades, but is itsel f not any of these
things.
The lower Nature, apara prakrti, is this external objective
and superficial subj ective apparent Nature which manifests all
these minds, lives and bodies. The supreme Nature, para prakrti,
concealed behind i t is the very nature of the Divine - a supreme
Consciousness-Force which manifests the multiple Divine as the
Many. These Many are in themselves eternal selves of the
Supreme in his supreme Nature, para prakrti. Here in relation
to this world they appear as the Jivatmas supporting the evolu

tion of the natural existences, sarva-bhutoni, in the mutable
Becoming ,which is the life of the Kshara (mobile or mutable)
Purusha. The Jiva (or Jivatma) and the creatures, sarva-bhutani,
are not the same thing. The Jivatmas really stand above the
creation even though concerned in it ; the natural existences,
sarva-bhutani, are the creatures of Nature. Man, bird, beast,
reptile are natural existences, but the individual Self in them is
not e ven for a moment characteri stically man, bird, beast or rep
tile ; in its evolution it is the same through all these changes, a
spiritual being that consents to the play of Nature.
What is original and eternal for ever in the Divine is the
Being, what is developed in consciousness, conditions, forces,
forms, etc., by the Divine Power is the Becoming. The eter

Divine is the Being ; the universe in Time and all that is
apparent in it is a Becom ing The eternal Being in its superior
nature, Para Prakriti, is at once One and Many ; but the eternal
Multiplicity of the Divine when it stands behind the created exis
tences, sarva-bhutani, appears as (or as we say, becomes) the Jiva,

nal

.

para prakrtir jivabhuta. In the psychic, on the other hand, there
are two aspects, the psychic existence or soul behind and in
front the form of individuality it takes in its evolution

in

Nature.

soul or psyche i s immutable only in the sense that it con
tains all the possibil i ties of the Divine within it, but it has to
evolve them and in its evolution it assumes the form of a deve
The

loping psychic individual evolving in the manifestation the indi
vidual Prakriti and taking part in the evolution. It is the spark

of the

Divine

Fire that grows behind the

mind, vital and physical
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by means of the psychic being until it is able to transform the

Prakriti of Ignorance into a Prakriti of Knowledge. This evolv
ing p sychic being i s not therefore at any time all that the s oul or
essential psychic existence bears within it ; it temporalises and

eternal in potentiality, transcendent in

individualises what is

essence, in this projection of the sp i rit

.

The central being is the being which presides over the diffe
rent births one after the other, but is itself un born , for it does not

descend into the being but is above

it - it holds together the

mental, vital and physical being and all the various parts of the

personality and it controls the life either through the mental

being and the mental thought and will or through the psychic,
whichever may happen to be most in front or m os t powerful in

nature. If it does not .exercise its control, then the conscious

ness is in great disorder and every part of the personal ity acts for
itself so that there i s nu coherence in the thought, feeling or
action.

The psychic is not above but behind - its seat is behind the
heart, its power is not knowledge but an essential or spiritual

feeling - it has the clearest se ns e of the Truth and a sort of

inherent perception of i t which is of the nature of soul-percep

tion and soul-feeling. It is o ur inmost being and supports all the
others, mental, vital, physical, but it is also much veiled by them

influence rather than by its
its direct action becomes normal

and has to act upon them as an

s overeign right of direct action ;

and preponderant only at a high stage of development or by

yoga. It is not the p sychic being which, you feel, gives you the
intuitions of things to be or warns you against the results of
certain actions ; that is some part of the inner being, s ometimes
the i nne r mental, sometimes the inner vital, sometimes, it may be,

the inner or subtle physical Purusha. The inner being
mind,

inner vital,

inner

or

-

inner

subtle physical - knows much

outer mind, the outer vital, the
i t is i n a more direct contact with the

that is unknown to the
outer physical, for

secret forces of Nature The p sychic is the inmost being of all ;
.

a perception of truth which is inherent in the deepest substance

of the consciousness, a sense of the good, true, beautiful, the

Divine, is its privilege.
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The central being - the Jivatman which is not born nor
evolves but presides over the individual birth and evolution puts forward a representative of himself on each plane of the
consciousness. On the mental plane it is the true mental being,
manomaya puru�a, on the vital plane the true vital being, priil)a
maya purUJa, on the physical plane the true physical being,
annamaya puru$a. Each being, therefore is, so long as the
Ignorance lasts, centred round his mental, vital or physical
Purusha, according to the plane on which he predominantly
lives, and that is to him his central being. But the true represen
tative all the time is concealed behind the mind, vital and phy
sical - it is the psychic, our inmost being.
When the inmost knowledge begins to come, we become
aware of the psychic being within us and it comes forward and
leads the sadhana. We become aware also of the Jivatman, the
undivided Self or Spirit above the manifestation of which the
psychic is the representative here.
*
**

The true inner being - the true mental, the true vital, the true
physical represent each on its plane and answer to the central
being, but the whole of the nature and especially the outer
nature does not, nor the ordinary mental, vital or physical per
sonality. The psychic being is the central being for the purposes
of the evolution - it grows and develops ; but there is a central
being above of which the mind is not aware, which presides
unseen over the existence and of which the psychic being is the
representati\�e in the manifested nature. It is what is called the
Jivatman.
•
**

The psychic is a spark of the Divine - but I do not know that
it can be called a portion of the Jivatma - it is the same put
forward in a different way.
•
**
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Well, it is a little difficult to explain. Perhaps the best thing . is
to break up my answer into a number of separate statements,
for the whole thing has got too complicated to do otherwise.
I . It is impossible to equate my conception or experience of
the Jivatman with the pure "I" of the Adwaita, by which you
mean, I suppose, something which says, "I am He" and by that
perception merges itself into the Brahman. According to the
Adwaita of the Mayavadins this Jivatman, like the Ishwara
himself, is simply an appearance of the Brahman in illusory
Maya. There is no Ishwara, Lord of the world, because there is
no world - except in Maya ; so too there is no Jivatman, only
the Paramatman illusorily perceived as an individual self by the
lower (illusory) consciousness in Maya. Those, on the other
hand, who wish to unite with the Ishwara, regard or experience
the Jiva either as a separate being dependent on the Ishwara or
as something one in essence with him, yet different, but this
difference like the essential oneness is eternal - and there are
also other ideas of the Jivatman and its relation to the Divine or
Supreme. So this pure "I", if that is how it is to be described,
presents itself differently, in different aspects, one may say, to
different people. If you ask why, I refer you to my answer to X.
The overmind presents the truth of things in all sorts of aspects
and mind, even the spiritual mind, fastens on one or the other
as the very truth, the one real truth of the matter. It is the mind
that makes these differences, but that does not matter, because,
through its own way of seeing and experiencing the soul or indi
vidualised consciousness or whatever you may like to call it, the
mental being goes where it has to go. I hope this much is clear as
the first step in the matter.
2. I do not dispute at all the fact that one can realise the
Self, the Brahman or the Ishwara without going into the over
head regions, the dynamic spiritual planes, or stationing oneself
permanently above the body as happens in this yoga. Even if it
is done through the Sahasrara, well, the Sahasrara extends to
the spiritualised mind and can be felt in the top of the head, so
any ascent above is not indispensable. But, apart from that, one
can very well, as you say, realise the Atman if one stands back
from the mind and heart, detaches oneself from the parts of
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Prakriti, ceases to identify oneself with mind, life and body, falls
into an inner silence. One need not even explore the kingdoms
of the inner mind or inner vital, still less is it compulsory to
spread one's wings in ranges above. The Self is everywhere
and by entering into full detachment and silence, or even by either
detachment or silence, one can get anywhere some glimpse,
some reflection, perhaps even a full reflection, or a sense of the
Self's presence or of one's own immergence in that which is free,
wide, silent, eternal, infinite. Obviously if it is a pure "I", of
whatever nature, which gets the experience, it must be looked on
by the consciousness that has the realisation as the individual self
of the Being, Jivatman .
. 3. One can aJso have the experience of oneself as not the
mind but the thinker, not the heart but the self or "I" which
supports the feelings, not the life but that which supports life, not
the body but that which ass·umes a body. This self can be ob·
viously dynamic as well as silent ; or else you may say that, even
though still and immobile, from its silence it originates the dyna
mism of Nature. One can also feel this to be the Spirit one in all
as well as the true "I" in oneself. All depends on the experience.
Very usually, it is the experience of the Purusha, often felt first
as the Witness silent, upholding all the nature ; but the Purusha
can also be experienced as the Knower and the Ishwara. Some
times it is as or through the mental Purusha in one centre or an·
other, sometimes as or through the vital Purusha that one can
become aware of one's self or spirit. It is also possible to become
aware of the secret psychic being within by itself as the true
individual ; or one can be aware of the psychic being as the pure
"I" with these others standing in mind or vital as representatives
in these domains or on these levels. According to one's expe·
rience one may speak of any of these as the Jiva or pure "I"
(this last is a very dubious phrase) or the true Person or true
Individual who knows himself as one with or a portion of or
wholly dependent on the universal or transcendent Being and
seeks to merge himself in that or ascend to that and be it or live
in oneness with it. All these things are quite possible without
any need of the overhead experience or of the stable overhead
Permanence.
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4. One may ask, first, why not then say that the Jivatman
which can be realised in this way is the pure "I" of which the
lower self has the experience and through which it gets its salva
tion ; and, secondly, what need is there of going into the overhead
planes at all ? Well, in the first place, this pure "I'' does not seem
to be absolutely necessary as an intermediary of the liberation
whether into the impersonal Self or Brahman or into whatever
is eternal. The Buddhists do not admit any soul or self or any
experience of the pure I ; they proceed by dissolving the con
sciousness into a bundle of Sanskaras, get rid of the Sanskaras
and so are liberated into some Permanent which they refuse to
describe or some Shunya. So the experience of a pure "I" or
Jivatman is not binding C?n everyone who wants liberation into
the Eternal but is content to get it without rising beyond the spi
ritualised mind into a higher Light above. I myself had my expe
rience of Nirvana and silence in the Brahman, etc. long before
there was any knowledge of the overhead spiritual planes ; it
came first simply by an absolute stillness and blotting out as it
were of all mental, emotional and other inner activities - the
body continued indeed to see, walk, speak and do its other busi
ness, but as an empty automatic machine and nothing more. I
did not become aware of any pure "I" nor even of any self, im
personal or other, - there was only an awareness of That as the
sole Reality, all else being quite unsubstantial, void, non-real.
As to what realised that Reality, it was a nameless consciousness
which was not other than That ;1 one could perhaps say this,
though hardly even so much as this, since there was no mental
concept of it, but not more. Neither was I aware of any lower
soul or outer self called by such and such a personal name that
was performing this feat of arriving at the consciousness of
Nirvana. Well, then what becomes of your pure "I" and lower
"I " in all that ? Consciousness (not this or that part of conscious
ness or an "I" of any kind) suddenly emptied itself of all inner
contents and remained aware only of unreal surroundings and
of Something real but ineffable. You may say that there must
have been a consciousness aware of some perceiving existence,
"

1

"

Mark that I did not think these things, there were no thoughts or concepts nor did they

present themselves l i ke that to any Me ; it simply just was so or was self-apparently so.
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if not of a pure "I", but, if so, it was something for which these
names seem inadequate.
5. I have said the overhead ascension is not indispensable
for the usual spiritual purposes, - but it is indispensable for the
purposes of this yoga. For its aim is to become aware of and
liberate and transform and unite all the being in the light of a
Truth-consciousness which is above and cannot be reached if
there is no entirely inward-going and no .transcending and
upward-going movement. Hence all the corrplexity of my
psychological statements as a whole, not new in essence - for
much of it occurs in the Upanishads and elsewhere, but new in its
fullness of collective statement and its developments directed
towards an integral yoga. It is not necessary for anyone to accept
it unless he concurs in the aim ; for other aims it is unnecessary
and may very well be excessive.
6. But when one has made the inner exploration and the
ascension, when one's consciousness is located above, one can
not be expected to see things precisely as they are seen from be
low. The Jivatman is for me the Unborn who presides over the
individual being and its developments, associated with it but
above it and them and who by the very nature of his existence
knows himself as universal and transcendent no less than indivi
dual and feels the Divine to be his origin, the truth of his being,
the master of his nature, the very stuff of his existence. He is
plunged in the Divine and one with the Eternal for ever, aware
of his own expression and instrumental dynamism which is the
Divine's, dependent in love and delight, with adoration on That
with which yet through that love and delight he is one, capable of
relation in oneness, harmonic in this many-sidedness without
contradiction, because this is another consciousness and exis
tence than that of the mind, even of the spiritualised mind ; it is an
intrinsic consciousness of the Infinite, infinite not only in essence
but in capacity, which can be to its own self-awareness all things
and yet for ever the same and one. The triune realisation, there
fore, full of difficulties for the mind, is quite natural, easy, in
disputable to the supramental consciousness or, generally, to the
consciousness of the upper hemisphere. It can be seen and felt as
knowledge in all the spiritual planes, but the completely indi-
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visible knowledge, the full dynamics of it can only be realised
through the supramental consciousness itself on its own plane or
l:>y its descent here.
7. The description of a pure "I" is quite insufficient to des
cribe the realisation of the Jivatman - it is rather describable as
the true Person or Divine Individual, though that too is not ade
quate. The word HI" always comes with an under-suggestion of
ego, of separativeness ; but there is no separativeness in this self
vision, for the individual here is a spiritual living centre of action
for the One and feels no separation from all that is the One.
8. The Jivatman has its_ representative power in the indivi
dual nature here ; this power is the Purusha upholding the Pra
kriti - centrally in the p�ychic, more instrumentally in the mind,
vital and physical being and nature. It is therefore possible to
regard these or any of them as if they were the Jiva here. All the
same I am obliged to make a distinction not only for clear think
ing but becal!se of the necessity of experience and integral dyna
mic self-knowledge without which it is difficult to carry through
this yoga. It is not indispensable to formulate mentally to oneself
all this, one can have the experience and, if one sees clearly with
an inner perception, it is sufficient for progress towards the goal.
Nevertheless if the mind is clarified without falling into mental
rigidity and error, things are easier for the sadhak of the yoga.
But plasticity must be preserved, for loss of plasticity is the
danger of a systematic intellectual formulation ; one must look
into the thing itself and not get tied up in the idea. Nothing of all
this can be really grasped except by the actual spiritual expe.
nence.
*
**

I have used the words Jiva and Jivatman in these and all passages
in exactly the same sense - it never occurred to me that there
could be a difference. If I had so intended it, I would have drawn
the distinction - the two words being similar - very clearly and
not left it to be gathered by inference.
In the passage from the chapter on the triple status of the .
supermind I was describing how the supermind working as a
force of the highest self-determination of the Divine manifested
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it in three poises and what was the consciousness of the Jivatman
in a supramental creation. There is no statement that the place of
the Jivatman is in the supramental plane alone ; if that were so,
man could have no knowledge of his individual Self or Spirit
before he rose to the supramental plane ; he could not have any
experience of the Self, though he may have the sense of the disso
lution of his ego in something Universal. But he can become
aware of his unborn non-evolving Self, a centre of the Divine
Consciousness, long before that; the Self cosmic or individual is
experienced long before rising to supermind. If it were not so,
spiritual experience of that high kind would be impossible to
mental man, liberation would be impossible ; he would first have
to become a supramental being. As for the Purusha it is there on
all planes ; there is a mental Purusha, manomaya, leader of the life
and body, as the Upanishad puts it, a vital, a physical Purusha ;
there is the psychic being or Chaitya Purusha which supports and
carries all these as it were. One may say that these are projections
of the Jivatman put there to uphold Prakriti on the various levels
of the being. The Upanishad speaks also of a supramental and a
Bliss Purusha, and if the supraniental and the Bliss Nature were
organised in the evolution on earth we could become aware of
them upholding the movements here.
As for the psychic being, it enters into the evolution, enters
into the body at birth and goes out of it at death ; but the Jivat
man, as I know it, is unborn and eternal although upholding the
manifested personality from above. The psychic being can be
described as the Jivatman entering into birth, if you like, but if
the distinction is not made, then the nature of the Atman is
blurred �nd a confusion arises. This is a necessary distinction for
metaphysical knowledge and for something that is very important
in spiritual experience. The word 'Atman' like 'spirit' in English
is popularly used in all kinds of senses, but both for spiritual and
philosophical knowledge it is necessary to be clear and precise in
one's use of terms so as to avoid confusion of thought and vision
by confusion in the words we use to express them.
*
**
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The Jiva is realised as the individual Self, Atman, the central

being above the Nature, calm, untouched by the movements of
Nature, but supporting their evolution though not involved in it.
Through this realisation silence, freedom, wideness, mastery,
purity, a sense of universality in the individual as one centre of
this divine universality become the normal experience. The
psychic is realised as the Purusha behind the heart. It is not
universalised like the Jivatman, but is the individual soul support
ing from its place behind the heart-centre the mental, vital,
physical, psychic evolution of the being in Nature. Its realisation
brings bhakti, self-giving, surrender, turning of all the movements
Godward, discrimination and choice of all that belongs to the
Divine Truth, Good, Beauty, rejection of all that is false, evil,
ugly, discordant, union through love and sympathy with all exis
tence, openness to the Truth of the Self and the Divine.
*
**

To live i n the consciousness of the Atman is to live in the calm
unity and peace that is above things and separate from the world
even when pervading it. But for the psychic consciousness there
are two things, the world and itself acting in the world. The
Jivatman has not come down into the world, it stands above,
always the same supporting the different beings, mental, etc.,
which act here. The psychic is what has come down here - its
function is to offer all things to the Divine for transformation.
*
**

The true being may be realised in one or both of two aspects the Self or Atman and the soul or Antaratman, psychic being,
Chaitya Purusha. The difference is that one is felt as universal,
the other as individual supporting the mind, life and body. When
one first realises the Atman one feels it separate from all things,
existing in itself and detached, and it is to this realisation that the
image of the dry coconut fruit may apply. When one realises the
psychic being, it is not like that ; for this brings the sense of union
with the Divine and dependence upon It and sole consecration

·
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to the Divine alone and the power to change_ the nature and dis
cover the true mental, the true vital, the true physical being in
oneself. Both realisations are necessary for this yoga.
The "I" or the little ego is constituted by Nature and is at
once a mental, vital and physical formation meant to aid in cen
tralising and individualising the outer consciousness and action.
When the true being is discovered, the utility of the ego is over
and this formation has to disappear - the true being is felt in
its place.
••
••

The Spirit is the consciousness above mind, the Atman or Self,
which is always in oneness with the Divine - a spiritual conciousness is one which is always in unity or at least in contact
with the Divine.
The psychic is a spark come from the Divine which is there
in all things and as the individual evolves it grows in him and
manifests as the psychic being, the soul, seeking always for the
Divine and the Truth and answering to the Divine and the Truth
whenever and wherever it meets it .
•
**

The Spirit i s the Atman, Brahman, Essential Divine.
When the One Divine manifests its ever inherent multipli
city, this essential Self or Atman becomes for that manifestation
the central being who presides from above over the evolution of
its personalities and terrestrial lives here, but is itself an eternal
portion of the Divine and prior to the terrestrial manifestation
- parii prakrtir jivabhutii.
In this lower manifestation, aparii prakrti, this eternal por
tion of the Divine appears as the soul, a spark of the Divine
Fire, supporting the individual evolution, supporting the mental,
vital and physical being. The psychic being is the spark growing
into a Fire, evolving with the growth of the consciousness. The
psychic being is therefore evolutionary, not like the Jivatman
prior to the evolution.

_
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But man is not aware of the self or Jivatman, he is aware only
of his ego, or he is aware of the mental being which controls
the life and the body. But more deeply he becomes aware of his
soul or psychic being as his true centre, the Purusha in the heart ;
the psychic is the central being in the evolution, it proceeds from
and represents the Jivatman, the eternal portion of the Divine.
When there is the full consciousness, the Jivatman and the psy
chic being join together.
The ego is a formation of Nature ; but it is not a formation of
�hysical nature alone, therefore it does not cease with the body.
There is a mental and vital ego also.
The base of the material consciousness here is not only the
Ignorance, but the Inconsqience - that is, the consciousness is
involved in form of Matter and energy of Matter. It is not only
the material consciousness but the vital and the mental too that
are separated from the Truth by the Ignorance.
*
**

For the most part the Supreme acts through the Jiva and its
nature and the Jiva and the nature act through the ego and the
ego acts through the outer instruments - that is the play of the
Ignorance.
.

*
**

There is no difference between Jiva and Jivatma in this language
- so this distinction cannot be made. The Apara Prakriti is
Nature which manifests all these minds, lives and bodies. The
Para Prakriti is the very nature of the Divine - a supreme Con
sciousness-Force which manifests the multiple Divine as the
. Many.
*
**

The body is not the individual self - it is the basis of the external
personality or of the physical self, if you like so to express it ; but
that is not the individual self. . The individual self is the central
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being (Jiv�tma) manifesting in the lower nature as the psychic
being - it is directly a portion of the Divine.
*
**

The Jiviitmii is above all planes. It has no fixed form or colour;
though it may represent itself in a form.
*
**

(a) I t [each Jivatman] i s one, yet different [from other Jivat
mans]. The Gita puts it that the Jiva is an amsab saniitanab of the
One. It can also be.spoken of as one among many centres of the
Universal Being and Consciousness.
(b) Essentially one Jiva has the same nature as all - but in
manifestation each puts forth its own line of Swabhava.
(c) No. Kutastha is the ak$ara puru$a
it is not the
Jivatman.
(d) It [the station of the Jivatman] i s on the spiritual plane
always that is above the mind, but there it is not fixed to any level.
(e) No [one psychic being cannot unite with another].
Affinity, harmony, sympathy, but not union. Union is with
the Divine.
-

*
**

1The Jivatma, spark-soul and psychic being are three different
forms of the same reality and they must not be mixed up together,
as that confuses the clearness of the inner experience.
The Jivatma or spirit is self-existent above the manifested
or instrumental being - it is superior to birth and death, always
the same, it is the individual Self or Atman ; the eternal true
being of the individual.
The soul is a spark of the Divine in the heart of the living
creatures of Nature. It is not seated above the manifested being ;
it enters into the manifestation of the self, consents to be a part
1

The original version of this letter was subsequently revised by Sri Aurobindo on two

occasions. As the two revised versions differ considerably at places, both of them are pub

lished here consecutively.
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of its natural phenomenal becoming, supports its evolution in
the'world of material Nature. It carries with it at first an undiffe
rentiated power of the divine consciousness containing all possi
bilities which have not yet taken form but to which it is the
function of evolution to give form. This spark of Divinity is there
in all terrestrial living beings from the earth's highest to its
lowest creatures.
The psychic being is a spiritual personality put forward by
the soul in its evolution ; its growth marks the stage which the
spiritual evolution of the individual has reached and its imme
diate possibilities for the future. It stands behind the mental,
the vital, the physical nature, grows by their experiences, carries
the consciousness from life to life. It is the psychic Person, caitya
puru�a. At first it is veiled by the mental, vital and physical
parts, limited in its self-expression by their limitations, bound to
the reactions of Nature, but, as it grows, it becomes capable of
coming forward and dominating the mind, life and body. In the
ordinary man it still depends on them for expression and is not
able to take them up and freely use them. The life of the being
is animal and human, not divine. When the psychic being can
by sadhana become dominant and freely use its instruments,
then the impulse towards the Divine becomes complete and the
transformation of mind, vital and body, not merely their libera
tion becomes possible.
As the Self or Atman is free and superior to birth and death,
the experience of the Jivatman and its unity with the supreme
or universal Self is sufficient to bring the sense of liberation ;
but for the transformation of the life and nature the full aware
ness and awakening of our psychic being also is indispensable.
The psychic being realises at this stage its oneness with the
true being, the Self, but it does not disappear or change into
it ; it remains as its instrument for psychic and spiritual self
expression, a divine manifestation in Nature.
The bindu seen by you above may be a symbolic way of see
ing the Jivatman, the individual self as a drop of the Sea, an
individual portion of the universal Divine ; the aspiration on that
level would naturally be for the opening of the higher conscious
ness so that the being may dwell there and not in the ignorance.
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The Jivatman is already one with the Divine in reality, but its
spiritual demand may be for the rest of the consciousness also
to realise it.
The aspiration of the psychic being would then translate
this demand entirely for the opening of the whole lower nature,
mind, vital, body to the Divine, for the love and union with the
Divine, for its presence and power within the heart, for the trans
formation of the mind, life and body by the descent of the higher
consciousness into this instrumental being and nature .
. Both aspirations are necessary for the fullness of this yoga,
the demand of the self on the nature from above, the psychic
aspiration of the nature from below. When the psychic imposes
its aspiration on th� mind, vital and body, then they too aspire·
and this is what was felt by you as the aspiration from the level
of the lower being. The aspiration felt above is that of the
Jivatman for the higher consciousness with its realisation of the
One to manifest in all the being. Both aspirations help and are
necessary to each other. But the seeking of the lower being is at
first intermittent and oppressed by the obscurity and limitations
of the ordinary consciousness. It has, by sadhana, to become
clear, constant, strong and enduring ; it then compels realisation,
makes it inevitable.
The sense of peace, purity and calm felt by you is brought
about by a union or a strong contact of the lower with the
higher consciousness ; it cannot be permanent at first, but it
can become so by an increased frequency and durability of the
calm and peace and finally by the full descent of the eternal peace
and calm and silence of the higher consciousness into the lower
nature.
*
**

The Jivatman, spark-soul and psychic being are three different
forms of the same reality and they must not be mixed up together,
as that confuses the clearness of the inner experience.
The Jivatman or spirit, as it is usually called in English, is
self-existent above the manifested or instrumental being - it
is superior to birth and death, always the same, the individual
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Self or Atman. It is the eternal true being of the individual.
The soul is a spark of the Divine which is not seated above
the manifested being, but comes down into the manifestation to
support its evolution in the material world. It is at first an un
differentiated power of the Divine Consciousness containing all
possibilities which have not yet taken form, but to which it is the
function of evolution to give form. This spark is there in all
living beings from the lowest to the highest.
The psychic being is formed by the soul in its evolution. It
supports the mind, vital, body, grows by their experiences,
carries the nature from life to life. It is the psychic or

caitya

puru�a. At first it is veiled by mind, vital and body, but as it
· grows; it becomes capable of coming forward and dominating
the mind, life and body ; "in the ordinary man it depends on them
for expression and is not able to take them up and freely use
them. The life of the being is animal or human and not divine.
When the psychic being can by sadhana become dominant and
freely use its instruments, then the impulse towards the Divine
i ·

becomes complete and the transformation of mind, vital and
body, not merely their liberation, becomes possible.
The Self or Atman being free and superior to birth anJ
death, the experience of the Jivatman and its unity with the
supreme or universal Self brings the sense of liberation, it is this
which is necessary for the supreme spiritual deliverance : but
for the transformation of the life and nature the awakening of
the psychic being and its rule over the nature are indispensable.
The psychic being realises its oneness with the true being,
the Jivatman, but it does not change into it.
The

bindu seen above may be a symbolic way of seeing the

Jivatman, the portion of the Divine ; the aspiration there would
naturally be for the opening of the higher consciousness so that
the being may dwell there and not in the Ignorance. The Jivat
man is already one with the Divine i n reality, but what is needed
is that the rest of the consciousness should realise it.
The aspiration of the psychic being is for the opening of the
whole lower nature, mind, vital, body to the Divine, for the love
and union with the Divine, for its presence and power within the
heart, for the transformation of the mind, life and body by the
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descent of the higher consciousness into this instrumental being
and nature.
Both aspirations are essential and indispensable for the
fullness of this yoga. When the psychic imposes its aspiration
on the mind, vital and body, then they too aspire and this is what
was felt as the aspiration from the level of the lower being. The
aspiration felt above is that of the Jivatman for the higher con
sciousness with its realisation of the One to manifest in the being.
Therefore both aspirations help each other. The seeking of the
lower being is necessarily at first intermittent and oppressed by
the ordinary consciousness. It has, by sadhana, to become clear,
constant, strong and enduring.
The sense of peace, purity and calm is brought about by the
union of the lower with the higher consciousness. It is usually
either intermittent or else remains in a deeper consciousness,
veiled often by the storms and agitations of the surface ; it is
seldom permanent at first, but it can become permanent by in
creased frequency and endurance of the calm and peace and
finally by the full descent of the eternal peace and calm and
silence of the higher consciousness into the lower nature.
*

**

In the experience of yoga the self or being is in essence one with
the Divine or at least it is a portion of the Divine and has all the
divine potentialities. But in manifestation it takes two aspects,
the Purusha and Prakriti, conscious being and Nature. · in
Nature here the Divine is veiled, and the individual being is
subjected to Nature which acts here as the lower Prakriti, a force
of Ignorance, Avidya. The Purusha in itself i s divine, but exte
riorised in the ignorance of Nature it is the individual apparent
being imperfect with her imperfection. Thus the soul or psychic
essence, which is the Purusha entering into the evolution and
supporting it, carries in itself all the divine potentialities ; but the
individual psychic being which it puts forth as its repre sentative
assumes the imperfection of Nature and evolves in it till it has
recovered its full psychic essence and united itself with the Self
above of which the soul is the individual projection in the evolu,

·
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tion. This duality in the being on all its planes - for it is true in
different ways not only of the Self and the psychic but of the
mental, vital and physical Purushas - has to be grasped and
accepted before the experiences of the yoga can be fully under
stood.
The Being is one throughout, but on each plane of Nature,
it is represented by a form of itself which is proper to that plane,
the mental Purusha in the mental plane, the vital Purusha in the
vital, the physical Purusha in the physical. The Taittiriya Upa
nishad speaks of two other planes of the being, the Knowledge
or Truth plane and the Ananda plane, each with its Purusha, but
although influences may come down from them, these are super
conscient to the human mind and their nature is not yet orga
nised here.
*
**

The individual self is usually described as a portion of the Trans
cendent and cosmic Self - in the higher and subtler ranges of
the consciousness it knows itself as that, but in the lower where
the consciousness is more and more clouded it identifies itself
with surface forms of personality, creations of Prakriti and
becomes unaware of its divine origin. Self when one becomes
aware of it is felt as something self-existent and eternal which is
not identified with forms of mental, vital and physical person
ality, - these are only small expressions of its potentialities in
Nature. What people call themselves now is only the ego or the
mind or the life-force or the body, but that is because they think
in the terms of the formations of Prakriti and do not see behind
them.
*
**

The central being and the soul are both in different ways portions
of the Divine. They are in fact two aspects of the same entity,
but one is unevolving above Nature, the other evolves a psychic
being in Nature.
*
**

It is the individual being that is a portion of the Divine. The
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universal self or Atman which is the same in all, is not a portion
but an aspect of the Divine.
*
**

The self is the Divine itself in an essential aspect ; i t i s not a por
tion. There is no meaning in the phrase "not even a portion"
or "only an aspect." An aspect is not something inferior to a
portion.
*
**

Do you not know what "essential" means ? There is a diffe
rence between the �ssence of a thing which is always the same
and its formations and developments which vary. There is, for
instance, the es�ence of gold and there are the many forms which
gold can take.
*
**

Essence can never be defined - i t simply is.
*
**

The Divine i s more than the Atman. It is Nature also. It
contains everything in Itself.
*
**

I n order to get the dynamic realisation i t i s not enough to rescue
the Purusha from subjection to Prakriti ; one must transfer the
allegiance of the Purusha from the lower Prakriti with its play
of ignorant Forces to the Supreme Divine Shakti, the Mother.
It is a mistake to identify the Mother with the lower Prakriti
and its mechanism of forces. Prakriti here is a mechanism only
which has been put forth for the working of the evolutionary
ignorance. As the ignorant mental, vital or physical being is not
itself the Divine, although it comes from the Divine - so the
mechanism of Prakriti is not the Divine Mother. No doubt
something of her is there in and behind this mechanism main-
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taining it for the evolutionary purpose ; but what she is in herself
is not a Shakti of Avidya, but the Divine Consciousness, Power,
Light, Para Prakriti to whom we turn for the release and the
divine fulfilment.
The realisation of the Purusha consciousness calm, free,
observing the play of forces but not attached or involved in them
is a means of liberation. The calm, the detachment, a peaceful
strength and joy (iitmarati) must be brought down into the vital
and physical as well as into the mind. If this is established, one is
no longer a prey to the turmoil of the vital forces. But this calm,
peace, silent strength and joy is only the first descent of the
Power of the Mother into the adhar. Beyond that is a Know
ledge, an executive Power, a dynamic Ananda which is not that
of the ordinary Prakriti even at its best and most sattwic, but
Divine in its nature.
First, however, the calm, the peace, the liberation is needed.
To try to bring down the dynamic side too soon is not advisable,
for then it would be a descent into a troubled and impure nature
unable to assimilate it and serious perturbations might be the
consequence.
*
**

What is meant by Prakriti or Nature is the outer or executive
side of the Shakti or Conscious Force which forms and moves the
worlds. This outer side appears here to be mechanical, a play of
the forces, Gun as, etc. Behind it is the living Consciousness and
Force of the Divine, the divine Shakti. The Prakriti itself is
divided into the lower and higher, - the lower is the Prakriti of
the Ignorance, the Prakriti of mind, life and Matter separated
in consciousness from the Divine ; the higher is the Divine
Prakriti of Sachchidananda with its manifesting power of
supermind, always aware of the Divine and free from Ignorance
and its consequences. Man so long as he is in the ignorance is
subject to the lower Prakriti, but by spiritual evolution he be
comes aware of the higher Nature and seeks to come into contact
with it. He can ascend into it and it can descend into him - such
an ascent and descent can transform the lower nature of mind,
life and Matter.
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The psychic is not by definition,1 that part which is in direct
touch with the supramental plane, - although, once the connec
tion with the supramental is made, it gives to it the readiest
response. The psychic part of us i s something that comes direct
from the D ivine and is in touch with the Divine. In its origin it
is the nucleus pregnant with divine possibilities that supports
this lower triple manifestation of mind, life and body. There is
this divine element in all living beings, but it stands hidden
behind the ordinary consciousness, is not at first developed and,
even when developed, is not always or often in the front ; it
expresses itself, se> far as the imperfection of the instruments
allows, by their means and under their limitations. It grows in
the consciousness by Godward experience, gaining strength
every time there i s a higher movement in us, and, finally, by the
accumulation of these deeper and higher movements, there is
developed a psychic individuality, - that which we call usually
the psychic being. It i s always this psychic being that is the.
real, though often the secret cause of man's turning to the spiri
tual life and his greatest help in it. It is therefore that which we
have to bring from behind to the front in the yoga .
The word 'soul', as also the word 'psychic', is used very
vaguely and in many different senses in the English language.
More often than not, in ordinary parlance, no clear distinction is
made between mind and soul and often there is an even more
serious confusion, for the vital being of desire - the false soul
or desire-soul - is intended by the words 'soul' and 'psychic'
and not the true soul, the psychic being. The psychic being is
1

Someone had asked what the psychic being was, whether i t could b e defined as that

part of the being which is always in direct to_uch wi th the supramen tal

I repl ied that it could
not be so defined. For the psychic being in animals or in most human beings is not in direct
.

touch with the supramental - therefore it cannot be so described, by definition.
But once the connection between the supramental and the human consciousness is made

,

it is the psychic being that gives the readiest response - more ready than the mind, the vital or

the physical. It may be added that it is also a purer response ; the mind, vital and physical
can allow other things to mix with their reception of the supramental influence and spoil its
truth. The psychic is pure in its response and allows no such mixture.
The supramental change can take place only if the psychic is awake and is made the chief

support of the descending supramental power.

'
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quite different from the mind or vital ; it stands behind them
where they meet in the heart. Its central place is there, but be
hind the heart rather than in the heart ; for what men call usually
the heart is the seat of emotion, and human emotions are mentalvital impulses, not ordinarily psychic in their nature. This mostly
secret power behind, other than the mind and the life-force, is
the true soul, the psychic being in us. The power of the psychic,
however, can act upon the mind and vital and body, purifying
thought and perception and emotion (which then becomes psy
chic feeling) and sensation and action and everything else in us
and preparing them to be divine movements.
The psychic being may be described in Indian language as
the Purusha in the heart or the Chaitya Purusha ;1 but the inner
or secret heart must be understood, hrdaye guhiiydm, not the
outer vital-emotional centre. It is the true psychic entity (dis
tinguished from the vital desire-mind) - the psyche - spoken
of in the page of the Arya to which you make reference.
*
**

The psychic being in the old systems was spoken of as the
Purusha in the heart (the secret heart - hrdaye guhayam) which
corresponds very well to what we define as the psychic being
behind the heart centre. It was also this that went out from the
body at death and persisted - which again corresponds to our
teaching that it is this which goes out and returns, linking a new
life to former life. Also we say that the psychic is the divine por
tion within us - so too the Purusha in the heart is described as
Ishwara of the individual nature in some place.
1

The Chitta and the

psychic part are not in the least the same. Chitta is a term in a quite

different category in which are co-ordinated an d put into their place the main functionings
of our external consciousness, and to know it we need not go behind our surface or external
nature.
'Category' means here another class of psychological factors, tatt11a-vibhiiga. The psychic
belongs to one class - supermind, mind, life, psychic, physical - and covers both the inner
and the outer nature. Chitta belongs to quite another class or category - buddhi, manas,
chitta, prana, etc. - which

is the classification made by ordinary Indian psychology ; it

covers only the psychology of the external · being.

In this category it is the main func

tions of our external consciousness only that are co-ordinated and put in their place by
the Indian thinkers; chitta is one of these main functions of the external consciousness and,
therefore, to know

it we need not go behind the external nature.
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The word soul is very vaguely used in English - as it often
refers to the whole non-physical consciousness including even
the vital with all its desires and passions. That was why the word
psychic being has to be used so as to distinguish this divine
portion from the instrumental parts of the nature.
*
**

It appears

X supposed that by the psychic being I meant the
enlightened ego. But people do not understand what I mean by
the psychic being, because the word psychic has been used in
English to mean anything of the inner mental, inner vital or inner

physical or anything abnormal or occult or even the more subtle
movements of the outer being, all in a jumble ; also occult pheno
mena are often called psychic. The distinction between these
different parts of the being is unknown. Even in India the old
knowledge of the Upanishads in which they are distinguished has
been lost. The Jivatman, the psychic being (Purusha Antar

atman),

the

Manomaya

Purusha, the Pranamaya Purusha are

all confused together.
*
**

I do not know what is exactly meant by this phrase - i t is too
vague and limited for a description of the psychic. Antal;.kara1Ja
usually means the mind and vital as opposed to the body the body being the outer instrument and manal,z-praQ.a the inner
instrument of the soul. By psychic I mean something different
from a purified mind and vital. A purified mind and vital are
the result of the action of the awakened and liberated psychic
being but it is not itself the psychic.
Again, it depends on what is meant by ahambhava. But the
psychic is not a bhava. It i s a Purusha. Ahambhtiva is a forma
tion of Prakriti, it is not a being or a Purusha. Ahambhava can
disappear and yet the Purusha will be there.

By liberated p sychic being I mean that it is no longer obliged

to express itself under the conditions of the obscure and ignorant
instruments, from behind a veil, but i s able to come forward,
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control and change the action of mind and life and body.
If it is perhaps sometimes spoken of as purified and per
fected, what must be meant is the pychic action in the mind, vital
and the physical instruments. A purified inner being does not
mean a purified psychic, but a purified inner mental, vital and
physical. The epithets I used for the psychic were "awakened
and liberated".
Spiritual individuality is rather a vague term and might be
variously interpreted. I have written about the psychic being that
the psychic is the soul or spark of the Divine Fire supporting the
individual evolution on the earth and the psychic being is the
soul-consciousness developing itself or rather its manifestation
froni life to life with the mind, vital and body as its instruments
until all is ready for the union with the Divine. I don't know that
I can add anything to that.
*
**

Purusha in Prakriti is the Kshara Purusha - standing back from
it is the Akshara Purusha.
Ego-sense and Purusha are two quite different things - ego
sense is a mechanism of Prakriti, Purusha is the conscious being.
The psychic being evolves, so it is not the immutable.
The psychic being is especially the soul of the individual
evolving in the manifestation the individual Prakriti and taking
part in the evolution. It is that spark of the Divine Fire that grows
behind the mind, vital and physical as the psychic being until it
is able to transform the Prakriti of Ignorance into Prakriti of
knowledge. These things are not in the Gita, but we cannot limit
our knowledge by the points in the Gita.
*
**

No, the intuitive self is quite different, or rather the intuitive
consciousness that is somewhere above the mind. The psychic
stands behind the being - a simple and sincere devotion to the
Divine, single-hearted and immediate sense of what is right and
helps towards the Truth and the Divine, an instinctive withdrawal
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from all that is the opposite are its most visible characteristics.
*
**

1A distinction has to be made between the soul in its essence and

the psychic being. Behind each and all there is the soul which
is the spark of the Divine - none could exist without that. But it
is quite possible to have a vital and physical being supported by
such a soul essence but without a clearly evolved psychic being
behind it.
There is indeed an inner being composed of the inner mental,
inner vital, inner physical, - but that is not the psychic being.
The psychic is the inmost being of all and quite distinct from
these. The word psychic is indeed used in English to indicate
anything that is other or deeper than the external mind, life and
body or it indicates sometimes anything occult or supraphysical ;
but that is a use which brings confusion and error and we have
almost entirely to discard it.
The psychic being is veiled by the surface movements and
expresses itself as best it can through the three outer instruments
which are more governed by the outer forces than by the inner
being or the psychic entity. But that does not mean that they are
entirely isolated from the soul. The soul is in the body in the
same way as the mind or vital - but the body is not this gross
physical body only, but the subtle body also. When the gross
body falls away, the vital and mental sheaths of the body still
remain as the soul's vehicle till these too dissolve.
The soul of a plant or an animal is not dormant - only
its means of expression are less developed than those of a human
being. There is much that is psychic in the plant, much that is
psychic in the animal. The plant has only the vital-physical
elements evolved in its form ; the consciousness behind the form
of the plant has no developed o r organised mentality capable of
expressing itself, - the animal takes a step farther ; it has a vital
mind and some extent of self-expression, but its consciousness
1

The original version of this letter was subsequently revised by Sri Aurobindo on two

occasions. As the two revised versions differ considerably at places, both of them are pub
lished here consecutively.
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is limited, its mentality limited, its experiences are limited ; the
psychic essence too puts forward to r epresent it a less developed
consciousness and experience than is possible in man. All the
same, animals have a soul and can respond very readily to the
psychic in man.
The "ghost" of a man is of course not his soul. It is either
the man appearing in his vital body or it is a fragment of his
vital structure that is seized on by some force or being of the vital
world for its own purpose. For normally the vital being with its
personality exists after the dissolution of the physical body for
some time only ; afterwards it passes away into the vital plane
where it remains till the vital sheath dissolves. Next one passes
in the mental sheath, to some mental world ; but finally the soul
leaves its mental sheath also and goes to its place of rest. If the
mental is strongly developed, then the mental being can remain
and so also can the strongly developed vital, provided they are
organised by and centred around the true psychic being - they
then share the immortality of the psychic. But ordinarily this
does not happen ; there is a dissolution of the mental and vital
as well as the physical parts and the soul in rebirth assumes a
new mind, life and body and not, as is often supposed, a replica
of its old nature-self. Such a repetition would be meaningless
and useless and would defeat the purpose of rebirth which is a
progression of the nature by experience, an evolutionary growth
of the soul in nature towards its self-finding. At the same
time the soul preserves the impression of what was essential in
its past lives and personalities and the new birth and personality
are a balance between this past and the soul's need for its future.
P.S. There are cases in which there is a rapid rebirth of the
exterior being with a continuation of the old personality and
even the memory of its past life, but this is exceptional and
happens usually when there is a frustration by premature death
and a strong will in the vital to continue its unfinished experience.
*
**

A distinction has to be made between the soul i n its essence and
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the psychic being. Behind each and all there is the soul which is
the spark of the Divine - none could exist without that. But it
is quite possible to have a vital and physical being without a
clearly evolved psychic being behind it. Still, one cannot make
general statements that no aboriginal has a soul or there is no
display of soul anywhere.
The inner being is composed of the inner mental, inner vital,
inner physical, - but that is not the psychic being. The psychic
is the inmost being and quite distinct from these. The word
'psychic' is indeed used in English to indicate anything that is
other or deeper than the external mind, life and body, anything
occult or supraphysical, but that is a use which brings confusion
and error and we entirely discard it when we speak or write about
yoga. In ordinary parlance we may sometimes use the word
'psychic' in the looser popular sense or in poetry, which is not
bound to intellectual accuracy, we may speak of the soul some
times in the ordinary and more external sense or in the sense of
the true psyche.
The psychic being is veiled by the surface movements and
expresses itself as best it can through these outer instruments
which are more governed by the outer forces than by the inner
influences of the psychic. But that does not mean that they are
entirely isolated from the soul. The soul is in the body in the
same way as the mind or vital - but the body it occupies is not
this gross physical frame only, but the subtle body also. When
the gross sheath falls away, the vital and mental sheaths of the
body still remain as the soul's vehicle till these too dissolve.
The soul of a plant or an animal is not altogether dormant
- only its means of expression are less developed than those of
a human being. There is much that is psychic in the plant,
much that is psychic in the animal. The plant has only the
vital-physical evolved in its form, so it cannot express itself; the
animal has a vital mind and can, but its consciousness is limited
and its experiences are limited, so the psychic essence has a less
developed consciousness and experience than is present or at least
possible in man. All the same, animals have a soul and can res
pond very readily to the psychic in man.
The ghost is of course not the soul. It is either the man
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appearing in his vital body or it is a fragment of his vital that is
seized on by some vital force or being. The vital part of us nor
mally exists after the disolution of the body for some time and
passes away into the vital plane where it remains till the vital
sheath dissolves. Afterwards it passes, if it is mentally evolved,
in the mental sheath to some mental world and finally the psychic
leaves its mental sheath also and goes to its place of rest. If the
mental is strongly developed, then the mental part of us can
remain ; so also can the vital, provided they are organised by and
centred round the true psychic being - for they then share the
immortality of the psychic. Otherwise the psychic draws mind
and life into itself and enters into an internatal quiescence.
*
**

In a mere vampire there i s no psychic, for the vampire i s a vital
being - but in all humans (even if dominated by a vital being or
vampire force) there is a psychic veiled behind it all.
*
**

The soul i s described a s a spark of the Divine Fire i n life and
matter, that is an image. It has not been described as a spark of
consciousness.
There is mental, vital, physical consciousness - different
from the psychic. The psychic being and consciousness are not
identical.
When the soul or "spark of the Divine Fire" begins to deve
lop a psychic individuality, that psychic individuality is called
the psychic being.
The soul or spark is there before the development of an
organised vital and mind. The soul is something of the Divine
that descends into the evolution as a divine Principle within it
to support the evolution of the individual out of the Ignorance
into the Light. It develops in the course of the evolution a psychic
individual or soul individuality which grows from life to life,
using the evolving mind, vital and body as its instruments. It is
the soul that is immortal while the rest disintegrates ; it passes
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from life to life carrying its experience in essence and the conti
nuity of the evolution of the individual.
It is the whole consciousness, mental, vital, physical also,
that has to rise and join the higher consciousness and, once the
joining is made, the higher has to descend into them. The psychic
is behind all that and supports it.
*
**

The supermind i s the Truth-consciousness ; below i t there inter
venes the overmind of which the principle is to receive the powers
of the Divine and try to work them out separately, each acting
in its own right and working to realise a world of its own or, if
it has to act with others, enforcing its own principle as much as
possible. Souls descending into the overmind act in the same
way. The principle of separated Individuality is from here. At
first still aware of its divine origin, it becomes as it descends still
more and more separated and oblivious of it, governed by the
principle of division and ego. For Mind is farther removed from
the Truth than overmind, Vital Nature is engrossed in the realisa
tion of ignorant forces, while in Matter the whole passes into
what seems an original Inconscience. It is the overmind Maya
that governs this world, but in Matter it has deepened into Incon
science out of which consciousness. re'... emerges and climbs again
bringing down into Matter life and mind, and opening in mind
to the higher reaches - which are still in some direct connec
tion with the Truth (Intuition, overmind, supermind).
*
••

Formed souls enter only into formed organisms - in the proto
plasm etc. it is only the spark of the Divine that is there, not the
formed soul.
*
**

The psychic is the spark of the Divine involved here in the indi
vidual existence. It grows and evolves in the form of the psychic

. .
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being - so obviously it cannot have already the powers of the
Divine. Only its presence makes it possible for the individual to
open to the Divine and grow towards the Divine Consciousness
and when it acts it is always in the sense of the Light and the
Truth and with the push towards the Divine.
*
**

This is the function of the psychic - it has to work on each plane
so as to help each to awaken to the true truth and the Divine
Reality.
*
**

Every soul is not evolved and active ; nor is every soul turned
directly to the Divine before practising yoga. For a long time it
seeks the Divine through men and things much more than
directly.
*
**

You do not seem to have understood my answer at all. In the
ordinary consciousness in which the mind etc. are not awakened
the psychic acts as well as it can through them, but according to
the laws of the Ignorance.
*

**

All belongs to Nature - the soul itself acts under the conditions

and by the agency of Nature.
*
**

The soul is always pure, but the knowledge and force in it are
involved and come out only as the psychic being evolves ·and
grows stronger.
*
**

The psychic being is the soul evolving i n course of birth and
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rebirth and the soul is a portion of the Divine - but with the soul
there is always the veiled Divine, Hrishikesha.
*
**

The Divine i s always in the inner heart and does not leave it.
*
**

It [the psychic] is constantly in contact with the immanent Divine
- the Divine secret in the individual.
*
••

They [the psychic being and the Divine Presence in the heart] are
quite different things. The psychic being is one's own individual
soul-being. It is not the Divine, though it has come from the
Divine and develops towards the Divine.
*
**

I t is the psychic that i s i n direct relation with the transcendent
Divine and \eads the nature upwards towards the Supreme.
*
**

The psychic i s the support of the individual evolution ; it is con
nected with the universal both by direct contact and through the
mind, vital and body.
*
**

The contribution of the psychic being to the sadhana is : (1) love
and bhakti, a love not vital, demanding and egoistic but uncon
ditioned and without claims, self-existent ; (2) the contact or the
presence of the Mother with in ; (3) the unerring guidance from
within ; (4) a quieting and purification of the mind, vital and phy
�\cal cou�c\ou'3.ueo::,s b-y their subjection to the psychic influence
and guidance ; (5) the opening up of all this lower consciousness
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to the higher spiritual consciousness above for its descent into a
nature prepared to receive it with a complete receptivity and right
attitude - for the psychic brings in everything right thought,
right perception, right feeling, right attitude.
One can raise up one's consciousness from the mental and
vital and bring down the power, Ananda, light, knowledge from
above ; but this is far more difficult and uncertain in its result,
even dangerous, if the being is not prepared or not pure enough.
To ascend with the psychic for the purpose is by far the best way.
If you are thus rising from the psychic centre, so much the better.
What you say indicates that the psychic and mental centres
are in communication and through them you are able to bring
down things from the higher consciousness. But you have not
changed your head centi:e for the above-head centre or for the
above-head wideness. That usually comes by a gradual rising of
the conscious parts to the top of the head and then above it.
But this must not be strained after or forced ; it will come of
itself.
*
**

The psychic being i s the soul, the Purusha in the secret heart
supporting by its presence the action of the mind, life and body.
The vital is the priil;iamaya puru$a spoken of in the Taittiriya
Upani$ad, the being behind the Force of Life ; in its outer form in
the Ignorance it generates the desire-soul which governs most
men and which they mistake often for the real soul.
The Atman is the Self or Spirit that remains above, pure and
stainless, unaffected by the stains of life, by desire and ego and
ignorance. It is realised as the true being of the individual, but
also more widely as the same being in all and as the Self in the cos
mos ; it has also a self-existence above the individual and cosmos
and it is then called the Paramatma, the supreme Divine Being.
This distinction has nothing to do with the distinction between
the psychic and the vital : the vital being is not what is known as
the Atman.
The vital as the desire-soul and desire-nature controls the
consciousness to a large extent in most men, because men are
governed by desire. But even in the surface human nat �re the
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proper ruler of the consciousness is the mental being, manomayal)
puru$ab priir.za-sarira-netii of the Upanishad. The psychic influ
ences the consciousness from behind, but one has to go out of
the ordinary consciousness into the inmost being to find it and
make it the ruler of the consciousness as it should be. To do that
is one of the principal aims of the yoga. The vital should be an
instrument of the consciousness, not its ruler.
The vital being is not the I - the ego is mental, , vital, physi
cal. Ego implies the identification of our existence with outer self,
the ignorance of our true self above and our psychic being within
us.
In a certain sense the various Purushas or beings in us, psy
chic, mental, vital, physical are projections of the Atman; but
that gets its full truth only when we get into our inner being and
know the inner truth of ourselves. On the surface, in the Igno
rance, it is the mental, vital, physical Prakriti that acts and the
Purusha is disfigured, as it were, in the action of the Prakriti. It
is not our true mental being, our true vital being, our true phy
sical being even that we are aware of; these remain behind, veiled
and silent. It is the mental, vital, physical ego that we take for
our being until we get knowledge.
lie
**

The soul and the life are two quite different powers. The soul is
a spark of the Divine Spirit which supports the individual na
ture ; mind, life, body are the instruments for the manifestation

of the nature. In most men the soul is hidden and covered over
by the action of the external nature ; they mistake the vital being
for the soul, because it i s the vital which animates and moves the
body. But this vital being is a thing made up of desires and exe
cutive forces, good and bad ; it is the desire-soul, not the true
thing. It is when the true soul (psyche) comes forward and
begins first to influence and then govern the actions of the instru
mental nature that man begins to overcome vital desire and grow
towards a divine nature.
*
**
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I . The soul and the psychic being are practically the same,
except that even in things which have not developed a psychic
being, there is still a spark of the Divine which can be called the
soul. The psychic being is called in Sanskrit the Purusha in the
heart or the Chaitya Purusha. (The psychic being is the soul
developing in the evolution.)
2. The distinction between Purusha and Prakriti is accord
ing to the Sankhya System - the Purusha is the silent witness
consciousness which observes the actions of Prakriti - Prakriti is
the force of Nature which one feels as doing all the actions, when
one gets rid of the sense of the ego as doer. Then there is the
realisation of these 2 entities. This is quite different from the
psychic being. It is felt in the mind, vital, physical - most easily
in the mind where the mental being (Purusha) is seated and con
trols the others (mqnomayab puru$a/:z priil;za-sarira-netti).
3. Prajna, Taijasa, etc. are a different classification and
have to do, not with the different parts of the being, but with
three different states (waking, dream, sleep - gross, subtle,
causal).
I think one ought not to try to relate these different things to
each other - as that may lead to confusion. They belong to
different categories - and to a different order of experiences.
*
**

The mental being within watches, observes and passes judgment
on all that happens in you. The psychic does not watch and ob
serve in this way like a witness, but it feels and knows sponta
neously in a much more direct and luminous way, by the very
purity of its own nature and the divine instinct within it, and so,
whenever it comes to the front it reveals at once what are the
right and what the wrong movements in your nature.
The being of man is composed of these elements - the
psychic behind supporting all, the inner mental, vital and phy
sical, and the outer, quite external nature of mind, life and body
which is their instrument of expression. But above all is the
central being (Jivatma) which uses them all for its manifestation :
it is a portion of the Divine Self; but this real ity of himself is
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hidden from the external man who replaces this inmost self and
soul of him by the mental and vital ego. It is only those who
have begun to know themselves that become aware of their true
central being ; but still it is always there standing behind the
action of mind, life and body and is most directly represented by
the psychic which is itself a spark of the Divine. It is by the
growth of the psychic element in one's nature that one begins to
come into conscious touch with one's central being above. When
that happens and the central being uses a conscious will to con
trol and organize the movements of the nature, it is then that one
has a real, a spiritual as opposed to a partial and merely mental
or moral self-mastery.
*
**

The mental being spoken of by the Upanishad i s not part o f the
mental nervous physical composite- it is the manomayal) puru$ab
prii!J.a-sarira-netii, the mental being leader of the life and body.
It could not be so described if it were part of the composite. Nor
can the composite or part of it be the Purusha, - for ihe com
posite is composed of Prakriti. It is described as manomaya by
the Upanishads because the psychic being is behind the veil and
man being the mental being in the life and body lives in his mind
and not in his psychic, so to him the manomaya puru�a is the leader
of the life and body, - of the psychic behind supporting the
whole he is not aware or dimly aware in his best moments. The
psychic is represented in man by the Prime Minister, the mano
maya, itself being a mild constitutional king ; it is the manomaya
to whom Prakriti refers for assent to her actions. But still the
statement of the Upanishads gives only the apparent truth of the
matter, valid for man and the human stage only - for in the
animal it would be rather the prii1Jamaya puru�a that is the netii,
leader of mind and body. It is one reason why I have not yet
allowed the publication of Rebirth and Karma1 because this had
to be corrected and the deeper truth put in its place. I had
1

An incomplete series of articles first published in the

21 and subsequently reprinted
of Rebirth (February 1952).

Arya intermittently

without completion in book-form under the title

during 1 9 1 5-
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intended to do it later on, but had not the time to finish the
remaining articles.
*
**

The "tragi-ridiculous" inconsistency you speak of comes from
the fact that man is not made up of one piece but of many pieces
and each part of him has a personality of its own. That is a
thing which people yet have not sufficiently realised - the
psychologists have begun to glimpse it, but recognise only when
there is a marked case of double or multiple personality. But all
men are like that, in reality. The aim should be in yoga to deve
lop (if one has it not already) a strong central being and harmo
nise under it all the rest, changing what has to be changed. If
this central being is the psychic, there is no great difficulty. If it is
the mental Being, manomayab pur1J$ab priil)a-sarira-netii, then it
is more difficult - unless the mental being can learn to be always
in contact with and aided by the greater Will and Power of the
Divine.
*
**

I do not understand the question as put. Each part has to be kept
clear from the other and do its own work and each has to get
the Truth in it from the psychic or above. The Truth descending
from above will more and more harmonise their action, though
the .perfect harmony can come only when there is the supra
mental fulfilment.
*

**

What you experience is the first condition of the yogic conscious
ness and self-knowledge. The ordinary mind knows itself only as
an ego with all the, movements of the nature in a jumble and,
identifying itself with these movements, thinks "I am doing this,
feeling that, thinking, in joy or in sorrow etc." The first begin
ning of real self-knowledge is when you feel yourself separate
from the nature in you and its movements and then you see that
there are many parts of your being, many personalities each
acting on its own behalf and in its own way. The two different
beings you feel are - one, the psychic being which draws you
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towards the Mother, the other the external being mostly vital
which draws you outward and downwards towards the play of
the lower nature. There is also in you behind the mind the being
who observes, the witness Purusha, who can stand detached from
the play of the nature, observing it and able to choose. It has to
put itself always on the side of the psychic being and assent to
and support its movement and to reject the downward and out
ward movement of the lower nature, which has to be subjected to
the psychic and changed by its influence.
*
**

The moral of the condition you describe is not that yoga should
not be done but that you have to go steadily healing the rift
between the two parts of the being. The division is very usual,
almost universal in human nature, and the following of the lower
impulse in spite of the contrary will in the higher parts happens
to almost everybody. It is the phenomenon noted by Arjuna in
his question to Krishna, "Why does one do evil though one
wishes not to do it, as if compelled to it by force ?", and exp
ressed sententiously by Horace : "video meliora proboque, Deteri
ora sequor" .1 By constant effort and aspiration one can arrive at a
turning point when the psychic asserts itself and what seems a
very slight psychological change of reversal alters the whole
balance of the nature.
*
**

You take the outer waking consciousness as if it were the real
person or being and conclude that if it is not this but something
else that has the realisation or abides in the realisation, then no
one has it - for there is no one here except the waking con
sciousness. That is the very error by which the ignorance lasts
and cannot be got rid of. The very first step in getting out of the
ignorance is to accept the fact that this outer consciousness is not
one's soul, not oneself, not the real person, but only a temporary
formation on the surface for the purposes of the surface play.
The soul, the person is within, not on the surface - the outer
1 "I see the better and approve of it,

I

follow the worse."
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personality is the person only in the first sense of the Latin word
.

persona which

meant originally a mask.
*
••

The psychic has the position you speak of, because the psychic
is in touch with the Divine in the lower nature. But the inner
mind, vital and physical are a part of the universal and open to
the dualities - only they are wider than the external mind, life

and body, and can receive more largely and e asily the divine
influence.
•
... .

The word Antaratma is very vaguely used like the word soul in
English - so used, it covers all the inner being, i n ner mind, inner

vital, inner physical even, as well as the inmost being, the
psychic.
*
**

The European mind, fo r the most part, has never been able t o go
beyond the formula of soul + body - usually including mind in
soul and everything except body in mind. Some occultists make
a distinction between spirit, soul and body. At the same time
there must be some vague feeling that soul and mind are not quite
the same thing, for there is the phrase "This man has no soul",
or "he is a soul" meaning he has something in him beyond a mere
mind and body. But all that is very vague. There is no clear
distinction between mind and soul and none between mind and
vital and often the vital i s taken for the soul.
•
••

But that1 is just what is disputed by the Western scientific mind
or was up till yesterday and is still considered as unverifiable to
day. It is contended that the idea of self is an illusion - apart
from the body. It is the e xperiences of the body that create the

idea of a
1

self and the desire to live prol ongs itself i llusorily in the

The belief that the body is a temporary residence of the self for one life.
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notion that the self outlasts the body. The West is accustomed
I

besides to the Christian idea that the self is created with the body
- an idea which the Christians took over from the Jews who be
lieved in God but not in immortality - so the Western mind is
dead set against any idea of reincarnation. Even the religious
used to beli�ve that the soul was born in the body, God first
making the body then breathing the soul into it (Prana ?). It is
difficult for Europeans to get over this past mental inheritance.
*
**

The psychic being is described in the Upanishads as no bigger
than the size of one'$ thumb ! That of course is a symbolic image.
For usually when one sees anybody's psychic being in a form, it
is bigger than that. As for the inner being, one feels it big be
cause the true mental or the true vital or even the true physical
being is much wider in consciousness than the external con
sciousness which is limited by the body. If the external parts
seem to occupy the whole consciousness, it is when one comes
down into the physical and feels all the activities of Nature
playing on it - even the mental and vital movements are then
felt through the physical and as things of a separate plane. But
when one lives in the inner being then one is aware of a conscious
ness which begins to spread into the universal and the external
is only a -surface movement thrown up by the universal forces.
*
**

Yes, the psychic being has a form. But that does not appear
from the photo ; for the psychic has not always or usually a form
closely resembling that of the physical body, it is sometimes even
quite different. When looking at the photo what is seen is not a

fon:n, but something of the consciousness that either is expressed
in the body or comes through somehow ; one perceives or feels
it there through the photo.
*
**
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The soul is not limited by any form, but the psychic being puts
out a form for its expression j ust as the mental, vital and subtle
physical Purushas do - that is to say, one can see or another
person can see one's psychic being in such and such a form. But
this seeing is of two kinds - there is the standing characteristic
form taken by this being in this life and there are symbolic forms
such as when one sees the psychic as a new-born child in the lap
of the Mother.
If the sadhak in question really saw his psychic in the form
of a woman it can only have been a constructed appearance ex
pressing some quality or attribute of the psychic.

VI
There are always two different consciousnesses in the human
being, one outward in which he ordinarily lives, the other inward
and concealed of which he knows nothing. When one does
sadhana, the inner consciousness begins to open and one is able
to go inside and have all kinds of experiences there. As the
sadhana progresses, one begins to live more and more in this
inner being and the outer becomes more and more superficial.
At first the inner cQnsciousness seems to be the dream and the
outer the waking reality. Afterwards the inner consciousness
becomes the reality and the outer is felt by many as a dream or
delusion, or else as something superficial and external. The inner
consciousness begins to be a place of deep peace, light, happiness,
love, closeness to the Divine or the presence of the Divine, the
Mother. One is then aware of two consciousnesses, the inner one
and the outer which has to be changed into its counterpart and
instrument - that also must become full of peace, light, union
with the Divine. At present you are moving between the two and
in this period all the feelings you have are quite natural. You
must not be at all anxious about that, but wait for the full
development of the inner consciousness in which you will be able
to live.
*
**
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I did not mean by the inner being the psychic or inmost being.
It is the psychic being that feels love, bhakti and union with the
Mother. I was speaking of the inner mental, inner vital, inner
physical ; in order to reach the hidden seat of the psychic one has
first to pass through these things. When one leaves the outer
consciousness and goes inside, it is here that one enters - some
or most entering into the inner vital first, others into the inner
mental or inner physical ; the emotional vital is the most direct
road, for the seat of the psychic is just behind the emotional
in the heart-centr�. It is absolutely necessary for our purpose
that one should become conscious in these inner regions, for
if they are not awake, then the psychic being has no proper
and sufficient instrumentation for its activities ; it has then only
the outer mind, outer vital and body for its means and these are
too small and narrow and obscure. You as yet have been able
only to enter the outskirts of the inner vital and are still insuffi
ciently consciou� there. By becoming more conscious there and
going deeper one can reach the psychic - the safe refuge, nira
pada sthana, of which you speak ; then you will not be disturbed
by the confused visions and experiences of the inner vital out
skirts.
*

**
•

The inner consciousness means the- inner mind, inner vital, inner
physical and behind them the psychic which is their inmost being.
But the inner mind is not the higher mind ; it is more in touch
with the universal forces and more open to the higher conscious
ness and capable of an immensely deeper and larger range of
action than the outer or surface mind - but it is of the same
essential nature. The higher consciousness is that above the
ordinary mind and different from it in its workings ; it ranges
from higher mind through illumined mind, intuition and over
mind up to the border line of the supramental.
If the psychic were liberated, free to act in its own way, there
would not be all this stumbling in the Ignorance. But the psychic
is covered up by the ignorant mind, vital and physical and
compelled to act through them according to the law of the
Ig norance. If it is liberated from this covering, then it can act
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according to its own nature with a free aspiration, a direct con
tact with the higher consciousness and a power to change the
ignorant nature.
*
**

The true being mental, vital or subtle physical has always
the greater qualities of its plane - it is the Purusha and like
the psychic, though in another way, the projection of the Divine,
therefore in connection with the higher consciousness and
reflects something of it, though it is not altogether that - it is
also in tune with the cosmic Truth.
*
••

There is behind all the vital nature in man his true vital being
concealed and immobile which is quite different from the surface
vital nature. The surface vital is narrow, ignorant, limited, full
of obscure desires, passions, cravings, revolts, pleasures and
pains, transient joys and griefs, exultations and depressions. The
true vital being, on the contrary, is wide, vast, calm, strong, with
out limitations, firm and immovable, capable of all power, all
knowledge, all Ananda. It is moreover without ego, for it knows
itself to be a projection and instrument of the Divine : it is the
divine Warrior, pure and perfect ; in it is an instrumental Force
for all divine realisations. It is the true vital being that has be
come awake and come in front within you. In the same way there
is too a true mental being, a true physical being. When these are
manifest, theri you are aware of a double existence in you : that
behind is always calm and strong, that on the surface alone is
troubled and obscure. But if the true being behind remains stable
and you live in it, then the trouble and obscurity remain only on
the surface ; in this condition the exterior parts can be dealt
with more potently and they also made free and perfect.
*
**

It [the true vital] is capable of receiving the movements of the
higher consciousness, and afterwards it can be capable of re-
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ceiving the still greater supramental power and Ananda. If it
is not, then the descent of the higher consciousness would be im
possible and supramentalisation would be impossible. It is not
meant that it possesses these things itself in its own right and that
as soon as one is aware of the true vital, one gets all these things
as inherent in the true vital.
*
**

The true vital i s in the inner consciousness, the external is that
which is instrumental for the present play of Prakriti in the sur
face personality. When the change comes, the true vital rejects
what is out of tune with its own truth from the external and
makes it a true instrument for its .expression, a means of expres
sion of its inner will, not a thing of responses to the suggestions
of the lower Nature. The strong distinction between the two
practically disappears.
*
**

The true vital consciousness i s one i n which the vital makes full
surrender, converts itself into an instrument of the Divine,
making no demand, insisting on no desire, ·answering to the
Mother's force and to no other, calm, unegoistic, giving an abso
lute loyalty and obedience, with no personal vanity or ambition,
only asking to be a pure and perfect instrument, desiring nothing
for itself but that the Truth may prevail within itself and every
where and the Divine Victory take place and the Divine Work
be done.
*
**

I t [the illumined vital] i s i n contact with the Divin.e Power or the
higher Truth and seeks to transform itself and become a true
instrument - it rejects the ordinary vital movements.
*

••
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If the inner being does not manifest or act, the outer will never
get transformed.
*
**

. The outer consciousness i s that which usually expresses itself in
ordinary life. It is the external mental, vital, physical. It is not
connected very much with the inner being except in a few - until
one connects them together in the course of the sadhana.
*
**

They [the inner mind and the inner vital] exercise an influence
and send out their powers or suggestions which the outer some
times carries out as best it can,.sometimes does not follow. How
much they work on the outer depends on how far the individual
bas an inner life. E.g. the poet, musician, artist, thinker, live
much from within - men of genius and those who try to live ac
cording to an ideal also. But there are plenty of people who have
very little inner life and are governed entirely by the forces of
Nature.
*
**

As one gathers experience from life to life, mental o r vital, the
inner mind and vital also develop according to the use made of
our experiences and the extent to which they are utilised for the
growth of the being.
*
**

The outer being i s a means of expression only, not one's self.
One must not identify with it, for what it expresses is a personal
ity formed by the old ignorant nature. If not identified one can
change it so as to express the true inner personality of the Light.
*
**

They [the outer mind, vital and body] are small, but not unim
portant in spite of their apparent insignificance - because they
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are a necessary passage of transmission between the soul and the
outer world.
*
**

The outer consciousness is shut up in the body limitation and in
the little bit of personal mind and sense dependent on the body
- it sees only the outward, sees only things. But the inner
consciousness can see behind the thing, it is aware of the play of
forces, personal or universal - for it is in conscious touch with
the universal action.
*
**

Our inner being i s in touch with universal mind, life and Matter ;
it is a part of all that, but by that very fact it cannot be in posses
sion of liberation and peace. You are thinking probably of the
Atman and confusing it with the inner being.
*
**

The inner being cannot be "located" above, it can only join with
the above, penetrate it and be penetrated by it. If it were located
above, then there would be no inner being.
*

**

I do not know what you mean by it (inner being) being "around"
the psychic. It is obviously nearer to the psychic than the outer
mind, vital or physical, but that does not insure its being open
to the psychic only and not to the other universal forces.
*
••

The psychic can have peace behind it - but the inner mind, vital
and physical are not necessarily silent - they are full of move
ments. It is the higher consciousness that has a basis of peace.
*
**
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The inner being is not usually unquiet but it can be quiet or un
quiet like the outer.
*
**

The inner parts i n everybody remain vulgar o r become high
according as they are turned to the outward forces of the Ignor
ance or towards the higher forces from above and the inner
impulsion of the psychic. All forces can play there. It is the outer
being that is fixed in a certain character, certain tendencies, cer
tain movements.
*
**

The inner being has its 9wn time which i s sometimes slower,
sometimes faster than the physical.

VII
The individual is not limited to the physical body - it is only the
external consciousness which feels like that. As soon as one gets
over this feeling of limitation, one can feel first the inner con
sciousness which is connected with the b ody but does not belong
to it, afterwards the planes of consciousness above the body,
also �a consciousness surrounding the body, but part of oneself,
part of the individual being, through which one is in contact
with the cosmic forces and with other beings. The last is what I
have called the environmental consciousness.
,

*
**

Each man has his own personal consciousness entrenched i n his
body and gets into touch with his surroundings only through his
body and senses and the mind using the senses.
Yet all the time the universal forces are pouring into him
without his knowing it. He is aware only of thoughts, feelings,
etc., that rise to the surface and these he takes for his own. Really
they come from outside in mind waves, vital waves, waves
of feeling and sensation, etc., which take particular form in
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him and rise to the surface after they have got inside.
But they do not get into his body at once. He carries about
with him an environmental consciousness (called by the Theoso
phists the Aura) into which they first enter. If you can become
conscious of this environmental self of yours, then you can catch
the thought, passion, suggestion or force of illness and prevent it
from entering into you. If things in you are thrown out, they
often do not go altogether but take refuge in this environmental
atmosphere and from there they try to get in again. Or they go to
a distance outside but linger on the outskirts or even perhaps far
off, waiting till they get an opportunity to attempt entrance.
*
**

The environmental is not a world - it is an individual thing.
*
**

They [the subconscient and the environmental consciousness]
are two quite different things. What is stored in the subcon
scient - impressions, memories, rise up from there into the con
scious parts. In the environmental things are not stored up and
fixed, although they move about there. It is full of mobility, a
field of vibration or passage of forces.
*
**

It [the environmental consciousness] can become silent when
there is the wideness. One can become conscious of it and deal
with what passes through it. A man without it would be without
contact with the rest of the world.

VIII
The consciousness in the individual widens itself into the cosmic
consciousness outside and can have any kind of dealing with it,
penetrate, know its movements, act upon it or receive from it,
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even become commensurate with or contain it, which is what was
meant in the language of the old yogas by having the Brahmanda
within you.
The cosmic consciousness is that of the universe, of the
cosmic spirit and cosmic Nature with all the beings and forces
within it. All that is as much conscious as a whole as the indi
vidual separately is, though in a different way. The conscious
ness of the individual is part of this, but a part feeling itself as a
separate being. Yet all the time most of what he is comes into
him from the cosmic consciousness. But there is a wall of separa
tive ignorance between. Once it breaks down he becomes aware
of the cosmic Self, of the consciousness of the cosmic Nature, of
the forces playing in it, etc. He feels all that as he now feels phy
sical things and impacts. He finds it all to be one with his larger
or universal self.
There is the universal mental, the universal vital, the uni
versal physical Nature and it is out of a selection of th'eir forces
and movements that the individual mind, vital and physical are
made. The soul comes from beyond this nature of mind, life
and body. It belongs to the transcendent and because of it we
can open to the higher Nature beyond.
The Divine is always One that is Many. The individual spirit
is part of the "Many" side of the One, and the psychic being is
what it puts forth to evolve here in the earth-nature. In libera
tion the individual self realises itself as the One (that is yet Many).
It may plunge into the One and merge or hide itself in its bosom
- that is the laya of the Adwaita ; it may feel its oneness and
yet as part of the Many that is One enjoy the Divine, that is the
Dwaitadwaita liberation ; it may lay stress on its Many aspect
and be possessed by the Divine, the Visishtadwaita or go on play
ing with Krishna in the eternal Vrindavan, the Dwaita libera
tio·n. Or it may, even being liberated, remain in the Lila or mani
festation or descend into it as often as it likes. The Divine is not
bound by human philosophies - it is free in its play and free
in its essence.
·

*
**

There i s no difference between the terms "universal" and "cos-
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mic" except that "universal" can be used in a freer way than
"cos1�.ic". Universal may mean ''of the universe", cosmic in that
general sense. But it may also mean "common to all'', e.g.,
"This is a universal weakness" - but you cannot say "This is a
cosmic weakness".
*
**

1 . The spiritual consciousness is that in which we enter into

the awareness of Self, the Spirit, the Divine and are able to see
in all things their essential reality and the play of forces and
phenomena as proceeding from that essential Reality.
2. The cosmic consciousness is that in which the limits of
ego, personal mind and body disappear and one becomes aware
of a cosmic vastness which is or filled by a cosmic spirit and aware
also of the direct play of cosmic forces, universal mind forces,
universal' life forces, universal energies of Matter, universal
overmind forces. But one does not become aware of all these
together ; the opening of the cosmic consciousness is usually
progressive. It is not that the ego, the body, the personal mind
disappear, but one feels them as only a small part of oneself.
One begins to feel others too as part of oneself or varied repeti
tions of oneself, the same self modified by Nature in other bodies.
Or, at the least, as living in the larger universal self which is
henceforth one's own greater reality. All things in fact begin to
change their nature and appearance ; one's whole experience of
the world is radically different from that of those who are shut
up in their personal selves. One begins to know things by a
different kind of experience, more direct, not depending on the
external mind and the senses. It is not that the possibility of
error disappears, for that cannot be so long as mind of any kind
is one's instrument for transcribing knowledge, but there is a
new, vast and deep way of experiencing, seeing, knowing, con
tacting things ; and the confines of knowledge can be rolled back
to an almost unmeasurable degree. The thing one has to be on
guard against in the cosmic consciousness is the play of a magni
fied ego, the vaster attacks of the hostile forces - for they too
are part of the cosmic consciousness - and the attempt of the
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cosmic Illusion (Ignorance, Avidya) to prevent the growJ:h of the
soul into the cosmic Truth. These are things that one has to learn
from experience ; mental teaching or explanation is quite insuffi
cient. To enter safely into the cosmic consciousness and to pass
safely through it, it is necessary to have a strong central unegois
tic sincerity and to ·have the psychic being, with its divination of
truth and unfaltering orientation towards the Divine, already
in front in the nature.
3. The ordinary consciousness is that in which one knows
things only or mainly by the intellect, the external mind and the
senses and knows forces etc. only by their outward manifesta
tions and results and the rest by inferences from these data.
There may be some play of mental intuition, deeper psychic see
ing or impulsions, spiritual intimations, etc. - but in the ordi
nary consciousness these are incidental only and do not modify
its fundamental character.
*
**

. The ordinary man lives in his own personal consciousness know
ing things through his mind and senses as they are touched by a
world which is outside him, outside his consciousness. When the
consciousness subtilises, it begins to come into contact with
things in a much more direct way, not only with their forms and
outer impacts but with what is inside them, but still the range may
be small. But the consciousness can also widen and begin to be
first in direct contact with a universe of range of things in the
world, then to contain them as it were, - as it is said to see the
world in oneself, - and to be in a way identified with it. To see
all things in the self and the self in all things - to be aware of one
being everywhere, aware directly of the different planes, their
forces, their beings - that is universaJisation.
*
**

Yes, certainly [in the cosmic Mind there is a stratum of the
physical mind], there is nothing in the individual that is not in
the cosmic Ep.ergy. For all ordinary purposes the individual is
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only a differentiated centre of the universal forces - although
his soul comes from beyond.
*
**

A s he [each human being] lives in a separative consciousness,
he makes a mental world of his own, out of his experiences of the
common world in which all here live. It is built in the same way
as that of others and he receives into it the thoughts, feelings
of others, without knowing it most often, and uses that too as
material for his separate world.
*
**

All life is the play of universal forces. The individual gives a
personal form to these universal forces. But he can choose whe
ther he shall respond or not to the action of a particular force.
Only most people do not really choose - they indulge the play of
the forces. Your illnesses, depressions etc. are the repeated play
of such forces. It is only when one can make oneself free of them
that one can be the true person and have a true life - but one
can be free only by living in the Divine.
*
**

It i s Prakriti (Nature) that sends these impulses. Nature sends
all kinds of forces and experiences to each. It is for you as a con
scious being (Purusha) to choose whether you shall do or not do ;
you should reject what you see to be wrong, accept only what is
true and right. In Nature there is the higher and the lower, the
true and the false. What the Divine wants of you is that you
should grow in the Truth and the higher Nature, reject the false
and the lower Nature.
*
**

One can not only receive a force, but an impulse, thought or
sensation. One may receive it from others, from beings in
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Nature or from Nature herself if she chooses to give her Force
a ready-made form of that kind.
*
**

1 . The re can be a vital without desire. When desire dis

appears from the being, the vital does not disappear with it.
2. By Prakriti is meant universal Prakriti. Universal Pra
kriti entering into the vital being creates desires which appear
by i ts habitual response as an individual nature ; but if the
habitual desires she throws in are rejected and exiled, the being
remains but the old individual Prakriti of vital desire is no longer
there - a new nature is formed responding to the Truth above
and not to the lower Nature.
3. Universal Prakriti determined it [the habit of re sponse]
and the soul or Purusha accepted it. In the acceptance lies the
responsibility. The Purusha is that which sanctions or refuses.
The vital being responds to the ordinary life waves in the animal ;
man responds to them but has the power of mental control. He
has also, as the mental Purusha is awake in him, the power to
choose whether he shall have desire or train his being to sur
mount it. Finally there is the po ssibility of bringing down a
higher nature which will not be subject to desire but act on
another vital principle
.

*
**

remains
shut up in its personality, to und ers tand the workings of the Cos
mic Will, for the standards made by the personal consciousness
are not applicable to them. A cell in the body, if conscious, might
also think that th e human b e i ng and its actions are only the resul
tant of the rel at ion s and workings of a number of cells like itself
and not the action of a unified self. It is only if o ne enters into the
Cosmic Consciousness that one begins to see the forces at work
and the lines on which they work and get a glimpse of the Cos
mic Self and the Cosmic Mind and Will.
It is not possible for the individual mind, s o long as it

*

... .....
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There is no ignorance that is not part of the Cosmic Ignorance,
only in the individual it becomes a limited formation and move
ment, while the Cosmic Ignorance is the whole movement of
world consciousness separated from the supreme Truth and
acting in an inferior motion i n which the Truth is perverted,
diminished, mixed and clouded with falsehood and error. The
Cosmic Truth is the view on things of a cosmic consciousness
in which things are seen in their true essence and their true rela. tion to the Divine and to each other.
*
**

The cosmic Truth i s the truth of things as they are at present
expressed in the universe. The Divine Truth is independent of
the universe, above it and originates it.
*
**

The yogi's experiences are spiritual experiences - experience of
the play of the Forces and its relation with the self, the action of
the Guide, what is behind the appearance of things, occurrences
etc., etc., the actual realities of the workings of Purusha and
Prakriti etc. The Divine Truth is the Truth of the Divine Essence,
Consciousness, Self, Knowledge, Light, Power, Bliss. It is some
thing from which the cosmos derives with all its movements, but
it is more than the cosmos.

IX
The "Mind" in the ordinary use of the word covers indiscrimi
nately the whole consciousness, for man is a mental being and
mentalises everything ; but in the language of this yoga the words
"mind" and "mental" are used to connote specially the part of
the nature which has to do with cognition and intelligence, with
ideas, with mental or thought perceptions, the reactions of
thought to things, with the truly mental movements and forma
tions, mental vision and will, etc. , that are part of his intelligence.
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The vital has to be carefully distinguished from mind, even though
it has a mind element transfused into it; the vital is the Life-nature
made up of desires, sensations, feelings, passions, energies of
action, will of desire, reactions of the desire-soul in man and of
all that play of possessive and other related instincts, anger, fear,
greed, lust, etc., that belong to this field of the nature. Mind and
vital are mixed up on the surface of the consciousness, but they
are quite separate forces in themselves and as soon as one gets
behind the ordinary surface consciousness one sees them as sepa
rate, discovers their distinction and can with the aid of this
knowledge analyse their surface mixtures. It is quite possible and
even usual during a time shorter or longer, sometimes very long,
for the mind to accept the Divine or the yogic ideal while the vital
is lJ:nconvinced and unsnrrendered and goes obstinately on its
way of desire, passion and attraction to the ordinary life. Their
division or their conflict is the cause of most of the more acute
difficulties of the sadhana.
*
**

St. Augustine was a man of God and a great saint, but great
saints are not always - or often - great psychologists or great
thinkers. The psychology here is that of the most superficial
schools, if not that of the man in the street ; there are as many
errors in it as there are psychological statements - and more,
for several are not expressed but involved in what he writes.
I am aware that these errors are practically universal, for psycho
logical enquiry in Europe (and without enquiry there can be no
sound knowledge) is only beginning and has not gone very far,
and what has reigned in men's minds up to now is a superficial
statement of the superficial appearances of our consciousness
as they look to us at first view and nothing more. But knowledge
o!11Y begins when we get away from the surface phenomena and
look behind them for their true operations and causes. To the
superficial view of the outer mind and senses the sun is a little
fiery ball circling in mid air round the earth and the stars twink
ling little things stuck in the sky for our benefit at night. Scientific
enquiry comes and knocks this infantile first-view to pieces. The
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sun is a huge affair (millions of miles away from our air) around
which the small earth circles, and the stars are huge members of
huge systems indescribably distant which have nothing apparently
to do with the tiny earth and her creatures. All Science is like
that, a contradiction of the sense-view or superficial appear
ances of things and an assertion of truths which are unguessed
by the common and the uninstructed reason. The same process
has to be followed in psychology if we are really to know what
our consciousness is, how it is built and made and what is the
secret of its functionings or the way out of its disorder.
There are several capital and common errors here :1 . That mind and spirit are the same thing.
2. That all cpnsciousness can be spoken of as "mind".
3. That all consciousness therefore is of a spiritual sub
stance.
4. That the body is merely Matter, not conscious, there
fore something quite different from the spiritual part of
the nature.
First, the spirit and the mind are two different things and
should not be confused together. The mind is an instrumental
entity or instrumental consciousness whose function is to think
and perceive - the spirit is an essential entity or consciousness
which does not need to think or perceive either in the mental or
the sensory way, because whatever knowledge it has is direct or
essential knowledge, svayamprakasa.
Next, it follows that all consciousness is not necessarily of a
spiritual make and it need not be true and is not true that the
thing commanding and the thing commanded are the same, are
not at all different, are of the same substance and therefore are
bound or at least ought to agree together.
Third, it is not even true that it is the mind which is com
manding the mind and finds itself disobeyed by itself. First, there
are many parts of the mind, each a force in itself with its forma
tions, functionings, interests, and they may not agree. One part
of the mind may be spiritually influenced and like to think of the
Divine and obey the spiritual impulse, another part may be ra
tional or scientific or literary and prefer to follow the formations,
beliefs or doubts, mental preferences and interests which are in
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conformity with its education and its na�ure. But quite apart
from that, what was commanding in St. Augustine may very well
have been the thinking mind or reason while what was com
manded was the vital, and mind and vital, whatever anybody
may say, are not the same. The thinking mind or buddhi lives,
however imperfectly in man, by intelligence and· reason. Vital,
on the other hand, is a thing of desires, impulses, force-pushes,
emotions, sensations, seekings after life-fulfilment, possession
and enjoyment ; these are its functions and its nature ; - it is
that part of us which seeks after life and its movements for their
own sake and it does not want to leave hold of them if they bring
it suffering as well as or more than pleasure ; it is even capable
of luxuriating in tears and suffering as part of the drama of life.
What then is there in common between the thinking intelligence
and the vital and why should the latter obey the mind and not
follow its own nature ? The disobedience is perfectly normal
instead of being, as Augustine suggests, unintelligible. Of course,
man can establish a mental control over his vital and in so far
as he does it he is a man, - because the thinking mind is a nobler
and more enlightened entity and consciousness than the vital
and ought, therefore, to rule and, if the mental will is strong,
can rule. But this rule is precarious, incomplete and held only
by much self-discipline. For if the mind is more enlightened, the
vital is nearer to earth, more intense, vehement, more directly
able to touch the body. There is too a vital mind which
lives by imagination, thoughts of desire, will to act and enjoy
from its own impulse and this is able to seize on the reason
itself and make it its auxiliary and its justifying counsel and
supplier of pleas and excuses. There is also the sheer force of
Desire in man which is the vital's principal support and strong
enough to sweep off the reason, as the Gita says, "like a boat on
stormy waters", niivamiviimbhasi.
Finally, the body obeys the mind automatically in those
things in which it is formed or trained to obey it, but the relation
of the body to the mind is not in all things that of an automatic
perfect instrument. The body also has a consciousness of its own
and, though it is a submental instrument or servant conscious
ness, it can disobey or fail to obey as well. In many things, in
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matters of health and illness for instance, in all automatic func
tionings, the body acts on its own and is not a servant of the mind.
If it is fatigued, it can offer a passive resistance to the mind's
will. It can cloud the mind with tamas, inertia, dullness, fumes of
the subconscient so that the mind cannot act. The arm lifts,
no doubt, when it gets the suggestion, but at . first the legs do not
obey when they are asked to walk ; they have to learn how to
leave the crawling attitude and movement and take up the erect
and ambulatory habit. When you first ask the hand to draw a
straight line or to play music, it can't do it and won't do it. It
has to be schooled, trained, taught, and afterwards it does auto
matically what is required of it. All this proves that there is a
body-consciousness which can do things at the mind's order, but
has to be awakened, trained, made a good and conscious instru
ment. It can even be so trained that a mental will or suggestion
can cure the illness of the body. But all these things, these rela
tions of mind and body, stand on the same footing in essence as
the relation of mind to vital and it is not so easy or primary a
matter as Augustine would have it.
This puts the problem on another footing with the causes
more clear and, if we are prepared to go far enough, it suggests
the way out, the way of yoga.
P.S. All this is quite apart from the contributing and very
important factor of plural personality of which psychological
enquiry is just beginning rather obscurely to take account. That
is a more complex affair.
*
**

When the mind is turned towards the Divine and the Truth and
feels and responds to that only or mainly, it can be called a psy
chic mind - it is something formed by the influence of the psy
chic being on the mental plane.
The spiritual mind is a mind which, in its fullness, is aware
of the Self, reflecting the Divine, seeing and understanding the
nature of the Self and its relations with the manifestation, living
in that or in contact with it, calm, wide and awake to higher
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knowledge, not perturbed by the play of the forces. When it
gets its full liberated movement, its central station is very usually
felt above the head, though its influence can extend downward
through all the being and outward through space.
*
**

Spiritual capacity means simply a natural capacity for true
spiritual experience and development. It can be had on any plane,
but the natural result is that one gets easily into touch with the
Self and the higher planes.
Psychic . mind and mental psychic are the same thing prac
tically - when there is a movement of the mind in which the
psychic influence predominates, it is called the psychic in the
mind or the psychic mind.
*
**

Higher Mind is one of the planes of the spiritual mind, the first
and lowest of them ; it is above the normal mental level. Inner
mind is that which lies behind the surface mind (our ordinary
mentality) and can only be directly experienced (apart from its
vrttis in the surface mind such as philosophy, poetry, idealism,
etc.) by sadhana, by breaking down the habit of being on the
surface and by going deeper within.
Larger mind is a general term to cover the realms of mind
which become our field whether by going within or widening into
the cosmic consciousness.
The true mental being is not the same as the inner mental
-· true mental, true vital, true physical being means the Purusha
of that level freed from the error and ignorant thought and will
of· the lower Prakriti and directly open to the knowledge and
guidance above.
Higher vital usually refers to the vital mind and emotive
being as opposed to the middle vital which has its seat in the navel
and is dynamic, sensational and passionate and the lower which
is made up of the smaller movements of human life-desire and
life-reactions.
*
**
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Everything here that belongs strictly to the earth plane is evolved
out of the Inconscient, out of Matter - but the essential mental
being exists already, not involved, in the mental plane. It is only
the personal mental that is evolved here by something rising out
of the Inconscient and developing under a pressure from above.
The tendency to inquire and know is in itself good, but it
must be kept under control. What is needed for progress in
sadhana is gained best by increase of consciousness and expe
rience and of intuitive knowledge.
Above the head is the universal or Divine Consciousness
and Force. The Kundalini is the latent power asleep in the
chakras.
"'
**

The mind proper is divided into three parts - thinking Mind,
dynamic Mind, externalising Mind - the former concerned with
ideas and knowledge in their own right, the second with the
putting out of mental forces for realisation of the idea, the
third with the expression of them in life (not only by speech, but
by any form it can give). The word "physical mind" is rather
ambiguous, because it can mean this externalising Mind and the
mental in the physical taken together.
Vital Mind proper is a sort of a mediator between vital
emotion, desire, impulsion, etc. and the mental proper. It ex
presses the desires, feelings, emotions, passions� ambitions,
possessive and active tendencies of the vital and throws them into
mental forms (the pure imaginations or dreams of greatness,
happiness, etc. in which men indulge are one peculiar form of the
vital-mind activity). There is still a lower stage of the mental in
the vital which merely expresses the vital stuff without subjecting
it to any play of intelligence. It is through this mental vital that
the vital passions, impulses, desires rise up and get into the
Buddhi and either cloud or distort it.
As the vital Mind is limited by the vital view and feeling of
things (while the dynamic Intelligence is not, for it acts by the
idea and reason), so the mind in the physical or mental physical
is limited by the physical view and experience of things, it men
talises the experiences brought by the contacts of outward life
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and things, and does not go beyond that (though it can do that
much very cleverly), unlike the externalising mind which deals
with them more from the reason and its higher intelligence. But
in practice these two usually get mixed together. The mecha
nical mind is a much lower action of the mental physical which,
left to itself, would only repeat customary ideas and record the
natural reflexes of the physical consciousness to the contacts of
outward life and things.
The lower vital as distinguished from the higher is concerned
only with the small greeds, small desires, small passions, etc.
which make up the daily stuff of life for the ordinary sensational
man - while the vital-physical proper is the nervous being giving
vital reflexes to contacts of things with the physical consciousness.
*
**

It is quite usual for the dyna111i c and formative part of the mind
to be more quick to action than the reflective and discriminate
part to control it. It is a question of getting a kind of balance
and harmony between them.
*
**

The thinking mind does not lead men, does not influence them
the most - it is the vital propensities and the vital mind that pre
dominate. The thinking mind with most men is, in matters of
life, only an instrument of the vital.
*
**

The true thinking mind does not belong to the physical, it is a
separate power. The physical mind is that part of the mind whfoh
is concerned with the physical things only - it depends on the
sense-mind, sees only objects, external actions, draws its ideas
from the data given by external things, infers from them only
and knows no other Truth until it is enlightened from above.
*
**
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The physical mind can deal only with outward things. One has
to think and decide in other things with the mind itself (Buddhi),
not with the physical part of it.
*
**

That part of the being [the physical mind] has no reason except
its whims, its habits or an inclination to be tamasic.
*
**

I t i s the physical mind that would like everything made easy.
*
**

The physical mind is in the habit of observing things with or
without use.
*
**

Repetition is the habit of the mental physical - it is not the true
thinking mind that does like that, it is the mental physical or else
the lowest part of the physical mind.
*
**

But the main error here is in your description of the physical part
of the mind - what you have described there is the mechanical
mental physical or body-mind which when left to itself simply
goes on repeating the past customary thoughts and movements
or at the most adds to them such further mechanical reactions to
things and reflexes as are in the round of life. The true physical
mind is the receiving and externalising intelligence which has two
functions - first, to work upon external things and give them a
mental order with a way of practically dealing with them and,
secondly, to be the channel of materialising and putting into effect
whatever the thinking and dynamic mind sends down to it for
the purpose.
*
**
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The mechanical mind is a sort of engine - whatever comes to it
it puts into the machine and goes on turning it round and round
no matter what it is.
*
**

That is the nature of the mental physical to go o n repeating
without use the movement that has happened. It is what we call
the mechanical mind - it is strong in childhood because the
thinking mind is not developed and has besides a narrow range
of interests. Afterwards it becomes an undercurrent in the
mental activities. It must now have risen up with the other cha
racteristics of the mental physical because it is in the physical
that the action has come down. Sometimes also when there is
silence of the mind, these things come up till they also are
quieted down.
*
**

From what you describe i t seems that you have got into contact
with the mechanical mind whose nature is to go on turning round
in a circle on the thoughts that come into it. This sometimes
happens when the thinking mind is quiet. This is part of the
physical mind and you should not be disturbed or alarmed by its
rising up, but see what it is and quiet it down or get control of
its movements.
*
**

The vital mind i s usually energetic and creative eyen i n its more
mechanical rounds, so it must be the physical that is turning. It
is that and the mechanical that last longest, but these too fall
silent when the peace and silence become massive and complete.
Afterwards knowledge begins to come from the higher planes
- the Higher Mind to begin with, and this creates a new action
of thought and perception which replaces the ordinary mental.
It does that first in the thinking mind, but afterwards also in the
vital mind and physical mind, so that all these begin to go
through a tr�nsformation. This kind of thought is not random
and restless, but precise and purposeful - it comes only when
needed or called for and does not disturb the silence. Moreover
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the element of what we call thought there is secondary and what
might be called a seeing perception (intuition) takes its place.
But so long as the mind does not become capable of a complete
silence, this higher knowledge, thought, perception either does
not come down or, if partially it does, it is liable to get mixed
up with or imitated by the lower, and that is a bother and a hin
drance. So the silence is necessary .
•
**

When the higher consciousness takes hold of the mechanical
mind, it ceases to be mechanical.
*
**

The terms Manas, etc. belong to the ordinary psychology applied
to the surface consciousness. In our yoga we adopt a different
classification - based on the yogic experience. What answers to
this movement of the Manas there would be two separate things
- a part of the physical mind communicating with the physical
vital. It receives from the physical senses and transmits to the
Buddhi - i.e., to some part or other of the Thought-Mind. It
receives back from the Buddhi and transmits idea and will to the
organs of sensation aQ.d action. All that is indispensable in the
ordinary action of the consciousness. But in the ordinary con
sciousness everything gets mixed up together and there is no
clear order or rule. In the yoga one becomes aware of the
different parts and their proper action, and puts each in its place
and to its proper action under the control of the higher Con
sciousness or else under the control of the Divine Power. After
wards all gets surcharged with the spiritual consciousness and
there is an automatic right perception and right action of the
different parts because they are controlled entirely from above
and do not falsify or resist or confuse its dictates.
*
••

In physical mind there can b e an action of intelligent reasoning
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and coordination which is a delegation from the Buddhi and

would perhaps not be attributed to the Manas by the old psycho

logy. Still the larger part of the action of physical mind corres

ponds to that of Manas, but it comprises also much of what we
would attribute to vital mind and to the nervous being. It is a
little difficult to equate this old nomenclature with that of this

yoga, for the former takes the mixed action of the surface and

tries to analyse it - while in this yoga what is mixed together on

the surface gets separated and seen in the light of the deeper
working behind which is hidden from the surface awareness.
So we have to adopt a different classification.

The physical mind has first to open to the higher conscious

ness - its limitations are then removed and it admits what is

supraphysical and begins to see things in harmony with the

higher knowledge. It becomes an instrument for externalising

that knowledge in the pragmatic perceptions and actions of the

physical life. It sees things as they are and deals with them
according to the larger Truth with an automatic rightness of per

ception and will and reaction to impacts.
*
**

.

I don't use these terms [Manas, etc.] myself as a rule - they are
the psychological phraseology of the old yoga.
*
**

fThe function o f Manas :] To sense things and react mentally to
objects and convey impressions to the Buddhi etc.
*
**

The Chitta is the general stuff of mental consciousness which
supports Manas and everything else - it is an indeterminate

consciousness which gets determined into thoughts and memories

and desires and sensations and perceptions and impulses and

feelings (cittavrtti).

*
**
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The Chitta is the consciousness out of which all is formed, but the
formation is made by the mind or vital or other force - which
are, as it were, the instruments of the Chitta for self-expression.
*
**

It i s both ways - The Chitta receives these things, gives them
for formation to the vital and mind and all is transmitted to the
Buddhi, but also it receives thoughts from the Buddhi and turns
these into desires and sensations and impulses.
*
**

Yes. But the Chitta does not receive desires and sensations
from the Buddhi. It takes thoughts from the Buddhi and turns
them into desires.
*
**

There is always or generally at least a modifying reaction [to
thoughts, etc. received from outside] in the Chitta - except when
it simply receives and stores without passing over to the i i:istru
ments.
*
**

Yes, certainly, but a s its [the Chitta's] whole business i s to receive
from above or below or around it cannot stop doing it, it cannot
of itself determine what it shall or shall not receive. It has to be
assisted by the Buddhi, vital will or some higher power. After
wards when the higher consciousness descends it begins to be
transformed and capable of an automatic rejection of what is
not true or right or divine or helpful to the growth of the divine
in . the being.
*
**

Chitta really means the ordinary consciousness including the
mind, vital and physical - but practically it can be taken to
mean something central in the consciousness. If that is centred
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in the Divine, the rest follows more or less quickly as a natural

result.
*
**

The Chitta is not near the heart - if you mean the substance of
the lower consciousness, it has no particular place. All things of
this life are there in this stuff of the consciousness but the memory
of past lives is wrapped up and involved elsewhere. The heart
is the main centre of this consciousness for most men, of course,
so you may feel its activities centred in that level.
*
**

The same as with any part .of the being - there is a subconscient
part of the Chitta which keeps the past impression of things
and sends up forms of them to the consciousness in dream or else
keeps the habit of old movements and sends up these whenever
it finds an opportunity.
*
**

If the word viisanii i s used in the original,1 it does not mean

"desire". It means usually the id.ea or mental feeling rising from
the citta, imaginations, impressions, memories etc., impressions
of liking and disliking, of pain and pleasure. What Vasistha
wants to say is that while the ideas, impressions, impulsions, that
lead to action in an ordinary man rise from the citta, those that
rise in the Jivanmukta come straight from the sattva - from the
essential consciousness of the being - in other words they are
not mental but spiritual formations. As one might say, instead
of cittavrtti they are sattvaprera1,1li, direct indications from the
inner being of what is to be thought� felt or done. When the
citta is no longer active and the mind silent - which happens
when the mukti comes and no one can be Jivanmukta without
that, then what remains and perceives and does things is felt as
an essential consciousness, the consciousness of the true self or
true being.
*
**
1

Yoga-viisi1tha.
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Mahat is, I suppose, the essential and original matrix of con
sciousness (involved not evolved) in Prakriti out of which indi
viduality and formation come.
*
••

Tanmatra i s only the basis of matter. In the Sankhya the basis
is Pradhana (of Prakriti) out of which come Buddhi and every
thing else. In the Vedanta it is spiritual substance out of which
all comes.

x

There are four parts of the vital being - first, the mental
vital which gives a mental expression by thought, speech or
otherwise to the emotions, desires, passions, sensations and
other movements of the vital being; the emotional vital which
is the seat of various feelings, such as love, joy, sorrow, hatred,
and the rest ; the central vital which is the seat of the stronger
vital longings and reactions, e.g. ambition, pride, fear, love of
fame, attractions and repulsions� desires and passions of various
kinds and the field of many vital energies ; last, the lower vital
which is occupied with small desires and feelings, such as make
the greater part of daily life, e.g. food desire, sexual desire, small
likings, dislikings, vanity, quarrels, love of praise, anger at blame,
little wishes of all kinds - and a numberless host of other things.
Their respective seats are : (I) the region from the throat to the
heart, (2) the heart (it is a double centre, belonging in front to
the emotional and vital and behind to the psychic), (3) from the
heart to the navel, (4) below the navel.
•
••

There is a part of the nature which I have called the vital mind ;
the function of this mind is not to think and reason, to perceive,
consider and find out or value things, for that is the function of
the thinking mind proper, buddhi, - but to plan or dream or
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imagine what can be done. It makes formations for the future
which the will can try to carry out if opportunity and circum
stances become favourable or even it can work to make them
favourable. In men of action this faculty is prominent and a
leader of their nature ; great men of action always have it in a
very high measure. But even if one is not a man of action or
practical realisation or if circumstances are not favourable or
one can do only small and ordinary things, this vital mind is there.
It acts in them on a small scale, or if it needs some sense of large
ness, what it does very often is to plan in the void, knowing that
it cannot realise its plans or else to · imagine big things, stories,
adventures, great doings in which oneself is the hero or the.
creator. What you describe as happening in you is the rush of
this vital mind or imagination making its formations ; its action
is not peculiar to you but works pretty much in the same way in
most people - but in each according to his turn of fancy, inte
rest, favourite ideas or desires. You have to become master
of its action and not to allow it to seize your mind and carry it
away when and where it wants. In sadhana when the experiences
begin to come, it is exceedingly important not to allow this power
to do what it likes with you ; for it then creates false experiences
according to its nature and persuades the sadhak that these expe
riences are true or it builds unreal formations and persuades him
that this is what he has to do. Some have been taken away by
this misleading force used by powers of Falsehood who per
suaded them through it that they had a great spiritual, political
or social work to do in the world and led them away to dis
appointment and failure. It is rising in you in order that you
may understand what it is and reject it. For there are several
things you had to get out of the vital plane before the deeper or
greater spiritual experiences could safely begin or safely continue.
The descent of the peace is often one of the first major posi
tive experiences of the sadhana. In this state of peace the normal
thought-mind (buddhi) is apt to fall silent or abate most of its
activity and when it does, very often either this vital mind can
rush in, if one is not on one's guard, or else a kind of mechanical
physical or random subconscient mind can begin to come up and
act ; these are the chief disturbers of the silence. Or else the
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lower vital mind can try to disturb ; that brings up the ego and
passions and their play. All these are signs of elements that have
to be got rid of, because if they remain and other of the higher
powers begin to descend, Power and Force, Knowledge, Love or
Ananda, those lower things may come across with the result
that either the higher consciousness retires or its descent is
covered up and the stimulation it gives is misused for the pur•
poses of the lower nature. This is the reason why many sadhaks
after having big experiences fall into the clutch of a magnified
ego, upheavals, ambition, exaggerated sex or other vital passions
or distortions. It is always well therefore if a complete purifica
tion of the vital can either precede or keep pace with the positive
experience - at least in natures in which the vital is strongly
active.
*
**

It [the vital mind] is a mind of dynamic (not rationalising) will,
action, desire - occupied with force and achievement and
satisfaction and possession, enjoyment and suffering, giving and
taking, growth, expansion, success and failure, good fortune and
ill fortune etc. etc.
*
**

Vital thought expresses vital movements, the play of vital forces
- it does not think freely and independently of them as the
thinking mind can do. The· true thinking mind can stand above
the vital movements, watch and observe and judge them freely
as it would observe and judge outside things. In most men how
ever the thinking mind (reason) is invaded by the vital mind and
not free.
*
**

That i s the ordinary activity of the vital mind which is always
imagining and thinking and planning what to do about this and
how to arrange about that. It has obviously its utility in human · ..
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nature and human action, but acts in a random and excessive way
without discipline, economy of its powers or concentration on
the things that have really to be done.
*

**

The things which come to you in this way i n sleep or waking are
of the nature of vital mind imaginations and activities about
things and wor� and whatever presents itself to the mind. On all
things that present themselves to the mind, the vital imagination
in man is able to work, imagining, speculating, building ideas or
plans for the future etc. etc. It has its utility for the conscious
ness in ordinary life, but must quiet down and be replaced by a
'
higher action in yoga. In sIeep it is also the vital plane into
which you enter. If properly seen and coordinated, what is expe
rienced in the vital plane has its value and gives knowledge which
. is useful and control over the vital self and vital plane. But all
that is coming to you through the subconscient in an incoherent
way - this is the cause of the trouble. The whole thing has to be
quieted down and we shall try to get that done. When I spoke
of your opening yourself, I meant simply that you should fix
it in your mind that the help is coming and have the will to
receive it - not necessarily that you should open yourself by
an effort.
*
**

The source from which these imaginations come has nothing to
do with reason and does not care for any rational objections.
They are either from the vital mind, the same source from which
come all the fine imaginations and long stories which men tell
themselves in which they are the heroes and do great things or
they come from little entities attached to the physical mind which
'
pick up any random suggestion anywhere and present it to the
mind just to see whether it will be accepted. If one watches
oneself closely one can find the most queer and extraordinary
or nonsensical things crossing the mind or peeping in on it in this
way. Usually one laughs or hardly notices and the thing falls
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back to the world of incoherent thought from which it came.
*
**

It i s again the vital mind. It has no sense of proportion or mea
sure and is eager to be or achieve something big at once.
*
**

[Day-dreaming :] All that is the vital mind ; it lies in everybody,
the habit of such imaginations. It is not very important, but of
course it has to be got rid of, as the basis is ego.
*
**

The vital mind i n the ordinary nature cannot get on without
these imaginations - so the habit remains for a long time. To
be detached and indifferent is the best, then after a time it may
get disgusted and drop the habit.
*
�·

That kind of talking [talking mentally to another person] is very
common with the vital mind. It is a w�y it has of acting on the
subtle plane on things in which it is inte rested especially if the
physical action is stopped or restricted.
,

*
**

The point about the emotional and the higher vital is a rather
difficult one. In the classification in which the mind is taken as
something more than the thinking, perceiving and willing intelli•
gence, the emotional can be reckoned as part of the mind, tho
vital in the mental. In another classification it is rather the mosf
mentalised part of the vital nature. In the first case, the term
'higher vital' is confined to that larger movement of the conscio;ll4
life-force which is concerned with creation, with power and force
and conquest, with giving and self-giving and gathering from the

'"\
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wo�ld for further action and expenditure of power, throwing it
Self out in the wider movements of life, responsive to the greater
objects of Nature. In · the second arrangement, the emotional
being stands at the top of the vital nature and the two together
make the higher vital. As against them stands the lower vital
which is concerned with the pettier movements of action and
desire and stretches down into the vital physical where it sup
ports the life of the more external activities and all physical sen
sations, hungers, cravings, satisfactions. The term 'lower' must
not be considered in a pejorative sense ; it refers only to the
position in the hierarchy of the planes. For although this part
of the nature in earthly beings tends to be very obscure and is
full of perversions, - lust, greed of all kinds, vanity, small ambi
tions, petty anger, envy, jealousy are its ordinary guests, still there is another side to it which makes it an indispensable
mediator between the inner being and the outer life.
It is not a fact that every psychic experience embodies itself
in a purified and rightly directed vital current ; it does that when
it has to externalise itself in action. Psychic experience is in itself
a quite independent thing and has its own characteristic forms.
The psychic being stands behind all the others ; its force is the
true soul-power. But if it comes to the front, it can suffuse all the
rest ; mind, vital, the physical consciousness can take its stamp
and be transformed by its influence. When the nature is properly
developed, there is a psychic in the mental, a psychic in the vital,
a psychic in the physical. It is when that is there and strong, that
we can say of someone that he evidently has a soul. But there
are .some in whom this element is so lacking that we have to use
faith in order to believe that they have a soul at all. The centre
of the psychic being is behind the centre of the emotional being ;
it is the emotional that is nearest dynamically to the psychic and
in most men it is through the emotional centre that the psychic
can be most easily reached and through the psychicised emotion
that it can be most easily expressed. Many therefore mistake the
one for the other ; but there is a world of difference between the
two. The emotions normally are vital in their character and not
part of the psychic nature.
It must be remembered that while this classification is indis-
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pensable for psychological -self-knowledge and discipline and
practice, it can be used best when it is not made too rigid and
cutting a formula. For things run very much into each other
and a synthetical sense of these powers is as necessary as the
analysis. Mind, for instance, is everywhere. The physical mind
is technically placed below the vital and yet it is a prolongation
of the mind proper and one that can act in its own sphere by
direct touch with the higher mental intelligence. And there is too
an obscure mind of the body, of the very cells, molecules, cor
puscles. Haeckel, the German materialist, spoke somewhere
of the will in the atom, and recent science, dealing with the incal
culable individual variation in the activity of the electrons, comes
near to perceiving tha.t this is not a figure but the shadow thrown
by a secret reality. This body-mind is a very tangible truth ;
owing to its obscurity and mechanical clinging to past movements
and facile oblivion and rejection of the new, we find in it one of
the chief obstacles to permeation by the supermind Force and the
transformation of the functioning of the body. On the other
hand, once effectively converted, it will be one of the most pre
cious instruments for the stabilisation of the supramental Light
and Force in material Nature.
*
**

It is not possible to say with any precision what the resistance in
the higher vital parts will be, what form it takes, because it may
take different forms with different natures. It is quite normal
that there should be some resistance almost at every point to the
descent of the higher consciousness ; for the different parts of
the present nature are each more or less attached to their own
established way of seeing, acting, feeling, reacting to things and
to the habitual movements and formations of their own domain
· which each individual has made for himself in the past or in his
present life. What is needed is a general plasticity of the mind,
the vital, the physical consciousness, a readiness to give up all
attachment to these things, to accept whatever the higher con
sciousness brings down with it however contrary to one's own
received ideas, feelings, habits of nature. The greater the plasti�
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city in any part of the nature, the less the resistance there.
By the higher vital parts of the nature

I mean the vital mind,

the emotional nature, the J ife-force dynamis in the being. The
vital mind is that part of the vital being which builds, plans,
imagines, arranges things and thoughts according to the life
pushes, desires, will to power or possession, will to action, emo
tions, vital ego reactions of the nature. It must be distinguished
from the reasoning will which plans and arranges things accord
ing to the dictates of the thinking mind proper, the discriminating
reason or according to the mental intuition or a direct insight
and judgment. The vital mind uses thought for the service not of
reason but of life-push and life-power and when it calls in reason
ing it uses that for justifying the dictates of these powers, imposes
their dictates on the reason instead of governing by a discrimina
ting will the action of the life-forces. This higher vital with all
its parts is situated i n the chest and has the cardiac centre as its
main stronghold governing all this part down to the navel.

I

need not say anything about the emotional nature, for its charac
ter and movements are known to all. From the navel downwards
is the reign of the vital passions and- sensations and all the small
life-impulses that constitute the bulk of the o rdinary human
life and character. This is what we call the lower vital nature.
The Muladhara is the main support of the physical conscious
ness and the material parts of the nature.
The

antaratman

is the soul, the portion of the Divine that is

at the inmost basis of the evolving individual and supports the
mind and life and body which are the instrumental parts of nature
and through which it tries to grow from the material Inconscience
towards the divine Light and Immortality which are its proper
being. The limitations of its instruments impose upon it an
acceptance of the lower movements and a compromise between
soul and nature which retard this movement even while it gets
its means of advance from that interchange. The psychic being
is the soul-form or soul personality developing through this
evolution and passing from life to life till all is ready for the
higher evolution beyond the Ignorance.
The realisation of the psychic being, its awakening and the
bringing of it in front depend mainly on the extent to which

·
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one can develop a personal relation with the Divine, a relation o�·
Bhakti, love, reliance, self-giving, rejection of the insistences of
the separating and self-asserting mental, vital and physical ego.
I can say little about the last question. Sanatkumar is; I
believe, one of the four mind-born sons of Brahma ; he cannot
therefore be identical with Skanda who is a son of Shiva.
*
**

The emotional being i s itself a part of the vital.
*
**

The heart i s the centre of the emotional being and the emotions
are vital movements. When the heart is purified, the vital emo
tions change into psychic feelings or else psychicised vital move
ments.
*
**

Pure and true thoughts and emotions and · impulsions can rise1
from the human mind, heart and vital, because all is not evil
there. The heart may be unpurified but that does not mean that
everything in it is impure.
*
**

�

Above the heart is the vital mind, but the rising of sensation is
lower than the emotion,, not higher.
Sensation is much nearer the physical than emotion.
The place of desire is below the heart in the central vital
(navel) and in the lower vital, but it moves the emotion and the
vital mind.
*
**

I make the distinction [between the lower vital movements and

the emotions of the heart] by noting where these things rise from.
Anger, fear, jealousy touch the heart no doubt just as they touch
the mind but they rise from the navel region and entrails (i.e.
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the lower or at highest the middle vital). Stevenson has a striking
passage in "K idn�pped" where the hero notes that his fear is
felt primarily not in the heart but the stomach. Love, hope have
their primary seat in the heart, so with pity etc.
•
••

Joy i s a

vital feeling, like its opposite, sorrow.
*
**

But is it true that even anger which i s of the lower vital and there
fore close to the body, invariably produces these effects ?1 Of
course the psychologist c�n't know that another man is angry
unless he shows physical signs of it, but also he can't know what

a man is thinking unless the man speaks or writes - does it
follow that the state of thought cannot be "fancied" without its
sign in speaking or writing ?

A

Japanese who is accustomed to

control all his "emotions" and give no sign (if he is angry the first
sign you will have of it is a knife in your stomach from a calm or
smiling assailant) will have none of these things when he. is angry,
- not even the "ebullition" in the chest, - in its place there will

be

a settled fire that will burn till his anger achieves itself in
�tioo.
*
**

A

strong vital i s one that is full o f life-force, has ambition,

courage, great energy, a force for action or for creation, a large
expansive movement whether for generosity in giving or for pos
session and lead and domination, a power to fulfil and materialise
- many other forms of vital strength there are also. It is often
difficult for such a vital to surrender itself because of this sense
of its own powers - but if it can do so, it becomes an admirable
instrument for the Divine Work .
•
**

1

Physical signs like ebullition in the chest, flushing of the face, etc.
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No, a weak vital has not the strength to turn spiritually - and
being weak, more easily falls under a wrong influence and even
when it wants, finds it difficult to accept anything beyond its
own habitual nature. The strong vital, when the will is there, can
do it much more easily - its one central difficulty is the pride of
the ego and the attraction of its powers.
The chest has more connection with the psychic than the
vital. A strong vital may have a good physique, but as often it
has not - it draws too much on the physical, eats it up as it were.
*
**

I think I said it [an old desire] was left in the subconscient part
of the physical vital. As there is a physical mind, so there is a
physical vital - a vital turned entirely upon physical things, full
of desires and greeds .and see kings for pleasure on the physical
plane.
*
**

The physical-vital is the being of small desires and greeds, etc.
- the vital-physical is the nervous being ; they are closely con
nected together.
*
**

The vital-physical governs all the small daily reactions to out
ward things - reactions of the nerves and the body conscious
ness and the reflex emotions and sensations ; it motives much of
the ordinary actions of man and joins with the lower parts of the
vital proper in producing lust, jealousy, anger, violence etc.
In its lowest parts (vital-material) it is the agent of pain, physical
illness etc.
*
**

Yes - they [the lower vital, the physical vital and the most
material vital] become very clear to the increasing consciousness.
And the distinctions are necessary - otherwise one may in-
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fluence or control the lower vital or a part of the physical vital
and then be astonished to find that something intangible but
apparently invincible still resists - it is the material vital with
so much of the rest as it can influence by its resistance.
*
**

The nervous part of the being i s a portion of the vital - it i s the
vital-physical, the life-force closely enmeshed in the reactions,
desires, needs, sensations of the body. The vital proper is the life
force acting in its own nature, impulses, emotions, feelings, de
sires, ambitions, etc., having as their highest centre what we
may call the outer heart of em.o tion, while there is an inner heart
where are the higher or psychic feelings and sensibilities, the
emotions or intuitive yearnings and impulses of the soul. The
vital part of us is, of course, necessary to our completeness, but
it is a true instrument only when its feelings and tendencies have
been purified by the psychic touch and taken up and governed
by the spiritual light and power.
*
**

I do not know about subtle vital. One says subtle physical to
distinguish from gross material physical, because to our normal
experience all physical is gross, sthula. But the vital is in its na
ture non-material, so that the adjective is superfluous. By mate
rial vital we mean the vital so involved in Matter as to be bound
by its movements and gross physical character ; the action is to
support and energise the body and keep in it the capacity of life,
growth, movement, etc., also of sensitiveness to outside impacts.
*
**

This question has no practical meaning - fo r the vital physical
forces can be received from anywhere by the body, from around,
below or above. The order of the planes is in reference to each
other, not in reference to the body. In reference to each other,
the vital physical is below the physical mind, but above the
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material : but at the same time these powers interpenetrate each
other.

*
••

The body-energy i s a manifestation of material forces supported
by vital-physical energy which is the vital energy precipitated into
matter and conditioned by it.

•
••

Vitality means life-force - wherever there i s life, in plant or
animal or man, there is life-force - without the vital there can

be no life in matter and no living action. The vital is a necessary

force and nothing can be done or created in the bodily existence,

if the vital is not there as an instrument. Even sadhana needs

the vital force.

But if the vital is unregenerated and enslaved to desire,

passion and ego, then it is as harmful as it can otherwise be help
ful. Even in ordinary life the vital has to be controlled by the

mind and mental will, otherwise it brings disorder or disaster.
When people speak of

a

vital man, they mean one under the

domination of vital force not controlled by the mind or the
spirit. The vital can be a good instrument, but it is a bad master.

The vital has not to be killed or destroyed, but purified and

transformed by the psychic and spiritual control.
*
**

The physical depends on the vital, at every step - it could not

do anything without the help of the vital - so it is quite natural

that it should receive its suggestions.
*
**

The physical life cannot last without the body nor can the body
live without the life-force, but the life in itself has a separate

existence and a separate body of its own, the vital body, just as

the mind has a separate existence and can exist on its own plane.
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All the organisation is held together by the psychic which is the
support of all.

XI
Each plane of our being - mental, vital, physical - has its own
consciousness, separate though interconnected and interacting ;

but to our outer mind and sense, in our waking experience,

they are all confused together. The body, for instance, has its
own consciousness and acts from it, even without any mental

will of our own or even against that will, and our surface mind

knows very little about. this body-consciousness, feels it only

in an imperfect way, sees onTy its results and has the greatest

difficulty in finding out their causes. It is part of the yoga to be
come aware of this separate consciousness of the body, to

see and feel its movements and the forces that act upon it from

inside or outside and to learn how to control and direct it even in
its most hidden and (to us) subconscient processes. But the body
consciousness itself is only part of the individualised physical

consciousness in us which we gather and build out of the secretly
conscious forces of universal physical Nature.

There is the universal physical consciousness of Nature and .

there is our own which is a part of it, moved by it, and used by
the central being for the support of its expression in the physical

world and for a direct dealing with all these external objects and
movements and forces. This physical consciousness-plane re

ceives from the other planes their powers and influences and
_
makes formations of them in its own province. Therefore we
have a physical mind as well as a vital mind and the mind proper ;

we have a vital-physical part in us - the nervous being - as

well as the vital proper ; and both are largely conditioned by the

gross material bodily part which is almost entirely subconscient
to our experience.

The .physical mind is that which is fixed on physical objects

and happenings, sees and understands these only, and deals with
them according to their own nature, but can with difficulty res

pond to the higher. forces. Left to itself, it is sceptical of the
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existence of supraphysical things, of which it has no direct
experience and to which it can find no clue ; even when it has
spiritual experiences, it forgets them easily, loses the impression
and result and finds it difficult to believe. To enlighten the phy
sical mind by the consciousness of the higher spiritual and supra
mental planes is one object of this yoga, just as to enlighten it
by the power of the higher vital and higher mental elements of the
being is the greatest part of human self-development, civilisation
and culture.
The vital physical, on the other hand, is the vehicle of the
nervous responses of our physical nature ; it is the field and instru
ment of the smaller sensations, desires, reactions of all kinds to
the impacts of . the outer physical and gross material life. This
vital physical part (supported by the lowest part of the vital pro
per) is therefore the agent of most of the lesser movements of our
external life ; its habitual reactions and obstinate pettinesses are
the chief stumbling-block in the way of transformation of the
outer consciousness by the yoga. It is also largely responsible
for most of the suffering and disease of mind or body to which
the physical being is subject in Nature.
As to the gross material part, it is not necessary to specify its
place, for that is obvious ; but it must be remembered that this too
. has a consciousness of its own, the obscure consciousness proper
to the limbs, cells, tissues, glands, organs. To make this obscurity
luminous and directly instrumental to the higher planes and to
the divine movement is what we mean in our yoga by making the
body conscious, - that 'is to say, full of a true, awake and res
ponsive awareness instead of its own obscure, limited half
subconscience.
There is an inner as well as an outer consciousness all
through our being, upon all its levels. The ordinary man is
aware only of his surface self and quite unaware of all that is
concealed by the surface. And yet what is on the surface, what
we know or think we know of ourselves and even believe that that
is all we are, is only a small part of our being and by far the larger
part of us is below the surface. Or, more accurately, it is behind
the frontal consciousness, behind the veil, occult and known
only by an occult knowledge. Modern psychology and psychic
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science have begun to perceive this truth just a little. Materialis
tic psychology calls this hidden part the lnconscient, although
practically admitting that it is far greater, more powerful and
profound than the surface conscious self, -. very much as the
Upanishads called the superconscient in us the Sleep-self, al
though this Sleep-self is said to be an infinitely greater Intelli
gence, omniscient, omnipotent, Prajna, the Ishwara. Psychic
science calls this hidden consciousness the subliminal self, and
here too it is seen that this subliminal self has more powers,
more knowledge, a freer field of movement than the smaller self
that is on the surface. But the truth is that all this that is behind,
this sea of which our waking consciousness is only a wave or
series of waves, cannot be d�scribed by any one term, for it is
very complex. Part of it is subconscient, lower than our waking
consciousness, part of it is on a level with it but behind and much
larger than it; part is above and superconscient to us. What we
call our mind is only an outer mind, a surface mental action,
instrumental for the partial expression of a larger mind behind
of which we are not ordinarily aware and can only know by going
inside ourselves. So too what we know of the vital in us is only
the outer vital, a surface activity partially expressing a larger
secret vital which we can only know by going within. Equally,
what we call our physical being is only a visible projection of a
greater and subtler invisible physical consciousness which is much
more complex, much more aware, much wider in its receptive
ness, much more open and plastic and free.
If you understand and experience this truth, then only you
will be able to realise what is meant by the inner mental, the
inner vital, the inner physical consciousness. But it must be
noted that this term 'inner' is used in two different senses. Some
times it denotes the consciousness behind the veil of the outer
being, the mental or vital or physical within, which is in direct
touch with the universal mind, the universal life-forces, the uni
versal physical forces. Sometimes, on the other hand, we mean
an inmost mental, vital, physical, more specifically called the true
mind, the true vital, the true physical consciousness which is
nearer to the soul and can most easily and directly respond to the
Divine Light and Power. There is no real yoga possible, still less
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any integral yoga, if we .do not go back from the outer self and
become aware of all this inner being and inner nature. For then
alone can we break the limitations of the ignorant external self
which receives consciously only the outer touches and knows
things indirectly through the outer mind and senses, and become
directly aware of the universal consciousness and the universal
forces that play through us and around us. And then only too can
we hope to be directly aware of the Divine in us and directly in
touch with the Divine Light and the Divine Force. Otherwise we
can feel the Divine only through external signs and external
results and that is a difficult and uncertain

way and very

occasional and inconstant, and it leads only to belief and not to
knowledge, n ot

!O

the direct consciousness and awareness of the

constant presence.
As for i nstances of the difference, I may give you tw0 from
the opposite poles of experience, o ne from the most external
phenomena showing how the inward opens to the awareness of
the universal forces, one of spiritual experience indicating how
the inward opens to the Divine. Take illness.

If we

live o nly i n

the outward physical consciousness, we d o not usually know that
we are going to be ill until the symptoms of the malady declare
themselves in the body. But if we develop the inward physical
consciousness, we become aware of a subtle environmental phy
sical atmosphere and can feel the forces of illness coming towards
us through i t, feel them even at a distance and, if we have learnt
how to do it, we can stop them
too around us

a

by the will

or otherwise. We sense

vital physical or nervous envelope which radiates

from the body and protects it, and we can feel the adverse forces
trying to break through it and can interfere, stop them or re
inforce the nervous envelope. Or we can feel the symptoms of
illness, fever or cold, for instance, in the subtle physical sheath
before ihey are manifest in the gross body and destroy them
there, preventing them from manifesting in the body. Take

now

the call for the Divine Power, Light, Ananda. If we live only in
the outward physical consciousness, it may descend and work
behind the veil, but we shall feel nothing and only see certain
results after a long time. Or at most we feel a certain clarity and
peace in the mind, a joy in the vital a happy state in the physical
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and infer the touch of the Divine. But if we are awake in the

physical, we shall feel the light, power or Ananda flowing throug!i

the body, the limbs, nerves, blood, breath and, through the·
subtle body, affecting the most material cells and making them

conscious and blissful and we shall sense directly the Divine
Power and Presence. These are only two instances out of a

thousand that are possible and can be constantly experienced by

the sadhak.

*
**

Everything has a physical part - even the mind has a physical

.part ; there is a mental physical, a mind of the body and the
material. So the emotional being has a physical part. It has no

location separate from the rest of the emotional. One can only

distinguish that when the consciousness becomes sufficiently
subtle to do so.

*
**

It [the material] is the most physical grade of the physical -

there is the mental physical, the vital physical, the material
physical.

*
**

Yes - or at least [the material consciousness] i s a separate part

of the physical consciousness. Physical mind for instance is

narrow and limited. and often stupid, but not inert. Matter

consciousness is on the contrary inert as well as largely sub

conscious - active only when driven by an energy, otherwise

inactive and immobile. When one first falls into direct contact
with this level, the feeling

in

the body is that of inertia and im

mobility, in the vital-physical exhaustion or lassitude, in the phy

sical mind absence of prakasa and pravrtti or only the most ordi

nary thoughts and impulses. It took me a long time to get down
any kind of light or power into this level. But when once it is

illumined, the advantage is that the subconscient becomes con

scient and this removes a very fundamental obstacle from the

sadhana.

*
**
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By the gross physical is meant the earthly and bodily physical as experienced by the outward sense-mind and senses. But that
is not the whole of Matter. There is a subtle physical also with a
subtler consciousness in it which can, for instance, go to a dis
tance from the body and yet feel and be aware of things in a not
merely mental or vital way. As for mind and vital, they are every
where - there i s an obscure mind and life even in the cells of the
body, the stones or in molecules and atoms.
*
**

The physical nerves are part of the material body but they are
extended into th� subtle body and there is a connection between
the two.
*
**

Yes, there are nerves in the subtle body.
Yes - sheaths is simply a term for bodies, because each is
superimposed on the other and acts as a covering and can be cast
off. Thus the physical body itself is called the food sheath and its
throwing off is what is called death.
•

**

This is what is called nervous envelope surrounding the body.
You are probably seeing the siik$ma and nervous envelope in one
view. The siik$ma deha contains the sthula deha, only it is not
bound to its limitations.
*
**

You can only distinguish the different sheaths either by intuition
or by experience and then you have established direct knowledge
of the different sheaths.
*
**

The appearance of the being in other planes is not the same
necessarily as that of the physical body. Very often the form
taken by the vital or psychic or mental being is very different
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from the physical form. Even when they resemble on the whole,
there is always some difference.

XII

In our yoga we mean by the subconscient that quite submerged
part of our being in which there is no wakingly conscious and
coherent thought, will or feeling or organized reaction, but
which yet receives obscurely the impressions of all things and
stores them up in itself and from it too all sorts of stimuli, of
persistent habitual movements, crudely repeated or disguised
in strange forms can surge. up into dream or into the waking
nature. For if these impress1 ons rise up most in dream in an
incoherent and disorganized manner, they can also and do rise
up into our waking consciousness as a mechanical repetition
of old thoughts, old mental, vital and physical habits or an obs
cure stimulus to sensations, actions, emotions which do not ori
ginate in or from our conscious thought or will and are even often
opposed to its perceptions, choice or dictates. In the subcon
scient there is an obscure mind full of obstinate Sanskaras,
impressions, associations, fixed notions, habitual reactions
formed by our past, an obscure vital full of the seeds of habitual
desires, sensations and nervous reactions, a most obscure mate
rial which governs much that has to do with the condition of the
body. It is largely responsible for our illnesses ; chronic or re
peated illnesses are indeed mainly due to the subconscient and its
obstinate memory and habit of repetition of whatever has im
pressed itself upon the body-consciousness. But this subcon
scient must be cl�arly distinguished from the subliminal parts of
our being such as the inner or subtle physical consciousness, the
inner vital or inner mental ; for these are not at all obscure or in
coherent or ill-organized, but only veiled from our surface con
sciousness. Our surface constantly receives something, inner
touches, communications or influences, from these sources but
does not know for the most part whence they come.
*
**
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No, subliminal is a general term used for all parts of the being

which are not on the waking surface. Subconscient is very often

used in the same sense by European psychologists because they

do not know the difference. But when I use the word, I mean

always what is below the ordinary physical consciousness, not

what is behind it. The inner mental, vital, physical, the psychic

are not subconscious in this sense, but they can be spoken of as
subliminal.

*
**

The subconscient is below the waking physical consciousness it is an automatic, obscure, incoherent, half-unconscious realm

into which light and awareness can with difficulty come. The

inner vital and physical are quite different - they have a larger

plastic, subtler, freer and richer consciousness than the surface

vital and physical, much more open to the Truth and in direct
touch with the universal.

*
**

The subconscient is universal as well as individual like all the

other main parts of the Nature. But there are different parts or

planes of the subconscient. All upon earth is based on the In
conscient as it is called, though it is not really inconscient at all,

but rather a complete ."sub" -conscience, a suppressed or in

volved consciousness, in which there is everything but nothing is

formulated or expressed. The subconscient lies between this

Inconscient and the conscious mind, life and body. It contains

the potentiality of all the primitive reactions to life which

struggle out to the surface from the dull an4 inert strands of
Matter and form by a constant development a slowly evolving

and self-formulating consciousness ; it contains them not as ideas,

perceptions or conscious reactions but as the fluid substance
of these things. But also all that is consciously experienced sinks

down into the subconscient, not as precise though submerged
memories but as obscure yet obstinate impressions of experience,

and these can come up at any time as dreams, as mechanical repe

titions of past thought, feelings, action, etc., as "complexes"
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exploding into action and event, etc. , etc. The subconscient i s
the main cause why all things repeat themselves and nothing ever
gets changed except in appearance. It is the cause why people
say character cannot be changed, the cause also of the constant
return of things one hoped to have got rid of for ever. All seeds
are there and all Sanskaras of the mind, vital and body, - it is
the main support of death and disease and the last fortress
(seemingly impregnable) of the Ignorance. All too that is sup
pressed without being wholly got rid of sinks down there and
remains as seed ready to surge up or sprout up at any moment.
*
**

The subconscient is not the whole foundation of the nature ; i t is
only the lower basis of the Ignorance and affects mostly the
lower vital and physical exterior consciousness and these again
affect the higher parts of the nature. While it is well to see what
it is and how it acts, one must not be too preoccupied with this
dark side or this apparent aspect of the instrumental being. One
should rather regard it as something not oneself, a mask of false
nature imposed on the true being by the Ignorance. The true be
ing is the inner with all its vast possibilities of reaching and ex
pressing the Divine and especially the inmost, the soul, the
psychic Purusha which is always in its essence pure, divine, turned
to all that is good and true and beautiful. The exterior being has
to be taken hold of by the inner being and turned into an instru
ment no longer of the upsurging of the ignorant subconscient
Nature, but of the Divine. It is by remembering always that and
opening the nature upwards that the Divine Consciousness can
be reached and descend from above into the whole inner and
outer existence, mental, vital, physical, the subconscient, the sub
liminal, all that we overtly or secretly are. This should be the
main preoccupation. To dwell ·solely on the subconscient and the
aspect of imperfection creates depression and should be avoided.
One has to keep a right balance and stress on the positive side
most, recognising the other but only to reject and change it.
This and a constant faith and reliance on the M other are what is
needed for the transformation to come.
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P.S. It is certainly the abrupt and decisive breaking that is

the easiest and best way for these things - vital habits.
*
**

The subconscient is a concealed and unexpressed inarticulate

consciousness which works below all our conscious physical

activities. Just as what we call the superconscient is really a

higher consciousness above from which things descend into the

being, so the subconscient is below the body-consciousness and
things come up into the physical, the vital and the mind-nature
from there.

Just as the higher consciousness is superconscient to us and

supports all our spiritual possibilities and nature, so the subcon

scient is the basis of our material being and supports all that

comes up in the physical nature.

Men are not ordinarily conscious of either of these planes

of their own being, but by sadhana they can become aware.

The subconscient retains the impressions of all our past

experiences of life and they can come up from there in dream

forms : most dreams in ordinary sleep are formations made
from subconscient impressions.

The habit of strong recurrence of the same things in our

physical consciousness, so that it is difficult to get rid of its
habits, is largely due to a subconscient support. The subcon
scient is full of irrational habits.

When things are rejected from all other parts of the nature,

they go either into the environmental consciousness around us

through which we communicate with others and with universal

Nature and try to return from there or they sink into the sub

conscient and can come up from there even after lying long
quiescent so that we think they are gone.

When the physical consciousness is being changed, the chief

resistance comes from the subconscient. It is constantly maintain

ing or bringing back the inertia, weakness, obscurity, lack of in

telligence which afflict the physical mind and vital or the obscure
fears, desires, angers, lusts of the physical vital, or the illnesses,
dullnesses, pains, incapabilities to which the body-nature is prone.
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If light, strength, the Mother's Consciousness is brought

down into the body, it can penetrate the subconscient also and
convert its obscurity and resistance.

When something is erased from the subconscient so com

pletely that it leaves no seed and thrown out of the circum

conscient so completely that it can return no more, then only

can we be sure that we have finished with it for ever.
*
**

The Muladhar is the centre of the physical consciousness

proper, and all below in the body is the sheer physical, which
as it goes downward becomes increasingly subconscient, but

the real seat of the subconscient is below the body, as the real

seat of the higher consciousness (superconscient) is above the

body. At the same time, the subconscient can be felt anywhere,

felt as something below the movement of the consciousness

and, in a way, supporting it from beneath or else drawing the
consciousness down towards itself. The subconscient is the

main support of all habitual movements, especially the physical

and lower vital movements. When something is thrown out of
the vital or physical" it very usually goes down into the sub
conscient and remains there as if in seed and comes up again

when it can. That is the reason why it is so difficult to get rid of

habitual vital movements or to change the character ; for, sup

ported or refreshed from this source, preserved in this matrix
your vital movements, even when suppressed or repressed, surge

up again and recur. The action of the subconscient is irrational,

mechanical, repetitive. It does not listen to reason or the mental
will. It is only by bringing the higher Light and Force into it
that it can change.

*
**

The subconscient is the support of habitual action - it can sup
port good habits as well as bad.

*
**
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The sub-conscious is the evolutionary basis in us, it is not the

whole of our hidden nature, nor is it the whole origin of what

we are. But things can rise from the subconscient and take

shape in the conscious parts and much of our smaller vital and

physical instincts, movements, habits, character-forms has this
source.

There are three occult sources of our action - the super

conscient, the subliminal, the subconscient, but of none of
them are we in control or even aware. What we are aware of is

the surface being which is only an instrumental arrangement.

The source of all is the general Nature, - universal Nature
individualising itself in each person ; for this general

Nature

deposits certain habits of movement, personality, character,
faculties, dispositions, tendencies in us,

and that, whether

formed now or before our birth, is what we usually call ourselves.

A good deal of this is in habitual movement and use in our
known conscious parts on the surface, a great deal more is

concealed in the other unknown three which are below or
behind the surface.

But what we are on the surface is being constantly set in

motion, changed, developed or repeated by the waves of the

general Nature coming in on us either directly or else indirectly
through others, through circumstances, through various agencies

or channels. Some of this flows straight into the conscious parts

and acts there, but our mind ignores its source, appropriates
it and regards all that as its own ; a part comes secretly into the

subconscient or sinks into it and waits for an opportunity of
rising up into the conscious surface ; a good deal goes into the

subliminal and may at any time come out - or may not, may
rather rest there as unused matter. Part passes through and is

rejected, thrown back or thrown out or spilt into the universal

sea. Our nature is a constant activity of forces supplied to us

out of which (or rather out of a small amount of it) we make

what we will or can. What we make seems fixed and formed

for good, but in reality it is all a play of forces, a flux, nothing

fixed or stable ; the appearance of stability is given by constant
repetition and recurrence of the same vibrations and formations.

That is why our nature can be changed in spite of Vivekananda's
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saying and Horace's adage and in spite of the conservative

resistance of the subconscient, but it is a difficult job because

the master mode of Nature is this obstinate repetition and
recurrence.

As for the things in our nature that are thrown away from

us by rejection but come back, it depends on where you throw

them. Very often there is a sort of procedure about it. The
mind rejects its mentalities, the vital its vitalities, the physical

its physicalities - these usually go back into the corresponding

domain of general Nature. It all stays at first, when that happens,

in the environmental consciousness which we carry about with

us, by which we communicate with the outside Nature, and
often it persistently rushes back from there - until it is so

absolutely rejected, or thrown far away as it were, that it cannot

return upon us any more. But when what the thinking and
willing mind rejects is strongly supported by the vital, it leaves

the mind indeed but sinks down into the vital, rages there
and tries to rush up again and reoccupy the mind and compel

or capture our mental acceptance. When the higher vital too

- the heart or the larger vital dynamis rejects it, it sinks from

there and takes refuge in the lower vital with its mass of small

current movements that make up our daily littleness. When
the lower vital too rejects it, it sinks into the physical con
sciousness and tries to stick by inertia or mechanical repetition.

Rejected even from there it goes into the subconscient and

comes up in dreams, in passivity, in extreme tamas. The lncon
scient is the last resort of the Ignorance.

As for the waves that recur from the general Nature, it is

the natural tendency of the inferior forces there to try and

perpetuate their action in the individual, to rebuild what he has

unbuilt of their deposits in him ; so they return on him, often
with an increased force, even with a stupendous violence, when

they find their influence rejected. But they cannot last long

once the environmental consciousness is cleared - unless the
"Hostiles" take a hand. Even then these can indeed attack,
but if the sadhak has established his position in the inner self,
they can only attack and retire.

It is true that we bring most of ourselves, - or rather
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most of our predispositions, tendencies of reaction to the

versal Nature, from past lives. Heredity only affects strongly

the external being ; besides, all the effects of heredity are not

what

accepted even there, only those that are in consonance with

we are to be or not preventive of it at least.
*
**

What he has written about the subconscient and the outer
nature is true. But the role of subliminal forces cannot be

said

to be small, since from there come all the greater aspirations,

ideals, strivings towards a better self and better humanity without

which man would be only a thinking animal - as also most of
the art, poetry, philosophy, thirst for knowledge which relieve,

if

they do not yet dispel, the ignorance.

The role of the superconscient has been to evolve slowly

the spiritual man out of the mental half-animal. That also
cannot be called an insignificant role.
*
**

About the subconscient - it is the sub-mental base of

the

being and is made up of impressions, instincts, habitual move
ments that are stored there. Whatever movement is impressed

will
of old

in it, it keeps. If one impresses the right movement in it, it
keep and send up that. That is why it has to be cleared

movements before there can be a permanent and total change

in the nature. When the higher consciousness is once established

and
Then

in the waking parts, it goes down into the subconscient

changes that also, makes a bedrock of itself there also.

n o further trouble from the subconscient will be possible. But

even before that one can minimise the trouble by putting the
right will and the right habit of reaction in the subconscient

parts.

*
**

The subconscient is a thing of habits and memories and repeats
persistently or whenever it can old suppressed reactions, reflexes,
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mental, vital or physical responses. It must be trained by a still
more persistent insistence of the higher parts of the being to

give up its old responses and take on the new and true ones.
*
**

Just as one can concentrate the thought on an object o r the
vision on a point, so one can concentrate will on a particular

part or point of the body and give an order to the consciousness
there. That order reaches the subconscient.
*
**

The human like the animai mind lives largely i n impressions
rising up from the subconscient.
*
**

You do n_o t realise how much of the ordinary natural being
lives in the subconscient physical. It is there that habitual

movements, mental and vital, are ston�d and from there they

come up into the waking mind. Driven out of the upper con
sciousness, it is in this cavern of the Panis that they take refuge.

No longer allowed to emerge freely in the waking state, they

come up in sleep as dreams. It is when they are cleared out of

the subconscient, their very seeds killed by the enlightening of
these hidden layers, that they cease for good. As your con

sciousness deepens inwardly and the higher light comes down

into those inferior covered parts, the things that now recur
in this way will disappear.

*
**

You had asked the other day about the subconscient, what it
was. In the vision you describe you were shown the universal

subconscient in the figure of Patala, a place without light of

consciousness and, because universal the refore without bounds
or end - the dark unconscious infinite out of which this material
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universe has arisen - it is walled with darkness on all sides,

- it seems also to have no bottom. The Light comes from above

from the higher consciousness and coming down through the
mind and heart and vital and physical has to pour down into
this subconscient and make it luminous.
*
**

Patala i s evidently here a name for the s ubco n scient - the
.
beings there have "no heads", that is to say, there is there no

mental consciousness ; men have all of them such a subconscient
plane in their own being and from there rise all sorts of irrational
and ignorant (headless) instincts, impulsions, memories, etc. ,

which have an effect upon their acts and feelings without their
detecting the real source. At night many incoherent dreams

come from this world or plane. The world above is the super

conscient plane of being . above the human. consciousness
- there are many worlds of that kind ; these are divine worlds.
*

**

The dark wells of the subconscient are deep and until they

are altogether cleared some gushing up of the old sources is

always possible.

*
**

The subconscient has many more fears in it than those admitted
or acknowledged by the waking consciousness.
*
**

All that our consciousness meets in day-to-day experience i s
registered in subconscient memory and from there can be

brought up to the mind or come of itself. But what we call
memory is wheri the thing registered is kept in the conscious

mind at its back and brought forward at will - that is con
scious memory.

*
**
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The clear memory of words, images and thoughts is an action

of the conscious mind, not the unconscious. Of course the
memory goes behind, so to speak, in the back part of the mind,

but it can be brought out. Also the memory can be lost or

defaced, so that one remembers wrongly or forgets altogether,

but that is still an imperfect action of the conscious mind, not
an action of the subconscious. What the subconscious keeps

is a mass of impressions, not of clear or exact images and these

can come up as in dreams in an incoherent jumble distorted
altogether or else in the waking state as a mechanical recurrence

or repetition of the same suggestions, impulses (subconscient

vital) or sensations. There is a recognisable difference between
the two functionings.

*
**

Exact images are retained by the subliminal memory. All that

is subliminal is described by ordinary psychology as subcon

scient ; but in our psychology that cannot be done, for the

consciousness that held them is as precise and far wider and

fuller than our waking or surface consciousness, so how can it

be called subconscient ? Conscious memory is that which can

bring up at any moment we like the memory of a thing, it is
under our control. Subliminal memory can hold all things, even
those which the mind cannot understand, e.g. if you hear some

body talking Hebrew, the subliminal memory can hold that and
bring it up accurately in some abnormal state, e.g. the hypnotic.

. Subconscient memory is a memory of impressions ; when they
come up as in dream, either the result is something incoherent
or fancifully rearranged or it is only the essence of the thing, its

psychological deposit that comes up, e.g. sex, fear, some parti

cular libido as the psychoanalysts call it, but the expression

given to the latter need not be the same as memory would
give, - it may repeat the same forms if it gets hold of the

mechanical mind in the physical to help its expression, but also
it may be quite different from anything in real life.
*
**
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No - that ["The Record of Chitragupta"] is quite different
[from the cosmic subconscient], since it belongs to something
where the records are precise and accurate. The subconscient is
a suppressed and obscure seed state where things are emerging
out of the indeterminate inconscience of original Nature but are
yet fluent and imprecise, having all the p�tentiality of deter
mination in them, but not yet determinate. The past things
fall back into it not as memories, but as impressions which is a
quite different thing. When they come up from there it is in all
sorts of queer forms with variations and mixtures.
*
**

·
The submind i s always supplying associations from the past
life or the earth life in general to experiences of the vital or
other planes. One has to get rid of these intrusions in order to
get at the true experience.
*
**

I don't know that there i s any [term corresponding to the sub
conscient in the traditional books], - this plane was spoken
of more as inconscient than subconscient, - it is practically the
indiscriminate or ja<Ja prakrti, perhaps
or the seed state.
In the Veda it is symbolised by the cave of the Panis. Perhaps
by looking through books like the Yoga-vasi�fha one could find
something about the subconscient in fact though not in express
terms.
·

XIII
The centres or Chakras are seven in number :! . The thousand-petalled lotus on the top of the head.
2. In the middle of the forehead - the Ajna Chakra (will, vision, dynamic thought).
3. Throat centre - externalising mind.
4. Heart-lotus - emotional centre. The psychic is behind
it.

.. ,
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Navel - higher vital (proper).
6. Below navel - lower vital.
7. Muladhara - physical.
All these centres are in the middle of the body ; they are
supposed to be attached to the spinal cord ; but in fact all these
things are in the subtle body, suk�ma deha, though one has the
feeling of their activities as if in the physical body when . the
consciousness is awake.
5.

*
**

In the process of our yoga the centres have each a fixed psycho
logical use and general function which base all their special
powers and functionings. "I:B.e muliidhiira governs the physical
down to the subconscienf ; the abdominal centre - sviidhi$/hiina
....- governs the lower vital ; the navel centre - niibhipadma or
mm.iipura - governs the larger vital ; the heart centre - hrt
padma or aniihata - governs the emotional being ; the throat
centre - visuddha - governs the expressive and externalising
mind ; the centre between the eye-brows - ajfuicakra - governs
the dynamic mind, will, vision, mental formation ; the thousand
petalled lotus - sahasradala - above commands the higher
thinking mind, houses the still higher illumined mind and at
the highest opens to the intuition through which or else by an
overflooding directness the overmind can have with the rest
communication or an immediate contact.
*
**

I never heard of two lotuses in the heart centre ; but it is the
seat of two powers, in front the higher vital or emotional being,
behind and concealed the soul or psychic being.
The colours of the lotuses ·and the numbers of petals are
respectively, from bottom to top :- ( 1 ) the M uladhara or physical
consciousness centre, four petals, red ; (2) the abdominal centre,
six petals, deep purple red ; (3) the navel centre, ten petals,
violet ; (4) the heart centre, twelve petals, golden pink ; (5) the
throat centre, sixteen petals, grey ; (6) t he· forehead centre
between the eye-brows, two petals, white ; (7) the thousand-
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petalled lotus above the head, blue with gold light around. ·
The functions are, according to our yoga, - ( I ) commanding
the physical consciousness and

the subconscient ;

(2)

com

manding the small vital movements, the little greeds, lusts,
desires, the small sense-movements ;
life-forces

(4)

and

the

passions

and

(3)

commanding the larger

larger

desire-movements ;

commanding the higher emotional being with the psychic

deep behind it ;

(5)

commanding expression and all externalisa

tion of the mind movements and mental forces ;
thought,

(6) commanding

will, vision ; (7) commanding the higher thinking

mind and the illumined mind aqd opening upwards to the

intuition and overmind. The seventh is sometimes or by some
identified with the brain, bat that

is an error - the brain is only

a channel of communication situated between the thousand

petalled and the forehead centre. The former is sometimes called

the void centre, sunya, either because it is not in the body, but in

the apparent void above or because rising above the head one

enters first into the silence of the self or spiritual being.
*
**

When we speak of concentrating i n the heart in yoga, we are

speaking of the emotional centre and that like all the others is in

the middle of the body i n a line corresponding to the spinal cord.

The planes he refers to are four centres : ( I ) crown of head or

higher mental centre, (2) between the eye-brows or centre of will
and vision,

(3)

throat or centre of externalising mind, and

(4)

heart, i.e. mental-vital, emotional centre with the psychic behind
it (the soul, Purusha in the heart).

Chitta as opposed to Chit or Vijnana is only the basic mind

life consciousness out of which rises the stuff of (ordinary)

thoughts, feelings, sensations elc. The Force which he feels is

something quite different ; it is the larger force exceeding the

individual, and when one feels it in its fullness, it is experienced

as the cosmic force or something of the cosmic force or else the

Divine Force from above, according · to its nature.

His mind is not yet ready for the action of the greater force,

because it is full of mental notions and activities and it is for
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this reason that heat is generated in the friction between the
two ; when the other force withdraws and no longer tries to lay
hold of the brain, then the personal mind-action feels released
(that is the reason for the sense of coolness) and goes about its
ordinary notions. It is only in a silent (quiet, not necessarily
empty) mind that the greater force can be received and work
upon the system without too much reaction and resistance.
*
**

It is good that you were able to overcome the difficulty and have
a good meditation. Your observation that the difficulty is only in
the head and throat and llla inly in the latter is very significant.
These are the mental centres and it is evident therefore that the
difficulty comes from the physical mind. The higher part of the
mind belongs to the thinking mind proper, the buddhi, that which
understands and observes and guides ; the throat is the centre of
the externalising mind, that which deals with outer and physical
things and responds to them. Its activity is always one of the
chief difficulties of the sadhana. If it is quiet it is easier, as you
have seen, for the whole being to be quiet.
The last of the four experiences, that of the being within
arranged in layers one into the other like the steps ofa ladder is
also very significant and very true. It is so that the inner con
sciousness is arranged. There are five main divisions of this lad
der. At the top above the head are layers (or as we call them
planes) of which we are not conscious and which become con
scious to us only by sadhana - those above the human mind -.
that is the higher consciousness. Below from the crown of the
head to the throat are the layers (they are many of them) of the
mind, the three principal being one at the top of the head com
municating with the higher consciousness, another between the
eye-brows where is the thought, sight and will, a third in the
throat which is the externalising mind. A second division is from
the shoulders to the navel, these are the layers of the higher vital
presided over by the heart centre where is the emotional being
with the psychic hidde� behind it. From the navel downwards is
the rest of the vital being containing several layers. From the
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bottom of the spine downward are the layers of the physical
consciousness proper, the material, and below the feet is the
subconscient which has also many levels.
The experience of the splitting of the forehead from the
middle and the pouring out of light signified the opening of the
centre of sight, will and vision there. When this opens, there is the
opening of the inner mind consciousness through which the light
of the higher can pour out - here it is the Mother's white light
that was pouring out through the opening.
The lights you saw were the many lights (powers, forces, full
of light) of the higher consciousness, the Truth-consciousness or
divine consciousness. Their pouring down was preceded and
made possible by the appearance of the moon, the spiritual light.
It is when the spiritual light is there that the presence of the
Mother i s revealed and her action brings down the powers of
the Truth, the Divine and she gives them to the sadhak .
*
**

When we speak of Purusha in the head, heart, etc., we are using
a figure. The Muladhara from which the Kundalini rises is not in
the physical body, but in the subtle body (the subtle body is that
in which the being goes out in deep trance or more radically, at
the time of death) ; so also are all the centres. But as the subtle
body penetrates and is interfused with the gross body, there is a
certain correspondence between these chakras and certain centres
in the physical proper. So figuratively we speak of the Purusha in
this or that centre of the body. Owing to this correspondence,
again, when the Ananda or anything else comes down into the
being, it is the subtle body that it pervades, but it communicates
itselfthrough it to the gross body and its consciousness, so that it
is felt as if pervading the body. But all that is very different from
saying that the spirit is lodged in a gland. The gross body is an
engine, a means of communication and action of the spirit upon
the world and it is only a small part of the instrumentation. It is
absurd to make so much of it as all that. It is a sort of false mate
rialism intended to placate minds that have a scanty knowledge
of Science. But what is the use of that ? Everybody now knows
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that Science is not a statement of the truth of things, but only a
language expressing a certain experience of objects, their struc. tore, their mathematics, a coordinated and utilisable impression
of their processes - it is nothing more. Matter itseif is some
thing (a formation of energy perhaps ?) of which we know super
ficially the structure as it appears to our mind and senses and to
certain examining instruments (about which it is now suspected
that they largely determine their own results, Nature adapting
its replies to the instrument used) but more than that no Scientist
knows or can know.
*
**

How can a spirit entity be enclosed in a material gland ? So far as
I know the self or spirit i:s not enclosed in the body, rather the
body is in the self. When we have the full experience of the self,
we feel it as a wide consciousness in which the body is a very small
thing, an adjunct or a thing contained, not a container.
*
**

One can speak of the chakras only in reference to yoga. In ordi
nary people the chakras are not open, it is only when they do
sadhana that the chakras open. For the chakras are the centres of
the inner consciousness and belong originally to the subtle body.
So much as is active in ordinary people is very little - for in them
it is the outer consciousness that is active.
*
**

The centres of consciousness, the chakras. It is by their opening
that the yogic or inner consciousness develops - otherwise you
are bound to the ordinary outer consciousness.
*
**

This must be the psychicised higher mental being - the position
above the head points to that. In other words, you have become
aware of your higher mental being which is in contact at once
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with the Divine above and with the psychic behind the heart and
is aware of the Truth and has the psychic and spiritual insight and
view into things.
Above the head extends the higher consciousness centre,
sahasradala padma. But usually there is partial working of the
forehead centre also when the sahasradala opens.
The ordinary mind is at its highest the free intelligence, re
ceiving perhaps intuitions and intimations from above which it
intellectualises. It is on the surface and sees things from outside
except in so far as it is helped by intuition and other powers to see
a little deeper. When this ordinary mind opens within to inner
mind and psychic and above to higher mind and higher con
sciousness generally, then it begins to be spiritualised and its
highest ranges merge into the spiritual mind-consciousness of
which this higher mind can be a beginning. This merging is part
of the spiritual transformation.
For the mind there are many centres : (1) the sahasradala
which centralises spiritual mind, higher mind, intuitive mind and
acts as a receiving station for the intuition proper and overmind,
(2) the centre in the forehead for inner thought, will and vision,
(3) the throat centre for the externalising or physical mind.
*
**

The thousand-petalled lotus is above the head. It is the seventh
and highest centre.
Usually those who take the centres in the body only, count
six centres, the sahasriira being excluded.
*
**

It is evidently the sahasradala padma through which the higher
intuition, illumined mind and overmind all pass their rays.
*
**

The supramental is not organised in the body, so there is no sepa
rate centre for it; but all that comes from above the Mind uses
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the sahasriira for its transit and so opens something there.
*
**

The centre at the crown must be part of the sahasradala, the
centre of communication direct between the individual being and
the infinite Consciousness above. There is not supposed to be any
other main centre of dynamism between that and the iijniicakra.
But there can be many nerve-centres in various parts of the body,
apart from the six or rather seven main centres.
*
**
.

The crown i s the place of passage between the body-consciousness with all it contains of mind and life and the higher being
above the body. It is there that the two consciousnesses begin to
meet.
*
**

The crown centre open removes the difficulty of the lid between
the ordinary mind and the higher consciousness above. If the
iijniicakra also is open, then it is possible to have a clear commu
nication between the higher consciousness and the inner mind
and the outer mind (throat centre) also. That is the condition for
the realisation of knowledge and the mental illumination and
transformation. The heart centre commands the psychic and
vital - that opening enables the psychic influence to work in the
vital and ends in the coming forward of the psychic being.
*
**

The brain is only a centre of the physical consciousness. One
feels stationed there so long as one dwells in the physical mind
or is identified wit� the body-consciousness, then one receives
through the sahasrara into the brain. When one ceases to be
stationed in the body, then the brain is not a station but only a
passive and silent transmitting channel.
*
**
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In the forehead between the eyes but a little above is the iijnii
cakra, the centre of the inner will, also of the inner vision, the
dynamic mind, etc. {This is not the ordinary outer mental will
and sight, but something more powerful, belonging to the inner
being.) When this centre opens and the Force there is active,
then there is the opening of a greater will, power of decision,
formation, effectiveness, beyond what the ordinary mind can
achieve.
*
**

The centre of vision is between the eyebrows in the centre of the
forehead. When it opens one gets the inner vision, sees the inner
forms and images of things and people and begins to understand
things and people from within and not only from outside, deve
lops a power of will which also acts in the inner (yogic) way on
things and people etc. Its opening is often the beginning of the
yogic as opposed to the ordinary mental consciousness.
*
**

The centre [iijnacakra] is i n the place I indicated, but the pressure
can be felt in all the forehead and the eyebrows also or anywhere
there. It radiates from the centre.
*
**

Yes. A third eye does open there [in the centre of the forehead]
- it represents the occult vi sion and the occult power which
goes with that vision - it is connected with the iijniicakra.
*

**

If the forehead centre opens, it is fairly certain that the crown
centre must have opened sufficiently at least to allow the passage
of the higher force which is above it. The psychic is a different
matter - it stands behind the centres and the time of its opening
varies with different people - in fact it is not so much the open
ing of a centre as the coming forward of the psychic being.
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The usual rule in this yoga is from above downwards. There
may be variations in the preparatory stage. There may for in
stance be a partial opening first of the heart centre. The higher
vital centre may become active first also, but that means much
struggle and difficulty.
*
**

D o you not know that the inner being means the inner mind, in
ner vital, inner physical with the psychic behind as the inmost ?
How can there be one centre for all that ?
*
**

Yes, the centre in the throat i s the centre of the physical mind.
It is the centre of externalisation - in speech, expression, the
power to deal mentally with physical things etc. Its opening
brings the power to open the physical mind to the light of
the divine consciousness instead of remaining in the ordinary
outward-going mentality.
*
**

The neck and throat and the lower part of the face belong to the
externalising mind, the physical mental. The forehead to the
inner Mind. Above the head are the higher planes of Mind.

The nose is connected with the vital dynamic part of the mental,
- a man with a strong nose is supposed to have a strong will
or a strong mental personality, - though I don't know whether
it is invariably true. But the vital physical ? Of course the nose
is the passage of the Prana and the Prana is the support of the
vital physical.
*
**

I t cannot be anything physical but only a subtle physical sensa
tion. The ear is the passage of communion between the inner
mind centre and the thought-forces or thought-waves of the
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universal Nature. It sounds like a sensation of opening and
enlarging of this passage.
*
**

It i s the physical mind that acts like that. The centre of the
physical mind or externalising mind is i n the subtle body in the
throat and connected strongly with the speech - but it acts by
connection with the brain. All forces that want to cover the
consciousness rise up to do it by environing and acting on the
mind centres if they can - environing because otherwise the
covering i s not complete.
*
••

The organ of speech is an instrument of the physical-mental or
expressive externalising mind.
•
**

Speech comes from the throat centre, but it is associated with
whatever is the governing centre or level of the consciousness wherever one thinks from. If one rises above the head, then
thought takes place above the head and one can speak from
there, that is to say, the direction of the speech is from there.
*
**

Pashyanti i s evidently speech with the vision of Truth in it Para is probably the revelatory and inspired speech. I am not
certain about the exact nature of the others [Vaikhari and
Madhyama].
The Tantriks locate these forms of speech in different
chakras. Speech may be internal or external, either may have the
stamp of the same power. But if it is to be measured by with
drawal from externality, then Para ought to mean something of
the causal realm beyond mind.
*
**
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The throat centre is the externalising (physical) mind, the heart is
the emotional mind and beginning of the higher vital. If the
heart centre is dominated by the physical mind to any extent it
will necessarily be open to the outer attacks that affect the physi
cal and nervous consciousness. The heart has to be in connec
tion with the psychic and the higher consciousness.
*
**

The physical heart is in the left side, but the heart centre of yoga
is in the middle of the chest - the cardiac centre.
*
**

The apex of the p sychic and emotional centre (like the apex of
all centres) is in the backbone, the base in front in middle of the
sternum.
*
**

The heart is the centre of the being and commands the rest, as
the psychic being or caitya puru$a is there. It is only in that sense
that all flows from it, for it is the psychic being who each time
creates a new mind, vital and body for himself.
*
**

The psychic being (which is the soul) does not make centres for
itself in the Adhar. The centres are there. The psychic being "an
take control of the centres that are already there - the heart and
the navel centre and the two below the navel. Also the mind
and vital are not abolished - they are brought under the psychic
influence and psychicised, or they are occupied by the higher
consciousness from above and transformed into its instruments.
*
**

One does not pass through the psychic centre or any centre.
The centres open under the pressure of the sadhana. You can
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say that the Force descends or ascends into a c�ntre.
*
**

The navel is the chief vital centre below the emotional, - there is
another centre of small vital movements below it, - between
the navel and Muladhara.
It is the lower vital energy that rushes to the brain and either
confuses it and prevents mental self-control or else makes the
mind its slave and uses reason to justify the passions.
*
**

. The physical mind centre is in the throat and mouth - the vita.I
physical is between the two lowest centres - .!he material consciousness is in the muliidhiira.
•
**

The nerves are distributed all over the body, but the vital
physical action is concentrated in its origin between the Mula..
dhara and the centre just above it.
*
**

Yogically, psycho-physically, etc., etc., stomach, heart and
intestine lodge the vital movements, not the physical conscious
n�s
it is there that anger, fear, love, hate and all other psycho
logical privileges of the animal tumble about and upset physical
and moral digestion. The Muladhara is the seat of the physical
consciousness proper.
-

*
**

It [the end of the spine] is the place of the physical centre which
is also the sex-centre. The apex of it is at the end of the spine
and it projects forward from there -· commanding the organ
and its action.
*
**

_.;
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The lowest centre at the bottom of the spine. It contains many
other things but also it is in its front the support of the sexual
movements.
*
**

No, the subconscient is too vague to have a centre. It has a level
- below the feet as the superconscient is above, but from there
it can surge up anywhere.
*
**

Yes, it [the cerebellum] has some connection with the subcon
scient.

SEcnoN Svc

THE DIVINE AND THE HOSTILE POWERS

The Divine and the Hostile Powers

} . FALSEHOOD AND IGNORANCE1

IGNORANCE means Avidya, the separative
consciousness and the egoistic mind and life that flow from it and
all that is natural to the separative consciousness and the egoistic
mind and life. This Ignorance is the result of a movement by
which the cosmic Intelligence separated itself from the light of the
supermind {the divine Gnosis) and lost the Truth, - truth of
being, truth of divine consciousness, truth of force and action,
truth of Ananda. As a result, instead of a world of integral truth
and divine harmony created in the light of the divine Gnosis, we
have a world founded on the part truths of an inferior cosmic
Intelligence in which all is half-truth, half-error. It is this that
some of the ancient thinkers like Shankara, not perceiving the
greater Truth-Force behind, stigmatised as Maya and thought
to be the highest creative power of the Divine. All in the con
sciousness of this creation is either limited or else perverted by
separation from the integral Light ; even the Truth it perceives
is only a half-knowledge. Therefore it is called the Ignorance.
Falsehood, on the other hand, is not this Avidya, but an ex
treme result of it. It is created by an Asuric power which inter
venes in this creation and is not only separated from the Truth
and therefore limited in knowledge and open to error, but in
revolt against the Truth or in the habit of seizing the Truth only
to pervert it. This Power, the dark Asuric Shakti or Rakshasic
Maya, puts forward its own perverted consciousness as true
knowledge and its wilful distortions or reversals of the Truth as
the verity of things. It is the powers and personalities of this
perverted and perverting consciousness that we call hostile
beings, hostile forces. Whenever these perversions created by
them out of the stuff of the Ignorance are put forward as the
1

This letter was written

Sri Aurobindo.

to explain certain terms occurring

in the

book

The Mother by
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Truth of things, that is the Falsehood, in the yogic sense, mithyti,
moha.
2. POWERS AND APPEARANCES

These are the forces and beings that are interested in main
taining the falsehoods they have created in the world of the
Ignorance and in putting them forward as the Truth which men
must follow. In India they are termed Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisha
chas (beings respectively of the mentalised vital, middle vital and
lower vital planes) who are in opposition to the Gods, the
Powers of Light. These too are Powers, for they too have their
cosmic field in which they exercise their function and authority
and some of them were once divine Powers (the former gods,
purve devalJ,, as they are called somewhere in the Mahabharata)
who have fallen towards the darkness by revolt against the
divine Will behind the cosmos. The word "appearances" refers
to the forms they take in order to rule the world, forms often
false and always incarnating falsehood, sometimes pseudo-divine.
3. POWERS AND PERSONALITIES

The use of the word Power has already been explained it can be applied to whatever or whoever exercises a conscious
power in the cosmic field and has authority over the world
movement or some movement in it. But the Four1 of whom you
speak are also Shaktis, manifestations of different powers of the
Supreme Consciousness and Force, the Divine Mother, by which
she rules or acts in the universe. And they are at the same time
divine personalities ; for each is a being who manifests different
qualities and personal consciousness-forms of the Godhead. All
the· greater Gods are in this way personalities of the Divine one Consciousness playing in many personalities, ekam sat
bahudha. Even in the human being there are many personalities
and not only one, as used formerly to be imagined ; for all con
sciousness can be at once one and multiple. "Powers and Perso
nalities" simply describe different aspects of the same being ; a
Power is not necessarily impersonal and certainly it is not
avyaktam, as you suggest, - on the contrary, it is a manifesta1

Maheshwari, Mahakali, Mahalakshmi, Mahasaraswati.
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tion acting in the worlds of the divine Manifestation.
4. EMANATIONS
Emanations correspond to your description of the Matrikas
of whom you speak in your letters. An emanation of the Mother
is something of her consciousness and power put forth from her
which, so long as it is in play, is held in close connection with
her and, when its play is no longer required, is withdrawn back
into its source, but can always be put out and brought into play
once more. But also the detaining thread of connection can be
severed or loosened and that which came forth as an emanation
can proceed on its way as an independent divine being with its
own play in the world. All the Gods can put forth such emana
tions from their being, identical with them in essence of con
sciousness and power though not commensurate. In a certain
$ense the universe itself can be said to be an emanation from the
�upreme. In the consciousness of the sadhak an emanation of
'the Mother will ordinarily wear the appearance, form and cha
racteristics with which he is familiar.
In a sense the four Powers of the Mother may be called,
�use of their origin, her Emanations, just as the Gods may be
called Emanations of the Divine, but they have a more permanent and fixed character ; they are at once independent beings
allowed their play by the Adya Shakti and yet portions of the
Mother, the Mahashakti, and she can always either manifest
through them as separate beings or draw them together as her
own various Personalities and hold them in herself, sometimes
kept back, sometimes at play, according to her will. In the supramental plane they are always in her and do not act independently
but as intimate portions of the supramental Mahashakti and in
close union and harmony with each other.
,

t

�. Goos
These four Powers are the Mother's cosmic Godheads, per
manent in the world-play ; they stand among the greater cosmic
Godheads to whom allusion is made when it is said that the
Mother as the Mahashakti of this triple world "stands there (in
the overmind plane) above the Gods." The Gods, as has already
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been said, are in origin and essence permanent Emanations of .
the Divine put forth from the Supreme by the Transcendent
Mother, the Adya Shakti ; in their cosmic action they are
Powers and Personalities of the Divine each with his independent
cosmic standing, function and work in the universe. They are
not impersonal entities but cosmic Personalities, although they
can and do ordinarily veil themselves behind the movement of
impersonal forces. But while in the overmind and the triple
world they appear as independent beings, they return in the
supermind into the One and stand there united in a single harmo
nious action as multiple personalities of the One Person, the
Divine Purushottama.
6. PRESENCE

It is intended by the word Presence to indicate the sense and
perception of the Divine as a Being, felt as present in one's exis
tence and consciousness or in relation with it, without the
necessity of any further qualification or description. Thus, of
the "ineffable Presence" it can only be said that it is there and
nothing more can or need be said about it, although at the same
time one knows that all is there, personality and impersonality,
Power and Light and Ananda and everything else, and that all
these flow from that indescribable Presence. The word may be
used sometimes in a less absolute sense, but that is always the
fundamental significance, - the essential perception of the
essential Presence supporting everything else.
7. THE TRANSCENDENT MOTHER

This i s what is termed the Adya Shakti ; she is the Supreme
Consciousness and Power above the universe and it is by her
that all the Gods are manifested, and even the supramental
Ishwara comes into manifestation through her - the supramen
tal Purushottama of whom th� Gods are Powers and Person
alities.
*
**

Of course, the gods exist - that is to say, there are Powers that
stand above the world and transmit the divine workings. It is .

·
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the physical mind which believes only what is physical that denies
them. There are also beings of other ·worlds - gods and Asuras,
etc.
*
**

There are gods everywhere on all the planes.
*
**

The dynamic aspect of the Divine is the Supreme Brahman,
not the Gods. The Gods · are Personalities and Powers of the
dynamic Divine. You speak as if the evolution were the sole
creation ; the creation or manifestation is very vast and con
tains many planes and worlds that existed before the evolution,
all different in character and with different kinds of beings. The
fact of being prior to the evolution does not make them undif
ferentiated. The world of the Asuras is prior to the evolution, so
are the worlds of the ment�l, vital or subtle physical Devas but these beings are all different from each other. The great
Gods belong to the overmind plane ; in the supermind they are
unified as aspects of the Divine, in the overmind they appear
as separate personalities. Any godhead can descend by emana
tion to the physical plane and associate himself with the evolu
tion of a human being with whose line of manifestation he is in
affinity. But these are things which cannot be very easily under
stood by the mind, because the mind has too rigid an idea of per
sonality - the difficulty only disappears when one enters into a
more flexible consciousness above where one is nearer to the ex
perience of OnF in all and All in one.
*
**

The Formateurs of the overmind have shaped nothing evil it is the lower forces that receive from the overmind and distort
its forms.
*
**

In the descent it [the falsehood] begins with Mind, in the evolu-
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tionary ascent it is difficult to say where it begins - for here t1w
beginning is Inconscience and Ignorance ; but I suppose we ma,·
say that conscious falsehood begins with the beginnings of miDct
still involved in Life or appearing out of it.
"'"
**

The Gods are in the universal Self - if indentified with the uni
versal Self one can feel their presence there. Also there is the
experience of microcosm (the universe in oneself) in which all that
is in the macrocosm (the larger universe) is present. All these
things are for experience, for knowledge and must be taken as
such. No merely personal turn should be given to them.
*
••

Again, what do you mean by a soul ? M y proposition simply
meant that there is no existence which has not the support of
something of the Divine behind it. But the word soul has various
meanings according to the context ; it may mean the Purusha sup
porting the formation of Prakriti, which we call a being, though
the proper word would be rather a becoming ; it may mean�
on the other hand, specifically the psychic being in an evolution
ary creature like man ; it may mean the spark of the Divine
which has been put into Matter by the descent of the Divine into
the material world and which upholds all evolving formations
here. There is and can be no psychic being in a non-evolutionary
creature like the Asura ; there can be none in a god who does not
need one for his existence. But what the god has is a Purusha and
a Prakriti or Energy of nature of that Purusha. If any being of
the typal worlds wants to evolve, he has to come down to earth
and take a human body and accept to share in the evolution. It
is because they do not want to do this that the vital beings try to
possess men so that they may enjoy the materialities of physical
life without having the burden of the evolution or the process of
conversion in which it culminates. I hope this is clear and solves
the difficulty.
*
**
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The three stages you speak of are stages not of evolution but of
the involution of the Divine in Matter. The Devas and Asuras

are not evolved in Matter ; for the typal being only a Purusha

with its Prakriti is necessary -- this Purusha may put out a men

tal and vital Purusha to represent it and according as it is centred
in one or another it belongs to the mental or vital world. That

all.

is

There is no essential difference anywhere, for all is funda

mentally the essential Divine, the difference is in the manifesta-

. tion. Practically we may say that the Jivatman is . one of the
Divine Many and dependent on the One ; the Atman i s the One

supporting the Many. The psychic being does not merge in the

Jivatman, it becomes united with it so that there is no difference

between the eternal being �upporting the manifestation from

above and the same being supporting the manifestation from

within it, because the psychic being has become fully aware of the

play of the Divine through it. What is called merging takes place
in the Divine Consciousness when the Jivatman feels itself so one
with the Divine that there is nothing else.
*
••

While the Gods cannot be transformed, for they are typal and
not evolutionary beings, they can come for conversion - that

is

to say, to give up their own ideas and outlook on things and
conform themselves to the higher Will and supramental Truth of
the Divine.

•
••

Where do you find in "The Life Heavens"1 that I say or anybody
says the conditions on the earth are glorious and suited to the

Divine Life ? There is not a word to that effect there ! The Life

Heavens are the heavens of the vital gods and there is there a per
fect harmony but a harmony of the sublimated satisfied senses

and vital desires only. If there is to be a Harmony, it must be of
all the powers raised to their highest and harmonised together.
1

A poem

by Sri Aurobindo. See Co/Jecttd Poems and Plays, Vol. II, pp. 282-84.
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All the non-evolutionary worlds are worlds limited to their own
harmony like the Life Heavens. The Earth, on the other hand, is
an evolutionary world, not at all glorious or harmonious even as
a material world (except in certain appearances), but rather most
sorrowful, disharmonious, imperfect. Yet in that imperfection is
the urge towards a higher and more many-sided perfection. It
contains the last finite which yet yearns to the supreme Infinite,
(it is not satisfied by sense-joys precisely because in the condi
tions of the earth it is able to see their limitations). God is pent in
the mire (mire is not glorious, so there i s no claim to glory or
beauty here), but that very fact imposes a necessity to break
through that prison to a consciousness which is ever rising to
wards the heights. And so on. That is "a deeper power", though
not a greater actual gl6ry or perfection. All that may be true or
not to the mind, but it is .the traditional attitude of Indian spiri
tual experience. Ask any yogin, he will tell you that the Life
Heavens are childish thi ngs ; even the gods , says the Purana, must
come down to earth and be embodied there if they want mukti,
giving up the pride of their limited perfection ; they must enter
into the last finite if they want to reach the last infinite. A poem ·
is not a philosophical treatise or a profession of religious faith
- it is the expression of a vision or an experience of some kind,
mundane or spiritual. Here it is the vision of the Life Heavens,
its perfection, its limitation and the counter-claim of the Earth or
rather the Spirit or Power behind the earth-consciousness. It has
to be taken at that, as an expression of a certain aspect of things,
an expre s sio n of a certain kind of experience, not of a mental
dogma. There is a deep truth behind it, though it may not be the
whole truth of the matter. In the poem, also, there is no question
of a divine life here, though that is hinted at as the inexpressed
possible result of the ascent - because the Earth is not put aside
("Earth's heart was felt beating below me still") ; nevertheless the
poem expresses only the ascent towards the Highest, far beyond
the Life Heavens, and the Earth-Spirit claims that power and
does not speak of any descent of a divine life.
*
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The Gods have their own enjoyments though they may not be of
a material character.
*
**

The higher beings are not likely to be in disharmony with each

other, as they are not subject to the lower ignorance.
*
**

There are no planes of manifestation without forms - for with

out fcrm creation or manifestation cannot be complete. But the
supraphysical planes are not bound to the forms like the physical.

The forms there are expres�ive, not determinative. What is im
portant in the vital plane is the force or feeling and the form ex

presses it. A vital being has a characteristic form but he can vary
it or mask his true form under others. What is primary on -the

mental plane is the perception, the idea, the mental significance

and the form expresses that and these mental forms too can vary
- there can be many forms expressing an idea in different ways

or on different sides of the idea. Form exists but it is more plastic

and variable than in physical nature.

As to the gods, man can build forms which they will accept

but these forms too are inspired into man's mind from the planes

to which the god belongs. All creation has the two sides, the

formed and the formless, - the gods too are formless and yet

have forms, but a godhead can take many forms, here Mahesh

wari, there Pallas Athene. Maheshwari herself has many forms in
her lesser manifestation, Durga, Uma, Parvati, Chandi, etc. The

gods are not limited to human forms - man also has not always
seen them in human forms only.

*
**

The lion with Durga on it is the symbol of the Divine Con

sciousness acting through a divinised physical-vital and vital

emotional force.

*
**
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The lion is the attribute of the Goddess Durga, the conquering
and protecting aspect of the Universal Mother.
The Death's Head is the symbol of the Asura (the adversary
of the gods) vanquished and killed by the Divine Power.
*
**

Mahakali and Kali are not the same. Kali i s a lesser form.
Mahakali in the higher planes appears usually with the golden
colour.
*
**

I indicate the psychological powers which they bring with them.
Mitra-Harmony.
Varuna-Wideness. .
Aryamana-Power-Tapasya.
Brihasapati - Wisdom (Word and Knowledge).
Vishnu - Cosmic Consciousness.
Vayu - Life.
*
**

Yes, Mitra i s rather a combination of two powers [Mahalakshmi
and Mahasaraswati].
*
**

Vayu and Indra are cosmic godheads presiding over the action of
cosmic principles - they are not the manomaya puru�a or priif)a
maya puru�a in each man.
The Purusha is an essential being supporting the play of
Prakriti ; the godhead (Indra, Vayu, etc.) is a dynamic being
manifested in Prakriti for the works of the plane to which he
belongs.
*
**

Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva are only three Powers and Personalities
of the One Cosmic Godhead.
*
**
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Brahma is the Power of the Divine that stands behind formation

and the creation.

*
**

As for Vishnu being the creator, all the three gods are often

spoken of as creating the universe - even Shiva who is by tradi

tion the Destroyer.

*
**

There i s no particular connection between Shiva and the over

mind - the overmind is the higher station of all the Gods. It is

better not to call it the overmind until the action of it is clear and

there can be no mistake.

·

*
**

Mahashiva means a greater manifestatio}l than that ordinarily

worshipped as Shiva - the creative dance of a greater Divine

manifesting Power.

*
**

It is probably the realm of the dynamic creative spirit from the

highest mental plane which you saw as the world of Parvati
Shankara.

*
**

Shiva i s the Lord of Tapas. The power i s the power of Tapas.

Krishna as a godhead is the Lord of Ananda, Love and Bhakti ;

as an incarnation, he manifests the union of wisdom (Jnana) and

works and leads the earth-evolution through this towards union

with the Divine by Ananda, Love and Bhakti.

The Devi is the' Divine Shakti - the Consciousness and

Power of the Divine, the Mother and Energy of the worlds. All

powers are hers. Sometimes Devi-power may mean the power of
the universal World-Force ; but this is only one side of the Shakti.
*
**
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It is, I suppose, the image of Sri Krishna as Lord of the divine love
and Ananda - and his flute calls the physical being to awake out
of the attachments of the physical world and turn to that love
and Ananda.
*
**

The boy with the flute is Sri Krishna, the Lord descended into the
world-play from the divine Ananda ; his flute is the music of the
call which seeks to transform the lower ignorant play of mortal
life and bring into it and establish in its place the Lila of his divine
Ananda. It was the psychic being in you that heard the call and
followed after it.
*
**

This is the Krishna of the Gita (the boy Krishna is- the Krishna
of Brindaban), Krishna bringing the spiritual Knowledge, Will,
bhakti - and not love and bhakti alone.
The eye indicates the vision of the higher spiritual conscious
ness and the blue expanse indicates that consciousness.
*
**

Buddha stands for the conquest over the Ignorance of the lower
nature.
*
**

Narada stands for the expression of the Divine Love and
Knowledge.
*
**

Ganesha i s the Power that removes obstacles by the force of
Knowledge ; Kartikeya represents victory over the hostile Powers.
Of course, the names given are human, but the gods exist.
*
**

Ganesha (among other things) i s the Devata of spiritual Know-
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ledge - so, as you are getting this Knowledge you saw yourself in
this form identified with Ganesha.
*
**

The peacock is the bird of Victory and Kartikeya the leader of
the divine forces.

II

The hostile forces exist and have been known to yogic
experience ever since the days of the Veda and Zoroaster
in Asia (and the mysteries of Egypt and the Cabbala) and in
Europe also from old times. These things, of course, cannot be
felt or known so long as one lives in the ordinary mind and its
ideas and perceptions ; for there, there are only two categories
of influences recognisable, the ideas and feelings and actions
of oneself and others and the play of environment and physical
forces. But once one begins to get the inner view of things, it is
different. One begins to experience that all is an action of forces,
forces of Prakriti psychological as well as physical, which play
upon our nature - and these are conscious forces or are sup
ported by a consciousness or consciousnesses behind. One is in
the midst of a big universal working and it is impossible any
longer to explain everything as the result of one's own sole and
independent personality. You yourself have at one time written
that your crises of despair etc. came upon you as if thrown on
you and worked themselves out without your being able to deter
mine or put an end to them. That means an action of universal
forces and not merely an independent action of your own person
ality, though it is something in your nature of which they make
use. But you are not conscious, and others also, of this interven
tion and pressure at its source for the reason I state. Those who
have developed the inner view of things on the vital plane have
plenty of experience of the hostile forces. However, you need
not personally concern yourself with them so long as they remain
incognito.
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One may have the experiences on the mental plane without
this knowledge coming ; for there mind and idea predominate
and one does not feel the play of Forces - it is only in the vital
that that becomes clear. In the mind plane they manifest at most
as mental suggestions and not as concrete Powers. Also, if one
looks at things with the mind only (even though it be the inner
mind), one may see the subtle play of Nature-forces but without
recognising the conscious intention which we call hostile.
*
**

There are two kinds of Asuras - one kind were divine in their
origin but have fallen from their divinity by self-will and oppo
sition to the intention. of the Divine : they are spoken of in the
Hindu scriptures as the former or earlier gods ; these can be
converted and their conversion is indeed necessary for the ulti
mate purposes of the universe. But the ordinary Asura is not of
this character, is not an evolutionary but a typal being and
represents a fixed principle of the creation which does not evolve
or change and is not intended to do so. These Asuras, as also the
other hostile beings, Rakshasas, Pishachas and others resemble
the devils of the Christian tradition and oppose the divine inten
tion and the evolutionary purpose in the human being : they
don't change the purpose in them for which they exist which is
evil, but have to be destroyed like the evil. The Asura has no
soul, no psychic being which has to evolve to a higher state ;
he has only an ego and usually a very powerful ego ; he has a
mind, sometimes even a highly intellectualised mind ; but the
basis of his thinking and feeling is vital and not mental, at the
service of his desire and not of truth. He is a formation assumed
by the life-principle for a particular kind of work and not a
divine formation or a soul.
*
**

The Asuras and Rakshasas etc. do not belong to the earth, but
to supraphysical worlds ; but they act upon the earth-life and
dispute the control of human life and character and action with
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the Gods. They are the Powers of Darkness combating the

Powers of Light.
Sometimes they possess men in order to act through them,
sometimes they take birth in a human body. When their use in
the play is over, they will either change or disappear or no longer
seek to intervene in the earth-play.
*
••

The Asuras are really the dark side of the mental, or more strictly,
of the vital mind plane. This mind is the very field of the Asuras.
Their main characteristic is egoistic strength and struggle, which
refuse the higher law. The Asura has self-control, tapas and
intelligence, but all that for the sake of his ego. On the lower
vital plane the corresponding forces we call the Rakshasas which
represent violent passions and influences. There are also other
kinds of beings on the vital plane which are called the Pishachas
and Pramathas. They manifest more or less in the physico-vital.
On the physical plane the corresponding forces are obscure
beings, more forces than beings, what the Theosophists call the
elementals. They are not strongly individualised beings like the
Rakshasas and Asuras, but ignorant and obscure forces working
in the subtle physical plane. What we in Sanskrit call the Bhutas
mostly come under this class. But there are two kinds of elemen
tals, the one mischievous and the other not.
There are no Asuras on the higher planes where the Truth
prevails, except in the Vedic sense - "the Divine in its strength".
The mental and vital Asuras are only a deviation of that power.
*
**

Yes, some kinds of Asuras are very religious, very fanatical about
their religion, very strict about rules of ethical conduct. Others
of course are just the opposite. There are others who use spiri
tual ideas without believing in them to give them a perverted twist
and delude the sadhak. It is what Shakespeare described as the
Devil quoting scripture for his own purpose.
At present what they are most doing is to try to raise up the
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obscurity and weakness of the most physical mind, vital, mate
rial parts to p revent the progress or fulfilment of the sadhana.
*
**

The Gandharvas are of the vital plane but they are vital Gods,
not Asuras. Many Asuras are beautiful in appearance and can
carry even a splendour or light with them. It is the Rakshasas,
Pishachas, etc. who are ugly or evil in appearance .
•
**

Hostile Forces. The purpose they serve in the world i s t o give a
full chance to the possibilities of the lnconscience and Ignorance
,- for this world was meant to be a working out of these possi
bilities with the supramental harmonisation as its eventual out
come. The life, the work developing here i n the Ashram has to
deal with the world problem and has therefore to meet - it could
not avoid - the conflict with the working of the hostile Powers
in the human being.
*
**

The universe i s certainly o r has been up t o now i n appearance a
rough and wasteful game with the dice of chance loaded in favour
of the Powers of darkness, the Lords of obscurity, falsehood,
death and suffering. But we have to take it as it is and find out
- if we reject the way out of the old sages - the way to conquer.
Spiritual experience shows that there is behind it all a wide terrain
of equality, peace, calm, freedom, and it is only by getting into it
that we can have the eye that sees and hope to gain the power
that conquers.
*
**

If the�e were n o hostile forcesand there were still the evolutionary
world, there could be ignorance still but not perversity in the
ignorance. All would be a partial truth acting through imperfect
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instruments but for the best purposes of this or that stage in a
progressive manifestation.
*
**

They are not hostile forces, they are simply the forces of the
ordinary Nature. The hostile forces are those which try to pervert
everything and are in revolt against the Divine and opposed to
the yoga.
*
**

The lesser forces o f Light are usually too much insistent o n seek
ing for Truth to make effeetivity their logic or their rule - the
hostiles are too pragmatic to care for Truth, they want only
success. As for the greater Forces (e.g. overmind) they are dyna
mic and try always to make consciousness effective, but they
insist on consciousness, while the hostiles care nothing for that
- the more unconscious you are and their automatic tool, the
better they are pleased - for it is unconsciousness that gives them
their chance.
*
**

About the contact with the world and the hostile forces, that is
of course always one of the sadhak's chief difficulties, but to
transform the world and the hostile forces is too big a task and
the personal transformation cannot wait for it. What has to be
done is to come to live in the Power that these things, these dis
turbing elements cannot penetrate, or, if they penetrate, cannot
disturb, and to be so purified and strengthened by it that there is
in oneself no response to anything hostile. If there is a protecting
envelopment, an inner purifying descent and, as a result, a settling
of the higher consciousness in the inner being and finally, its
substitution even in the most external outwardly active parts in
place of the old ignorant consciousness, then the world and the
hostile forces will no longer matter - for one's own soul at least ;
for there is a larger work not personal in which of course they
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will have to be dealt with ; but that need not be a main preoccu
pation at the present stage.
*
**

It i s the movements of the lower nature that get purified. The
Asuras are not so easily transformed.
*
**

As to Asuras, not many of them have shown signs of repentance
or possibility of conversion up to now. It is not surprising that
they should be powerful in a world of ignorance for they have
only to persuade people to follow the established bent of their
lower nature, while the Divine calls always for a change of nature.
It is not to be wondered at that the Asura has an easier task and
more momentary success in his combinations. But that tempo
rary success does not bind the future.
*
**

Some of the vital beings are very intelligent but they do not make
friends with the Light - they only try to avoid destruction and
wait their time.
*
**

The evil forces are perversions of the 'fcruth by the Ignorance
- in any complete transformation they must disappear and the
Truth behind them be delivered. In this way they can be said to
be transformed by destruction.

SECTION SEVEN
THE PURPOSE OF AVATARHOOD

The Purpose of Avatarhood

SuRELY

for the earth-consciousness the
very fact that the Divine manifests himself is the greatest of all
splendours. Consider the obscurity here and what it would be
if the Divine did not directly intervene and the Light of Lights
did not break out of the obscurity - for that is the meaning of
the manifestation.
*
••

An incarnation is the Divine Consciousness and Being manifest
ing through the body. It is possible from any plane.
*
••

It is the omnipresent cosmic Divine who supports the action of
the universe ; if there is an Incarnation, it does not in the least
diminish the cosmic Presence and the cosmic action in the three
or thirty million universes.
*
**

The Descending Power (Avatar) chooses its own place, body,
time for the manifestation.
•
••

The Avatar i s necessary when a special work i s to be done and
in crises of the evolution. The Avatar is a special manifestation
while for the rest of the time it is the Divine working within
the ordinary human limits as a Vibhuti.
*
**

Avatarhood would have little meaning if it were not connected
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with the evolution. The Hindu procession of the ten Avatars is
itself, as it were, a parable of evolution. First the Fish Avatar,
then the amphibious animal between land and water, then the
land animal, then the Man-Lion Avatar, bridging man and ani
mal, then man as dwarf, small and undeveloped and physical
but containing in himself the godhead and taking possession of
existence, then the rajasic, sattwic, nirguna Avatars, leading the
human development from the vital rajasic to the sattwic mental
man and again the overmental superman. Krishna, Buddha and
Kalki depict the last three stages, the stages of the spiritual deve
lopment - Krishna opens the possibility of overmind, Buddha
tries to shoot beyond to the supreme liberation but that liberation
is still negative, not retµrning upon earth to complete positively
the evolution ; Kalki is to correct this by bringing the Kingdom
of the Divine upon earth, destroying the opposing Asura forces.
The progression is striking and unmistakable.
As for the lives in between the Avatar lives, it must be re
membered that Krishna speaks of many lives in the past, not only
a few supreme ones, and secondly that while he speaks of him
self as the Divine, in one passage he describes himself as a
Vibhuti, vr$!lin<lm vasudevab. We may therefore fairly assume
that in many lives he manifested as the Vibhuti veiling the fuller
Divine Consciousness. If we admit that the object of Avatar
hood is to lead the evolution, this is quite reasonable, the Divine
appearing as Avatar in the great transitional stages _and as
Vibhutis to aid the lesser transitions.
*
**

It [the overmind liberation] can't be supreme if there is something
beyond it - but there is a liberation even in higher Mind. But
in speaking of supreme liberation I was simply taking the
Buddhist-Adwaita view for granted and correcting it by saying
that this Nirvana view is too negative. Krishna opened the possi
bility of overmind with its two sides of realisation, static and
dynamic. Buddha tried to shoot from mind to Nirvana in the
Supreme, just as Shankara did in another way after him. Both
agree in overleaping the other stages and trying to get at a name-
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less and featureless Absolute. Krishna on the other hand was

leading by the nor�al course of evolution. The next normal

step is not a featureless Absolute, but the supermind. I consider
that in trying to overshoot, Buddha like Shankara niade a mis�
take, calling away the dynamic side of the liberation. Therefore

there has to be a correction by Kalki.

I was of course dealing with the ten Avatars as a "parable of

the evolution", and only explaining the interpretation we can

put on it from that point of view. It was not my own view of the

. thing th�t I was giving.

*
**

Too much importance need riot be attached to the details about

Kalki - they are rather symbolic than an attempt to prophesy
details of future history. What is expressed is something that has
to come, but it is symbolically indicated, no more.

So too, too much weight need not be put on the exact figures

about the Yugas in the Purana. Here again the Kala and the

Yugas indicate successive periods in the cyclic wheel of evolu
tion, - the perfect state, decline and disintegration of successive

ages of humanity followed by a new birth - the mathematical
calculations are not the important element. The argument of the

end of the Kali Yuga already come or coming and a new Satya

Yuga coming is a very familiar one and there have been many

who have upheld it.

*
**

I only took the Puranic list of Avatars and interpreted it as a

parable of evolution, so as to show that the idea of evolution is

implicit behind the theory of Avatarhood. As to whether one

accepts Buddha as an Avatar or prefers to put others in his place
(in some lists Balaram replaces Buddha), is a matter of individual

feeling. The Buddhist Jatakas are legends about the past incarna
tions of the Buddha, often with a teaching implied in them, and

are not a part of the Hindu system. To the Buddhists Buddha
was not an Avatar at all, he was the soul climbing up the ladder
of spiritual evolution till it reached the final stage of emancipation
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- although Hindu influence did make Buddhism develop

the

idea of an eternal Buddha above, that was not a universal or
fundamental Buddhistic idea. Whether the Divine in manifesting
his Avatarhood could choose to follow the line of evolution from

lowest scale, manifesting on each scale as a Vibhuti is a ques
tion again to which the answer i s not inevitably in the negati ve.
If we accept the evolutionary idea, such a thing may have its
the

place.

If Buddha taught something different from Krishna, that
does not prevent his advent from being necessary in the spiritual
evolution. The only question is whether

the attempt to 'scale the

heights of an absolute Nirvana through negation of cosmic exis
tence was a necessary step or not, having a view t� the fact that
one can make ·the attempt to reach the Highest on the
as well as the

neti neti

iti iti line.
*
**

He [Buddha] affirmed practicaIIy something unknowable that
was Permanent and Unmanifested.

Adwaita does the same.

Buddha never said he was an Avatar of a Personal God but that

was the Buddha. It is the Hindus who made him an Avatar.
If Buddha had looked upon himself as an Avatar at all, it would

he

have been as an Avatar of the impersonal Truth.
*
**

I don't know that historically there could have been any other
Buddha. It is the Vaishnava Puranas, I think, that settled the
list of Avatars, for they are all Avatars of Vishnu according to
the Purana. The final acceptance by all may have come later
than Shankara, after the Buddhist-Brahminic

controversy had

ceased to be an actuality. For some time there was a tendency to
substitute Balarama's name

for Buddha's or to say that Buddha

was an Avatar of Vishnu, but that he came to mislead the Asuras.
He i s evidently aimed at in the story of Mayamoha in the Vishnu
Purana.
*
**
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If a Divine Consciousness and Force descended and through the
personality we call Buddha did a great work for the world, then
Buddha can be called an Avatar - the tapasya and arriving at
knowledge are only an incident of the manifestation.
If on the other hand Buddha was only a human being like
many others who arrived at some knowledge and preached it,
then he was not an Avatar - for of that kind there have been
thousands and they cannot be all Avatars.
*
**

Krishna is not the supramental Light. The descent of Krishna
would mean the descent of the overmind Godhead preparing,
though not itself actually; the descent of supermind and Ananda.
Krishna is the Anandamaya ; he supports the evolution through
the overmind leading it towards the Ananda.
*
**

One can be the head of a spiritual organisation or the Messiah
of a religion or an Avatar without in this life reaching the super
mind and beyond.
*
**

Yuge yuge1 may be used in a general sense, as i n English "from
age to age" and not refer technically to the yuga proper according
to the Puranic computation. But the bahimi 2 has an air of refer
ring to very numerous lives especially when coupled with tava ea.
In that case all these many births could not be full incarnations,
- many may have been merely Vibhuti births carrying on the
thread from incarnation to incarnation. About Arjuna's accom
panying him in each and every birth, nothing is said, but it would
not be likely - many, of course.
' *

**

1

About' his many

births Krishna says in the Gita, sambhaviimi yuge yuge. See Gita,

Ch. IV, 8.
1 Bahiini me vyatltiini janmiini tava ciirjuna. Gita, Ch. IV,

S.
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But each being in a new birth prepares a new mind, life and body
- otherwise John Smith would always be John Smith and
would have no chance of being Piyusha Kanti Ghose. Of course
inside there are old personalities contributing to the new life
- but I am speaking of the new visible personality, the outer
man, mental, vital, physical. It is the psychic being that keeps the
link from birth to birth and makes all the manifestations of the
same person. It is therefore to be expected that the Avatar should
take on a new personality each time, a personality suited for the
new times, work, surroundings. In my own view of things,
however, the new personality has a series of Avatar births behind
him, births in which the intermediate evolution has been followed
and assisted from age to age.
*
**

I suppose very few recognised him [Krishna] as an Avatar, certainly it was not at all a general recognition. Among the
few those nearest him do not seem to have counted - it was less
prominent people like Vidura etc.
*
**

Those who were with Krishna were in all appearance men l ike
other men. They spoke and acted with each other as men with
men and were not thought of by those around them as gods.
Krishna himself was known by most as a man - only a few
worshipped him as the Divine.
*
**

An Avatar, roughly speaking, is one who is conscious of the
presence and power of the Divine born in him or descended
into him and governing from within his will and life and action ;
he feels identified inwardly with this divine power and presence.
A Vibhuti is supposed to embody some power of the Divine
and is enabled by it to act with great force in the world, but that
is all that is necessary to make him a Vibhuti : the power may
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be very great, but the consciousness is not that of an inborn or
indwelling Divinity. This is the distinction we can gather from
the Gita which is the main authority on this subject. If we
follow this distinction, we can confidently say from what is
r_elated of them that Rama and Krishna can be accepted as
Avatars ; Buddha figures as such although with a more imperso
nal consciousness of the Power within him. Ramakrishna voiced
the same consciousness when he spoke of Him who was Rama
and who was Krishna being within him. But Chaitanya's case
is peculiar ; for according to the accounts he ordinarily felt and
declared himself a bhakta of Krishna and nothing more, but in
great moments he manifest�d Krishna, grew luminous in mind
and body and was Kri&hna himself and spoke and acted as the
Lord. His contemporaries saw in him an Avatar of Krishna, a
manifestation of the Divine Love.
Shankara and Vivekananda were certainly Vibhutis ; they
cannot be reckoned as more, though as Vibhutis they were very
great.
*
**

It was not my intention to question in any degree Chaitanya's
position as an Avatar of Krishna and the Divine Love. That
character of the manifestation appears very clearly from all
the accounts about him and even, if what is related about the
appearance of Krishna in him from time to time is accepted, these
outbursts of the splendour of the Divine Being are among the
most remarkable in the story of the Avatar. As for Sri Rama
krishna, the manifestation in him was not so intense but more
many-sided and fortunately there can be no doubt about the au
thenticity of the details of his talk and action since they have been
recorded from day to day by so competent an observer as
Mahendranath Gupta. I would not care to enter into any compa
rison as between these two great spiritual personalities : both
exercised an extraordinary influence and did something su
preme in their own sphere.
*
**
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He [Ramakrishna] never wrote an autobiography - what he
said was in conversat i on with his disciples and others. He was
certainly quite as much an Avatar as Christ or Chaitanya.
*
**

Mahomed would himselfhave rejected the idea ofbeing an Avatar,
so we have to regard him only as the prophet, the instrument,
the Vibhuti. Christ realised himself as the Son who is one with
the Father - he must therefore be an arhsiivatiira, a partial
incarnation.
*
**

What Leonardo da Vinci held in himself was all the new age of
Europe on its many sides But there was no question of Avatar
hood or consciousness of a descent or pressure of spiritual forces.
Mysticism was no p art of what he had to manifest.
.

II
There are two sides of the phenomenon of Avatarhood, the
Divine Consciousness and the instrumental personality. The
Divine Consciousness is omnipotent but it has put forth the ins
trumental personality i n Nature under the conditions of Nature
and it uses it according to the rules of the game - though also
sometimes to change the rules of the game. If Avatarhood is
only a flashing miracle, then I have no use for it. If it is a
coherent part of the arrangement of the omnipotent Divine in
Nature, then I can understand and accept it.
*

**

I have said that the Avatar is one who comes to open the Way
for humanity to a higher consciousness - if nobody can follow
the Way, then either our conception of the thing, which is also
that of Christ and Krishna and Buddha also, is all wrong or the
whole life and actio n of the Avatar is quite futil e X seems to
.
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say that there is no way and no possibility of following, that the
struggles and sufferings of the Avatar are unreal and all humbug,
- there is no possibility of struggle for one who represents the
Divine. Such a conception makes nonsense of the whole idea
of Avatarhood ; there is then no reason in it, no necessity in it,
no meaning in it. The Divine being all-powerful can lift people
up without bothering to come down on earth. It is only if it is a
part of the world-arrangement that he should take upon himself
the burden of humanity and open the Way that Avatarhood
has any meaning.
*
**

The Avatar is not supposed . to act in a non-human way - he
takes up human action and uses human methods with the hu
man consciousness in front and the Divine behind. If he did not
his taking a human body would have no meaning and would be
of no use to anybody. He could just as well have stayed above
and done things from there.
*

**

As for the Divine and the human, that also is a mind-made diffi
culty. The Divine is there in the human, and the human fulfilling
and exceeding its highest aspirations and tendencies becomes the
Divine. That is what your depression could not understand that when the Divine descends, he takes upon himself the burden
of humanity in order to exceed it - he becomes human in order
to show humanity how to become Divine. But that cannot be if
there is only a weakling without any divine Presence within or
divine Force behind him - he has to be strong in order to put
his strength into all who are willing to receive it. There is there
fore in him a double element - human in front, Divine behind
- and it is that which gives the impression of unfathomableness
of which you complained. If you look upon the human alone,
looking with the external eye only and not willing or ready to
see anything else, you will see a human being only - if you
look for the Divine, you will find the Divine.
*

"" *
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It is true that it is impossible for the limited human reason to
judge the way or purpose of the Divine, - which is the way of the
Infinite dealing with the finite.
*
**

It is not by your mind that you can hope to understand the
Divine and its action, but by the growth of a true and divine con
sciousness within you. If the Divine were to unveil and reveal
itself in all its glory, the mind might feel a Presence, but it would
not understand its action or its nature. It is in the measure of
your own realisation and by the birth and growth of that greater
consciousness ill; yourself that you will see the Divine and under
stand its action even behind its terrestrial disguises.
*
**

An Avatar or Vibhuti have the knowledge that is necessary for
their work, they need not have more. There was absolutely no
reason why Buddha should know what was going on in Rome.
An Avatar even does not manifest all the Divine omniscience and
omnipotence ; he has not come for any such unnecessary display ;
all that is behind him but not in the front of his consciousness.
As for the Vibhuti, the Vibhuti need not even know that he is a
power of the Divine. Some Vibhutis like Julius Caesar for in
stance have been atheists. Buddha himself did not believe in a
personal God, only in some impersonal and indescribable Per
manent.
*
**

Men's way of doing things well i s through a clear mental connec
tion ; they see things and do things with the mind and what they
want is a mental and human perfection. When they think of a
manifestation of Divinity, they think it must be an extraordinary
perfection in doing ordinary human things - an extraordinary
business faculty, political, poetic or artistic faculty, an accurate
memory, not making mistakes, not undergoing any defeat or fail
ure. Or else they think of things which they call superhuman
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like not eating food or telling cotton-futures or sleeping on nails
or eating them. All that has nothing to do with manifesting the
Divine. . . . These human ideas are false.
The Divinity acts according to another consciousness, the
consciousness of the Truth above and the Lila below and It acts
according to the need of the Lila, not according to man's ideas of
what It should or should not do. This is the first thing one must
grasp, otherwise one can understand nothing about the mani
festation of the Divine.
*
**

If the Divine were not i n essence omnipotent, he could not be
omnipotent anywhere - whether in the supramental or any
where else. Because he chooses to limit or determine his action
by conditions, it does not make him less omnipotent. His self
limitation is itself an act of omnipotence . . . .
Why should the Divine be tied down to succeed in all his
operations ? What if failure suits him better and serves better the
ultimate purpose ? What rigid primitive notions are these about
the Divine !
Certain conditions have been established for the game and
so long as those conditions remain unchanged certain things are
not done, - so we say they are impossible, can't be done. If the
conditions are changed then the same things are done or at least
become licit - allowable, legal according to the so-called laws
of Nature, and then we say they can be done. The Divine also
acts according to the conditions of the game. He may change
them, but he has to change them first, not proceed, while main
taining the conditions, to act by a series of miracles.
*
**

If the Avatars are shams, they have no value for others nor any
true effect, Avatarhood becomes perfectly irrational and unreal
and meaningless. The Divine does not need to suffer or struggle
for himself; if he takes on these things, it is in order to bear the
world-burden and help the world and men ; and if the sufferings
and struggles are to be of any help, they must be real. A s�am or
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falsehood cannot help. They must be as real as the struggles and
sufferings of men themselves - the Divine bears them and at the
same time shows the way out of them. Otherwise, his assumption
of human nature has no meaning and no utility and no value.
What is the use of admitting Avatarhood if you take all the mean
ing out of it ?
*
**

If your argument is that the life-actions, struggles of the Avatar
(e.g. Rama's, Krishna's) are unreal because the Divine is there
and knows it is all a Maya, in man also there is a self, a spirit that
is immortal, untouched, divine ; you can say that man's sufferings
and ignorance are only put on, sham, unreal. But if man feels
them as real and if the Avatar feels his work and the difficulties
to be serious and real ?
If the existence of the Divinity is of no practical effect, what
is the use of a theoretical admission ? The manifestation of the
Divine in the Avatar is of help to man because it helps him to
discover his own divinity and find the way to realise it. If the
difference is so great that the humanity by its very nature pre
vents all possibility of following the way opened by the Avatar,
it merely means that there is no divinity in man that can respond
to the Divinity in the Avatar.
*
**

I repeat, the Divine when he takes on the burden of terrestrial
nature, takes it fully, sincerely and without any conjuring tricks
or pretence. If he has something behind him which emerges
always out of the coverings, it is the same thing in essence, even
if greater in degree, that is behind others - and it is to awaken
that that he is there . . . .
The psychic being .does the same for all who are intended
for the spiritual way - men need not be extraordinary beings to
follow it. That is the mistake you are making - to harp on great
ness as if only the great can be spiritual.
*
**
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I am rather perplexed by your strictures on Rama. Cowardice
is the last thing that can be charged against Valmiki's Rama ; he
has always been considered as a warrior and it is the "martial
races" of India who have made him their god. Valmiki every
where paints him as a great warrior. His employment of ruse
against an infrahuman enemy does not prove the opposite for that is always how the human (even great warriors and
hunters) has dealt with the infrahuman: I think it is Madhusudan
who has darkened Valmiki's hero in Bengali eyes and turned him
into a poor puppet, but that is not the authentic Rama who, say
what one will, was a great epic figure, - Avatar or no Avatar.
As for conventional morality, all morality is a convention - man
cannot live without conventiQns, mental and moral, otherwise he
feels himself lost in the rolling sea of the anarchic forces of the
vital Nature. Even the Russells and Bernard Shaws can only
end by setting up another set of conventions in the place of those
they have skittled over. Only by rising above mind can one really
get beyond conventions - Krishna was able to do it because he
was not a mental human being but an overmental godhead acting
freely out of a greater consciousness than man's. Rama was not
that, he was the Avatar of the sattwic mind - mental, emotional,
moral - and he followed the Dharma of the age and race. That
may make him temperamentally congenial to Gandhi and the
reverse to you ; but just as Gandhi's temperamental recoil from
Krishna does not prove Krishna to be no Avatar, so your tem
peramental recoil from Rama does not establish that he was not
an Avatar. However, my main point will be that Avatarhood
does not depend upon these questions at all, but has another
basis, meaning and purpose.
*
**

I have no intention of entering into a supreme defence of Rama
I only entered into the points about Bali etc. because these are
usually employed nowadays to belittle him as a great personality
on the usual level. But from the point of view of Avatarhood
I would no more think of defending his moral perfection accord
ing to modern standards than I would think of defending Napo-
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Jeon or Caesar· against the moralists or the democratic critics or
the debunkers in order to prove that they were Vibhutis. Vibhuti,
Avatar are terms which have their own meaning and scope, and
they are not concerned with morality or immorality, perfection or
imperfection according to small human standards or setting an
example to men or showing new moral attitudes or giving new
spiritual teachings. These may or may not be done, but they are
not at all the essence of the matter.
Also, I do not consider your method of dealing with the
human personality of Rama to be the right one. It has to be
taken as a whole in the setting that Valmiki gave it (not treated
as if it were the story of a modern man) and with the significance
that he gave to his hero's personality, deeds and works. If it is
pulled out of its setting and analysed under the dissecting knife of
a modern ethical mind, it loses all its significance at once. Krishna
so treated bacomes a debauchee and trickster who no doubt
did great things in politics - but so did Rama in war. Achilles
and Odysseus pulled out of their setting become, one a furious
egoistic savage, and the other a cruel and cunning savage. I con
sider myself under an obligation to enter into the spirit, signi
ficance, atmosphere of the Mahabharata, Iliad, Ramayana and
identify myself with their time-spirit before I can feel what their
heroes were in themselves apart from the details of their outer
action.
As for the Avatarhood, I accept it for Rama because he fills
a place in the scheme - and seems to me to fill it rightly - and
because when I read the Ramayana I feel a great afflatus which I
recognise and which makes of its story - mere faery-tale though
it seems - a parable of a great critical transitional event that
happened in the terrestrial evolution and gives to the main
character's personality and action a significance of the large
typical cosmic kind which these actions would not have had if
they had been done by another man in another scheme of events.
The Avatar is not bound to do extraordinary actions, but he is
bound to give his acts or his work or what he is - any of these
or all - a significance and an effective power that are part of
something essential to be done in the history of the earth and
its races.
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All the same, if anybody does not see as I do and wants to
eject Rama from his place, I have no objection - I have no parti
cular partiality for Rama - provided somebody is put in who
can worthily fill up the gap 'his absence leaves. There was some
body there, Valmiki's Rama or another Rama or somebody not
Rama.
Also I do not mean that I admit the validity of your remarks
about Rama, even taken as a piecemeal criticism, but that I
have no time for today. I maintain my position about the killing
of Bali and the banishment of Sita in spite of Bali's preliminary
objection to the procedure, afterwards retracted, and in spite of
the opinion of Rama's relatives, necessarily from the point of
view of the antique dharma - not from that of any universal
moral standard - which besides does not exist, since the stan
dard changes according to clime or age.
*
**

_

No, certainly not - an Avatar i s not at all bound to be a spiri
tual prophet - he is never in fact merely a prophet, he is a
realiser, an establisher - not of outward things. only, though
he does realise something in the outward also, but, as I have said,
of something essential and radical needed for the terrestrial
evolution which is the evolution of the embodied spirit through
successive stages towards the Divine. It was not at all Rama's
business to establish the spiritual stage of that evolution - so
he did not at all concern himself with that. His business was to
destroy Ravana and to establish the Rama-rajya - in other
words, to fix for the future the possibility of an order proper to
the sattwic civilised human being who governs his life by the
reason, the finer emotions, morality, or at least moral ideals, such
as truth, obedience, co-operation and harmony, the sense of
domestic and public order, - to establish this in a world still
occupied by anarchic forces, the Animal mind and the powers of
the vital Ego making its own satisfaction the rule of life, in other
words, the Vanara and Rakshasa. This is the meaning of Rama
and his life-work and it is according as he fulfilled it or not that
. he must be judged as Avatar or no Avatar. It was not his busi-
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ness to play the comedy of the chivalrous Kshatriya with the for
midable brute beast that was Bali, it was his business to kill him
and get the Animal under his control. It was his business to
be not necessarily 3: perfect, but a largely representative sattwic
Man, a faithful husband and a lover, a loving and obedient son,
a tender and perfect brother, father, friend - he is friend of all
kinds of people, friend of the outcast Guhaka, friend of the
Animal leaders, Sugriva, Hanuman, friend of the vulture Jatayu,
friend of even Rakshasa Vibhishana. All that he was in a brilli
ant, striking but above all spontaneous and inevitable way, not
with forcing of this note or that like Harishchandra or Shivi, but
with a certain harmonious completeness. But most of all, it was
his business to typify and establish the things on which the social
idea and its stability depend, truth and honour, the sense of
Dharma, public spirit and the sense of order. To the first, to truth
and honour, much more than to his filial love and obedience to
his father - though to that also - he sacrificed his personal
rights as the elect of the King and the assembly and fourteen of
the best years of his life and went into exile in the forests. To his
public spirit and his sense of public order (the g:reat and supreme
civic virtue in the eyes of the ancient Indians, Greeks, Romans,
for at that time the maintenance of the ordered community, not
the separate development and satisfaction of the individual was
the pressing need of the human evolution) he sacrificed his own
happiness and domestic life and the happiness of Sita. In that he
was at one with the moral sense of all the antique races, though
at variance with the later romantic individualistic sentimental
morality of the modern man who can afford to have that less
stern morality just because the ancients sacrificed the individual
in order to make the world safe for the spirit of social order.
Finally, it was Raffia's business to make the world safe for the
ideal of the sattwic human being by destroying the sovereignty
of Ravana, the Rakshasa menace. All this he did with such a
divine afflatus in his personality and action that his figure has
been stamped for more than two millenniums on the mind of
Indian culture, and what he stood for has dominated the reason
and idealising mind of man in all countries, and in spite of the
constant revolt of the human vital, is likely to continue to do so ,
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until a greater ideal arises. And you say in spite of all these
that he was no Avatar ? If you like - but at any rate he stands
among the few greatest Vibhutis. You may dethrone him now
- for man is no longer satisfied with the sattwic ideal and is
seeking for something more - but his work and meaning remain
stamped on the past of the earth's evolving race. When I spoke
of the gap that would be left by his absence, I did not mean a gap
among the prophets and intellectuals, but a gap in the scheme
of Avatarhood - there was somebody who was the Avatar of
the sattwic Human as Krishna was the Avatar of the overmental
Superman - I can see no one but Rama who can fill the place.
Spiritual teachers and prophets (as also intellectuals, scientists,
artists, poets, etc.) - these are at the greatest Vibhutis but they
are not Avatars. For at that rate all religious founders would be
Avatars - Joseph Smith (i think that is his name) of the Mor
mons, St. Francis of Assisi, Calvin, Loyola and a host of others
as well as Christ, Chaitanya or Ramakrishna.
For faith, miracles, Bijoy Goswami, another occasion. I
wanted to say this much more about Rama - which is still
/only a hint and is not the thing I was going to write about the
general principle of Avatarhood.
Nor, may I add, is it a complete or supreme defence of
Rama. For that I would have to write about what the story of
the Ramayana meant, appreciate Valmiki's presentation of his
chief characters (they are none of them copy-book examples,
but great men and women with the defects and merits of human
nature, as all men even the greatest are), and show also how the
Godhead, which was behind the frontal and instrumental person
ality we call Rama, worked out every incident of his life as a
necessary step in what had to be done. As to the weeping Rama,
I had answered that in my other unfinished letter. You are im
posing the colder and harder Nordic ideal on the Southern tem
perament which regarded the expression of emotions, not its
suppression, as a virtue. Witness the weeping and lamentations
of Achilles, Ulysses and other great heroes, Persian and Indian
- the latter especially as lovers.
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Why should not Rama have kama (lust) as well as prema (love) ?
They were supposed to go together as between husband and wife
in ancient India. The performances of Rama in the viraha of
Sita are due to Valmiki's poetic idea which was also Kalidasa's
and everybody else' s in those far-off times about how a complete
lover should behave in such a quandary. Whether the actual
Rama bothered himself to do all that is another matter.
As for the unconscious Avatar, why not ? Chaitanya is sup
posed to be an Avatar by the Vaishnavas, yet he was conscious
of the Godhead behind only when that Godhead came in front
and possessed him on rare occasions. Christ said "I and my
father are one", but yet he always spoke and behaved as if there
were a difference. Ramakrishna's earlier period was that of one
seeking God, not · aware from the first of his identity. These
are the reputed religious Avatars who ought to be more conscious
than a man of action like Rama. And supposing the full and
permanent consciousness, why should the Avatar proclaim him
self except on rare occasions to an Arj un a or to a few bhaktas or
disciples ? It is for others to find out what he is ; though he does
not deny when others speak of him

as That,

he is not always

_saying and perhaps never may say or only i n moments like that
of the Gita, "I am He."
*
**

No time for a full answer to your renewed remarks on Rama
tonight. You are intrigued only because you stick to the modern
standard, modern measuring-rods of moral and spiritual perfec
tion (introduced by Seely and Bankim) for the Avatar - while

I start from another standpoint altogether and resolutely refuse
these standard human measures. The ancient Avatars except
Buddha were not either standards of perfection or spiritual
teachers in spite of the Gita which was spoken, says Krishna, in
a moment of supernormal consciousness which he lost imme
diately afterwards. They were, if I may say so, representative
cosmic men who were instruments of

a

divine Intervention for

fixing certain things i n t he evolu tion of the eart h-race. I stick to
that and refuse to submit myself in this argument to any other
standard whatever.
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I did not admit that Rama was a blind Avatar, but offered
you two alternatives of which the latter represents my real view
founded on the impression made on me by the Ramayana that
Rama knew very well but refused to be talkative about it - his
business being not to disclose the Divine but to fix mental, moral
and emotional man (not to originate him, for he was there
already) on the earth as against the Animal and Rakshasa forces.
My argument from Chaitanya (who was for most of the time to
his own outward consciousness first a pandit and then a bhakta,
but only occasionally the Divine himself} is perfectly rational
and logical, if you follow my line and don't insist on a high
specifically spiritual consciousness for the Avatar. I shall point
out what I mean in my next.
By sattwic man I do not mean a moral or an always self
controlled one, but a predominantly mental (as opposed to a
vital or merely physical man) who has rajasic emotions and
passions, but lives predominantly according to his mind and its
will and ideas. There is no such thing, I suppose, as a purely
sattwic man - since the three gunas go always together in a state
of unstable equilibrium - but a predominantly sattwic man is
what I have described. My impression of Rama from Valmiki
is such - it is quite different from yours. I am afraid your
picture of him is quite out of focus - you efface the main lines
of the characters, belittle and brush out all the lights to which
Valmiki gave so much value and prominence and hammer always
at some details and some parts of shadow which you turn into
the larger part of Rama. That is what the debunkers do - but
a debunked figure is not the true figure.
By the way, a sattwic man can have a strong passion and
strong anger - and when he lets the latter loose, the normally
vicious fellow is simply nowhere. Witness the outbursts of anger
of Christ, the indignation of Chaitanya - and the general
evidence of experience and psychology on the point.
The trait of Rama which you give as that of an undeveloped
man, viz., his decisive spontaneous action according to the will
and the idea that came to him, is a trait of the cosmic man and
many Vibhutis, men of action of the large Caesarian or Napo
leonic type.
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When I said, "Why not an unconscious Avatar ?" I was
taking your statement (not mine) that Rama was unconscious and
how could there be an unconscious Avatar. My own view is that
Rama was not blind, not unconscious of his Avatarhood, only
uncommunicative about it. But I said that even taking your state
ment to be correct, the objection was not insuperable. I instanced
the case of Chaitanya and the others, because there the facts are
hardly disputable. Chaitanya for the first part of his life was
simply Nimai Pandit and had no consciousness of being any
thing else. Then he had his conversion and became the bhakta
Chaitanya. This bhakta at times seemed to be possessed by the
presence of Krishna, knew himself to be Krishna, spoke, moved
and appeared with the light of the Godhead - none around him
could think of or see him as anything else when he was in this
glorified and transfigured condition. But from that he fell back
to the ordinary consciousness of the bhakta and, as I have read
in his biography, refused then to consider himself as anything
more. These, I think, are the facts. Well, then what do they
signify ? Was he only Nimai Pandit at first ? It is quite con
ceivable that he was so and the descent of the Godhead
into him only took place after his conversion and spiritual
change. But also afterwards when he was in his normal bhakta
consciousness, was he then no longer the Avatar ? An intermit
tent Avatarhood ? Krishna coming down for an afternoon call
into Chaitanya and then going up again till the time came for the
next visit ? I find it difficult to believe in this phenomenon. The
rational explanation is that in the phenomenon of Avatarhood
there is a Consciousness behind, at first veiled or sometimes per
haps half-veiled, which is that of the Godhead and a frontal con
sciousness, human or apparently human or at any rate with all
the appearance of terrestriality which is the instrumental
personality. In that case, it is possible that the secret Conscious
ness was all along there, but waited to manifest until after the
conversion and it manifested intermittently because the main
work of Chaitanya was to establish the type of a spiritual and
psychic bhakti and love in the emotional vital part of man,
preparing the vital in us in that way to turn towards the Divine
at any rate, to fix that possibility in the earth-nature. It was
-
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not that there had not been the emotional type of bhakti before ;
but the completeness of it, the elan, the vital's rapture in it had
never manifested as it manifested in Chaitanya. But for that
work it would never have done if he had always been in the
Krishna consciousness ; he would have been the Lord to whom
all gave bhakti, but not the supreme example of the divine
ecstatic bhakta. But still the occasional manifestation showed
who he was and at the same time evidenced the mystic law of the
Immanence.
Voila
for Chaitanya. But, if Chaitanya, the frontal con
sciousness, the instrumental personality, was all the time the
Avatar, yet except in his highest moments was unconscious of it
and even denied it, that pushed a little farther would establish
the possibility of what you call an unconscious Avatar, that is to
say, of one in which the veiled consciousness might not come in
front but always move the instrumental personality from behind.
The frontal consciousness might be aware in the inner parts of
its being that it was only an instrument of something Divine which
was its real Self, but outwardly would think, speak and behave as
if it were only the human being doing a given work with a pecu·
liar power and splendour. Whether there was such an Avatar
or not is another matter, but logically it is possible.
-

*
**

The question was if certain perfections must not be demanded
of the Divine Manifestation which seemed to me quite irrelevant
to �he reality. I put forward two propositions which appear to
me indispensable unless we are to reverse all spiritual knowledge
in favour of modern European ideas about things : first, the
Divine Manifestation, even when it manifests in mental and
human ways, has behind it a consciousness greater than the mind
and not bound by the petty mental and moral conventions of this
very ignorant human race - so that to impose these standards
on the Divine is to try to do what is irrational and impossib1e.
Secondly, this Divine Consciousness behind the apparent person
ality is concerned with only two things in a fundamental way
- the truth above and here below the Lila and the purpose of the
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incarnation or manifestation, and it does what is necessary for
that in the way its greater than human consciousness sees to be
the necessary and intended way. But I do not understand how all
that can prevent me from answering mental questions. On my
own showing, if it is necessary for the divine purpose, it has to be
done. Sri Ramakrishna himself answered thousands of ques
tions, I believe. But the answers must be such as he gave and
such as I try to give, answers from a higher spiritual experience,
from a deeper source of knowledge and. not lucubrations of the
logical intellect trying to coordinate its ignorance. Still less can
there be a placing of a divine truth before the judgments of the
intellect to be condemned or acquitted by that authority - for
the authority here has no sufficient jurisdiction or competence.
*
**

What do you mean by lust ? Avatars can be married and have
children and that is not possible without sex ; they can have
friendships, enmities, family feelings, etc., etc., - these are vital
things. I think you are under the impression that an Avatar
must be a saint or a yogi.
*
**

In the yoga we do not strive after greatness. I t i s not a question
of Sri Krishna's disciples but of the earth-consciousness. Rama
was a mental man, there is no touch of the overmind conscious
ness (direct) in anything he said or did, but what he did was done
with the greatness of the Avatar. But there have since been men
who did live in touch with the planes above mind - higher mind,
illumined mind, intuition. There is no question of asking whether
they were "greater" than Rama ; they might have been less
"great", but they were able to live from a new plane of conscious
ness. And Krishna's opening the overmind certainly made it
possible for the attempt at bringing supermind to the earth to
be made.
*
**

..... ·;;,.,.
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About greater and less, one point. Is Captain John Higgins of
S. S. Mauretania a greater man that Christopher Columbus
because he can reach America without trouble in a few days ?
Is a University graduate in philosophy greater than Plato because
he can reaso n about problems and systems which had never even
occurred to Plato ? No, only humanity has acquired greater
scientific power which any good navigator can use or a wider
intellec.tual knowledge which anyone with a philosophic train
ing can use. You will say greater scientific power and wider
knowledge is not a change of consciousness. Very well, but there
are Rama and Ramakrishna. Rama spoke always from the
thin king intelligence, the common property of developed men ;
Ramakrishna constantly from a swift and luminous spiritual
intuition. Can you tell me which is the greater ? The Avatar
recognised by all India'? Or the saint and yogi recognised as an
Avatar only by his disciples and some others who follow them ?
*
**

He [Buddha] had a more powerful vital than Ramakrishna's,
a stupendous will and an invincible mind of thought . If he had
led the ordinary life, he would have been a great organiser,
conqueror and creator. If a man rises to a higher plane of con
sciousness, it does not necessarily foilow that he will be a greater

man of action or a greater creator. One may rise to spiritual
planes of inspiration undreamed of by Shakespeare apd yet not
be as great a poetic creator as Shakespeare. "Greatness" is not
the object of spiritual realisation any more than fame or success

in the world - how are these things the standard of spiritual

realisation ?
*
**

The answer to the question depends on what value we attach to
spiritual experience and to the data of other planes of conscious
ness, other than the physical, as also on the nature of the rela

tions between the cosmic consciousness and the individual and
collective consciousness of man. From the point of view of spiri,

tual and occult Truth, what takes shape in the consciousness of
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man is a reflection and particular kind of formation, in a difficult

medium, of things much greater in their light, power and beauty

or in their force and r�nge which came to it from the cosmic

consciousness of which man is a limited and, in his present state

of evolution, a still ignorant part. All this explanation about
the genius of the race, of a consciousness of a nation creating the
Gods and their forms is a very partial, somewhat superficial and
in itself a misleading truth. Man's mind is not an original creator,
it is an intermediary ; to start creating it must receive an initia

ting "inspiration", a transmission or a suggestion from the

cosmic consciousness and with that it does what it can. God is,

but man's conceptions of God are reflections in his own menta
lity, sometimes of the Divine, sometimes of other Beings and

fowers and they are what his mentality can make of the sugges

tions that come to him, generally very partial and imperfect so

long as they are still mental, so long as he has not arrived at a

higher and truer, a spiritual or mystic knowledge. The Gods
already exist, they are not created by man, even though he does

seem to conceive them in his own image ; - fundamentally, he

formulates as best he can what truth about them he receives from
the cosmic Reality. An artist or a bhakta may have a vision of the
Gods and it may get stabilised and generalised in the conscious

ness of the race and in that sense it may be true that man gives
their forms to the Gods ; but he does not invent these forms,

he records what he sees ; the forms that he gives are given to

him. In the "conventional" form of Krishna men have embodied

what they could see of his eternal beauty and what they have seen
may be true as well as beautiful, it conveys something of the form,
but it is fairly certain that if there is an eternal form of that eternal

beauty, it is a thousand times more beautiful than what man had
as yet been able to see of it. Mother India is not a piece of earth ;
she is a Power, a Godhead, for all nations have such a Devi sup

porting their separate existence and keeping it in being. Such

beings are as real and more permanently real than the men they

influence, but they belong to a higher plane, are part of the cos
mic consciousness and being and act here on earth by shaping the

human consciousness on which they exercise their influence. It
is natural for man who sees only his own consciousness indivi-
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national or racial at work and does not see what works

upon it and shapes it, to think that all is created by him and there

is nothing cosmic and greater behind it. The Krishna conscious

ness is a reality, but if there were no Krishna, there could be no

Krishna consciousness ; except in arbitrary metaphysical abs

tractions there can be no consciousness without a Being who is
conscious. It is the person who gives value and reality to the
personality, he expresses himself in it and is not constituted by it.

Krishna is a being, a person and it is as the Divine Person that
we meet him, hear his voice, speak with him and feel his presence.

To speak of the consciousness

of Krishna as something separate

from Krishna is an error of the mind, which is always separating

the inseparable and which also tends to regard the impersonal,

because it is abstract, as greater, more real and more enduring
than the person. Such divisions may be useful to the mind for its

own purposes, but it is 1,,lO t the real truth ; in the real truth the

being or person and its impersonality or state of being are one

reality.
The historicity of Krishna i s of less spiritual importance

and is not essential, but it has still a considerable value. It does

not

seem to me that there can be any reasonable doubt that

Krishna the man was not a legend or a poetic invention but ac
tually existed upon earth and played a part i n the Indian past.

Two facts emerge clearly, that he was regarded as an important
spiritual figure, one whose spiritual illumination was recorded in
one of the Upanishads, and that he was traditionally regarded
as a divine man, one worshipped after his death as a deity ; this
is apart from the story in the Mahabharata and the Puranas.

There is no reason to suppose that the connection of his name with
the development of the Bhagavata religion, an important current

in the stream of Indian spirituality, was founded on a mere

legend or poetic invention. The Mahabharata is a poem and not

history, but it is clearly a poem founded on a great historical

event, traditionally preserved in memory ; some of the figures

connected with it, Dhritarashtra, Parikshit, for instance, cer

tainly existed and the story of the part played by Krishna as
leader, warrior and state sman can be accepted as probable in

itself and to all appearance founded on a tradition which can be
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given a historical value and has not the air of a myth or a sheer
poetical invention. That is as much as can be positively said from
the point of view of the theoretical reason as to the historic figure
of the man Krishna ; but in my view there is much more than that
in it and I have always regarded the incarnation as a fact and
accepted the historicity of Krishna as I accept the historicity of
Christ.
The story of Brindavan is another matter ; it does not enter
into the main story of the Mahabharata and has a Puranic origin
and it could be maintained that it was intended all along to have
a symbolic character. At one time I accepted that explanation,
but I had to abandon it afterwards ; there is nothing in the
Puranas that betrays any such intention. It seems to me that it
is related as something that actually occurred or occurs some
where. The Gopis are to them realities and not symbols. It was
for them at the least an occult truth, and occult and symbolic
are not the same thing ; the symbol may be only a significant
mental construction or only a fanciful invention, but the occult
is a reality which is actual somewhere, behind the material scene
as it were and can have its truth for the terrestrial life and its
influence upon it may even embody itself there. The Lila of the
Gopis seems to be conceived as something which is always going
on in a divine Gokul and which projected itself in an earthly
Brindavan and can always be realised and its meaning made
actual in the soul. It i s to be presumed that the writers of the
Puranas took it as having been actually projected on earth in the
life of the incarnate Krishna and it has been so accepted by the
religious mind of India.
These questions and the speculations to which they have
given rise have no indispensable connection with the spiritual
life. There what matters is the contact with Krishna and the
growth towards the Krishna consciousness, the presence, the spi
ritual relation, the union in the soul and till that is reached, the
aspiration, the growth in bhakti and whatever illumination one
can get on the way. To one who has had these things, lived in the
presence, heard the voice, known Krishna as Friend or Lover,
Guide, Teacher, Master or, still more, has had his whole con
sciousness changed by the contact, or felt the presence within
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him, all such questions have only an outer and superficial inte
rest. So also, to one who has had contact with the inner
Brindavan and the Lila of the Gopis, made the surrender and
undergone the spell of the joy and the beauty or even only turned
to the sound of the flute, the rest hardly matters. But from
another point of view, if one can accept the historical reality of
the incarnation, there is this great spiritual gain that one has a
point d'appui for a more concrete realisation in the conviction
that once at least the Divine has visibly touched the earth, made
the complete manifestation possible, made it possible for the
divine supernature to descend into this evolving but still very im
perfect terrestrial nature.
*
**

Of course, X's view about the canalisation of Niagara i s my
standpoint also. But for the human mind it is difficult to get
across the border between mind and spirit without making a
forceful rush or push along one line only and that must be some
line of pure experience in which, especially if it is the bhakti
way, one gets easily swallowed up in the rapids (did not Chai
tanya at last disappear in the waters ?) and goes no farther. The
first thing is to break into the spiritual consciousness, any part
of it, anyhow and anywhere, afterwards one can explore the coun
try, to which exploration there can hardly be a limit ; one is al
ways going higher and higher, getting wider and wider, but there
is a certain intense ecstasy about the first complete plunge which
is extraordinarily seizing. It is not only the Bhakta's rapture, but
the Jnani's plunge into the Brahma-Nirvana or Brahmananda
or release into the still eternity of the Self that is of that seizing
and absorbing character - it does not look at first as if one
could or would care or need to get beyond into anything else.
One cannot find fault with the Sannyasi lost in his laya or the
Bhakta lost in his ecstasy ; they remain there probably because
they are constituted for that and it is the limit of their leap. But,
all the same, it has always appeared to me that it is a stage and not
the end ; I subscribe fully to the canalisation of the Niagara.
Adhikara is, of course, a matter of the psychology and the
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soul and the nature, it has nothing to do with any outer or
artificial standards.
Then as to the Avatar and the symbols. There is, it seems to
me, a cardinal error in the modern insistence on the biographical
and historical, that is to say, the external factuality of the Avatar,
the incidents of his outward life. What matters is the spiritual
Reality, the Power, the Influence that come with him or that he
brought down by his action and his existence. First of all, what
matters in a spiritual man's life is not what he did or what he was
outside to the view of the men of his time (that is what historicity
or biography comes to, does it not ?) but what he was and did
within ; it is only that that gives any value to his outer life at all.
It is the inner life tp.at gives to the outer any power it may have ·
and the inner life of a spiritual man is something vast and full
and, at · 1east in the great figures, so crowded and teeming with
significant things that no biographer or historian could ever
hope to seize it all or tell it. Whatever is significant in the out
ward life is so because it is symbolical of what has been realised
within himself and one may go on and say that the inner life also
is only significant as an expression, a living representation of the
movement of the Divinity behind it. That is why we need not
enquire whether the stories about Krishna were transcripts,
however loose, of his acts on earth or are symbol-representations
of what Krishna was and is for men, of the Divinity expressing
itself in the figure of Krishna. Buddha's renunciation, his temp
tation by Mara, his enlightenment under the Bo-tree are such
symbols, so too the virgin birth, the temptation in the desert, the
crucifixion of Christ are such symbols, true by what they signify,
even if they are not scrupulously recorded historical events. The
outward facts as related of Christ or Buddha are not much more
than what has happened in many other lives·- what is it that
gives Buddha or Christ their enormous place in the spiritual
world ? It was because something manifested through them
that was more than any outward event or any teaching. The veri
fiable historicity gives us very little of that, yet it is that only
that matters. So it seems to me that X is fundamentally right in
what he says of the symbols. To the physical mind only the words
and facts and acts of a man matter ; to the inner mind it is the

· ,
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spiritual happenings in him that . matter. Even the teachings of
Buddha and Christ are spiritually true not as mere mental teach
ings but as the expression of spiritual states or happenings in
them which by their life on earth they made possible (or even
dynamically potential) in others. Also, evidently, sectarian walls
are a mistake, an accretion, a mental limiting of the Truth which
may serve a mental, but not a spiritual purpose. The Avatar, the
Guru have no meaning if they do not stand for the Eternal ; it
is that that makes them what they are for the worshipper or the
disciple.
It is also a fact that nobody can give you any spiritual realisa
tion which does not come from something in one's true Self, it is
always the Divine who reveals himself and the Divine is within
you ; so He who reveals must be felt in your own heart. Your
query here simply suggests that this is a truth which can be mis
interpreted or misused, but so can every spiritual truth if it is
taken hold of in the wrong way - and the human mind has a
great penchant for taking Truth by the wrong end and arriving
at falsehood. All statements about these things are, after all,
mental statements and at the mercy of any mind that interprets
them. There is a snag in every such statement created not by the
Truth that it expresses but by the mind's interpretation. The snag
(what you call the slip) lies not in the statement itself which is
quite correct, but in the deflected sense in which it may be taken
by ignorant or self-sufficient minds enamoured of their ego.
Many have put forward the "own self" gospel without taking
the trouble to see whether it is the true Self, have pitted the
ignorance of their "own self" - in fact, their ego - against the
knowledge of the Guru or made their ego or something that
flattered and fostered it the Ishta Devata. The snag in the
worship of Guru or Avatar is a sectarian bias which insists on the
Representative or the Manifestation but loses sight of the Manifested ; the snag in the emphasis on the other side is the ignoring
of the need or belittling of the value of the Representative or
Manifestation and the substitution, not of the true Self one in all,
but of one's "own self" as the guide and light. How many have
done that and lost the way through the pull of the magnified ego
which is one of the great perils on the way ! However that does
•
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not lessen the truth of the things said by X, - only in looking at
the many sides of Truth one must put each thing in its place in
the harmony of the All which is for us the expression of the
Supreme.
*
**

What X says - the central thing - is very correct, as always,
the position of all who have any notion of spirituality, though the ·
religionists seem to find it difficult to get to it. But though Christ
and Krishna are the same, they are the same in difference, - that
is indeed the utility of so many manifestations instead of there
being only one as these missionaries would have it. But is it really
because the historical Christ has been made too much the foun.

dation-stone of the Faith that Christianity is failing ? It may be
something inadequate in the religion itself - perhaps in Religion
itself; for all religions are a little off-colour now. The need of a
larger opening of the soul into the Light is being felt, an opening
through which the expanding human mind and heart can follow.

SECTION EIGHT
REBIRTH

Rebirth
� .
�'.-

THE

soul takes birth each time, and each
time a mind, life and body are formed out of the materials of
universal nature according to the soul's past evolution and its
'
need for the future.
When the body is dissolved, the vital goes into the vital plane
and remains there for a time, but after a time the vital sheath
disappears. The last to dissolve is the mental sheath. Finally the
soul or psychic being retires into the psychic world to rest there
till a new birth is close.
This is the general course for ordinarily developed human
beings. There are variations according to the nature of the
individual and his development. For example, if the mental is
strongly developed, then the mental being can remain ; so also
can the vital, provided they are organized by and centred around
the true psychic being ; they share the immortality of the psychic.
The soul gathers the essential elements of its experiences in
life and makes that its basis of growth in the evolution ; when it
returns to birth it takes up with its mental, vital, physical sheaths
so much of its Karma as is useful to it in the new life for further
experience.
It is really for the vital part of the being that sriiddha and rites
are done - to help the being to get rid of the vital vibrations
which still attach it to the earth or to the vital worlds, so that it
may pass quickly to its rest in the psychic peace.
*
**

I only said what was originally meant by the ceremonies - the
rites. I was not referring to the feeding of the caste or the
Brahmins which is not a rite or ceremony. Whether sriiddha as
performed is actually effective is another matter - for those who
perform it have not either the knowledge or the occult power.
*
**
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After leaving the body, the soul, after certain experiences in
other worlds, throws off its mental . and vital personalities and
goes into rest to assimilate the essence of its past and prepare for
a new life. It is this preparation that determines the circum·
stances of the new birth and guides it in its reconstitution of a
new personality and the choice of its materials.
The departed soul retains the memory of its past experiences
only in their essence, not in their form of detail. It is only if the
soul brings back some past personality or personalities as part of
its present manifestation that it is likely to remember the details
of the past life. Otherwise, it is only by Yogadrishti that the
memory comes.
The Karana-purusha is what is called the central being by
us, the Jiva. It stands above the play, supporting it always.
There may be what seems to be retrograde movements but
these are only like zigzag movements, not a real falling back, but
a return on something not worked out so as to go on better
afterwards. The soul does not go back to the animal condition ;
but a part of the vital personality may disjoin itself and join an
animal birth to work out its animal propensities there.
There is no truth in the popular belief about the avaricious
man becoming a serpent. These are popular romantic super
stitions.
*
**

The soul after i t leaves the body travels through several states or
planes until the psychic being has shed its temporary sheaths,
then it reaches the psychic world where it rests in a kind of sleep
till it is ready for reincarnation. What it keeps with it of the hu
man experience in the end is only the essence of all that it has
gone through, what it can use for its development. This is the
general rule, but it does not apply to exceptional cases or to very
developed beings who have achieved a greater consciousness
than the ordinary human level.
It is not the soul (the psychic befog) that takes a lesser form,
it is some part of the manifested being, usually some part of the
vital that does it, owing to some desire, affinity, need of particular
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:.xperience. This happens fairly often to the ordinary man.
*
**

At the time of death the being goes out of the body through the

· head ; it goes out in the subtle body and goes to different planes

of existence for a short time until it has gone through certain
experiences which are the result of its earthly existence. After
wards it reaches the psychic world where it rests in a kind of
sleep, until it is time for it to start a new life on earth. That i s
what happens usually - but there are some beings who are more
developed and do not follow this course.
*
**

The soul goes out, after death, in a subtle body.
Recollections last only for a time, not till rebirth - other
wise the stamp would be so strong that remembrance of past
births, even after taking a new body, would be the rule rather
than the exception.
You say "relationships of one birth persist in successive
.births, the chances depending on the strength of the attachment".
This is possible, but not a law - as a rule the same relationship
would not be constantly repeated - the same people often meet
again and again on earth in different lives, but the relatioqs are
.
different. The purpose of rebirth would not be served if the same
personality with the same relations and experieaces are inces
santly repeated.
It is not the case that there is complete annihilation of the
ego in respect of forms of life lower than man after death.
What was spoken of as being in a static condition of com
plete rest is not the ego, but the psychic being after it has shed its
vital and other sheaths and js resting in the psychic world. Before
that it passes through vital and other worlds on its way to the
psychic plane.
It is possible to come into direct touch with the departed so
long as they are near enough to the earth (it is usually supposed
by those who have occult experience that it is for three years
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only) or if they are earthbound or if they are of those who do not
proceed to the psychic plane but linger near the earth and are
soon reborn.
Universal statements cannot be easily made about these
things - there is a general line, but individual cases vary to an
almost indefinite extent.
*
**

There i s after death a period in which one passes through the
vital world and lives there for a time. It is only the first part of
this transit that can be dangerous or painful ; in the rest one
works out, under certain surroundings, the remnant of the vital
desires and instincts which one had in the body. As soon as one
.
is tired of these and able to go beyond, the vital sheath is dropped
and the soul after a time needed to get rid of some mental sur
vivals passes into a state of rest in the psychic world and re
mains there till the next life on earth.
One can help the departed souls by one's good will or by
occult means, if one has the knowledge. The one thing that one
should not do is to hold them back by sorrow for them or
longings or by anything else that would pull them nearer to earth
or delay their journey to their place of rest.
*
**

It may happen to some not to realise for a little time that they
are dead, especially if the death has been unforeseen and sudden,
but it cannot be said that it happens to all or to most. Some
may enter into a state of semi-unconsciousness or obsession by a
dark inner condition created by their state of mind at death, in
which they realise nothing of where they are, etc., others are
quite conscious of the passage. It is true that the departing being
in the vital body lingers for some time near the body or the scene
of life very often for as many as eight days and, in the ancient
religions, mantras and other means were used for the severance.
Even after the severance from the body a very earthbound nature
or one full of strong physical desires may linger long in the earth
atmosphere up to a maximum period extended to three years.
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Afterwards, it passes to the vital worlds, proceeding on its jour
ney which must sooner or later bring it to the psychic rest till
the next life. It is true also that sorrow and mourning for the
dead impede their progress by keeping them tied to the earth
atmosphere and pulling them back from their passage.
*
**

The movement of the psychic being dropping the outer sheaths
on its way to the psychic plane is the normal movement. But
there can be any number of variations ; one can return from the
vital plane and there are many cases of an almost immediate
birth, sometimes even attended with a complete memory of the
events of the past life. ·
Hell and heaven are often imaginary states of the soul or
rather of the vital which it constructs about it after its passing.
What is meant by hell is a painful passage through the vital or
lingering there, as for instance, in many cases of suicide where one
remains surrounded by the forces of suffering and t.urmoil created
by this unnatural and violent exit. There are, of course, also
worlds of mind and vital worlds which are penetrated with joyful
or dark experiences. One may pass through these as the result
of things formed in the nature which create the necessary affi
nities, but the idea of reward or retribution is a crude and vulgar
conception which is a mere popular error.
There is no rule of complete forgetfulness in the return of
the soul to rebirth. There are, especially in childhood, many im
pressions of the past life which can be strong and vivid enough,
but the materialising education and influence of the environ
ments prevent their true nature from being recognised. There
are even a great number of people who have definite recollections
of a past life. But these things are discouraged by education and
the atmosphere and cannot remain or develop ; in most cases
they are stifled out of existence. At the same time it must be noted
that what the psychic being carries away with it and brings back
is ordinarily the essence of the experiences it had in former lives,
and not the details so that you cannot expect the same memory
as one has of the present existence.
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A soul can go straight to the psychic world but it depends on
the state of consciousness at the time of departure. If the psychic
is in front at the time, the immediate transition is quite possible.
It does not depend on the acquisition of a mental and vital as well
as a psychic immortality - those who have acquired that would
rather have the power to move about in the different worlds and
even act on the physical world without being bound to it. On the
whole, it may be said that there is no one rigid rule for these
things, man ifold variations are possible depending upon the con
sciousness, its energies, tendencies and formations, although
there is a general framework and design into which all fit and
take their place.
*
**

It is necessary to understand clearly the difference between the
evolving soul (psychic being) and the pure Atman, self or spirit.
The pure self is unborn, does not pass through death or birth, is
independent of birth or body, mind or life or this manifested
Nature. It is not bound by these things, not limited, not affected,
even though it assumes and supports them. The soul, on the con
trary, is something that comes down into birth and passes
through death - although it does not itself die, for it is immortal
-. from one state to another, from the earth plane to other planes
and back again to the earth-existence. It goes on with this
progression from life to life through an evolution which leads it
up to the human state and evolves through it all a being of itself
which we call the psychic being that supports the evolution and
develops a physical, a vital, a mental human consciousness as its
instruments of world-experience and of a disguised, imperfect,
but growing self-expression. All this it does from behind a veil .
showing something of its divine self only in so far as the imperfec
tion of the instrumental being will allow it. But a time comes
when it is able to prepare to come out from behind the veil, to
take command and turn all the instrumental nature towards a
divine fulfilment. This is the beginning of the true spiritual life.
The soul is able now to make itself ready for a higher evolution of
manifested consciousness than the mental human - it can pass
from the mental to the spiritual and through degrees of the spiri-

·
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to the supramental state. Till then there is no reason why it
should cease from birth, it cannot in fact do so. If having reached
the spiritual state, it wills to pass out of the terrestrial manifesta
tual

·

tion, it may indeed do so - but there is also possible a higher ·
manifestation, in the Knowledge and not in the Ignorance.
Your question therefore does not arise. It is not the naked
spirit, but the psychic being that goes to the psychic plane to rest

till it is called again to another life. There is, therefore, no need

of a

Force to compel it to take birth anew. It is in its nature

something that is put forth from the Divine to support the evolu
tion and it must do so till the Divine's purpose in its evolution is
accomplished. Karma is only a machinery, it is not the funda
mental cause of terrestrial existence - it cannot be, for when the

soul

first entered this existence, it had no Karma.
What again do you mean by "the all-veiling Maya" or by

"losing all consciousness" ? The soul cannot lose all conscious
ness, for its very nature is consciousness though not of the
mental kind to which we give the name. The consciousness is
merely covered, not lost or abolished by the so-called Incon
science of material Nature and then by the half-conscious
ignorance of mind, life and body. It manifests, as the individual
mind and life and body grow, as much as may be of the con
sciousness which it holds in potentiality, manifests it in the
outward instrumental nature as far as and in the way that is
possible through these instruments and through the outer per
sonality that has been prepared for it and by it - for both are
true - for the present life.

I

know nothing about any terrible suffering endured by the

soul in the process of rebirth ; popular beliefs even when they
have some foundation are seldom enlightened and accurate.
*
**

I . The psychic being stands behind mind, life and body, sup
porting them ; so also the psychic world is not one world in the
scale like the mental, vital or physical worlds, but stands behind
all these and it is there that the souls evolving here retire for the
time between life and life. If the psychic were only one principle
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in the rising order of body, life and mind on a par with the
others and placed somewhere in the scale on the same footing
as the others, it could not be the soul of all the rest, the divine
element making the evolution of the others possible and using
them as instruments for a growth through cosmic experience
towards the Divine. So also the psychic world cannot be one
among the other worlds to which the evolutionary being goes for
supraphysical experience ; it is a plane where it retires into itself
for rest, for a spiritual assimilation of what it has experienced and
for a replunging into its own fundamental consciousness and
psychic nature.
2. For the few who go out of the Ignorance and enter into
Nirvana, there is no question of their going straight up into
higher worlds of manifestation. Nirvana or Moksha is a liberated
condition of the being, not a world - it is a withdrawal from
the worlds and the manifestation. The analogy of pitryiina and
devayiina can hardly be mentioned in this connection.
3. The condition of the souls that retire into the psychic
world is entirely static ; each withdraws into himself and is not
interacting with the others. When they come out of their trance,
they are ready to go down into a new life, but meanwhile they
do not act upon the earth life. There are other beings, guardians
of the psychic world, but they are concerned only with the psychic
world itself and the return -of the souls to reincarnation, not
with the earth.
4. A being of a psychic world cannot get fused into the soul
of a human being on earth. What happens in some cases is that
a very advanced psychic being sometimes sends down an emana
tion which resides in a human being and prepares it until it is
ready for the psychic being itself to enter into the life. This hap
pens when some special work has to be done and the human ve
hicle prepared. Such a descent produces a remarkable change
of a sudden character in the personality and the nature.
5. Usually, a soul follows continuously the same line of sex.
If there are shiftings of sex, it is, as a rule, a matter of parts of the
personality which are not central.
6. As regards the stage at which the soul returning for re
birth enters the new body no rule can be laid down, for the
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circumstances vary with the individual. Some psychic beings
get into relation with the birth-environment and the parents from
the time of conception and determine the preparation of the
personality and future in the embryo, others join only at the
time of delivery, others even later on in the life and in these cases
it is some emanation of the psychic being which upholds the life.
It should be noted that the conditions of the future birth are de
termined fundamentally not during the stay in the psychic world
but at the time of death - the psychic being then chooses what it
should work out in the next tetrestrial appearance and the condi
tions arrange themselves accordi ngly
Note that the idea of rebirth and the circumstances of the
new l ife as a reward or punishment of pu1Jya or papa i s a crude
human idea of justice which is quite unphilosophical and un
spi ritual and distorts the true intention of life. Life here is an
evolution and the soul grows by experience, working out by it
this or that in the nature, and if there is sufferi ng, it is for the
purpose of that working out, not as a judgment inflicted by God·
or Cosmic Law on the errors or stumblings which are inevitable
.

"

"



in the Ignorance.
*
**

give a positive answer to these questions, because
no general rule can be laid down applicable to all. The mind
makes rigid rules or one rigid rule, but the M anifestation is in
reality very plastic and various and many-sided. My answers
therefore must not be taken as exhaustive of the subject or com
plete.
1 . He [the Jivanmukta] can go wherever his aim was fixed,
into a state of Nirvana or one of the divine worlds and stay there
or remain, wherever he may go, in contact with the earth
movement and return to it if his will is to help that movement.
This [going direct from the world of the soul's present
highest achievement to a still higher world] is doubtful. If origi
nally he is not a being of the evolution but of some higher world,
he would go back to that world. If he wants to g o higher, it is
logical that he should return to the field of evolution so long as
he has not evolved the consciousness proper to that higher plane.
It is difficult to
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The orthodox idea that even the gods have to come to earth if
they want salvation may be applied to this ascension also. If he
is originally an evolutionary being (Ramakrishna's distinction of
the Jivakoti and Ishwarakoti may be extended to this also), he
must proceed by the evolutionary path to either the negative with
drawal through Nirvana or some positive divine fulfilment in the
increasing manifestation of Sachchidananda.
As to the impossibility of return, that is a knotty question.
A divine being can always return - as Ramakrishna said, the
Ishwarakoti can at will ascend or descend the stair between
Birth and Immortality. For the others, it is probable that they
may rest for a relative infinity of time, siisvatib samiib, if that is
the will in them, but a return cannot be barred out unless they
have reached their highest possible status.
No, that [return to the psychic world before a new birth]
is part of the evolutionary line only, not obligatory for divine
returns.
2. An advanced psychic being may mean here one who has
arrived at the soul's freedom and is immersed in the Divine immersed does not mean abolished. Such a being does not
sleep in the psychic world, but may remain in his state of blissful
'
immersion or come back for some purpose.
The word udescend" has various meanings according to the
context - Iused it here in the sense of the psychic being coming
down into the human consciousness and body ready for it ; that
descent might be at the time of birth or before or it may come
down later and occupy the personality it has prepared for itself.
I do not quite understand what are these personalities from above
- it is the psychic being itself that takes up a body.
3. No, the psychic being cannot take up more than one
body. There is only one psychic being for each human being, but .
the beings of the higher planes, e.g., the Gods of the overmind
can manifest in more than one human body at a time by sending
different emanations into different bodies. These would be called
Vibhutis of these Devatas.
4. These [the Guardians of the psychic world] are not
human souls nor is this an office to which they are appointed nor
are they functionaries - these are beings of the psychic plane pur-
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suing their own natural activity in that plane. My word "guar
dian" · was simply a phrase meant to indicate by an image or

metaphor the nature of their action.
*
**

The escape from birth was a universal ideal at that time except

with one or two sects of the Shaivas, I believe. It is not at all
consistent with the Divine taking many births, for the Gita
speaks of the highest condition not as a laya, but as a dwelling in
the Divine. If so (here seems to be no reason why the mukta
and siddha who has reached that dwelling in the consciousness
of the Divine should fear rebirth and its troubles any more
than the Divine does.
*
**

The Pitriyan i s supposed to lead to inferior worlds attained by
the Fathers who still belong to the evolution in the Ignorance.
By the Devayan one gets beyond the Ignorance into the light.
The difficulty about the Pitris is that in the Puranas they are
taken · as the Ancestors to whom the Tarpan is given - it is an
old Ancestor worship such as still exists in Japan, but in the
Veda they seem to be the Fathers who have gone before and
discovered the supraphysical worlds.
*
**

The psychic being at the time of death chooses what i t will work
out in the next birth and determines the character and condi
tions of the new personality. Life is for the evolutionary growth
by experience in the conditions of the Ignorance till one is ready
for the higher Light.
·

*
**

The dying wish of the man i s only something o n the surface - i t
may be determined by the psychic and so help to shape the future
but it does not determine the psychic's choice. That is some-
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thing behind the veil. It is not the outer consciousness's action
that determines the inner process, but the other way round.
Sometimes, however, there are signs or fragments of the inner
action that come up on the surface, e.g. some people have a vision
or remembrance of the circumstances of their past in a panoramic
flash at the time of death, that is the psychic's review of the life
before departing.
•
**

The psychic being's choice at the time of death does not work
out the next formation of per�onality, it fixes it. When it enters
the psychic world, it begins to assimilate the essence of its expe
rience and by that assimilation is formed the future psychic
personality in accordance with the fixation already made. When
this assimilation is over, it is ready for a new birth ; but the less
developed beings do not work out the whole thing for them
selves, there are beings and forces of the higher world who have
that work. Also, when it comes to birth, it is not sure that the
forces of the physical world will not come across the working
out of what it wanted - its own new instrumentation may not be
strong enough for that purpose ; for, there is the interaction of
its own energies and the cosmic forces here. There may be frus
tration, diversion, a partial working out - many things may
happen. All that is not a rigid machinery, it is a working out of
complex forces. It may be added, however, that a developed
psychic being is much more conscious in this transition and works
out much of it itself. The time depends also on the development
and on a certain rhythm of the being - for some there is prac
tically immediate rebirth, for others it takes longer, for some it
may take centuries ; but here, again, once the psychic being is
sufficiently developed, it is free to choose its own rhythm and its
own intervals. The ordinary theories are too mechanical - and
that is the case also with the idea of pw.iya and papa and their
results in the next . life. There are certainly results of the energies
put forth in a past life, but not on that rather infantile principle.
A good man's suffering in this life would be a proof according to
the orthodox theory that he had been a very great villain in his
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: ;past life, a bad man's prospering would be a proof that he had

been quite angelic in his last visit to earth and sown a large crop
of virtues and meritorious actions to reap this bumper crop of

good fortune. Too symmetrical to be true. The ·object of birth
being growth by experience, whatever reactions come to past
deeds must be for the being to learn and grow, not as lollipops
for good boys of the class (in the past) and canings for the bad
ones. The real sanction for good and ill is not good fortune for
the one and bad fortune for the other, but this that good leads us
towards a higher nature which is eventually lifted above suffering,
and ill pulls us towards the lower nature which remains always
in the circle of suffering and evil.
·

*
**

There is no such thing as an insuperable difficulty from past
lives. There are formations that help and formations that
hamper ; the latter have to be dismissed and dissolved, not to be
allowed to repeat themselves. The Mother told you that to ex
plain the origin of this tendency and the necessity of getting rid
of it - there was no hint of any insuperable difficulty, quite
the contrary.
*
**

These words [miit)hayoni�u or adho gacchanti] do not necessarily
refer to the animal birth, but it i s true that there has been a
general belief of that kind not only in India but wherever "trans
migration" or "metempsychosis" was believed in. Shakespeare is
referring to Pythagoras's belief in transmigration when he speaks
of the passage of somebody's grandmother into an animal.
But the soul, the psychic being, once having reached the human
consciousness cannot go back to the inferior animal conscious
ness any more than it can go back into a tree or an ephemeral
insect. What is true is that some part of the vital energy or the
formed instrumental consciousness or nature - can and very
frequently does so, if it is strongly attached to anything in the
earth life. This may account for some cases of immediate rebirth
with full memory in human forms also. Ordinarily, it is only by
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yogic development or by clairvoyance that the exact memory of
past lives can be brought back.
*
**

It is when the vital gets broken up, some strong movements of

it, desires, greeds, may precipitate themselves into animal forms,
e.g., sexual desire with the part of the vital consciousness under
its control into a dog or some habitual movement of excessive
greed may carry part of the vital consciousness into a pig. The
animals represent the vital consciousness with mind involved in
the vital, so that it is naturally there that such things would
gravitate for satisfaction.,.
*
**

The fragments [of a dead person] are not of the inner being (who
goes on his way to the psychic world) but of his vital sheath which
falls away after death. These can join for birth the vital of some
other Jiva who is being born or they can be used by a vital being
to enter a body in process of birth and partly possess it for the
satisfaction of its propensities. The junction can also take place
after birth.
•
••

All human incarnations or births have naturally a psychic being.
It is only other types like the vital beings that have not, and that
is precisely the reason why they want to possess men and enjoy
physical life without being themselves born here, for so they
escape the psychic law of evolution and spiritual progress and
change. But these formations [vital fragments of a dead person]
are different, they are things that do not leave the earth
and do not possess but simply attach themselves to some human
rebirth (of course with a psychic in it) which has some affinity and
therefore does not object to or resist their inclusion.
*
**
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Asuri$u1 cannot possibly mean "animal". The Gita uses precise
terms and if it had meant animal it would have said animal and
not Asuric. As for the punishment, it is that they go down in
their nature to more depths of Asurism till they touch bottom
as it were. But that is a natural result of their uncontrolled
tendencies which they freely indulge without any effort to rise
out of them while in the cultivation of the higher side of personal
ity one naturally rises and develops towards godhead or the
Divine. In the Gita the Divine is regarded as the controller of
the whole cosmic action through Nature, so the "I cast" is in
harmony with its ideas ! The world is a mechanism of Nature,
but a mechanism regulated by the presence of the Divine.
*
**

As far as I know, the births follow usually one line o r the other
and do not alternate - that, I think, is the Indian tradition also,
though there are purposeful exceptions like Shikhandi's. If
there is a change of sex, it is only part of the being that associates
itself with the change, not the central being.
*
**

What do you mean by the popular idea ? All the instances I have
heard of in the popular accounts of rebirth are of man becoming
man and woman becoming woman in the next life - except when
they become animal, but even then I think the male becomes a
male animal and the female a female animal. There are only
stray cases quoted like Shikhandi's in the Mahabharata for
variations of sex. The Theosophist conception is full of raw
imagination, one Theosophist even going so far as to say that if
you are a man in this birth you are obliged to be a woman in
the next and so on.
•
**

Not sex exactly, but what might be called the masculine and
1 K1lpdmyajasramaiubltiiniisurl$veva yoni1u.
Asuric births." Gila, Ch. XVI, 19.

"I cast down continually info more and more
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femi nine principle [is there in the psychic being]. It is a difficult

question [whether sex is altered in rebirth] . There are certain
lines the reincarnation follows and so far as my experience goes
and general experience goes, one follows usually a single line.
But the alteration of sex cannot be declared impossible. There
may be some who do alternate. The presence of feminine traits
in a male does not necessarily indicate a past feminine birth
- they may come in the general play of forces and their forma
tions. There are besides qualities common to both sexes . Also a
fragment of the psychological personality may have been asso
ciated with a birth not one's own. One can say of a certain person
of the past, "that was not myself, but a fragment of my psycho
logical per sonality was present in him." Rebirth is a complex
affair and not so simple in its mechanism as in the popular i dea .
*
**

The question as put i n your lette.r seems to me to be too rigidly
phrased and not to take into sufficient account the plas ticity of
the facts and forces of existence. It sounds like the problem
which one might raise on the strength of the most recent scientific
theories
if all is made up of protons and electrons, all exactly
similar to each other (except for the group numbers, and why
should a difference of quantity make such an eJ{traordinary
difference or any difference of quality ?) how does their action
result in such stupendous differences of degree, kind, power,
everything ? But why should we assume that the psychic seeds
or sparks all started in a race at the same time, equal in condi
tions, equal in power and nature ? Granted that the One Divine
is the source of all and the Self is the same in all ; but in manifes
tation why should not the Infinite throw itself out in infinite
variety why must it be in an innumerable sameness ? How many
of these psychic seeds started Ion� before others and have a
great past of development behind them and how many are young
and raw and half-grown only? And even among those who
started together, why should not there be some who ran at a great
speed and others who loitered and grew with difficulty or went
about in circles ? And then there is an evolution, and it is only at
-

·

,
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a,<rertain stage in the evolution that the animal belt is past and
there is a human beginning; what constitutes the human begin
ning, which represents a very considerable revolution or turn
over ? Up to the animal line it is the vital and physical that have
been developing - for the human to begin is it not necessary that
there should be the descent of a mental being to take up the vital
and physical evolution ? And may it not well be that the mental
beings who descend are not all of the same power and stature
and, besides, do not take up equally developed vital and physical
consciousness-material ? There is also the occult tradition of a
hierarchy of beings who stand above the present manifestation
and put themselves into it with results which will obviously be
just such a stupendous difference of degrees, and even intervene
by descending into the play· through the gates of birth in human
Nature. There are many complexities and the problem cannot be
put with the rigidity of a mathematical formula.
A great part of the difficulty of these problems, I mean espe
cially the appearance of inexplicable contradiction, arises from
the problem itself being badly put. Take the popular account
of reincarnation and Karma - it is based on the mere mental
assumption that the workings of Nature ought to be moral and
proceed according to an exact morality of equal justice - a
scrupulous, even mathematical law of reward and punishment or,
at any rate, of results according to a human idea of right corres
pondences. But Nature is non-moral - she uses forces and pro
cesses moral, immoral and amoral pell-mell for working out
her business. Nature in her outward aspect seems to care for
.
nothing except to get things done - or else to make conditions
for an ingenious variety of the play of life. Nature in her deeper
aspect as a conscious spiritual Power · is concerned with the
growth, by experience, the spiritual development of the souls
she has in her charge - and these souls themselves have a say
in the matter. All these good people lament and wonder that un
accountably they and other good people are visited with such
meaningless sufferings and misfortunes. But are they really
visited with them by an outside Power or by a mechanical Law
of Karma ? Is· it not possible that the soul itself - not the out
ward mind, but the spirit within . has accepted and chosen
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these things as part of its development in order to get through the
necessary experience at a rapid rate, to hew through, durchhauen,
even at the risk or the cost of much damage to the outward life
and the body ? To the growing soul, to the spirit within us, may
not difficulties, obstacles, attacks be a means of growth, added
strength, enlarged experience, training for spiritual victory ?
The arrangement of things may be that and not a mere question
of the pounds, shillings and pence of a distribution of rewards
and retributory misfortunes r
It is the same with the problem of the taking of animal life
under the circumstances put forward by your friend in the letter.
It is put on the basis of an invariable ethical right and wrong to
be applied to all cases - is it right to take animal life at all, under
any circumstances, is it right to allow an animal to suffer under
your eyes when you can relieve it by an euthanasia ? There can
be no indubitable answer to a question put like that, because the
answer depends on data which the mind has not before it. In
fact there are many other factors which make people incline to
this short and merciful way out of the difficulty - the nervous
inability to bear the sight and hearing of so much suffering, the
unavailing trouble, the disgust and inconvenience - all tend to
give force to the idea that the animal itself would want to be out
of it. But what does the animal really feel about it - may it not
be clinging to life in spite of the pain ? Or may not the soul have
accepted these things for a quicker evolution into a higher state
of life ? If so, the mercy dealt out may conceivably interfere with·
the animal's Karma. In fact the right decision might vary in each
case and depend on a knowledge which the human mind has not
- and it might very well be said that until it has it, it has not the
right to take life. It was some dim perception of this truth that
made religion and ethics develop the law of Ahimsa
and yet
that too becomes a mental rule which it is found impossible to
apply in practice. And perhaps the moral of it all is that we
must act for the best according to our lights in each case, as things
are, but that the solution of these problems can only come by
pressing forward towards a greater light, a greater consciousness
in which the problems themselves, as now stated by the human
mind, will not arise because we shall have a vision which will
-
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see the world in a different way and a guidance which at present
is not ours. The mental or moral rule is a stop-gap which men
are obliged to use, very uncertainly and stumblingly, until they
can see things whole i n the light of the spirit.
*
**

You must avoid a common popular blunder about reincarnation.
The popular idea is that Titus Balbus is reborn again as John
Smith, a man with the same personality, character, attainments
as he had in his former life with the sole difference that he wears
coat and trousers instead of a toga and speaks in cockney English
instead of popular Latin. That is not the case. What would be
the earthly use of repeati�g the same personality or character a
million times from the beginning of time till its end ? The soul

comes into birth for experience, for growth, for evolution till it
can bring the Divine into Matter. It is the central being that in
carnates, not the outer personality - the personality is simply
a mould that it creates for its figures of experience in that one life.

In

another birth it will create for itself a different personality,

different capacities, a different life and career. Supposing Virgil
is born again, he may take up poetry in one or two other lives,
but he will certainly not write an epic but rather perhaps slight
but elegant and beautiful lyrics such as he wanted to write, but
did not succeed, in Rome. In another birth he is likely to be no
poet at all, but a philosopher and a yogin seeking to attain and
to express the highest truth - for that too was an unrealised
trend of his consciousness in that life. Perhaps before he had
been a warrior or ruler doing deeds like Aeneas or Augustus
before he sang them. And so on - on this side or that the central
being develops a new character, a new personality, grows, deve
lops, passes through all kinds of terrestrial experience.
As the evolving being develops still more and becomes more
rich and complex, it accumulates its personalities, as it were.
Sometimes they stand behind the active elements, throwing in
some colour, some trait, some capacity here and there, - or they
stand i n front and there is a multiple personality, a many-sided
character or a many-sided, sometimes what looks like a universal
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capacity. But if a former personality, a former capacity is
brought fully forward, it will not be to repeat what was already
done, but to cast the same capacity into new forms and new
shapes and fuse it into a new harmony of the being which will not
be a reproduction of what was before. Thus you must not expect
to be what the warrior and the poet were. Something of the outer
characteristics may reappear but very much changed and new
cast in a new combination. It is in a new direction that the ener
gies will be guided to do what was not done before.
Another thing. It is not the personality, the character that is
of the first importance in rebirth - it is the psychic being who
stands behind the evolution of the nature and evolves with it.
The psychic when it departs from the body, shedding even the
mental and vital on its way to its resting place, carries with it the
heart of its experiences, - not the physical events, not the vital
movements, not the mental buildings, not the capacities or cha
racters, but something essential that it gathered from them, what
might be called the divine element for the sake of which the rest
existed. That is the permanent addition, it is that that helps in the
growth towards the Divine. That is why there is usually no
memory of the outward events and circumstances of past lives
for this memory there must be a strong development towards un
broken continuance of the mind, the vital, even the subtle physi
cal ; for though it all remains in a kind of seed memory, it does
not ordinarily emerge. What was the divine element in the mag
nanimity of the warrior, that which expressed itself in his loyalty,
nobility, . high courage, what was the divine element behind the
harmonious mentality and generous vitality of the poet and
expressed itself in them, that remains and in a new harmony of
character may find a new expression or, if the life is turned
towards the Divine, be taken up as powers for the realisation or
for the work that has to be done for the Divine.
*
**

The non-materialistic European idea makes a distinction between
soul and body - the body is perishable, the mental-vital con
sciousness is the immortal soul and remains always the same
•
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(horrible idea !) in heaven as on earth or if there is rebirth it is
also the same damned personality that comes back and makes a
similar fool of itself.
*
**

being as it passes through the series of its lives takes on
various kinds of personalities and passes through various types
of experiences, but it does not carry these on to the next life, as a
rule. It takes on a new mind, vital and body. The mental capa
cities, occupations, interests, idio�yncrasies of the past mind and
vital are not taken over by the new mind and vital, except to the
extent that is useful for the new life. One may have the power of
poetic expression in one life, but in the next not have any such
power or any interest in poetry. On the other hand, tendencies
suppressed or missed or imperfectly developed in one life may
come out in the next. There would be therefore nothing sur
prising in the contrast which you noted. The essence of past ex
periences is kept by the psychic being but the forms of experience
or of personality are not, except such as are needed for the new
stage in the soul's progress.
The being in its long course of experience may permit for a
time the search after sensual pleasure and afterwards discard it
and turn to higher things. This can happen even in the course of
a life-time, a fortiori in a second life where the old personalities
would not be carried over.
The

*
**

I do not remember the context in which the phrase ["other
forces"] was used. But what you suggest is true - that is to
say when it is some past personality which or part of which is
strongly carried over into the present life. It is, I believe, true that
you were a revolutionary in a past life or if not a revolutionary,
engaged in a violent political action. I can't put a name or a pre
cise form on it. But it was not only the sudden angers a!ld vio
lences, but probably also the desire to help, to reform, to purify
and other intensities and vehemences that came from there.
When a personality is carried over like that it is not only the un-
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desirable sides that are carried over but things that purified and
chastened can be useful.
•
**

Certainly, the subconscient is formed for this life only and is not
carried with it by the soul from one life to another. The memory
of past lives is not something that is active anywhere in the
being - if by memory is meant the memory of details. That
memory of details is quiescent•and untraceable except in so far
as certain constituent ·personalities taken over from the past
retain the memories of the particular life in which they were
manifest. E.g. if some personality that was put forth by one in
Venice or Rome remembers from time to time a detail or details
of what happened theh. But usually it is only the essence of past
lives that is activised in the being, not any particular memories.
So it is impossible to say that the memory is located in a parti
cular part of the consciousness or in a particular plane.
*
**

No, the subconscient is the instrument for the physical life and
disappears [after death]. It is too incoherent to be an organized
enduring existence.
*
**

For most people the vital dissolves after a time as i t i s not suffi
ciently formed to be immortal. The soul descending makes a
new vital formation suitable for the new life.
*
**

If one has had a strong spiritual development that makes it easier
to retain the developed mental or vital after death. But it is not
absolutely necessary that the person should have been a Bhakta
or a Jnani. One like Shelley or like Plato for instance could be
said to have a developed mental being centred round the psychic
- of the vital the same can hardly be said. Napoleon had a
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strong vital, but not one organised round the psychic. being.
*
••

[Survival of the "centres" after death :] Not as they are. What
remains and to what degree depends on the development in each
case. Of course the centres themselves remain - for they are
in the subtle body and it is from there that they act on the cor
responding physical centres.
*
**

As there are many personalities in a man i n his conscious ordi
nary planes of consciousness, so also several beings can associate
themselves with his consciousness as it develops afterwards descending into his higher mind or other higher planes of being
and connecting themselves with his personality. That is for the
principle. But as for the particular information, it is inaccurate.
It has probably reference to the period when Mother was bring. ing down beings to aid in the work .
•
••

It is always possible for a being of the higher planes to take birth
on earth - in that case .they create a mind or vital for themselves
or else they join a mind, vital and body which has already been
prepared under their influence - there are indeed many ways
and not one only in which they can manifest here .
•
**

But too much importance must not be given to past lives. For
the purpose of this yoga one is what one is and, still more, what
one will be. What one was has a minor importance.
*
**

Seriously, these historical identifications are· a perilous game and
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open a hundred doors to the play of imagination. Some may, in
the nature of things must, be true ; but once people begin, they
don't know where to stop. What is important is the lines, rather
than the lives, the incarnation of Forces that explain what one
now is - and, as for the particular lives or rather personalities,
those alone matter which are very definite in one and have power
fully contributed to what one is developing now. But it is not
always possible to put a name upon these ; for not one hundred
thousandth part of what has been has still a name preserved by
human Time.
*
**

It is a little difficult to · explain. When one gets a new body, the
nature which inhabits it, nature of mind, nature of vital, nature
of physical, is made up of many personalities, not one simple
personality as is supposed - although there is one central being.
This complex personality is formed partly by bringing together
personalities of past lives, but also by gathering experiences,
tendencies, influences from the earth atmosphere - which are
taken up by one of the constituent personalities as suitable to his
own nature. Such an influence left behind by X or one of his
disciples may have been taken up by you without your being an
incarnation of either.
*
**

These things [seeing Buddha, Ramakrishna, Vivekananda,
Shankara frequently in vision] are the result of past thoughts
and influences. They are of various kinds - sometimes merely
thought-forms created by one's own thought-force to act as a
vehicle for some mental realisation - sometimes Powers of
different planes that take these forms as a support for their work
through the individual, - but sometimes one is actually in com
munion with that which had the name and form and personality
of Buddha or Ramakrishna or Vivekananda or Shankara.
It is not necessary to have an element akin to these personal
ities - a thought, an· aspiration, a formation o( the mind or vital
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are enough to create the connection - it is sufficient for a vibra
tion of response anywhere to what these Powers represent
*
••

The Mother only speaks to people about their past births when
she sees definitely some scene or memory of their past in concen
tration ; but this happens rarely nowadays.
What is remembered mainly from past lives is the nature of
the personality and the subtle results of the life-experience.
Names, events, physical details are remembered only under ex
ceptional circumstances and are of a very minor importance.
When people try to remember these outward things they usually
build up a number of romantic imaginations which are not true.
I think you should dismiss this idea about the past lives. If
the memory of past personalities comes of itself (without a name
or mere outward details) that is sometimes important as giving a
clue to something in the present development, but to know the
nature of that personality and its share in the present constitution
of the character is quite enough. The rest is of little use.
*
**

I t i s not necessary to attach any entire belief to these ideas of
past births. X's idea of Y's rebirth is evidently a mere idea nothing else.
When there is any truth in these things, it is most often a per
ception that some Force once represented in a certain person has
also some part in one's own nature - not that the same perso
nality is here.
Of course, there is rebirth, but to establish that one is such a
one reborn, a deeper experience is necessary, not a mere mental
intuition which may easily be an error.
•
**

Ideas of this kind about X and Y are ideas o f the mind to which
the vital strongly attaches itself - the truth·of the past lives can-
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not be discovered in that way. These mental ideas are not true.
You must wait for direct knowledge in a liberated nature before
_you can know who in past lives you were.
*
**

·

The psychic does not give up the mental and other sheaths (apart
from the physical) immediately at death. It is said that it takes
three years on the whole to get clear away from the zone of com
municability with the earth - though th'ere may be cases of
slower or quicker passage. The psychic world does not
communicate with earth - at any rate, not in that way. And .
the ghost or spirit who turns up at seances is not the psychic
being. What comes through the medium is a mixture of the me
dium's subconscient (using subconscient in the ordinary, not in
the yogic sense) and that of the sitters, vital sheaths left by the
departed or perhaps occupied or used by some spirit or some
vital being, the departed himself in his vital sheath or else some
thing assumed for the occasion (but it is the vital part that com
municates), elementals, spirits of the lowest vital physical world
near earth, etc., etc. A horrible confusion for the most part - a
hotch-potch of all sorts of things coming through a medium of
"astral" grey light and shadow. Many communicants seem to
be people who have just gone across into a subtle world where
they feel surrounded by an improved edition of the earthly life
and think that that is the real and definitive other world after
earth - but it is a mere optimistic prolongation of the ideas and
images and associations of the human plane. Hence the next
world as depicted by the spiritualist "guides" and other seance
communicants.
*
**

Not much confidence can be placed in all that [communications
from spirit guides]. If examined closely it will be seen that these
spirit guides only suggest to their subjects what is in the mind of
the sitter or sitters or in the air and it comes to very little. In
fluences from the other worlds there are of course and any num-
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ber of them, but the central guidance is not of this kind except
¥1- very rare cases.
.

*
**

Automatic writings and spiritualistic seances are a very mixed
affair. Part comes from the subconscious mind of the medium
and part from that of the sitters. But it is not true that all can
be accounted for by a dramatising imagination and memory.

Sometimes there are things none present could know or remem

ber ; sometimes even, though that is rare, glimpses of the future.
But usually these seances etc. put one into

rapport with a very

low world of vital beings and forces, themselves obscure, incohe
rent or tricky and it is dangerous to associate with them or to
undergo any influence. Ouspensky and others must have gone
through these experiments with too "mathematical" a mind,

which was no doubt their safeguard but prevented them from
coming to anything more than a surface intellectual view of their
significance.
*
**

What do you mean by a ghost ? The word "ghost" as used in
popular parlance covers an enormous number of distinct pheno
mena which have no necessary connection with each other. To
name a few only :

1 . An actual contact with the soul of a human being in its
subtle body and transcribed to our mind by the appearance of
an image or the hearing of a voice.

2. A mental formation stamped by the thoughts and feelings
of a departed human being on the atmosphere of a place or local
ity, wandering about there or repeating itself, till that formation
either exhausts itself or is dissolved_ by one means or another.
This is the explanation of such phenomena as the haunted house
in which the scenes attending or surrounding or preceding a
murder are repeated over and over again and many other similar
phenomena.
3. A being of the lower vital planes who has assumed the dis
carded vital sheath of a departed human being or a fragment of
his vital personality and appears and acts in the form and perhaps
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with the surface ·thoughts and memories of that person.

4. A being of the lower vital plane who by the medium of a
living human being or by some other means or agency is able
to materialise itself sufficiently so as to appear and act in a visible
form or speak with an audible voice or, without so appearing,
to move about material things, e.g., furniture or to materialise
objects or to shift them from place to place. This accounts for
what are called poltergeists, phenomena of stone-throwing, tree
inhabiting Bhutas, and other well-known

phenomena.

5. Apparitions which are the formations of one's own mind
and take to the senses an objective appearance.

6.

Temporary possession of people by vital beings who

sometimes pretend · to be departed relatives etc.

7. Thought-images of themselves projected, often by people
at the moment of death, which appear at that time or a few
hours afterwards to their friends or relatives.
You will see that in only one of these cases, the first, can a
soul be posited and there no difficulty arises.
*
**

Each person follows in the world his own line of destiny which
is determined by his own nature and actions - the meaning and
necessity of what happens in a particular life cannot be under
stood except in the light of the whole course of many lives. But
this can be seen by those who can get beyond the ordinary mind
and feelings and see things as a whole, that even errors, misfor
tunes, calamities are steps in the journey, - the soul gathering
experience as it passes through and beyond them until it is ripe
for the transition which will carry it beyond these things to a
higher consciousness and higher life. When one comes to that
line of crossing, one has to leave behind one the old mind and
feelings. One looks then on those who are still fixed in the
pleasures and sorrows of the ordinary world with sympathy
and wherever it is possible with spiritual helpfulness, but no
longer with attachment. One learns that they are being led
through all their stumblings and trusts to the Universal Power
that is watching and supporting their existence to do for them
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But the one thing that is really

important for us is to get into the greater Light and the Divine
Union - to turn to the Divine alone, to put our trust there alone
whether for ourselves or for others.
*
**

It is a very intricate and difficult question to tackle and i t can
hardly be answered in a few words. Moreover, it is impossible
to give a general rule as to why there are these close inner con
tacts followed by a physical separation through death - in each
case there is a difference and o.ne would have to know the persons
and be familiar with their soul history to tell what was behind
their meeting and separation. In a general way, a life is only one
brief episode in a long history of spiritual evolution in which the
soul follows the curve of the line set for the earth, passing through
many lives to complete it. It is an evolution out of material
inconscience to consciousness and towards the Divine Con
sciousness, from ignorance to Divine Knowledge, from darkness
through half-light to Light, from death to Immortality, from
suffering to the Divine Bliss. Suffering is due first to the Igno
rance, secondly to the separation of the individual consciousness
from the Divine Consciousness and Being, a separation created
by the Ignorance - when that ceases, when one lives in the
Divine and no more in one's separated smaller self, then only
suffering can altogether cease. Each soul follows its own line and
these lines meet, journey together for a space, then part to meet
again perhaps hereafter - they meet once more to help each
other on the journey in one way or another. As for the after
death period, the soul passes into other planes of existence, stay
ing there for a while till it reaches its place of rest where it
remains until it is ready for another terrestriaJ existence. This is
the genera) law, but for the connections of embodied souls, that
is a matter of personal evolution of the two on which nothing
general can be said, as it is intimate to the soul stories of the two
and needs a personal knowledge. That is all I can say, but I don't
know that it will be of much help to her as these things are help
ful usually only when one enters i nto the consciousness in which
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they become not mere ideas but realities. Then one grieves no
longer because one has entered into the Truth and the Truth
brings calm and peace.
*
**

There is a vital connection generally - the psychic is compara
tively rare. It is something in past lives usually that determines
these connections in this one, but the connection in this life is
seldom the same as that of the past which determined it.
*
**

I can understand the sh�ck your wife's catastrophic death must
have been to you. But you are now a seeker and sadhak of the
Truth and must set your mind to rise above the normal reactions
of the human being and see things in a larger greater light. ·
Regard your lost wife as a soul that was progressing through
the vicissitudes of the life of Ignorance - like all others here ; in
that progress things happen that seem unfortunate to the human
mind and a sudden accidental or violent death cutting short pre
maturely this always brief spell of terrestrial experience we call
life seems to it especially painful and unfortunate. But one
who gets behind the outward view knows that all that happens in
the progress of the soul has its meaning, its necessity, its place in
the series of experiences which are leading it towards the turning
point where one can pass from the Ignorance to the Light. He

knows that whatever happ ens in the Di vf o e Providence is for the
best, even though it may seem to the mind otherwise. Look on
your wife as a soul that has passed the barrier between two states
of existence. Help her journey towards her place of rest by calm
thoughts and the call to the Divine Help to aid her upon it.
Grief too long continued does not help but delays the journey of
the departed soul. Do not brood on your loss, but think only of
her spiritual welfare.
*
**

What has happened must now be accepted calmly as the thing
decreed and best for his soul's progress from life to l ife, though
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not the best in human eyes which look only at the present and at
outside appearance. For the spiritual seeker death is only a
passage from one form of life to another, and none is dead but
only departed. Look at it as that and shaking from you all
reactions of vital grief. - that cannot help him in his j ourney, pursue steadfastly the path to the Divine.
*
**

Of course, that is the real fact - death i s only

a shedding of the
body, not a cessation of the personal existence. A man is not
dead because he goes into another country and changes his
clothes to suit that climate.

·"

SECflON NINE
FATE AND FREE-WILL, KARMA
AND HEREDITY, ETC.

Fate and Free-Will, Karma
and Heredity, etc.

YOUR

extracts taken by themselves are

very impressive, but when one reads the book, the impression
made diminishes and fades away. You have quoted Cheiro's
successes, but what about his failures ? I have looked at the

book and was rather staggered by the number of prophecies

that

have failed to come off. You can't deduce from a small number

of predictions, however accurate, that all is predestined down to
your putting the questions in the letter and my answer. It may be,
but the evidence is not sufficient to prove it. What is evident is

that there is an element of the predictable, predictable accurately

and in detail as well as in large points, i n the course of events.
But that was already known ; it leaves the question still unsolved

whether all is predictable, whether destiny is the sole factor in
existence or there are other factors also that can modify destiny,
� or, destiny being given, there are not different sources or

powers or planes of destiny and we can modify the one with
which we started by calling in another destiny source, power or
plane and making it active in our life. Metaphysical questions
are not so simple that they can be trenchantly solved either in
one sense or in another contradictory to it - that is the popular
way of settling things, but it is quite summary and inconclusive.
All is free-will or else all is destiny - it is not so simple as that.
This question of free-will or determination is the most knotty of

all metaphysical questions and nobody has been able to solve it
- for a good reason that both destiny and will exist and even a

free-will exists somewhere ; the difficulty is only how to get at
it and make it effective.
Astrology ? Many astrological predictions come true, quite

a mass of them, if one takes all together. But it does not follow
that the stars rule our destiny ; the stars merely record a destiny
that has been already formed, they are a hieroglyph, not a Force,
or if their action constitutes a force, it is a transmitting energy,
-
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not an originating Power. Someone is there who has determined
or something is there which is Fate, let us say ; the stars are only
indicators. The astrologers themselves say that there are two
forces, daiva and puru$akii.ra, fate and individual energy, and
the individual energy can modify and even frustrate fate. More
over,

the

stars

often indicate several fate-possibilities ; for

example that one may die in mid-age, but that if that determina
tion can be overcome, one can live to a predictable old age.
Finally, cases are seen in which the predictions of the horoscope
fulfil themselves with great accuracy up to a certain age, then
apply no more. This often happens when the subject turns away
from the ordinary to the spiritual life. If the turn is very radical,
the cessation of predictability may be immediate ; otherwise
certain results may still last on for a time, but there is no longer
the same inevitability. This would seem to show that there is or
can be a higher power or higher plane or higher source of spiri
tual destiny which can, if its hour has come, override the lower
power, lower plane or lower source of vital and material fate of
which the stars are indicators. I say vital because character can
also be indicated from the horoscope much more completely
and satisfactorily than the events of the life.

·

The Indian explanation of fate is Karma. We ourselves are
our own fate through our actions, but the fate created by us
binds us ; for what we have sown, we must reap in this life or
another. Still we are creating our fate for the future- even while
undergoing old fate from the past in the present. That gives a
meaning to our will and action and does not, as European critics
wrongly believe, constitute a rigid and sterilising fatalism. But
again, our will and action can often annul or modify even the
past Karma, it is only certain strong effects, called utkata karma,
that are non-modifiable. Here too the achievement of the spiri
tual consciousness and life is supposed to annul or give the
power to annul Karma. For we enter into union with the Will
Divine, cosmic or transcendent, which can annul what it had
sanctioned for certain conditions, new-create what it had created,
the narrow fixed lines disappear, there is a more plastic freedom
and wideness. Neither Karma nor Astrology therefore points
to a rigid and for ever immutable fate.
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As for prophecy, I have never met or known of a prophet,

however reputed, who was infallible. Some of their predictions
come true to the letter, others do not, - they half-fulfil or mis
fire entirely. It does not follow that the power of prophecy is
unreal or the accurate predictions can be all explained by proba
bility, chance, coincidence . The nature and number of those

that cannot i s too great. The

variability

of fulfilment may be

explained either by an imperfect power i n the prophet sometimes
active, sometimes faili ng or by t�e fact that things are predictable

in part only, they are determined in part only or else by different
factors or lines of power, different series of potentials and actuals.
So long as one is in touch with one line, one predicts accurately,
otherwise not - or if the lines of power change, one's prophecy
also goe� off the rails. All the same, one may say, there must be,
if things are predictable at all, some power or p l ane through
which or on which all is fores eeable ;

·

if there is a divine

Omniscience and Omnipotence, it must be so. Even then what i s
foreseen has to b e worked out, actually is worked out by a play
of forces, - spiritual , mental, vital and physical forces - and in

that plane of forces there is no absolute rigidity discoverable.
Personal will or endeavour is one of those forces. Napoleon

when asked why he believed in Fate, yet was always planning
and acting, answered, "Because it is fated that I should work and
plan" ; in other words, his planning and acting were part of Fate,
contributed to the results Fate had in view. Even if I foresee an
adverse re�ult, I must work for the one that I consider should be ;
for it keeps alive the force, the principle of Truth which I serve
and gives it a possibi li ty to triumph hereafter so that it becomes
part of the working of the future favourable Fate, even if the fate
of the hour is adverse. Men do not abandon a cause because

they have seen it fail or fore see its failure ; and they are spiritually
right in their stubborn perseverance. Moreover, we do not l ive
for outward result alone ; far more the object of life is the growth
of the soul, - not outward success of the hour or even of the
near future. The soul can grow against or even by a material

destiny that is adverse.
Finally, even if all is determined, why say that life is, in
Shakespeare's phrase or rather Macbeth's, "a tale told by an idiot
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full of sound and fury, signifying nothing" ? Life would rather
be that if it were all chance and random incertitude. But if it is
something foreseen, planned in every detail, does it not rather
mean that life does signify something, that there must be a secret
Purpose that is being worked up to, powerfully, persistently,
through the ages, and ourselves are a part of it and fellow
workers in the fulfilment of that invincible Purpose ?
P.S. Well, one of the greatest ecstasies possible is to feel
oneself carried by the Divine, not by the stars or Karma, for the
latter is a bad business, dry and uncomfortable - like being
turned on a machine,

"yantriiriujhiini miiyayii".
*
**

I am afraid I have no great confidence in Cheiro's ideas and pro

phecies - some prophecies are fulfilled but most have gone
wrong. The idea about the Jews is an old Jewish and Christian
belief; not much faith can be put in it. As for the numbers, it is
true that according to occult science numbers have a mystic
meaning. It is also true that there are periods and cycles in life
as well as in world-life. But too exact a meaning cannot always
be put in these things.
*
**

I

have not said that everything is rigidly predetermined. Play of

forces does not mean that. What I said was that behind visible
events in the world there is always a mass of invisible forces at
work unknown to the outward minds of men, and by yoga, (by
going inward and establishing a conscious connection with the
Cosmic Self and Force and forces,) one can become conscious of
these forces, intervene consciously in the play, and to some extent
at least determine things in the result of the play. All that has
nothing to do with predetermination. On the contrary, one
watches how things develop and gives a push here and a push
there when possible or when needed. There is nothing in all
that to contradict the dictum of the great scientist Sir C. V.
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scientific discoveries are
says that scientific dis

coveries are games of chance, he is merely saying that human
beings don't know how it works out. It is not rigid predetermi
nation, but it is not a blind inconscient Chance either. It is a
play in which there is a working out of the possibilities in Time
*

**

It is difficult indeed to make out what Planck means in these
pages - what is his conclusion and how he arrives at it ; he has
probably so condensed his arguments that the necessary explana

tory links are missing. The free-will affair, I see by glancing
through the previous pages, arises only incidentally from his

position that the new discoveries grouped round the quantum
theory do not make a radical difference in physics. If there is a
tendency to regard laws as statistical, - in which case there is

no "str�ct causality" and no determinism - still there is nothing
to prove that they cannot be treated and may not be advanta
gcQusly treated as dynamical also - in which case determinism
can stand ; the uncertainty of individual behaviour (electrons,
quanta) does not really undermine determinism, but only brings
a new feature into it. That seems from a hasty glance to be his

position. Certain scientific thinkers consider this uncertainty of
individual behaviour to be a physical factor correspondent to
the element of free-will in individual human beings. It is here

that Planck brings in the question of free...will to refute the con
c]usion that it affects strict causality and the law of determinism.
His argument, as far as I can make it out, is this :

1 . The law of strict causality stands because any given
action or inner happening of the individual human being is an
effect determined co�pletely by two causes, (a) the previous state
. of his mind taken as a whole, (b) external influences.
2. The will is a mental process completely determined by

these two factors ; therefore it is not free, it is part of the chain

of strict causality - as

are also the results of the free-will.

3. What is important is not the a�tual freedom of the will,

but the man's consciousness of freedom. This creates an inner
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experience of conscious motive which again creates fresh motives
and so on indefinitely. For this reason it is impossible for a man
to predict his future action - for at any moment a fresh motive
may arise. But when we look back at the past, then the concate
nation of cause and effect becomes apparent.

4. The fact of strict causality (or at least the theory of it)
stands therefore unshaken by the consciousness of free-will of
the individual. It is only obscured by the fact that a man cannot
predict his own actions or grasp the causes of his present state ;
but that is because here the subject and object are the same and
this subject-object is in a state of constant alternative motion
unlike an object outside, which is supposed not to change as a
result of the inner mov.ements of the knower.
There is a reference to causal law and ethical law which
baftles me. Is the "ethical law" something outside the strict chain
of effects and causes ? Is there such a thing at all ? If "strict
causality" rules all, what is such an ethical law doing there ?
That is the argument so far as I can follow it, but it does not
seem to me very conclusive. If a man's conduct cannot be pre
dicted by himself, neither can it be predicted by anyone else,
though here the subject and object are not the same ; if not pre
dictable, then it must be for the same reason, the element of free
will and the mobility created by the possible indefinite intrusion
of fresh motives. If that is so, strict causality cannot be affirmed,
- though a plastic causality in which the power of choice called
by us free-will is an element (either as one among many contri
butory causes or as an instrument of a cause beyond itself) can
still be asserted as possible.
The statement that the action of the individual is strictly
determined by his total mental state plus external influences is
doubtful and does not lead very far. It is possible to undermine
the whole idea of inevitable causality by holding· that the total
existing state before a happening is only the condition under
which it happens - there are a mass of antecedents and there is

a sequent, if it may be so called, or a mass of sequences, but
nothing proves that the latter are inevitable consequences of the
mass of antecedents. Possibly, this total existing state is a matrix
into which some seed of happening is thrown or becomes active,
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that there may be many possible results, and in the case of

human action it is conceivable that free-will is the or at least a
determining factor.
I do not think therefore that these arguments of Planck

carry us very far. There i s also, of course, the question raised in
the book itself whether, granting determinism, a local state of
things is an independent field of causality or all is so bound
together that it is the whole that determines the local result.

A man's action then would be determined by universal forces
and his state of mind and apparent choice would be part of the
instrumentation of the Universal Force.
*
**

In the case of Socrates and that of the habitual drunkard raised
by you, the difference you make is correct. The weak-willed man
is governed by his vital and physical impulsions, his mental being
is not dynamic enough to make its will prevail over them. His

will is not "free" because it is not strong enough to be free, it is
·

the slave of the forces that act on or in his vital and physical
nature. In-the case of Socrates the will is so far free that it stands
above the play of these forces and he determines by his mental
idea and resolve what he shall or shall not do. The question
remains whether the will of Socrates is only free in this sense,
, itself being actually determined by something larger than the
mentality of Socrates, something of which it is the instrument
- whether the Universal Force or a Being in him of which his
daemon was the voice and which not only gave his mind that
decisive awareness of the mental ideal but imposed on it the drive
to act in obedience to the awareness. Or it may be subject to a
nexus between the inner Purusha and the Universal Force. In
the latter case there would be an unstable balance between the
determinism of Nature and a self-determination from within.

If we start from the Sankhya view of things, that being (viz. ,
the one of which his daemon was the voice) would be the soul
or Purusha and both in the strong-willed Socrates and in the
weak-wiUed slave of vital impulse, the action and its results would
be determined by the assent or refusal of the Purusha. In the
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latter the Purusha gives its assent to and undergoes the play of
the forces of Nature, the habit of the vital impulse, through a
vital submission while the mind looks on helpless. In Socrates
the Purusha has begun to emancipate itself and decide what it
shall accept or shall not accept - the conscious being has begun
to impose itself on the forces that act on it. This mastery has
become so complete that he can largely determine his own actions
and can even within certain limits not only forecast but fix the
results - so that what he wants shall happen sooner or later.
As for the Superman, that is the conscious being whose
emancipation is complete by his rising to a station beyond the
limits of mind. He can determine his action in complete accord
with an awareness which perceives all the forces acting in and on
and around him and · is able, instead of undergoing, to use them
and even to determine.
*
**

After reading X's cogent exposition, I saw what might be said
from the intellectual point of view on this question so as to link
the reality of the supreme Freedom with the phenomenon of the
Determinism of Nature - in a different way from his, but to the
same purpose. In reality, the freedom and the determination
are only two sides of the same thing - for the fundamental
truth is self-determination of the cosmos and in it a secret self
determination of the individual. The difficulty arises from the
fact that we live in the surface mind of ignorance, do not know
what is going on behind and see only the phenomenal process of
Nature. There the apparent fact is an overwhelming determinism
of Nature and as our surface consciousness is part of that pro
cess, we are unable to see the other term of the biune reality.
For practical purposes, on the surface there is an entire deter
minism in Matter - though this is now disputed by the latest
school of Science. As Life emerges a certain plasticity sets in, so
that it is difficult to predict anything exactly as one predicts mate
rial things that obey a rigid law. The plasticity increases with the
growth of Mind, so that man can have at least a sense of free
will, of a choice of his action, of a self-movement which at least
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helps to determine circumstances. But this freedom is dubious
because it can be declared to be an illusion, a device of Nature,
part of its machinery of determination, only a seeming freedom
or at most a restricted, relative and subject independence. It is
only when one goes behind away from Prakriti to Purusha and
upward away from Mind to spiritual Self that the side of freedom
comes to be first evident and then, by unison with the Will which
is above Nature, complete.
*
**

In life all sorts of things offer themselves. One cannot take
anything that comes with the idea that it is sent by the Divine.
There is a choice and" a wrong choice produces its consequences.
*
**

Destiny i n the rigid sense applies only to the outer being so
long as it lives in the Ignorance. What we call destiny is only in
fact the result of the present condition of the being and the
nature and energies it has accumulated in the past acting on each
other and determining the present attempts and their future
results. But as soon as one enters the path of spiritual life, this
old predetermined destiny begins to recede. There comes in a
new factor, the Divine Grace, the help of a higher Divine Force
other than the force of Karina, which can lift the sadhak beyond
the present possibilities of his nature. One's spiritual destiny is
then the divine election which ensures the future. The only doubt
is about the vicissitudes of the path and the time to be taken by
the passage. It is here that the hostile forces playing on the
weaknesses of the past nature strive to prevent the rapidity of the
progress and to postpone the fulfilment. Those who fall, fall
not because of the attacks of the vital forces, but because they
put themselves on the side of the hostile Force and prefer a vital
ambition or desire (ambition, vanity, lust, etc.) to the spiritual
siddhi.
...
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Neither Nature nor Destiny nor the Divine work in the mental

way or by the law of the mind or according to its standards -

that is why even to the scientist and the philosopher Nature,

Destiny, the way of the Divine all remain a mystery. The Mother

does not act by the mind, so to judge her action with the mind
is futile.

*
••

Nature is very largely what you make of her or can make of her.
*
••

Each has his own d�stiny and his entering into a particular

family in one life is only an incident.
*
••

Consciousness is not a mechanical dead thing to cut in that

way. Hereditary influence creates an affinity and affinity is a long

thing. It is only when the hereditary part is changed that the
affinity ceases.

•
**

[Stamp of heredity, race, caste and family :] A very big stamp in

most cases - it is in the physical vital and physical material

that the stamp chiefly exists - and it is inc�eased by education
and upbringing.
*
••

Many things i n the body and some in the mind and vital are

inherited from the father and mother or other ancestors - that

everybody is supposed to know. There are other things that are

not inherited, but peculiar to one's own nature or developed by

the happenings of this life.

*
••

Karma and heredity are the two main causes [which determine
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the temperament at birth]. According to some heredity is also
subject to Karma, but that may be only in a general way, not in
all the details.
*
**

All energies put into activity - thought, speech, feeling, act go to constitute Karma. These things help to develop the nature
in one direction or another, and the nature and its actions and
reactions produce their consequences inward and outward :
they also act on others and create movements in the general sum
of forces which can return upon oneself sooner or later.
Thoughts unexpressed can also go out as forces and produce
their effects. It is a mistake to think that a thought or will can
·
have effect only when it is expressed in speech or act : the un
spoken thought, the unexpressed will are also active energies and
can produce their own vibrations, effects or reactions.
*
**

Exact ? How can one measure exactly where vital, mental and
spiritual factors come in ? In dealing with a star and atom you
may (though it appears you can't with an electron) but not with
a man and his living mind, soul and body.
II
What X said is true, the play of the forces is very complex
and one has to be conscious of them and, as it were, see
and watch how they work before one can really understand
why things happen as they do. All action is surrounded by a
complexity of forces and if one puts a force for one of them to
succeed, one must be careful to do it thoroughly and maintain it
and not leave doors open for the other contrary ones to find their
way in. Each man is himself a field of many forces - some were
working for his sadhana, some were working for his ego and
desires. There are besides powers which seek to make a man an
instrument for purposes not his own without his knowing it. All
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of these may combine to bring about a particular result. These
forces work each for the fulfilment of its own drive - they need
not be at all what we call hostile forces, - they are simply forces
of Nature.
The feeling of jealousy and abhimana . was of course a sur
vival from the past movements of the nature. It is so that these
things go out if they are rejected ; they lose their force, can stay
less and less, can affect less and less the consciousness, - finally,
they are able to touch no longer and so come no longer.
*
**

Anyone with some intelligence and power of observation who
lives more in an inward consciousness can see the play of invisible
forces at every step which act on men and bring about events
without their knowing about the instrumentation. The difference
created by yoga o r by an inner consciousness - for there are
people like Socrates who develop or have some inner conscious
ness without yoga - is that one becomes conscious of these in
visible forces and can also consciously profit by them or use and
direct them. That is all.
*
**

[Vital interchange :] Difficult to specify. There i s always a draw
ing of vital forces from one to another in all human social mixture
that takes place automatically. Love-making is one of the most
powerful ways of each drawing upon the other's vital force, or of
one drawing the other's, which also often happens in a one-sided
way to the great detriment of the "other". In the passage come
many things good and bad, elation, feeling of strength and sup
port, infiltration of good or bad qualities, interchange of psycho
logical moods, states and movements, depressions, exhaustion
- the whole gamut. People don't know it - which is a mercy of
God upon them - but when one gets into a certain yogic con
sciousness, one becomes very much aware and sensitive to all
this interchange and action and reaction, but also orie can build
a wall against, reject etc.

etc.

It is a wall of consciousness that one has to build. Con-
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sciousncss is not something abstract, it is like existence itself or
Ananda or mind or prtilJ,a, something very concrete. If one be
comes aware of the inner consciousness, one can do all sorts of
things with it, send it out as a stream of force, erect a circle or
wall of consciousness around oneself, direct an idea so that it
shall enter somebody's head in America etc. etc.
*
**

His new consciousness makes him feel more strongly the oppo
site forces that one contacts when one moves in the world and
has to do affairs and meet with others and he is afraid of a res
ponse in the vital which \Yill upset his sadhana or create diffi
culties. Evidently he is a man who is psychically sensitive or has
become so to that thing which you blindly refuse to recognise
even when you are in the midst of it - the play of forces. You
can feel your friend's atmosphere through the letter "so beauti
ful, so strengthening, so refreshing" and it has an immediate
effect on you. But your mind stares like an owl and wonders
"What the hell can this be ?", I suppose, because your medical
books never told you about it and how can things be true which
are not known either to the ordinary mind or science ? It is by an
incursion of an opposite kind of forces that 'you fall into the
Old Man's clutches, but you can only groan and cry, "What's
this ?" and when they are swept aside in a moment by other forces
blink and mutter, "Well, that's funny ! " Your friend can feel
and know at once when he is being threatened by the opposite
forces and so he can be on his guard and resist old Nick, because
he can detect at once one of his principal means of attack.
*
**

The consciousness of these things [influences of people] is inten
a psycho-occult knowledge, necessary for
ded for knowledge
the fullness of consciousness and experience. It is not intended
that what is felt should be allowed to become an influence,
whether a good one or a bad one.
-

*
**
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As for the other matter, there are two different things. Some
people have a faculty for receiving impressions about others
which is not by any means infallible, but often turns out
to be right. That is one thing and the yogic intuition by which
one directly knows or feels what is in a man, his capacities,
character, temperament is another. The first may help for deve
loping the other, but it is not the same thing. The yogic faculty
has to be and it can be complete only with a great development
of the inner consciousness.
*
**

Leave aside the qu<:stion of Divine or undivine, no spiritual man
who acts dynamically is limited to physical contact - the idea
that physical contact through writing, speech, meeting is indis
pensable to the action of the spiritual force is self-contradictory,
for then it would not be a spiritual force. The spirit is not limited
by physical things or by the body. If you have the spiritual force,
it can act on people thousands of miles away who do not know
and never will know that you are acting on them or that they are
being acted upon - they only know that there is a force enabling
them to do things and may very well suppose it is their own great
energy and genius.
*
**

The Divine Forces are meant to be used � the mistake of man
individualised in the Ignorance is to use it for the ego and not
for the Divine. It is that that has to be set right by the union with
the Divine Consciousness and also by the widening of the indi
vidual being so that it can live consciously in the universal. Diffi.�
cult it is owing to the fixed ego-habit, but it is not impossible.
*
**

All force comes from the Divine but it is more usually misused
than used spiritually or rightly.
*
**
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It is certain1y possible to have consciousness of things at a dis
tance and to intervene.
The idea that yogins do not or ought not to use these powers

I regard as an ascetic superstition. I believe that all yogins who
have these powers do use them whenever they find that they are
called on from within to do so. They may refrain if they think
the use in a particular case is contrary to the Divine Will or see
that preventing one evil may be opening the door to a worse or
for any other valid reason, but not from any general prohibitory
rule. What i s forbidden to anyone with a strong spiritual sense is
to be a miracle-monger, performing extraordinary things for
show, for gain, for fame, out of vanity or pride. It i s forbidden
to use powers from mere v}tal motives, to make an Asuric osten
tation of them or to turn them into a support for arrogance,
conceit, ambition or any other of the am iable weaknesses to
which human nature is prone. It is because half-baked yogins so
often fall into these traps of the hostile forces that the use of yogic
powers is sometimes discouraged as harmful to the user.
But it is mostly people who live much in the vital that so
fall ; with a strong and free and calm mind and a psychic awake
and alive, such pettinesses are not likely to occur. As for those
who can live in the true Divine Consciousness, certain powers
are not powers at al1

in that sense, not, that is to say, supernatural

or abnormal, but rather their normal way of seeing and acting,
part of the consciousness - and how can they be forbidden or
refuse to act according to their consciousness and its nature ?

I suppose I have had myself an even more completely Euro
pean education than you, and

I have had too my period of ag
nostic denial, but from the moment I looked at these things I
could never take the attitude of doubt and disbelief which was
for so long fashionable in Europe. Abnormal, otherwise supra
physical experiences and powers, occult or yogic, have always
seemed to me something

perfectly

natural and credible. Con

sciousness in i t s very nature could not be limited by the ordinary
physical
ranges.

human-animal

consciousness,

it

must

have

other

Yogic or occult powers are no more supernatural or

incredible than i s supernatural or incredible the power to write
a great poem or compose great music ; few people can

do it,

as
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things are, - not even one in a million ; f�r poetry and music
come from the inner being and to write or to compose true and
great things one has to have the passage clear between the outer
mind and something in the inner being. That is why you got the
poetic power as soon as you began yoga, - yogic force made the
passage clear. It is the same with yogic consciousness and its
powers ; the thing is to get the passage clear, - for they are
already within you. Of course, the first thing is to believe, aspire
and, with the true urge within, make the endeavour.
*
**

Jiidu (magic) is a specjal practice which is done by professional
magicians or those who learn the art of the magician, but it is no
part of yoga. What happens in yoga is that sometimes or even
very commonly certain powers develop in the sadhak by which
he can influence others or make them do things or make things
happen that he wants. This and other yogic powers should never
be used by the sadhak for egoistic purposes or to satisfy his vital
desires. They can only be used when they become part of the
realised divine consciousness by the Mother herself or at her
command for good and unselfish purposes. There is no harm in
yogic powers that come naturally as a part of the new conscious
ness and are not used for a wrong personal purpose. For
instance you see something in vision or dream and that happens
afterwards in the waking state. Well, that is a yogic power of
prevision, knowing future things which often occurs as the con
sciousness grows ; there is nothing wrong in its happening ; it is
part of the growth in sadhana. So with other powers. Only one
must not get proud or boast or misuse the powers for the sake
of desire, pride, power or the satisfaction of the ego.
The vision you saw of the man and the fire at his feet was
probably a vision of the God Agni from whom flows the fire of
tapasya and purification in the sadhana.
When the sadhana progresses, one almost always gets the
power of vision ; what one see� is true if one remains in the right
consciousness. There are also wrong voices and experiences.
The people who have gone mad, went mad because they were
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egoistic, began to think themselves great sadhaks and attach
an exaggerated importance to themselves and their experiences ;
this made them get a wrong consciousness and wrong voices and
visions and inspirations. They attached so much importance
to them that they refused to listen to the Mother and finally be
came hostile to her because she told them they were in error
and checked their delusions. Your visions and experiences are
very true and good and I have explained to you what they signify
- the wrong ones tried to come but you threw them away,
because you were not attached to them and are fixed on the true
aim of sadhana. One must not get attached to these things, but
observe them simply and go on ; then they become a help and
cannot be a danger. .
*
**

By black magic is meant the occultism of the adverse powers
- the occultism of the divine Powers is quite different. One is
based on unity, the other on division.
*
**

It is difficult to say [why Christ healed people] - it looks from
the Bible account as if he did it as a sign that he was one sent by
the Divine with power.
*
**

You are quite right She [Madame Blavatsky] was an occultist,
not a spiritual personality. What spiritual teaching she gave,
seemed to be based on intellectual knowledge, not on realisa�
tion. Her attitude was Tibetan Buddhistic. She did not believe
in God, but in Nirvana, miraculous powers and the Mahatmas
.

.

*
**

It i s not po ssible to put any credence in the stories about this
Swami . . . . It is possible that he has practised some kind of
Tantric Yoga and obtained a few occult powers, but in all that
you have said about him and in the printed papers there is no
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trace of any spiritual realisation or experience. All. that he
seems to think about is occult powers and feats of thaumaturgy.
Those who take their stand on occult powers divorced from spi
ritual experiences are not yogis of a high plane of achievement.
There are yogis who behave as if they had no control over them
selves - the theory is that they separate the spirit from the nature
and live in their inner realisation leaving the nature to a dis
ordered action "like a child, mad man,

pisaca or inert object".

There are others who deliberately use rough or violent speech to
keep people at a distance or to test them. But the outbreak of
rage of this Swami which you recount seems to have been simply
an outburst of fury due to offended egoism. His judgment about
Ramana Maharshi is absurd in the extreme.1 As to his asking
for the nail, hair etc. and his presenting of clothes or j umper, it
was probably to establish a physical means of establishing an
occult influence on you and your wife possibly by some Tantric
or magic

kriya

-

in Tibet such magic processes are well-known

and in common use.
*
**

I don't know whether I can throw any positive light on X's
mystic experiences. The description, at any rate the latter part
is not very easy to follow as it i s very allusive in its expressions
and not always precise enough to be clear. The first part of the
experience indicates a native power of healing of whose action
she herself does not know the process. It seems from her account
to come from something in herself which should be from the
terms she uses a larger and higher and brighter and more power
ful consciousness with which she is in occasional communion
but in which she does not constantly live. On the other hand
another sentence seems to point to a Godhead or Divine Presence
giving commands to her to guide others so that they might grow
in consciousness. But she distinctly speaks of it as a greater
"me" standing behind a blue diamond force. We must fall back
then on the idea of a greater consciousness very high up with a
feeling of divinity, a sense of considerable light and spiritual
1

Absurd because the greatness of a yogi does not depend at all on how long he lives or his

state of health, but on the height or the depth of his spiritual realisation and experience.
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autho rity - perhaps in one of those higher spiritual mental

,

.planes of which I speak in The Life Divine and the Letters. The
diamond light could well be native to these planes ; it is usually
white, but there it might well be blue ; it is a light that dispels or
drives away all impure things, especially a demoniac possession

or the influence of some evil force. Evidently, the use of a power
like this should be carefully guarded from the intrusion of any
wrong element such as personal love of power, but that need not
cause any apprehension as a keen inlook into oneself would be

sufficient to reject it or keep it aloof. I think that is all I can say
upon the data given i n her letter.
*

**

About spiritism, I think, I can say this much for the present.
It is quite possible for the dead or rather the departed - for they
are not dead - who are still i n regions near the earth to have
communication with the living ; sometimes it happens auto
matically, sometimes by an effort at communication

on one side

pf the curtain or the other. There is no impossibility of such com
:munication by the means used by the spiritists ; usually, however,

genuine communications or a contact can only be with those
who are yet in

a

world which is a sort of idealised replica of the

earth-consciousness and in which the same personality, ideas ,
, memories persist that the pe rson had here. But all that pretends

to be communications with departed souls is not genuine,
especially when it is done through a paid professional medium.
There is there an enormous amount of mixture of a very unde
sirable kind - for apart from the great mass of unconscious
suggestions from the sitters or the contributions of the medium's
subliminal consciousness, one gets into contact with a world
of beings which is of a very deceptive or self-deceptive illusory

nature. Many of these come and claim to be the departed souls

of relatives, acquaintances well-known men, famous persona,

' lities, etc. There are also beings who pick up the discarded
feelings and memories of the dead and masquerade with them .

. There are a great number of beings who come to such seances
omy to play with the consciousness of men or exercise their
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powers through this contact with the earth and who dope the
mediums and sitters with their falsehoods, tricks and illusions.
(I am supposing, of course, the case of mediums who are not
themselves tricksters.) A contact with such a plane of spirits
can be harmful (most mediums become nervously or morally
unbalanced) and spiritually dangerous. Of course, all pretended
communications with the famous dead of long-past times are
in their very nature deceptive and most of those with the recent
ones also - that is evident from the character of these commu
nications. Through conscientious mediums one may get sound
results (in the matter of the dead), but even these are very
ignorant of the nature of the forces they are handling and have
no d iscrimination which can guard them against trickery from the
other side of the veil. Very little genuine knowledge of the
nature of the after life can be gathered from these seances ;
a true knowledge is more often gained by the experience of
individuals who make serious contact or are able in one way
or another to cross the border.
-

*
*•

They [mediums,

cla irvoyant s etc.] are most of them in contact
with the vital physical or subtle physical worlds and do not
receive anything higher at all.
,

-

- III
The

view

taken

by

the

Mahatma in these matters

is

Ch ri stian rather than Hindu - for the Christian, self-abasement,

hum ility the acceptance of a low status to serve human ity
or the Divine are things which are highly spi ri tual and
the noblest privilege of the soul. This view does not admit any
hierarchy of caste� ; the Mahatma accepts castes but on the
basis that all are equal before the Divine ; a Bhangi doing h is
dharma is as good as the Brahmin do ing his, there is divis i on
of function bu t no h ierarchy of functions. That is one view of
things and the hierarchic view is another, both having a stand,
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point and logic of their own which the mind takes as wholly valid
but which only corresponds to a part of the reality. All kinds of

work are equal before the Divine and all men have the same
Brahman within them is one truth, but that development is
not equal in all is another. The idea that it needs a special

pw.zya to be born as a Bhangi is, of course, one of those force
ful exaggerations of an idea which are common with the Ma
hatma and impress greatly the mind of his hearers. The idea
behind is that his function is an indispensable service to the
society, quite as much as the Brahmin's, but, that being dis
agreeable, it would need a special moral heroism to choose it
voluntarily and he thinks as if the soul freely chose it as such
a heroic service and as reward of righteous acts - but that is
hardly likely. The service of the scavenger is indispensable
under certain conditions of society, it is one of those primary
necessities without which society can hardly exist and the cul
tural development of which the Brahmin life is part could not
· have taken place. But obviously the cultural development is
.

J»Ore valuable than the service of the physical needs for the
pro.gress. of humanity as opposed to its first static condition, and
that development can even lead to the minimising and per
haps the entire disappearance by scientific inventions of the need
for the' functions of the scavenger. But that, I suppose, the
Mahatma would not approve of, as it would come by machinery
and would be a departure from the simple life. In any case,
it is not true that the Bhangi life is superior to the Brahmin life
and the reward of a special righteousness. On the other hand,
the traditional conception that a man is superior to others
because he is born a Brahmin is not rational or j ustifiable.
A spiritual or cultured man of pariah birth is superior in the
divine values to an unspiritual and worldly-minded or a crude
and uncultured Brahmin. Birth counts, but the basic value
is in the man himself, in the soul behind, and the degree to
which it manifests itself in his nature.
*
**

Sacrifice has a moral and psychological value always. This
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value is the same no matter what may be the cause for which
the sacrifice is made, provided the one who makes it believes
in the truth or justice or other worthiness of his cause. If one
makes the sacrifice for a cause one knows to be wrong or un
worthy, all depends on the motive and spirit of the sacrifice.
Bhishma accepting death in a cause he knew to be unjust,
obeyed the call of loyalty to what he felt to be his personal
duty. Many have done that in the past, and the moral and
psychic value of their act lies, irrespective of the nature of the
cause, in the nobility of the motive.
As to the other question, in this sense of the word 'sacrifice',
there is none for the man who gives up something which he
does not value, except in- so far as he undergoes loss, defies social
ban or obloquy or otherwise pays a price for his liberation.
I may say, however, that without being cold and unloving a
man may be so seized by a spiritual call or the call of a great
human cause that the family or other ties count for nothing
beside it, and he leaves all joyfully, without a pang, to follow
the summoning Voice.
In the spiritual sense, however, sacrifice has a different
meaning - it does not so much indicate giving up what is held
dear as an offering of oneself, one's being, one's mind, heart,
will, body, life, actions to the Divine. It has the original sense
of "making sacred" and is used as an equivalent of the word
yajna. When the Gita speaks of the "sacrifice of knowledge",
it does not mean a giving up of anything, but a turning of the
mind towards the Divine in the search for knowledge and an
offering of oneself through it. It is in this sense, too, that one
speaks of the offering or sacrifice of works. The �other has
written somewhere that the spiritual sacrifice is joyful and not
painful in its nature. On the spiritual path, very commonly, if a
seeker still feels the old ties and responsibilities strongly he is not
asked to sever or leave them, but to let the call in him grow till
all within is ready. Many, indeed, come away earlier because
they feel that to cut loose is their only chance, and these have to
go sometimes through a struggle. But the pain, the struggle,
is not the essential character of this spiritual self-offering.
*
**
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It simply means that your sacrifice is still mental and has not

yet become spiritual in its character. When your vital being

consents to give up its desires and enjoyments, when it offers

itself to the Divine, then the Yajna will have begun. What I

meant was that the European sense of the word is not the sense
of the word "Yajna" or the sense of "sacrifice" in such phrases

as "the sacrifice of works". It doesn't mean that you give

up al l works for the sake of the Divine - for there would be
no sacrifice of works at all. Similarly the sacrifice of know
ledge doesn't mean

that you painfully and resolutely make
yourself a fool for the sake of the Lord. Sacrifice means an

inner offering to the Divine and the real spiritual sacrifice is

a very joyful thing. Otherwise one is only trying to niake one

self fit and has not yet begun the real Yajna. It is because your

mind is struggling with your vital, the unwilling animal and

asking it to allow itself to be immolated that there is the pain
and struggle. If the spiritual will (or psychic) were more in
the front then you would not be lamenting over the loss of
, the ghee and butter and curd s thrown into the Fire or trying

JP

have a last lick at it before casting it. The only difficulty

\Vould be about bringing down the gods fully enough (a progres



sive labour), not about lamentations over the ghee. By the

way, do you think that the Mother or myself or others who
have taken up the spiri tual life had not e nj oyed life and that

it is therefore that the M othe r was able to spe ak of a j oyo u s

sacrifice to the Divine as a true spirit of spiritual sacrifice ?
Or do you think we spent the preliminary stages in longings for
the lo st fleshpots of Egypt and that it was only l ater on we
felt the joy of the spiritual sacrifice ? Of course we did not ;
we and many others had no difficulty on the score of giving
up anything we thought necessary to give up and no hankering
afterwards. Your rule is as usual a stiff rule that does not
at all apply generally
.

*
**

Sacrifice depends on the inner attitude. If one has no thing

outward to sacrifice one has always oneself to give.
*
**
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There is nothing noble besides in fanaticism - there is no
nobility of motive, though there may be a fierce enthusiasm
of motive. Religious fanaticism is something psychologically
low-born and

ignorant - and usually in

its action fierce,

cruel and base. Religious ardour like that of the martyr who
sacrifices himself only is a different thing.

IV
There has been almost continuous war in the world - it is
as in the history 'Of the Roman Republic when the gates
of the temple of Janus were closed only once or twice i n its
many centuries - a sigh that the Republic was at peace with
all the world. There have been in modern times long inter
vals between long wars, but small' ones have been generally
going on somewhere or another. Man is a quarrelling and
fighting animal and so long as he is so how can there be peace ?
•
••

War and conquest are part of the economy of vital Nature,
it is no use blaming this or that people for doing it - every
body does it who has the power and the chance. China who
now complains was herself an imperialist and colonising country
through all the centuries in which Japan kept religiously within
her own borders . . . . If it were not profitable, I suppose nobody
would do it. England has grown rich on the plundered wealth
of India. France depends for many things on her African
colonies. Japan needs an outlet for her over-abundant popula
tion and safe economic markets nearby. Each is pushed

by

forces that use the minds of rulers and peoples to fulfil them
selves

-·

unless human nature changes no amount of morali

zing will prevent it.
*
**

I would prefer to avoid all public controversy especially if it
touches in the least on politics. Gandhi's theories are like other
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mental theories built on a basis of one-sided reasoning and
claiming for a limited truth (that of non-violence and passive
resistance) a univers�lity which i t cannot have. Such theories
will always exist so long as the mind is the main instrument of
human truth-seeking. To spend energy trying to destroy such
theories is of little use ; if destroyed they are replaced by others
equally limited and partial.
As for imperialism, that is no new thing - i t is as old
as the human vital ; there was never a time in known human
history when it was not in existence. To get out of it means
to change human nature or at least to curb it by a superior power.
Our work is not to fight these things but to bring down a higher
nature and a Truth�creation which will make spiritual Light
and Power the chief force in terrestrial existence.
*
**

There is a truth in Ahimsa, there i s a truth i n destruction also.
I do not teach that you should go on killing everybody every
day as a spiritual dharma. I say that destruction can be done
when it is part of the divine work commanded by the Divine.
Non-violence is better than violence as a rule, and still some
times violence may be the right thing. I consider dharma as
relative ; unity with the Divine and action from the Divine
Will, the highest way. Buddha did not aim at action in the
world but at cessation from the world-existence. For that he
found the Eightfold Path a necessary preparatory discipline
and so proclaimed it.
It [Ahimsa] had nothing to do with the yoga, but with the
path towards liberation found by Buddha. There are many
paths and all need not be one and the same in their teaching.
*
**

[Re Vivisection :] I feel inclined t o back out of the arena o r take
refuge in the usual saving formula, "there is much to be said on
both sides". Your view is no doubt correct from the common
sense or what might be called the "human" point of view.
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Krishnaprem takes the standpoint that we must not only con
sider the temporary good to humanity, but certain inner laws.
He thinks the harm, violence or cruelty to other beings is not
compensated and cannot be justified by some physical good to
a section of humanity or even to humanity as a whole ; such
methods awake, in his opinion, a sort of Karmic reaction
apart from the moral harm to the men who do these things.
He is also of the opinion that the cause of disease is psychic,
that is to say, subjective and the direction should be towards
curing the inner causes much more than patching up by physical
means. These are ideas that have their truth also. I fully recog
nize the psychic law and methods and their preferability, but the
ordinary run of humanity is not ready for that rule and, while
it is so, doctors and ·their physical methods will be there. I
have also supported justifiable violence_ on justifiable occasions,
e.g., Kurukshetra and the war against Hitler and all he means.
The question then, from this middle point of view, about the
immediate question is whether this violence is justifiable and
the occasion justifiable. I back out.
*
**

Destruction in itself is neither good nor evil. It is a fact of
Nature, a necessity in the play of forces, as things are in this
world. The Light destroys the Darkness and the Powers of
Darkness, and that is not a movement of Ignorance !
It all depends on the character of the destruction and the
forces that enter into it. All dread of nre or other violent forces
should be overcome. For dread shows a weakness - the free
spirit can stand fearless before even the biggest forces of Nature.
*
**

Why should earthquakes occur by some wrong movement of
man ? When man was not there, did not earthquakes occur ?
If he were blotted out by poison gas or otherwise, would they
cease ? Earthquakes are a perturbation in Nature due to some
pressure of forces ; frequency of earthquakes may coincide
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. with a violence of upheavals in human life but the upheavals of
earth and. human life are both results of a general clash or
pressure of forces, one is not the cause of the other.
*
**

It seems to be very foolish, these fasts - as if they could
alter anything at all. A fast can at most affect one's own condi
tion, but how can it "atone" for the doings of others or change
their nature ?
*
**

I t i s a world which ha.s emerged from the lnconscient and
these things [poverty and misery] are results of the imperfect
working of the human mind which, being born into the ignorant
life and matter has to learn by effort and experience. Ignorance
and ego have to be outgrown before there can be a true uti
lisation of the resources of Nature.
·

v

The idea of time may be a mental construction, but the sense
of it may not be. Savages have the idea of time but it is
in connection with t�e sun and stars and the lapse of day
and night and the _ seasons, not perhaps a separate construction
- but one is not sure for they have metaphysical conceptions
of their own. Animals are not, I think, so limited in their
consciousness - they have not only sensations, but an acute
memory of certain things, observation, clear associations, an
intelligence that plans, a very accurate sense of place and memory
of place, an initial power of reasoning (not reflectively as the
human mind does, but practically as any vital mind can do).
I have seen a young kitten observing, coming at a correct
conclusion, proceeding to do what was necessary for her pur
pose, a necessity imposed by that conclusion, just as a human
child might do. We cannot therefore say that animals have no
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ideas. No clear measure of yesterday and tomorrow, perhaps,
but the perception of past and future needs is there and of right
times and seasons also - all vital, practical, not reflectively men
tal in the human way.
But it is true that when one gets beyond the mind, this
sense of time changes into timelessness, into the eternal present.
*
**

[Time sense in the animals :] A very strong time sense - at
least some of them - but usually it works only in connection
with strong desires or habits, e.g. food.
*
**

No doubt the physical regulated time consciousness belongs
mainly to the waking state but it can be subliminal as well as
of the mental waking consciousness. E.g., sometimes one wills
at night to get up at a fixed time in the morning and wakes
exactly at that hour and minute - it is something in the subli
minal being that recorded the time and vigilantly executed it.
*
**

It is the change in the consciousness. When one begins to feel
the inner being and live in it (the result of the experience of
peace and silence) the ordinary time sense disappears or becomes
purely external.
*
**

Time is to the Intuition an extension of consciousness in which
happenings are arranged and has not the same rigidity that
it has to the intellect.
*
**

You are right. The present is a convention or only a constant
movement out of the past into the future.
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VI

By greatness is meant an exceptional capacity of one kind or
another which makes a man eminent among his fellows.
*
**

That kind of greatness has nothing to d o with the psychic. It
consists in a special mental capacity (Raman, Tagore) or in a
great vital force which enables them to lead men and dominate
them. These faculties are often but not always accompanied by
something in the personality Daivic or Asuric which supports
their action and gives to men an impression of greatness apart
even from the special capacity - the sense of a great personality.
*
**

People have begun to try to prove that great men were not great,
which is a very big mistake. If greatness is not appreciated
by men, the world will become mean, small, dull, narrow and
tamasic.
·

*
**

Obviously, outer greatness is not the aim of yoga. But that is
no reason why one should not recognise the part played by
greatness in the order of the universe or the place of great men of
action, great poets and artists, etc.
*
**

I t is the power in them [the great men] that i s great and that
power comes from the Divine - by their actions and greatness
they help the world and aid the cosmic purpose. It does not
matter whether they have ego or not - they are not doing yoga.
*
**

I don't think it can be said that Napoleon had little of ego - he

·
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was exceedingly ego-centric. He made himself a dictator from
Brumaire, and as a dictator he should always have acted - but
he felt the need of support and made the error of seeking it in
the democratic way - a way for which he was utterly unfit.
He had the capacities of a ruler but not of a politician - as a
politician he would have been an entire failure. His hesitations
were due to this defect - if it can be called one. He could not
have dealt successfully with parties or a parliamentary assembly.
*
**

Why should the Divine not care for the outer greatness ? He
cares for everything in the universe. All greatness is the Vibhuti
of the Divine, says the Gita.
*
**

It i s not only the very very big people who are of importance to
the Divine. All energy, strong capacity, power of effectuation are
of importance.
As for Napoleon, Caesar and Shakespeare, not one of them
was a virtuous man, but they were great men, and that was your
contention that only virtuous men are great men and those who
have vices are not great, which is an absurd contention. All of
them went after women - two were ambitious, unscrupulous.
Napoleon was most arrogant and violent.
Shakespeare stole deer, Napoleon lied freely, Caesar was
without scruples.
*
**

Are you in a position to make a j udgment as to what will or will
not help God's work ? You seem to have very elementary ideas
in these matters. What is your idea of divinisation - to be a
virtuous man, a good husband, son, father, a good citizen, etc. ?
In that case, I myself must be undivine, - for I have never been
these things. Men like X or Y would then be the great Trans
formed Divine Men.
*
**
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But do you really believe that men like Napoleon, Caesar,
Shakespeare were not great men and did nothing for the world
or for the cosmic purpose ?· that God was deterred from using
them for His purpose because they had defects of character and
vices ? What an absurd idea !
*
**

Why should the Divine care for the vices of great men ? I s h e a
p oliceman ? So long as one is in the ordinary nature, one has
capacities and defects, virtues and vices. When one goes beyond,
there are no virtues and vices, - for these things do not belong
to the Divine Nature
.

•
••

Vice and virtue have nothing to do with darkness or light, truth
and falsehood. The spiritual man rises above vice and virtue, he
does not rise above truth and light, unless you mean by truth and
light, human truth and mental light. They have to be tran
scended, just as virtue and vice have to be transcended.
•
••

Vices are simply an overflow o f energy
nels.

m

irregulated chan

•
**

Great men have more e nergy (mental, vi tal physical, all kinds
of energy) and the energy comes out in what men call vices as
well as in what men call virtues.
,

*
**

Men with great capacities or a powerful mind or a powerful
vital have very often more glaring defects of characte r than
ordinary men or at least the defects of the latter do not show
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so much, being like themselves, smaller in scale.

Yes, certainly. Many great men_ even have often very great vices
-and many of them. Great men "3.re- iiot usually model charac;.. 
ters.

•
**

Great o r dazzling or small in their field� ambitfon i s ambition and

it is necessary for most for an energetic action. What is the use
of calling a thing a vice when it is small and glorifying it when
it is big ?
•
••

When vanity is there on a big scale, it usually works like that.
The man feels the energy in all he does, and mistakes the energy
for high accomplishment.

It

is a common error. The high

accomplishment is in only one or two fields.
*
••

It i s a vanity, but it is not humbug, unless he does not believe
in it. If he does not believe in it, it is humbug, but it is not
vanity.
*
••

Most great - men know perfectly well that they are great.

VII
[The seeking of animals :]

The

satisfaction of their emotions

and desires and their bodily needs - mostly. Animals are
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predominantly the vital creation on earth - the mind in them
also is a vital �ind - they act according to the push of the
forces and have a ·vital but.not a mental will.

Even the animal is more in touch with a certain harmony in things
than man. Ma;n's only superiority is a more complex conscious
ness and capacity (but terribly perverted and twisted by misuse
of Mind) and the ability (not much used as yet) of reaching to
wards higher things.
*
**

Human life and mind are neither in tune with Nature like the
animals nor with Spirit - it is disturbed, incoherent, conflicting
with itself, without harmony and balance. We can then regard
it as diseased, if not itself a disease .
•
**

The plants are very psychic, but they can express it only by silence
and beauty.
*
••

[Beauty of a flower :] Form, colour, scent and something else
which is indefinable.
•
**

The rose is not the only beautiful flower, there are hundreds of
others ; most flowers are beautiful.
There are degrees and kinds of beauty, that is all.
The rose is among the. first of flowers because of the rich�
ness of its colour, the intensity of sweetness of its scent and the
grace and magnificence of its form.
*
**
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It is true that the plant world - even the animals if one takes
them the right way - can be much better than human beings.
It is the mental distortion that makes men worse.
*
**

Yes, it is a more simple and honest consciousness - that of the
animal. Of course it expects something, but even if it does not
get, the affection remains. Many animals, even if ill-treated, do
not lose their love which means remarkable psychic development
in the vital.
*
**

The emotional being of animals is often much more psychic
than that of men who can be very insensitive. There were
recently pictures of the tame tigress kept by a family and after
wards given by them to a Zoo. The look of sorrow on the face
of the tigress in her cage at once gentle and tragically poignant
is so intense as to be heart-breaking.
•
**

Most animals do not usually attack u,nless they are menaced or
frightened or somehow made angry - and they can feel the
atmosphere of people.
•
**

Cats have a very sure vital perception.
*
**

There are people who can move the ears without doing yoga
at all or calling upon the resources of the Kundalini. I suppose
it is simply a movement that man has lost through disuse, not
.
having had like the animals to prick up his ear at every moment
to listen to sounds that might indicate danger. I suppose
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he could revive the faculty if it were of any use.
*
**

[Responsibility for suffering :] Why man's ? What about the ani
mals ? They too suffer. You can say that suffering is a distortion
of the lower consciousness, but you cannot make man or human
nature alone responsible for it.
*
**

Yes - to watch the animals with the right perception of their
consciousness helps to get out of the human mental limitations
and see the Cosmic Consciousness on earth individualising
itself in all forms - plant, animal, man and growing towards
what is beyond man.

VIII

I am not aware that highly evolved personalities have no sense
of humour or how the person can be said to be integrated when
this sense is lacking. "Looseness" applies only to a frivolous
levity without any substance behind it. There is no law that
wisdom should · be something rigidly solemn and without a
smile.
•
**

Sense of humour ? It i s the salt of existence. Without it the world
would have got utterly out of balance - it is unbalanced enough
already - and rushed to blazes long ago.
"'
**

People are exceedingly silly - but I suppose they can't help
themselves. The more I see of humanity, the more that forces
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itself on me. The abysses of silliness of which its mind is
capable . . . .
•
••

My opinion is that Allah i s great and great is the mystery of the
universe and things are not what they seem, etc.

END OF PART ONE

